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Abstract

In this thesis we construct finite homomorphic images of infinite semi-direct
products, 2*n : AT, where 2*n is a free product of n copies the cyclic group C2 extended by
N, a group of permutations on n letter. We construct several finite homomorphic images
of the semi-direct products 2*4 : S4, 2*6 : £2(5), and 3*3 : S3. In particular, we construct

the finite groups 24 : S4, 2 x S5, PGL%(7), FGT2(9), 3 x PGL2(9), A homomorphic
image of 3*3 : S3, £2(11)? and M12 : 2. The main result of the thesis is the construction

of Mi 2 : 2 as a homomorphic image of 2*4 : S4.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In this thesis, we present a method for performing group theoretic operations
on finite groups. Our method is, as will be demonstrated, more convenient to work
with than the two existing methods; permutation or matrix representation. Many of
the interesting groups have permutation representations on sets of inconveniently large

size. Also; working with matrix representation for these groups are very time consuming.
Although there exist group theory packages, such as MAGMA (see [CanOS]) which enable

us to efficiently perform group theoretic operations on permutations of very large size, the
only means of communication of these elements is electronically. Our method applies to

may finite groups including all finite non abelian simples groups. We will construct several

groups, including the automorphism group, Afo : 2, of the Mathieu group Afo. These
groups are constructed through a technique that is given in next section. This technique

allows us to express elements of the constructed group in convenient short forms. Many
groups have been constructed this way and their elements represented in short forms.
For example, every element of the Janko group J, is represented in convenient short form
instead of the usual 226 letter permutation representation, see [CH96] for reference.

1.1

Symmetric Generation of a Group
Let G be a group and
T — {ti,t2,• • • jin} C G,

2

and let N = Nq(T), the set normalizer in G of T.
If

(i) (7= (T), and
(ii) N permutes T transitively, not necessarily faithfully.
Then G is a homomorphic image of the (infinite) progenitor
m*n : 2V,

where m*n represents a free product of n copies of the cyclic group Cm, m being the order
of ii, and TV is a group of automorphisms of m*n which permutes the n cyclic subgroups

by conjugation. Thus, for 7r G Nt we have

N will simply act by conjugation as permutations of the n involutory symmetric genera

tors. Now, since by the above, elements of N can be gathered on the left, every element of

the progenitor can be represented as 7r«j, where 7r G N and w is a word in the symmetric

generators. Indeed this representation is unique provided w is simplified so that adjacent
symmetric generators are distinct. Thus any additional relator by which we must factor

the progenitor to obtain G must have the form

where % G N and w is a word in T. We will let i stand for the symmetric generator

and also let i to denote the coset Nti.

1.2

Manual Double Coset Enumeration
We have

as the single point stabilizer in N and
Nij

etc,

as the two points stabilizer in N, The coset stabilizing subgroup of N, N^w\ is given by,

= {tt G N : Nwtt = Nw},

3
for w a word in the symmetric generators. Then Nw < N^\ and the number of cosets

in the double coset [w] = NwN is given by | N | / ] NW
Nwtti

since

NW7V2

MM

7Vw7ri7T2-1 7^ Nw

7T17T2-1

NW

We find the index of N in G by performing a manual double coset enumeration
of G over N. We need to find all double cosets [w] and also find the number of single
cosets in each of these. We know that the double coset enumeration is completed when

the set of right cosets obtained is closed under right multiplication. We obtain the orbits
of nW on the set of symmetric generators and identify, for each [w], the double coset to
which Nwti belongs for one symmetric generator ti from each orbit.
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Chapter 2

Construction of 24 : S4
We factor the progenitor 2*4 : S4 by the single relator, [(0,1,2,3)to]4, and let,

2*4:S4
1(0,1,2,3)t0]4
a symmetric presentation of G is given by,
(x,y, t\x4, y2, (yz)3, t2, (t,y), (tx, y), (ret)4),

where TV = S4 = (x, y\x4, y2, xy3), and the actions of x and y on the symmetric generator

are given by x ~ (0,1,2,3), y ~ (2,3). Our relation is [(0,1,2,3)to]4 = 1.

Now, let (0,1,2,3) = 7T then [(0,1,2,3)t0]4 = (7rt0)4 = 1.
TrtQirtQTrtoivto =

1

7rio'Tio7T27r-1fo'Tto — 1

Trio71"3^-2io?r2(^o)7r^o = 1

O irtoir\toy2(tQy*tQ — 1
O 7T47T—3to7T3(to)’r2(to)7rto = 1

= i
<=> ^^2*1^0 = 1
<=> ^3^2 “ to^l

Manual double coset enumeration.
We note that; NeN = {TVen|n G TV} = {TVnjn 6 TV} = {TV}- Thus TVeTV,

denoted by [*], contains one single coset. N is transitive on {0,1,2,3}, so it has a single
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orbit {0,1,2,3}. We take a representative, say {0} from the orbit, and find to which the
double cosets Nto belong? Clearly; A7o G NtoN =

e AT} = {Nio, -Nil, ^2> Nts}.

Now consider the cosets stabilizer N® in N. The cosets stabilizer of Nto is equal to the
point stabilizer /V°, given by:
//(°) =
= <(1,2,3),(1,2)>
= {e, (1,2), (1,3), (2,3), (1,2,3), (2,1,3)},
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtoN is at most:

The orbits of

= 4.

on {0,1,2,3} are {0} and {1,2,3}. We take a representative,

{0} and say {1}, from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntoto and Ntoti
belong? However, Ntoto = N £ [*], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double
coset NeN, and three symmetric generators go to the next double coset Ntoti G [01]
(new).

Next, we consider the cosets stabilizer jM01) in N. Now, N't01) > TV01 = {e, (2,3)},
and we note that; Ntstz = Afto^i (32 ~ 01).
JVt3t<°’3)(1-2) = JVt0f(11’2)(0'3) => Nt2t3 = JVtoti => (0,3) (1,2) e M01).

JVt340,1) = Ntot(°'1} => Nt3t2 = Ntito => (0,1) e N<01>.

Therefore; /V<01> > ((2,3), (1,2)(0,3)) = {e, (0,1), (2,3), (1,3)(0,2), (0,3)(1,2),
(0,3,1,2), (0,2,1,3), (2,1,0,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
AVoU-Y is at most:

= 3 (with four names for each).

In order to find the other two distinct single cosets in NtgtiN we find the right
cosets of /Vi01) in AT, They are
ATtotJ0’3’2’1^. We take a presentative
from each of the cosets, we form the transversal T. T = {e, (0,3,2,1), (0,1,3,2)}. Con

jugating the coset with four different names that is, 32 ~ 23 ~ 10 ~ 01 by each of the

elements in the set T, we get the other two distinct cosets in NtotiN with four names
for each:
31

13

02

20.

30

03

21

12.

A/l01) is transitive on {0,1,2,3}. Thus M01) has a single orbits [0,1,2,3}. We
take a representative, say {1}, from the orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntot]to

belong? However, Ntot Jo = 7Vto G [0]. Therefore; four symmetric generators go back to
the double coset NtoN,

6
Hence we must have complete the double coset enumerator since the set of right
cosets of N in G is closed under right multiplication by

The double coset enumeration

shows that the index of Ar = 84 in G is at most:

= 1 + 4 + 3 = 8.

=> |G| < 8|JV| = 8 x 24 = 192.
We now prove that |G| = 192. Determine the action of the symmetric generators
x, y and t on 8 distinct cosets of N in G that we have found. Recall that

(0,1,2,3),

y~ (2,3).

[*]

[0]

[01]

Figure 2.1: The Cayley Diagram of 24 : S4 over 2*4 : S4

Permutation Representation.
Coset
1N
2Nt0
3 Nt!
4 Nt2
5 Nt3
6 Ntoti
7 NtQt2

8 7Vtot3

(0,1,2,3)
1N
3 Nti
4 Nt2
5 Nt3
2 Mo
8 Ws
7 NtQt2
6 Ntoti
x

y~(2,3)
1N
2 Nt0
3 Mi
5M3
4M2
6 Moti
8 Nt0t3
7 Ntot2

to

2
1
6
7
8
3
4
5

Mo
N

Moti
NtQt2
Ntots

Mi
M2
M3

The action of N and the action of tfs is as follows: GxX—>X defined by
(g,x)—►gx, and f —* Sx, where f is homomorphism. In this problem; we have,
f : 2*4 : S4 —> Sx, where X = {N, Nto,Mo^}• Now we find,

/(a?) = (2,3,4, 5) (6, 8).

/(y) = (4,5)(7}8).
f(to) = (1,2)(3,6)(4,7)(5,8).
f(ti) = f(tox) =

= (1,3)(4,8)(5,7)(2,6).

= (1,4)(5,6)(2,7)(3,8).
/(t3) = W) = (/t2)</W)) = (1,5)(2,8)(3,7)(4,6).
/(t2) = /(ti1) =

7

The Homomorphism Image of G.
G = /C2*4 : S4) = (/(x). f(V), /(to). /(*1), /fe), /(to))-

However;
{/(tl)./(t2),/(t3)} c (/(z), f(y), /(to)).

=> G = (/(®). /(»), /(to)) = /(2‘4 : s4).
If the additional relation hold in (/(®),/(to)./(l/)) then:
/
2*4 : S<
\
\([(O,l,2,3)to])4;

= (/W./(l/)>/(to))

The addition relation, namely £0^2*3 = 1 hold in (/(a;), f(y), /(to))
if /(to)/(ti)/(t2)/(t3) = 1.
Let = /(to)/(t1)/(t2)/(t3)=(l.2)(3,6)(4,7)(5,8)(1,3)(4,8)(5,7)(2,6)(1,4)(5,6)(2,7)
(3,8)(1,5)(2,8)(3,7)(4,6)=1.

Thus the relation holds in G.
=$> G is a homomorphism image of G.

Now, by the First Isomorphic Theorem \G/Kerf\ = G .
=> |G| > |G|.
It is easily verified that |G| = |f(y), /(to))I = 192.
=> |G| > 192.
But we have see above that |G| < 192.
Hence; |(7| = 192.
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Chapter 3

Construction of 2 x S5
We factor the progenitor 2*4 : S4 by the single relator, [(0,1,2)i0]4, and let,

(J- [(O,l,2)ioJ4
a symmetric presentation of G is given by:

(a?, 3/, t|o:4,3/2, (yz)3,t2, (t,j/), (tx,y), ((xy)^)4),
where N = S4 = (x, y\x4, y2, xy3), and the actions of x and y on the symmetric generator

are given by x ~ (0,1,2,3), y ~ (2,3). Our relation is, [(0,1,2)to]4 = 1- Now, let
(0,1,2) = 7r then [(0,1,2)to]4 = (^o)4 — 1-

7rio7rio7f
<=> TrtQTTtQTT 7T

= 1

to7rto = 1

O 7rto7r37r“2to7T2(io)7rto = 1
<=> 7rtO7r3(to)Tr2^o)7rto = 1
<=> 7r47r“3to^3(to)’r2(*o)’rio = 1
^^(t0y3(tGy2(t0yt0 = 1

O (0,1,2)iot2tiio — 1
O (0,1,2)toi2 = toil
Manual double coset enumeration

We note that; TVeTV = {TVen|n 6 TV} = {TVn|n e TV} = {TV}. Thus TVeTV,

denoted by [*], contains one single coset. N is transitive on {0,1,2,3}, so it has a single
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orbit {0,1,2,3}. We take a representative, say {0} from the orbit, and find to which the
double cosets Nto belong? Clearly; Nto G NtoN = {TVtg|n e TV} = {TVio, TVti, TV^, TVtg}.

Now consider the cosets stabilizer N^. The cosets stabilizer of Nto is equal to the point

stabilize TV0, given by:
TV<°) = TV0
= <(1,2,3), (1,2)).
= {e, (1,2), (1,3), (2,3), (1,2,3), (2,1,3)},
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset TVt0TV is at most: •pvS] = 7T “ 4.
The orbit of N® on {0,1,2,3} are {0} and {1,2,3}. We take a representatives,
{0} and say {1}, from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntoto and Ntoti

belong? However, Ntoto = TV G [*], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double
coset TVeTV, and three symmetric generators go to the next double coset TVtoti € [01]
(new).

Next, we consider coset stabilizer TV^01) in N. Now, M01) > TV01 = {e, (23,)},
and we note that; Ntoti = Ntot2 (01 02). Ntot^ = Nt0t2 => (1,2) 6 W(al) but Sn

can be generated by (12...n)(12). Therefore; TV<01) = ((1,2,3), (1,2)) = {e, (1,2), (1,3), (2,
3), (1,2,3), (2,1,3)}. Since; (2,3) G TV<01> => Ntot^ = W<2,3) => Ws = WiThus Ntoti = Ntot2 = Ntoto (01 ~ 02 ~ 03). Then the number of the single cosets in
the double coset NtotiN is at most:|Jj^| = = 4 (with three names for each).

In order to find other three distinct single cosets in NtotiN we find the right
cosets of TV^01) in TV. They areTV^01), TVioiiO,1\ TViot^o,2\ TVtoii°’3^ We take a presentative
from each of the cosets, we form the transversal T. T = {e, (0,1), (0,2), (0,3)}. Conju
gating the coset with three different names that is; 01 ~ 02 ~ 03 by each of the elements

in the set T, we get other three distinct cosets in NtotiN with three names for each:
10 ~ 12 ~ 13.
20 ~ 2123.
30 ~ 31 32.
The orbit of TV^01) on {0,1,2,3} are {0} and {1,2,3} . We take a representatives,
{0} and say {1}, from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TViotito and TVtoiiti

belong to? However, Ntotiti = Nto £ [0], then three symmetric generators go back to
the double coset TVioTV, and Nt^titoN is new double coset.

Now, Ntotito 6 [010] (new).
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(O,l,2)(toi2)
=j> (O,l,2)(tot2to)
Thus Ntotito

=
=

(toil)
(toilto)

=
=

Ntffato
Ntot3to

=

Wt0(3,0,2)£3t2

=
=
=

Nt2t3t2
Nt2t]t2
Nt2tot2

=
=

A't2(O,2,l)toti
TVtitoti

—
=

Ntiivti
Ntit3ti

=
=

7Vto(3,2,0)t2i3
/Vt3t3i2

=

Ntstotz

=

tVi3tit3.

So,
Wt0tlto=A'tot2to=Artot3to=Vi2i3t2Nt2tQt2=Ntitoti=Ntit2ti=Ntit3ti.

-/Vt3tit3=N’t3t2t3=Art3tot3=tVt2tit2.
We consider the cosets stabilizer 7V(010) in N. M010) > TV010 = {e, (2,3)} and we

already knew, Aft010) >

which have six elements. Moreover; (0,1,2,3) G

Therefore; 2V<010) = ((0,1,2,3), (1,2)) = 24 => All elements in S4 G 2V(010\ Then the
number of the single cosets in the double coset Ni^t^toN is at most:

H = 1

(with 12 different names for each).
TVfOiO) ig transitive on {0,1,2,3}, so it has a single orbit {0,1,2,3}. We take

a representative, say {0} from the orbit, and find to which the double coset NtotitQto
belong?7VYo^ 1^0 = Ntoti G [01], then four symmetric generators go back to Ntoti-N.
Hence we must have complete the double coset enumerator since the set of right
cosets of N in is closed under right multiplication by fys. The double coset enumeration

shows that the index of Ar = S4 in G is at most:

~

1 + 4 + 4+1 = 10.
=>| G |< 10|AT| = 10 x 24 = 240.

We now prove that |G| = 240. Determine the action of the symmetric generators
x, y and t on 10 distinct cosets of N in G that we have found. Recall that x

V~ (2,3).

(0,1,2,3),

11

Figure 3.1: The Cayley Diagram of 2 x S& over 2*4 : S4

Permutation Representation.
Coset
1 N
2 Nt0
3 Nt!
4 Nt2
5 Nt3

x ~ (0,1,2,3)
1N
3 Ntr
4 Nt2
5 Nt3
2 NIq

6 TVioti
7 Nhto
8 Nt2to
9 Nt3t0
10 TVtotito

7 TVtito
8 Nt2t0
9 Nt3t0
6 TVioii
10 TViotito

V ~ (2,3)
1 N
2 Nt0
3 TVti
5Nt3
4 Nt2
6 Ntoti

7 TVtito
9 Nt3t0
8 Nt2to
10 JVtotito

to
2 IVto
1N
7 Ntit0
8 Nt2to
9 Nt3to
10 TVtotito
3 ATti
4 Nt2
5 Nt3
6 Ntoti

The action of N and the action of t's is as follows: GxX—>X defined by

(g,x)—>gx, and f —> Sz, where f is homomorphism.

In this problem; we have,

f : 2*4 : S4 —> ST, where X = {Ar, Nt^ATtotito}.

/(®) = (2,3,4,5) (6,7,8,9).
/(y) = (4,5) (8,9).
/(t0) = (1,2)(3,7)(4,8)(5,9)(6,10).
/(ti) = /(to1) = (/to)(zw) = (l,3)(4,8)(5,9)(2,6)(7,10).
/(tz) = /(ti1) = (/ti)<'<*» = (1,4)(2,6)(3,7)(5,9)(4,8).
/(t3) = /(t2x) = (/t2)(/W) = (1,5)(2,6)(3,7)(4,8)(9,10).
The Homomorphism Image Of G.
<5 = /(2*4 : S4) = (/(B),/(y),/(t0),/(ti),/(t2),/(t3)).
However;

{/(ti),/(t2),/(t3)} £ (/(b),/(y),/(to))=> G = /(2*4 : S4) = (/(b),/(y),/(to))-

If the additional relation hold in (/(z),/(y),/(to)) then

12

[(0,1,2)to]4)
The addition relation, namely toti^to = (0,1,2) holds in

if totit2to acts as /(to) —> /(ti) -» /(t2).

Let M = /(to)/(ti)/(t2)/(to) = (2,3,4)(6,7,8).
Then /(t0)M = /(ti), /(tj#* = /(t2) and
= /(to).
Thus the relation holds in G.
=> G is a homomorphism image of G.

Now, by the First Isomorphic Theorem \G/Kerf\ = G.
=> \G\ > |G|.

It is easily verified that |(7| = |(/(®), /(y), /(to)) I = 240.

=> |G| > 240.
But we have seen that |G| < 240.

Hence; |G| = 240.

f(y),/(to))-
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Chapter 4

Construction of PGL2(7)
We factor the progenitor 2*4 : St by the single relator, [(2,3)(t • t1)2], and let
U “ |(23)(t • t*)2]
a symmetric presentation of G is given by:

where N = 64 = (x, y|a?4, y2, rcy3), and the actions of x and y on the symmetric generator

are given by x ~ (0,1,2,3), y ~ (2,3). Our relation is (2,3)(t •tx)2.
Now, let t is equivalent with to, then tx = t§
tg0,1,2,3^ = ti.
(2,3)
(t -1^)2 = 1

+> (2,3)(t0ti)2 = 1
O (2,3)(totitoii) = 1
o(2,3)toti = trio
<=> Ntoti

= TVtito

Manual double coset enumeration.
We note that; NeN = {Nen\n e N} = {Nn\n G TV} = {TV}. Thus TVeTV,

denoted by [*], contains one single coset. N is transitive on {0,1,2,3}, so it has a single

orbit {0,1,2,3}. We take a representative, say {0} from the orbit, and find to which the
double cosets TV to belong? Clearly; TVto G TVtoTV = {TVtj} |n G TV} = {TVto, TVti, TVt2, TVt3}.
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Now consider the cosets stabilizer A/(o). The cosets stabilizer of Nto is equal to the point
stabilize N°, given by:
= AT0
= ((1,2,3), (1,2)).
= {e, (1,2), (1,3), (2,3), (1,2,3), (2,1,3)},
then the number of the single cosets in double coset NtoN:

= 4.

The orbits of AT^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0} and (1,2,3}. We take a representative,

{0} and say {1} from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntoto and Ntoti
belong? However, Moto = N 6 [*], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double
coset NeN, and three symmetric generators go to the next double coset Moti 6 [01]
(new).

Next, we consider the cosets stabilizer M01) in N. Now, AT01 = {e, (2,3)}, and we
note that; Moti = Ntito. Ntot^'1^ = Ntito => (0,1) G A^01). Ntot^'1^2,3^ = Mito =>

(0,1)(2,3) G A^01). Therefore; A^01) = ((0,1), (2,3)) = {e, (0,1), (2,3), (0,1)(2,3)}, then
the number of the single cosets in double coset Nt$tiN is at most:

= 6 (with

two names for each).

In order to find other five distinct single cosets in NtotiN we find the right cosets
of M01> in N. They

We

take a presentative from each of the cosets, we form the transversal T. T= {e, (0,2), (0,3),
(1,2), (1,3), (0,2)(1,3)}. Conjugating the coset with two different names; that is, 01 ~ 10

by each of the elements in the set T, we get other five distinct cosets in Moti AT with two
names each:

21 ~ 12.
31 ~ 13.

02 ~ 20.
03 ~ 30.
23 ~ 32.
The orbits of AM01) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1} and {2,3}. We take a representative,

say {0} and {2}, from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Motiti and Motit2
belong? However; Motiti = Mo G [0], then two symmetric generators go back to the
double coset Mo A. So, Ntot&N is new double coset.

Now, Motit2 G [012] (new).
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(2,3) (Mi)
=> (2,3)(M1^)
Thus Ntotfa

=
=

(Mo)
(Moto)

=

NtitQt2

=

ATti(l, 3) Mo

=
=

NtJ/Jo
Nt2tJo

=
=

AM M3

=

Ntotj3

=

Ato(0,2)Mi

=
=

Nt2tsti
Nt3t2ti>

So,
Ntoti t2=Nti tot2~NtJ2to=Nt2 Mo •

Nti tot3=Ntot3ti =At2Ml=N’t3Ml •

We consider the cosets stabilizer M012\ Ar°12 = {e} and we know that {(0,1), (2,

3), (0,2,3), (0,3,1,2), (0,1)(2,3), (1,3)(0,2)} 6 N<°12). Therefore;

= ((0,1)(2,3)

, (1,3)(0,2)) = {e, (0,1), (2,3), (0,2,3), (0,3,2), (0,3,1,2), (0,1)(2,3), (1,3)(0,2)}, then the
number of the single cosets in the double coset Nt2t3t3N is at most:

=3

(with eight names for each).

In order to find other two distinct single cosets with eight names for each in
NtotJ^N we find the right cosets of M012) jn Al They are 7V(012\ Ntoth^’2\ Ntotit^’3}.
We take a a presentative from each of the cosets, we form the transversal T.

T= {e, (0,2), (0,3)}. Conjugating the coset with eight different names; that is, 012 ~

102 ~ 320 ~ 230 ~ 103 ~ 013 ~ 231 ~ 321 by each of the elements in the set T, we get
other two distinct cosets in NtotiN with eight names for each:

210 ~ 120 ~ 302 - 032 ~ 123 ~ 213 - 031 - 301.
312 132 023 203 r\j 130 310 201 021.
M012) is transitive on {0,1,2,3), so it has a single orbit {0,1,2,3}. We take
a representative, say {2} from the orbit, and find to which the double coset Ntotit2t2

belong? Ntotit2t2 = Ntoti G [01]. Thus four symmetric generators go back to NtotiN.

Hence we must have complete the double coset enumerator since the set of right

cosets of N in is closed under right multiplication by tts. The double coset enumeration
shows that the index of N = S4 in G is at most:
j +1^(01 >| +1jy(2)| “ 1+4+64-3 =
14.
=>| G |< 14|AT] = 14 x 24 = 336.
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We now prove that |G| = 336. Determine the action of the symmetric generators

x, y and t on 14 distinct cosets of N in G that we have found. Recall that x ~ (0,1,2,3),
.
(2,3)

[*]

[0]

[01]

[012]

Figure 4.1: The Cayley Diagram of PGL2(7) over 2*4 : S4

Permutation Representation.
Coset
1N
2 NtQ
3 Nh
4 Nt2
5 Nt3
6 Ntoti
7 Ntot2
8 Ntoto
9 Ntit2

10
11
12
13
14

lVtit3
Nt2t3
Ntotit2
Nt2tito
Ntotit2

x

(0,1,2,3)

1
3
4
5
2

N
Nti
Nt2
Nto
Nt0
9 Ntit2
10 Ntito

6 TVtoii
11 Nt2to
7 Ntot2
8 Ntoto
13 Nt2tito
12 Ntotit2
14 Ntotit2

1/ ~ (2,3)
1N
2 Nto
3 Nti
5 Nto
4 Nt2
6 Ntoti
8 Ntoto
7 Ntot2
10 Ntito
9 Ntit2
ii m2t3
12 Ntotit2
14 Nt3tit2
13 Nt2tito

io

2 AV0
1N
6 TVto^i
7 Ntot2
8 Ntoto
3 Nti
4 Nt2
5 ATt3
13 Nt2tito
14 Ntotit2
12 Ntotit2
11 Nt2to
9 Ntit2
10 Ntit3

The action of N and the action of t's is as follows: GxX—>X defined by
(g,x)—>gx, and f —> Sx, where f is homomorphism.
f : 2*4 : S4 <—► Sx, where X = {TV, Nto,

In this problem; we have,

Ntotit2}- Now we find,

f(x) = (2,3,4,5)(6,9,11,8)(7,10) (12,13).

/(y) = (4,5)(7,8)(9,10)(13,14).
/(to) = (1) 2) (3,6) (4,7) (5,8) (9,13) (10,14) (11,12).

/(ti) = /(tox) = (/(to))(/w) = (1,3)(4,9)(5,10)(2,6)(ll, 12)(7,14)(8,13).
/(<2) =/(ti”) = (/[ti))(/W) = (1,4)(5,11)(2,7)(3,9)(13,8)(10,14)(6,12).

/(t3) = /(t2x) = (/(t2))(/W) = (1,5) (2,8)(3,10) (4,11)(6,12)(7,14)(9,13).
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The Homomorphism Image of G.
G = ffT* : Si) = (f(z), f(y),/(to), /(ti), /(t2), /(t3)).

However; {/(ti), /(t2), f(t3)} £ {f(z),f(y),f(t0)).
=^G= {f(x), f(y), /(to)) = /(2*4 : Si).

If the additional relation hold in (/(sc), /(to), f(y)) then:

The addition relation; namely, totitoti = (2,3) hold in (/(a:), f(y),/(to))

if totitoti acts as /(i2) -» /(t3) and /(t3) —> /(t2).
Let M = /(to)/(ti)/(to)/(ti)=(4,5)(7,8)(9,10)(13,14).
=>
==>

/(t2)^ - (1,5)(2,8)(3,10)(4,11)(6,12)(7,14)(9,13) = /(t3).
= (1,4)(5, U)(2,7)(3,9)(13,8)(10,14)(6,12) = /(t2).

Thus the relation holds in G.
G is a homomorphism image of G.

Now, by the First Isomorphic Theorem |G/Ker/| = G .
=► |G| > |G|.

It is easily verified that ]G| = |(/(z),/(y), /(to))| = 336.
=> |G| > 336.

But we have see above that |G| < 336.

Hence; |G| = 336.
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Chapter 5

Construction of 3 x PGL^ty
We factor the progenitor 2*6 : £2(5) by the single relator, (0, oo)(l,4)(*2*3)2,
and let,

2*6 : £2(5)
- [(00,0x1,4) = m)2].
a symmetric presentation of G is given by:
{x,yit\x5,y3)(xy)21t2(t,x),(t^x2\xy^(ty{x **

where N = £2(5) = (a;,y|x5,y3, (xy)2), and the actions of x and y on the symmet

ric generator are given by x ~ (0,1,2,3,4), y ~ (00,0,1) (2,4,3).
(0,oo)(l,4)(i2t3)2 = 1

Our relation is

(oo,0)(l,4) = (t2t3)2

<=> (O0,0)(l,4) = i2^3^2^3
O (00,0)(l, 4)t3t2

=

*2*3

O (00,0)(l,4)t2t3

=

*3*2

Manual double coset enumeration

We note that;NeN = {Nen|n 6 N} = {Nn|n G N} = {N}.Thus NeN,
denoted by [*],contains one single coset.

N is transitive on {0,1,2,3,4,00}, so it

has a single orbit {0,1,2,3,4,00}. We take a representative, say {2} from the orbit,
and find to which the double coset N*2 belong? Clearly; N*2 G N*2N = {Ni^n G
N} ={N£q, N£i,Nt2,Nt3,Ni4,Ntoo}. Now consider the cosets stabilizer N^2\ The
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cosets stabilizer of Nt2 is equal to the point stabilizer TV2, given by, TV^= TV2 =

((3,0,4,1, oo), (0,4)(1,3)) = {e, (1,0)(3,oo), (l,4)(0,oo), (3,0)(4,oo), (1,3)(4,0), (1,oo)(3,

4), (1,4,0,3, oo), (1,00,3,0,4), (l,3,4,oo,0), (1,0,oo,4,3)}, then the number of the single
cosets in the double coset TVt2TV is at most:

= § = 6.

The orbits of N® on {0,1,2,3,4, oo} are {2} and {0,1,3,4, oo}. We take a
representative, {2} and say {3}, from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets
Nt2t2 and Nt2t3 belong? However, TVt2^2 = TV G [*], then one symmetric generator goes

back to the double coset TVeTV, and five symmetric generators go to the next double coset
TVt2t3 G [23] (new).
Next, we consider the cosets stabilizer TV^23\ TV^23) > TV23 = {e, (l,4)(0, oo)},
and we note that; Nt2t3 = TVi3i2- TVi2^1,4^2’3^ = ^3^2
(1,4)(2,3) G TVi2i3TVt240,oo)C2,3) = Nt3t2 => (0, oo)(2,3) G TVt2t3. Therefore; TV<23> = ((0, oo)(2,3), (1,4)(2,3))

= {e, (1,4)(0, oo), (1,4)(2,3), (2,3)(0, oo)}, then the number of the single cosets in the
double coset Nt2t3N is at most:

= ^ = 15 (with two names for each).

In order to find the other fourteen distinct single cosets with two different names
for each in Nt2t3N, we find the right cosets of TV(23) in TV. They are Nt2t3(l, 3)(4,0),
m2t3(1,2)(0,3), TW3(oq, 4)(0,3), TVt2t3(l, 0)(oo, 3), Nt2t3(1, oo, 4,2,3), Nt2t3&0)(4,3),

TVt2t3(l,oo,0)(2)4) 3), TVt2t3(2,oo)(4,0), TVt2i3(l,0)(2,4), TV£2i3(l,oo)(2,0), TVt2t3(l,4,3,

oo, 2), TVt2i3(2,4)(oo, 3), Nt2t3(l, oo, 3)(2,4,0), Nt2t3(l, 2,0)(3, oo,4). Taking are presentative from each of the cosets, we form the transversal T. T = {e, (1,3)(4,0), (1, oo, 0)(2,4,3),

(3,0)(4, oo), (1,0)(3, oo), (1, oo,4,2,3), (1, oo, 3)(2,4,0), (1,2)(3,0), (1,4,3, oo, 2), (1,0)(2,4),
(1, oo)(2,0), (2, oo)(4,0), (2,0)(3,4), (2,4)(3, oo), (1,2,0)(3, oo, 4)}. Conjugating the coset
with two different names; that is, 23 — 32 by each of the elements in the set T, we get

the other fourteen distinct cosets in TVt2i3TV with two names for each:
21 - 12
24-42

(oo,4)(3,0).

20-02

(oo,l)(3,4).

2oo — oo2

(oo,3)(l,0).

(0,4) (3,1)

03-30

(oo,2) (4,0).
(oo,4)(l,2).

34-43

(oo, 1)(2,0).

31 - 13

3oo — oo3

(2,4)(l,0).
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(oo, 2)(3,1).

40-04
4oo — oo4

(l,2)(3,0).

Ooo — ooO

(1,4)(3,2).

41 - 14

(oo,0)(3,2).

10-01

(oo,3)(2,4).

ool — loo

(3,4)(2,0).

The orbits of Art23) On {0,1,2,3,4, oo} are {0, oo}, {1,4} and {2,3}. We take a
representative, say {0}, {1} and {3} from each orbit,and find to which the double cosets
Nt2t3t0, Nt2t3ti and Nt2t3t3 belong? However, Nt2t3t3 — Nt2 G [2], then two symmetric

generators go back to the double coset Nt2N, and Nt2t3toN, Nt2t3tiN are new double

cosets.
Now, Nt2t3to G [230] (new).
(00,0) (1,4)42*3
=?► (O0,0)(l,4)(*2*3*o)

Thus

M2*3*o

= *3*2
= *3*2*0

= At3t2to
= M3(3,4)(1, oo)t0t2
=

Ntitofy

=

AT*o*4*2

=

Mo(0,1)(3, oo)t2*4

=

Nt]t2t4

=

M2ti*4

=

At2(oo, 0) (3,2)t4*i

=
=

Nt3t^ti
Nt4t3ti

=

M4(4,0)(oo, 2)41*3

=

AT4o4i43

=

ATtito*3-

So,
Nt2t3t0 = Nt3t2t0 = Nt4tot2
Mo*1*3

= ATt0*4*2 = Mit2*4 =

M3*4*i =

Nt^ti

= ATt2*it4 =

= At 1*0*3’

Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer M230). AT230 = {e} and At2t3tJ)0,1’2’3’4^ =
Wt3t4ti => (0,1,2,3,4) e M230’. Art2t3ioO,2)(3‘4) = Wt0t4t2 =*■ (0,2)(3,4) 6 W<230>.

Therefore;

= ((0,1,2,3,4), (0,2)(3,4)) ={e, (1,4)(2,3), (0,1,2,3,4), (0,2,4,1,3), (0,

3,1,4,2), (0,4,3,2,1),(2,0)(4,3),(1,2)(3,0),(1,0)(2,4),(1,3)(4,0)} S Dlo- Thenthenumber of the single cosets in the double coset Wt2t3toW is at most:
ten different names for each).

= 6 (with
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In order to find the other five distinct cosets with ten different names for each
in Nt2t3toN, we find the right distinct cosets of 77^230^ in N. They are TV^230)(1,4)(0, oo),

7X230)(l, 0)(3, oo), M230>(4,0X2,00), M23°)(3,0)(4,oo), M230>(2,0)(l, oo). We take a

representative from each of the cosets, we form the transversal T. T= {(1,4)(0, oo), (1,0) (3,
oo), (4,0)(2, oo), (3,0)(4, oo), (2,0)(l, do)}. Conjugating the coset with ten different names;
320 ~ 402

that is, 230

024

124 ~ 214 ~ 341

431 ~ 013 ~ 103 by each of the

elements in the set T, we get the other five distinct cosets in Nt2t3toN with ten different
names for each:

loo2 ~ 23oo ~ 32oo ~ ool2

421 ~ 241 ~ 314 ~ 134 ~ oo43 ~ 4oo3.

2ool

oo21 ~ 412 ™ 142 ~ Oloo

oolO

oo34 ~ 3oo4

203

023

032 ~ 302

oo32

420

204 ~ oo40 ~ 4oo0 ~ lOoo ~ 024.

04oo ~ 40oo ~ 143
3oo2 ~ 130

21oo

301

031 ~ 413

looO.

Oool ~ ooOl ~ 310 ~ 12oo.

240 ~ oo23 ~ 0oo4 ~ 34oo

43oo ~ 2oo3 ~ oo04.

The orbits of M230) on {0,1,2,3,4, oo} are {0,1,2,3,4} and {oo}. We take a
representative, {oo} and say {0} from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets
Nt2t3tQtQ and Nt2t3tQtoQ belong? Nt2t3tQto = Nt2t3 € [23], then five symmetric genera

tors go back to 77*2*3 Ar and

N is a new double coset.

Now, 77*2*3*0*00 € [230oo] (new).

Nt2t3tQtOQ - 7^3(1,4)(2,3)*oo*0
= NtztrtootQ
= Nt3(3,1) (0,4)*oo*2*o

= NtitoQt2to
= ?Woo(oo, l)(3,4)*o*2

— 77*oq*i*q*2

= 7/t00(oo,3)(2,4)toiii2
= Nt3totit2
= 77*3*o(oo,4)(0,3)*2*i

= NtQt3t2tl
— 7V*o(O, oo)(l, 4)*2*3*i

= Nt^t2t3ti

= 77^00^2(00,2) (0,4X1*3
= Nt2t<x>tit3

22

=

= 2Vt00(oo)4)(0,3)tit2t3
= N"t4tit2t3
= 2Vtit4t2t3
= ATti(oo, 3)(0,1)^2 Mu
= Ntotztjfa

— 7Vt0t2(oo, l)(0,2)t3t4
= Ntztot^t^

Then, NtztstQtoo has six different names,
7Vt2t3totoo — Ntitootzta = Nt^titotz = 7Vtot3t2ii = A7 Moo M3 — NtitohUNow recall,
230 320 rsj 402 024 124 214 341 431 r\j 013 103.

23oo

loo 2

0010 o-' oo34

32oo ~ ool2

421 ~ 241 ~ 314

3oo4 ~ 04oo ~ 40oo

420 ~ 240 ~ oo23

032 ~ 302

2ool ~ oo21~ 412 ~ 142 ~ Oloo

203

023 ~

oo32 3oo2 ~ 130

143

301

134

oo43 ~ 4oo3.

031 ~ 413 ~ I00O.

0oo4 ~ 34oo ~ 43oo ~ 2oo3

oo04.

204 ~ oo40 ~ 4oo0 ~ IO00 024.
21oo ~ Oool ~ 00OI

310 ~ 12oo.

Thus Nrt2t3totoo has sixty different names:
230oo 320oo ~ 402oo 024oo 124oo 214oo ~ 34loo 43100 ~ 013oo

loo20 ~ 23oo0
r\j OO102 oo342
~ 0321

20013

3021
oo213

32oo0 ~ 00120 ~ 4210 2410 ~ 3140 1340 ~ oo430
3oo42 04oo2 40oo2 rxj 1432 3012 0312 4132
4201 ~ 2401 ~ oo231 ~ 0oo41

4123 ~ 1423

01oo3 ~ 2043

34ool ~ 43ool

103oo

4oo30
loo02

2oo31 ~ oo041

oo403 ~ 4oo03 ~ 10oo3 0243

~ 2034 ~ 0234 oo324 3oo24 1304
21oo4 0ool4 oo014 ~ 3104 12oo4.
Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer for _/v(230o°). jV230o° _ {ej anj
Wt2t3tot£1,2’3’4) = Ntstitit^ => (0,1,2,3,4) e 2V<230oo>.

JVt2t3totfe>'°’1)(2,4’3) = Ntititito => (00,0,1) (2,4,3) 6 M23®00).
Therefore; N<?30°°'> = ((0,l,2,3,4),(oo,0,l)(2,4,3)) = AT = L2(5) = fay^y^xy)2}.

Then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Nt2t3totooN is at most:

=

|2 = 1 (with sixty different names for each).
7V(230oo) transitive on [0,1,2,3,4, oo}, so N't23000) has a single orbit {0,1,2,3,4,
00}. We take the representative namely {00} from the orbit, we find the double coset to
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which ATtototoWoo belong? ATtototoWoo = ^htsto G [230]. Therefore; six symmetric
generators go back to Ni^toN.
Now, AMtoto G [231] (new) .
(oo, 0)(l,4)(t2to)
=
==> (oo, 0)( 1,4)(t2toto) =
Thus AMtoto
—
=
=
—
=
=

•—
—
=
=
=
=
=

toto
tototo
AMtoto
ATto(4,oo)(0,3)toto
AMtoto
ATiitoto
AM(3,4)(l,oo)toto
Nioototo
A/t2tooto
A/'to(l)4)(3)2)totoo
AM to too
ATtoto too
ATto(l,0)(4,2)tooto
AM too to
AMototo

So,
AMtoto = AMtoto = Ntotitz = NtJot2 = AMtooto = AMototo = AMtotoo = NMtoioo =
A/to^toto = ATtotooto*
Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^231). jy231 = {e} and ATtotoii0,00’3,1’2^ =

M0tit2 => (0,00,3,1,2) 6 Nt231). Art2t3tJ1,2)(0’3) = Wtit0t2 =>■ (l,2)(0,3) 6 Nt231).
Therefore; M231> = ((0,oo,3,1,2), (1,2)(3,0)) = {e, (l,2)(3,0), (l,3)(2,oo), (2,3)(0,oo),

(1,0)(oo, 3), (1, oo)(2,0), (1,2,0, oo, 3), (1,3, oo, 0,2), (1, oo, 2,0,3), (1,0,3,2, oo)} a Z>10.
Then the number of the single cosets in double coset Nt2t3t'LN is at most; Iffji;. = yj = 6
(with ten different names for each).

In order to find the other five distinct cosets with ten different names for

each in AMtotoAr, we find the right distinct cosets of A^231) in N. They are are listed
below: A^tototo(l>4)(2,3), AMtoto (3,0)(4, oo), AMtoto(4,0)(2, oo), AMtoto(l>0)(4,oo),

AMtoto (2,0) (3,4). We take a representative from of the cosets, we form the transver
sal T. T= {(1,4)(2,3), (3,0)(4,oo), (4,0)(2, oo), (l,0)(4, oo), (2,0)(3,4)}, Conjugating the

coset with ten different names for each; that is, 231 ~ 321 ~ 012 ~ loo3 ~ ool3 ~ 30oo ~
03oo ~ oo20 ~ 2oo0 ~ 102 by each of the elements in the set T, we get the other five

distinct cosets in AMtotoAr with ten different names for each:
324 ~ 234

20oo ~ 02oo ~ 3oo0

oo30

4oo2

oo42

043

132 ~ 201 ~ 021 ~ 243 ~ 423 ~ 034 ~ 304 ~ 312 ~ 410 ~ 140

403

24
oo02 ~ 42oo ~ 120 r'j 210 ~ ool4 ~ loo4

24oo ~ 041

401

213 ™ oo31

3ool ~ oo24 ~ 2oo4 ~ 342

31oo ~ 430

340 ~ 4ool ~ oo41 ~ 13oo ~ 014 ~ 104 ~ oo03 ~ 0oo3.

0oo2

432

Moo ~ 41oo

123

The orbits of 7V<231) on (0,1,2,3,4, oo} are {0,1,2,3, oo} and {4}. We take

a representative, {4} and say {1} from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets
Nt2t3tit! and 17*2*3*i*4 belong? Nt2totiti ~ Nt2t3 e [23], then five symmetric generators

go back to Nt2t3N.

Now, Nt2t3tii4 € [2314] (new).
Nt2totit^ = 1V*2*3(OO, 0)(2, 3)*4*i
= Nt3t2t4tl

= 17*3(0, l)(0O, 3)*4*2*1
= NtfxMzti

= 17*00*4(00,4)(0,3)*i*2
= 1V*4*oo*1*2

= Nti (0,2) (3,4)41*00*2
= 17*3*1*00*2

= 1V*3*i(0,4)(1,3)*2*oo
— 17*i*3*2*qo

= 17*i(0,oo)(l,4)*2*3too
= lV*4*2*3*oo

= 1V*4*2(2,4)(1,0)*oo*3
= TV*2*4*oo*3

= lV*4*2*ooi3

= 17*4(0, 4)(1, 3)*oo*2*3
= 17*0*00*2*3
= lV*oo*0^2*3

= 17*to(1, 00) (3,4) *2*0*3
= IV* 1*2*0 £3

= 17*1*2(4, oo)(1,2)*3*o
= lVi2*l*3*0

Then

1V*2*3*i*4

has six different names,

1V*2*3*1*4=1V*3*2*4*1=

1V*i*3*2*oo= 1V*2*4*oo*3=1V*2*1*3*0= 1V*3*1*oo*2-
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Now recall,
231 ~ 321 ~ 012 ~ loo3

ool3 ~ 30oo

03oo ~ oo20

2oo0 ~ 102

20oo ~ 02oo ~ 3oo0 ~ oo30 ~ 4oo2 ~ oo42 ~ 043 ~ 403

324 ~ 234

132 ~ 201 ~ 021 ~ 243 ~ 423 ~ 034 ~ 304 ~ 312 ~ 410 ~ 140

24oo

041 ~ 401

213

oo31 ~ 3ool

31oo

430

0oo2 ~ oo02 ~ 42oo

120

210

ool4 ~ loo4

oo24 ~ 2oo4 ~ 342 ~ 432 ~ 14oo

340

4ool ~ oo41

13oo

014

41oo ~ 123

104 ~ oo03 ~ 0oo3

Thus Nt2*3*i*4 has sixty different names:
2314 3214 ~ 0124 loo34 ~ ool 34 30oo4 ~ 03oo4

1024

oo204 ~ 2oo04

~ 3241 - 2341 ~ 20ool ~ 02ool - 3oo01 ~ oo301 - 4oo21 ~ oo421 ~ 043 ~ 4031

132oo ~ 20loo ~ 021oo
24oo3

2130

0413

243oo ~ 423oo ~ 034oo ~ 304oo ~ 312oo

4013 ~ 0oo23

oo310 r*j 3ool0

oo240

oo023
2oo40

42oo3 ~ 1203
3420 ~ 4320

410oo ~ 140oo

2103 ~ co 143 ~ loo43

14oo0

41oo0 - 1230

~ 31oo2 ~ 4302 ~ 3402 ~ 4ool2 ~ co412 ~ 13oo2 ~ 0142 ~ 1042 ~ oo032 ~ 0oo32.

Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer for 7\M2314) . AT2314 = {e} and
Ntitstit^1'2'3'^ = MjWo = Wt3t4(oo,l)(3,4)tot2 = MiWs => (0,1,2,3,4) e
W<2314>. Wt2t3ti4oo’0’1)(2’4’3) = Ntitit^ta = W2(0,l)(2,4)t3too = Ntztttztaa => (oo,0,
1)(2,4,3) e M2314\ Therefore; M2314) = ((0,1,2,3,4), (oo,0,1)(2,4,3)) = N S L2(5) =
(x, y|a:5, y3, (xy)2). Then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Nt2*3*ri4N

is at most: p^L)] —
jy(23i4)

= 1 (with sixty different names for each).

transjtive on {0,1,2,3,4, oo}, then A^2314) has a single orbit on

{0,1,2,3,4, oo}. We take a representative; namely {4} from the orbit, we find the double

coset to which Ntztztit^ belong to? Nt2*3*i*4*4 = N*2*3*i G [231], then six symmetric
generators go back to Nt2t3tiN.

Hence; we must have complete the double coset enumerator since the set of right
coset of N is closed under right multiplication by fys. The double coset enumeration shows
that the index of N = £2(5) in G is at most:
+ p^yy + p^lyy + ]J(Xo)( + iJSijj +

+ pvf^Ui = 1 + 6 +15 + 6 + 6 + 1 + 1 = 36.
=>| G |< 36|N| = 36 x 60 = 2160.

We now prove that|G| = 2160. Determine the action of the symmetric generator
x, y and t on 36 distinct cosets of N in G that we have found. Recall that x

y~ (0, l,oo)(2,4,3).

(0,1,2,3,4),
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Permutation Representation
Coset
1N
2 Nt0

x —(01234)
1 N

Mi
M2
M3
M4

5Nt3
6 Nt4

3
4
5
6
2

7 Moo
8 Nt]tQ
9 Nt-[t2
10 Mxi3
11 Mxt4
12 Miioo
13 Nt2tQ
14 Nt2t3
15 Nt2t4
16 Nt2toQ
17 Nt3to
18 Nt3t4
19 Mgtoo
20 m4t0
21 M4too
22 Ntoato
23 Nt2t3to
24 M2t4ti
25 Nt2tot4
26 Nt2t()t3
27 Nt3t0t2
28 M3toti
29 Nt2t3ti
30 Nt2t3t4
31 Nt2tQt\
32 Nt2t]tQ
33 Nt2t\t3
34 Ntitot4
35 Nt^totoQ
36 Nt2t3tit4

9 Mit2
14 M2t3
15 Nt2t4
13 Nt2t3
16 M2ico
10 Mit3
18 Nt3t4
17 M3t0
19 Woo
11 Mii4
20 Nt4tQ
21 M4too
8 Ntyto
22 Mooto
12 Tftiioo
23 M2£3to
27 M3tot2
26 Nt2tot3
24 Nt2t4ti
28 Nt3t$t]
25 Nt2tf)t4
33 Nt2t]t3
34 Mii0i4
31 Nt2tQti
29 Nt2t3ti
30 Nt2t3t4
32 M2tit0
35 Ntfatotoa
36 M2t3tit4

3 ATi
4 Nt2

Nt0
7 Nt^

y

(01oo)(243)

1N
3 Mi
7 Ntoo
6M4
4 M2
5 M3
2 Mo
12 Mitoo
21 M4too
16 M2too
19 M3too
22 Ntooto
11 Mit4
15 M2t4
18 M3t4
20 M4to
9 Nt]t2

14 M2t3
13 M2to
10 Mit3
17 Nt3t0
8 TVtiip
24 Nt2t4ti
27 Nt3tot2
28 Nt3tQt\
25 Nt2tot4
23 M2t3to
26 Nt2t0t3
32 Nt2titQ
31 Nt2toti
33 Nt2t]t3
34 MitoM
30 M2t3i4
29 M2t3ti
35 Nt^tQtao
36 M2t3tii4

to

2 Nt0
1N
8 Nt]to
13 TVt2io
17 M3to
20 Nt4t0
22 MTOT0
3 Mi
32 M2tito
26 Nt2tot3
31 Nt2toti
28 Nt3tot\
4 M2
23 Nt2t3t0
27 M3tot2
29 Nt2t3t\
5 M3
34 Mitoi4
30 M2t3t4
6 M4
25 Nt2tot4
7 Moo
14 M2t3
35 Nt2t3totoo
21 M4too
10 Mxt3
15 Nt2t4
12 Mitoo
16 M2too
19 M3ioo
11 Mit4
9 Mit2
36 Nt2t3t\t4
18 M3t4
24 Nt2t4ti
33 Nt2tit3

The action of N and the action of t's is as follows: GxX—>X defined by (g,x)

—>gx, and f —> SXi where f is homomorphism. In this problem; we have, / : 2*6 :
L2(5) —> SXl where X = {N^Nto, ..,,Nt2t3tit4}. Now, we find
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(30,34,32,29,33).
f(y) = (2,3,7)(4,6,5)(8,12,22)(9,21,17)(10,16,20)(ll, 19,13)(14,15,18) (23,24,27)

(25,28,26)(29,32,34)(30,31,33).

/(to) = (1,2)(3,8)(4,13)(5,17)(6,20)(7,22)(9,32)(10,26)(11,31)(12,28)(14,23) (15,27)

(16.29) (18,34) (19,30)(21,25)(24,35)(33,36).
/(ti) = /(io1) = (/(to))/(l) = (1,3)(4,9)(5,10)(6,11)(2,8)(7,12)(14,29) (15,24)(13,31)

(16.25) (18,23)(17,28)(19,33)(20,32)(21,34)(22,26)(27,35)(30,36).
/(t2) = /(ti1) = (/(ti))/W = (1,4)(5,14)(6,15)(2,13)(3,9)(7,16)(18,33) (17,27)(10,31)

(19.26) (20,23)(15,31)
(11,25)(21,30)(8,29) (22,32)(12,24)(28,35){34,36).
/(t3) = f(t2x) = (/(fc))'*1’ = (l,5)(2,17)(3,10)(4,14)(6,18)(7,19)(8,23) (9,33)(11,28)
(12.29) (13,26)(16,27)(20,30)(21,24)(22,34)(25,35)(32,36).
/(t4) = Z(t3x) = (/(t3))/W = (l,6)(2,20)(3,ll)(4,15)(5,18)(7,21)(8,34) (9,23)(10,24)

(12.32) (13,25) (14,30) (16,33) (17,31) (19,28)(22,27) (26,35) (29,36).

/(too) =

= (/(*i))/(l/) = (1,7)(2,22)(3,12)(4,16)(5,19)(6, 21) (8,25)(9,26)(10,34)

(11.33) (13,30)(14,24)(23,35)(31,36)(15,32)(17,29)(18,27)(20,28)

Figure 5.1: The Cayley Diagram of 3 x PG£2(9) over 2*6 : L2(5)

The Homomorphism Image Of G
G = /(2*6 : £2(5)) = </(x),/(y),/(to), /(tj), /(t2),/(t3), /(t4),/(too)).

However;

{/(ti),'/(t2),/(t3),/(t4),/(too)} £ (/W,/(y),/(to)))-
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Then G = /(2*6 : L2(5)) = (/(x), f(y),

If the additional relation hold in (/(x), f(y),/(*o)»/(*oo)) then:
ZG(<2t3)2 = (/^0)(l,4)]) =
The addition relation, namely *2*3*2*3 = (oo, 0)(l,4) holds in {f(x), f(y),/(*o)>/(*oo)) if

/(*2)/(*3)/(*2)/(*3) acts as /(ioo) /(*o) and /(*i) -> /(*4).
Let y = MW3W2W3) =(2,7)(3,6)(8,21)(9,15)(10,18)(12,20)(13,16)
(17,19) (23,24) (26,27) (29,30) (31,33).

Then (/(*oo))g = /(*o) and (/(*o))M = /(*oo)-

(/(*i)? = /(*4) and (f(*4))M = /(*i).
Thus the relation holds in G = (/(x), /(y), /(*0),/(*oo)).
=> G is a homomorphism image of G.

Now, by the First Isomorphic Theorem \G/Kerf\ = G.

=> |G| > |G|.
It is easily verified that, |G| = |(/(x), f(y),/(*o)))| = 2160.
=> |G| > 2160.

But we have seen above that |G| < 2160.
Hence; |G| = 2160.

Now, 3 x PGL2(9) has a unique normal subgroup of order 3, generated by;
(1,35,36)(2,34,31) (3,33J29)(4,27,30)(5,26,22)(6,20,25)(7,19,32)(8,21,17)(9,23,28)(10,13,16)

(11,12,24) (14,15,18) whose symmetric representative form is [(1,3, oo)(2,0,4)i2*3*o*oolIn the next chapter, we will factor 3 x PGL2(9) by the unique normal subgroup of order

3 given above to obtained PG£2(9).
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Chapter 6

Construction of PGLyf^)
We consider the progenitor 2*6 : £5by the single relator, (1,3,00) (2,0,4)t2*3*o*ooi
and let

2*6 : £2(5)
[t2t3totoo = (1,00,3) (2,4,0)]
A symmetric presentation of G is given by:
(x,

*|x5,

y3, (zy)2, t2, (t, x2y-1), (*, yx-1yx2y-1), (ttx)2, (xy), (iPt^t^4^), (x2y2xy2)}.

where N = £2(5) = (x,y|x5,y3, (zy)2), and the actions of x and y on the symmetric

generator are given by x — (0,1,2,3,4), y — (00,0,1)(2,4,3). Our relation is,
*2*3*0*oo

*2*3

=

(l,oo, 3) (2,4,0)

= (l,oo,3)(2,4,0)t00*o.

Manual double coset enumeration

We note that AeA = {Aen|n G A} = {An|n G A} = {A}.

Thus AeA, denoted by [*], contains one single coset. N is transitive on {0,1,2,3,4,00},

so it has a single orbit {0,1,2,3,4,00}. We take a representative, say {2} from the orbit,
and find to which the double coset At2 belong? Clearly; At2 G Nt2N = {At^K G A} =
{ A *o, A* 1, A*2, At3, A*4, Atoo }.

Now consider the cosets stabilizer of A^2). The cosets stabilizer of At2 is

equal to the point stabilizer A2, given by: N®= N2 = ((3, 0,4,1,00), (0,4) (1,3)) =
{e, (1,0)(3,00), (1,4)(0,00), (3,0)(4, oo), (1,3)(4,0), (1, oo)(3,4), (1,4,0,3, oo), (1, oo, 3,0,4),
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(1,3,4, oo,0), (1,0,00,4,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset'

= 6.
on {0,1,2,3,4, oo} are {2} and {0,1,3,4, oo}. We take a

Nt2N is at most:

The orbits of

representative, {2} and say {3}, from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets
Nt2t2 and AMto belong? However, Nt2t2 — N G [*], then one symmetric generator goes

back to the double coset NeN, and five symmetric generators go to the next double coset
Nt2t3 G [23].

Next, we consider the cosets stabilizer M23\ The cosets stabilizer of Nt2t3 is

given by: N’t23) > M23) = {e, (l,4)(0,oo)}, and we note that;
m2t3 =
ivt24MX0’°o) = Artoo^1'4’*0'^ =► Nt2t3=Nt0t<x,.
=> Nt3t2 = Ntotoo and (2,3)(0,oo) G JV<23).

7V4241'1)(0’°O) = Wtoo41'4)(0,O°) => W3 = Woo and(l,4)(0, oo) G W(23).
Nht^0'2^3'4’^ = Ntoot^fi’2^3Ac°) => iW4 = Nt3t2 and (l,0,2)(3,4,oo) G W(23).

m2t<1'”3)(2’4'(,) = Niooi'l'”'3)(2'4'0) => JVt4ti=JVt3t2 and (l,oo,3)(2,4,0) G N^.

So,

Therefore;
JV-C23? = ((0, oo)(l, 4), (1, oo, 2)(3,4,0))= {e, (1,4)(0, oo), (1, oo, 2)(3,4,0), (1, oo, 3)(2,4,0),

(1,2, oo)(3,0,4), (1,2,0)(3, oo, 4), (1,0,2)(3,4, oo), (1,3, oo)(2,0,4), (1,3,0)(2, oo, 4),
(2.3) (0, oo), (1,0,3)(2,4, oo), (1,4)(2,3)}. Then the number of single cosets in the double
coset Nt2t3N is at most:
= 5. (with six names for each)

In order to find the other four distinct cosets with six names for each in Nt2t3N
we find the right distinct cosets of Aft23) in N. They are listed below: ?7t2to(l, 0)(3, oo),

N1213(1,00,0)(2,4,3), AMto(oo,4)(0,3), IVt2to(l> 3)(4,0). We take a representatives from

of the cosets, we form the transversal T. T = {e, (1,0)(3,00), (1,00,0)(2,4,3), (3,0)(4,00),
(1.3) (4,0)}. Conjugating the coset with six different names; that is, 23 ~ 32 ~ 14 ~

41 ~ Ooo ~ 00O by each of the elements in the set T, we get the other four distinct cosets
in Nt2t3N with six names for each:

2oo

00 2

42

24

31

13

01 r\y 10

04 rsy 40
3 600

6oo3

34 ~ 43 ~ loo 6001 ~ 20 ~ 02
12

21

oo4

4oo

03

30

31

Now, N(23> is transitive on {0, l,2,3,4,oo}, so it has a single orbit {0, l,2,3,4,oo}.
We take a representative; namely, {3} from the orbit, we note that

= Nt2 6 [2].

Therefore, six symmetric generators go back to the double coset Nt2N.

Hence we must have complete the double coset enumerator since the set of right

coset of N is closed under right multiplication by tis. The double coset enumeration shows

that the index of N = L2(5) in G is at most:

=1 + 6 + 5 = 12

=>| G |< 12|N| = 12 x 60 = 720

We now prove that [G| = 720. Determine the action of the symmetric generator

x, y and t on 12 distinct cosets of N in G that we have found. Recall that x ~ (0,1,2,3,4),
y ~ (0, l,oo)(2,4,3).

[*]

[2]

[23]

Figure 6.1: The Cayley Diagram of PGL2(9) over 2*6 : L2(5)

Permutation Representation
Goset
1N
2 Nt0

3 Wii
4 Nt2
5 Nt3
6 Nt4
7 Wtoo
8 Nt2i3
9 Wt2too
10 jVi2^4
11 Wt2to
12 Wi2ix

X ~ (0,1,2,3,4)

y ~ (0,l,oo)(2,4,3)

to

1n
3 Ntj
4 Nt2
5 Nt3
6 NU
2 Nt0
7 Ntoo
11 Nt3i4
10 Wt3too
12 Wt3to
9 Wt3ti
8 Wi2t3

1N
3 Wti
7 Wtoo
6 Ni4
4 Nt2
5 Nt3
2 Nt0
10 Nt2t4
9 Wt4ioo
11 Wi2io

2 Nt0
1N
10 Nt2t4
11 jVi2io
12 Nt2ti
9 Nt2too
8 Nt2t3
7 Ntoo

8Nt2t3
12 Ntzti

6 Nt4

3 Nti
4 Nt2
5 Nt3

The action of N and the action of t's is as follows: GxX—>X defined by
(g,x)—>gx, and f —> SX} where f is homomorphism. In this problem; we have,
f : 2*6 : L2(5) —► S%, where X = {7\7, Nt0,..., Nt2ti}.

Now we find,
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/(®) = (3,4,5,6,2)(8,11,9,10,12).
/(y) = (2,3,7)(4,6,5)(8,10,11).

/(to) = (1,2)(3,10)(4,11)(5, 12) (6,9)(7,8).
/(ti) = /(to1) = (/(io))/W = (l,3)(4,12)(5,9)(6,8)(2,10)(7,ll).
/(t2) = /(tix) = (/(ti))/W = (1,4)(5,8)(6,10)(2,11)(3,12)(7,9).
/(is) = /(t2x) = (/(t2))/W = (1,5)(6,11)(2,12)(3,9)(4,8)(7, 10).

/(t4) = W) = (/(t3))/W = (1,6)(2,9)(3,8)(4,10)(5,11)(7, 12).

/(too) = fW) = (/(ti))/W = (l,7)(6,12)(4,9)(5,10)(3,U)(2,8).
The Homomorphism Image Of G
G = /(2*6 :12(5)) = (/(»),/(x/),/(to),/(ti),/(t2),/(t3),/(t4),/(too))-

However;

{/(tlJ./^./^./W./Ctoo)} £ (/W,/(i/),/(to)))Then G = /(2*8 :12(5)) =
/(y),/(*o))>.

If the additional relation hold in (/(z),/(y),/(*o)>/(*oo)) then:
/([(t2t3t0t00 = ;i^3j(2,4roj]) =

A.)./(to)).

The addition relation, namely t2t3totoo = (1, oo, 3)(2,4,0) holds in (/(a:), f(y), /(to), /(too))
/(t2)/(t3)/(to)/(t«.) acts as /(ti) -» /(too) -> /(t3) and /(t2) -> /(t4) -> /(to).
Let M = /(t2)/(t3)/(t0)/(too) = (2,4,6)(3,7,5)(9,11,10)

(17,19) (23,24)(26,27)(29,30)(31,33).
Then (/(too))" = /(t3), (/(t3))M = /(ti) and (/(ti))" = /(too).
(/(t2))" = /(t4), (/(t4))" = /(to) and (/(to))" = /(t2).
Thus; the relation holds in G.
=> G is a homomorphism image of G.

Now, by the First Isomorphic Theorem |G/Ker/| = G.
^>|G|>|G|.

It is easily verified that |G| = |(/(z),/(y), /(*o)))| = 720.
=> |G| > 720.

But we have seen above that |G| < 720.

Hence; |G| = 720.
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Now, we need to find the order of PGL2(9).
G£2(9) is the group of 2x2 matrices with nonzero determinant and whose entries
are symmetric generators of a field of order 9, Eg, and PG£2(9) is the projective linear

group that is obtained from the general linear group G£2(9) by factoring its center.
S£2(9) is a normal subgroup of G£2(9) with determinant equal to 1. £2(9)
[Artin] or P5£2(9) [Dickson] is the projective special linear group that is obtained from
the special linear group S£2(9) by factoring its center.

Construction of of PS£2(9). Dickson gives the following definition of PS£2(9):
P5£2(9)={^| I ad-bc = 1 or a square, a,b,c,d 6 Eg}

We first construct a field of order 9, we know that Z3[x]/(x2 4- 1) is a field of

order 9 since x2 + 1 is an irreducible polynomial over Z3, then

Pg = Z3[x\/{x2 4-1) = {0,1,2, xt x + 1, x + 2,2a;, 2a; + 1,2x + 2}.
Now,
x2 + 1 + {x2 + 1) = (x2 + 1)
=> x2 + (a;2 + 1)
= —1 + (a;2 + 1)
=> x2
= —1
=> x
= ±i
Since x — Li and the leading coefficients of the polynomial inZ3 = {0,l,2 = —1

mod (3)} then
2a; + 2 + (x2 + 1)

=
—
=

2i+2+ (x2 + 1)
—i - 1 + (x2 + 1),
2a; 4-1 + (a;2 4-1)
2i+l +(a;2 4- 1)
= — i + 1 + (x2 + 1),
x + 2 + {x2 4-1)
= i+2+ (a:2 4-1)
= 3-14-(x2 4-1),
x + 1 + (a;2 + 1)
= i+14- (x2 4-1)
= i + 1 + (x2 + 1).
Now, we know that PS£2(9) has action on 9+1 letters. We label the symmetric

generators of Pg as follows:

00,

0,

1,

-1,

i,

-i,

1+i,

1-i,

10,

9,

1,

2,

3,

4,

5,

6,

It has been shown by Conway that £2(9) = (a : x

-1+i, -1-i
7

8

a;+l,/3 : x >—> kx,y : x t—> =1), where

k is a square whose powers give all nonzero squares. In this problem, the set squares in

Pg is {1, —1,3, —i}, powers of i or -i produce the set.
We compute o, /?, 7;
a : x i-> x + 1 : (oo)(0,1,2)(3,3 + 1,3 — 1)(—3, 1 — 3, — 1 — i) = (10) (0,1,2)(3,5,7)(4,6,8).
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/3 : x w kx = ix : (oo)(0)(l,i, —1, —z)(i+l,2—1, — i—1, — i+1) = (1,3,2,4)(5,7,8,6)(9)(10).

7:®^^:(0}oo)(l,-l)(i)H)(i + l,-i + l)(i-l,-i-l) = (10)9)(3)(4)(5,6)(7,8).
Thus; PSL2(9) = (a,/?,7)

\PSL2(9)\ = 360.

Second, we know that PGX2(9) = PSL2(9) : 2. In order to find PGX2(9) =
PS£2(9) : 2. We define 5 an automorphism of PSL2(Q) such that {<5 :
ad-bc 7^ 1, ad-bc 0 0, a,b,c,d 6 Pg} and order of (5) = 2. We have 5 : x

:

(1, oo)(—l,i — l)(i, —i — l)(0, -i)(i + 1,-z - 1) = (l,10)(2,7)(3,6)(4,9)(5,8).

Therefore; PGL2(9) = (P5L2(9),5) = {(*,0^,6) => \PGL2(9)\ = 720.
Next, we need to show that G — [t2t3totj=(f,oo53)(2 4 o)j *s isomorphic to PGX2(9).
4.0)1 = PG^)

G = (.3.3.0

L2(5) = (z,y), where x ~ (0,1,2,3,4), y ~ (00,0,1)(2,4,3). We label the symmetric
generators of Pg as follows;
oo,

0,

10,

9,

1,
1,

-1,
2,

i,
3,

-i,
4,

1+i,

1-i,

5,

6,

-1+i, -1-i
7
8

We construct a homomorphism 0 from the progenitor 2*6 : L2(5) to PGL2(9) be defining
<Ky) =

= C1- ~1+i’1_i’
°°> i+i. 0.f) = (i.7> 6> 4> 8X2> 10,5,9,3)
-l+i)(i,-i+l,oo)(-i,0,-l-i) = (1,5,7)(3,6,10)(4,9,8)

Since the order of

</>(y), and 0(a?)^(y) are 5, 3 and 2, respectively,

N ~ {^(x}^(x)} = L2(5). We now let

^(too) = (^) = (l,0)(—i,oo)(—l+i,i)(l+i, -l-i)(-l, 1-i) = (1,9)(2,6)(3,7)(4,10)(5,8)
It is readily verified that PGL2(9) = (</>(+), ^(y), ^(too))
We now show that 0 preserves the operation of 2*6 : £2(5).
We find that [^(*00)^! = 6 and

<^(t) = «too) = (1,9) (2,6)(3,7) (4,10) (5,8)
M>) = «&) = (5,8)(2,10)(6,1)(3,9)(7,4)

<A(tl) = ^(t?o) = (l,9)(5,10)(4,7)(2,3)(6,8)
0(t2) = ^(tf) = (3,7)(5,9)(8,6)(2,10)(l,4)
0(t3) = <£((?) = (2,6)(3,9)(1,4)(5,10)(7,8)

^(i4) = 0(tj) = (4,10)(2,3)(7,8)(5,9)(1,6)
and the N permutes the six images of

by conjugation, as the group X2(5) given by
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: (<£(t0), <£(*i), <£(*2), <£(*3)» <£(*4), <£(*oo) and
^y) = W(*oo)^(*o),0(*i),^(*2)^(*4)^(*3)). Thus 0(2*6 : L2(5)) = PGL2(9).
Now the addition relation given by (0,4,2)(3,oo,l)*2*3*0*oo = 1 <=> *2*3*0*00 =
(1, oo, 3) (2,4,0) is satisfied in PGL2(9), because 0(*2)<X*3)0(*o)<X*oo) = (1,5,2)(3,4,8)(6,
9,10) acts as (0(*i), 0(*oo)} ^(*3), <£(*2)10(*o)? 0(*4))> by conjugation, on the images of the

six symmetric generators. This shows that PGL2(9) is an image of G. Thus |G| >

|PGL2(9)|; but |G| < 720 = PGL2(9); and so the equality holds and G = PGZ2(9).
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Chapter 7

A Homomorphic Image of 3*3 : S3
We consider the progenitor:

3*3 : S3 = ( x, y, t]x3 = y2 ~ (ya;)2 = t3 = [t, y])

where x ~ (0,1,2), y ~ (1,2), t ~ to- The following relation may used for the purpose of
manual double coset enumeration:

1. [(0,1,2)t0]9 = 1.
2. [(0, l)t0]6 = 1.

3. [totf1]3 = 1.
4. [(0,1,2)t0tr1]3 = 1.

5. [(0, l)t0«2]6 = 1.
6. [(0,l)tot71]2 = l.
We now perform the manual double coset enumeration of G =

3*3:S3
[(w/)]2'

We use relation 2 and relation 6 to find the manual double coset enumeration.
Expanding relation 2: [(0, l)to]6 = 1.
[titoMoMo]

=

1

totito

=

t?1^ V

Ntotito

=
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Expanding relation 6: [(0, l)*o*2 ]2 = 1.

[(0, i)iot2 T = 1

(o,i)i0t?1(o,i)w1 = 1
(totj1)!0’1’^1 = 1
*1*2 1*0*2 1 = 1

*1*2 * = *2*o1
TV*!*?1 = TVt2tg1
7V*21to = Nt^t-2
We start with the double coset representative word of length zero, NeN = TV;

denoted [*]. Next, we consider the double cosets with word length one. N is transitive

on T = {*0,*i,*2} = {0,1,3}, and their inverses T = {tg1,,i^1} = {0> 1>2}. Thus;
TVtoTV = {TVig|n G TV} = {TVto,TVti,TVt2} = {TVO, TV1, TV2} denoted [0], and its inverse,
Nt^N = {TV^1)^ G TV} = {TVtg^TVif1,^1} = {TVO, TV1, TV2} denoted [0]. Now,

we determine for [0] and [0] to which the double coset TVtotj and TVtg 1tj belong, for one
ti from each orbit of TV0 = TV° on T and T. Since; TV0 = {n G TV|tg = *0} = (e, (1,2)),

thus; TV0 = TV° has orbits {0}, {1, 2} on T, and {0}, {1,2} on T.

Next, we need to consider the double cosets [00], [01], [00], [01], [00], [01] > [00],

[01]. 00 = 0

[00] = [0], so the generator io takes [0] go back to single coset in [0].

00 = 0 => [00] = [0], so the generator tg 1 takes [0] go back to single coset in [0].
00 = e ~ 00

[00] = [♦] = [00], so the generators tg1 and to take [0] and [0] to a single

coset in [*].
Recall relation 6;
Ntitz1 = TVt2tg1 (12 - 20).
jVt1tJ1(0’1'2) = Nt2tg1 (0'’’2) (2U ~ 01).

TVtjtj1(0,2,1) = JVt2io 1(°'2,1) (12 ~ 20).
Thus, TVtitj1 = TVt2tg1 = TVtot]-1 (12 ~ 20 ~ 01).

Then, TVtitg1 — TVt2tg1 = TVto*]^1 (12

20 ~ 01) will be:

TVt2tf1 = TVtot21 = TVtitg1 (10 - 02 - 21).

[01] = NtotiN = {TVO1, TV02, TV10, TV12, TV20, TV21}, and the coset stabilizer

of N01 is given by TV^01) = TV01 = {e}. Then,

has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0},

{1}, {2}. Hence; the number of single coset in the double coset [01] is at most 6. Taking
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a representative from each orbit, we note,
[010] : new
[Oil] = Ntati1 e [01]

[012] : new
[010] = ATtg ^21 G [01]
[Oil] = Nt0 G [0]

[012] = Ntf1^1 G [01]
Therefore; to takes [01] go back to [01], if1 takes [01] go back to [0], ip \

1 take [01] go

back to [01] and [010], [012] are two new double cosets.
[01] = Nt/ 1t/1N = {NOT, A/02, N10, N12, N20, N21}, and the cosets stabilizer
of NOT given by A'M) = TV01 = {e}, thus; N<01> has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {T},{2}.

Hence; the number of single coset in the double coset [01] is at most 6. Taking a repre

sentative from each orbit, we note,
[OlO] = NtGh G [01]

[Oil] = Nto1 6 Pl
[012] = AMto G [01]

[010] : new

[OH] =
[012] : new

G P1!

Therefore, to, to take [01] go back to [01], t^1 takes [01] go back to [01], ti takes [01] go

back to [0] and [010], [012] are two new double cosets.
[01] = N0TN = N12N = N20N.
N^ > No1 = {n G N|(Mr1)n = toi?1} = {e}; thus N<01> has orbits {0}, {1}, {2},

{0}, {T}, {2}, by the relation 6: {(0,1,2); (0,2,1)} e N0TN. Hence, the number of the
single cosets in the double coset [01] is at most 2 with 3 different names for each. In

order to find another distinct cosets in [01] = N01N = N12N = N20N, we conjugate
the coset with three different names that is already know to us by (0, 1) then we get
[10] = N10N = N21N = N02N. Taking a representative from each orbit, we note,
[010] = Nt2 G [0]
[011] = Nt0 G [0]
[012] = N^ G [0]
[010] = Nt2t! G [01]
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[oil] = Wi e [oi]
[012] = Niit2 e [01]
Therefore, io, *1, *2, take [01] go back to [0] and tg \ if1, if1 take [01] go back to [01].

[01] = N20N = N12N = NO IN.

A/Jo1) > N51 = n G TV|(if ^i)71 = tg

= {e}; thus N<01) has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0},

{1}, {2}, by the relation 6: {(0,1,2); (0,2,1)} G N01N. Hence, the numbers of single

coset in double coset [01] is at most 2 with 3 different names each. In order to find another
distinct cosets in [01] — N20N = N12N = N01N , we conjugate the coset with three
different names that is already know to us by (0,1) then we get [10] = N02N = N21N =
Arl0Ar. Taking a representative from each orbit, we note

[010] = Nt^tg1 G [01]
[011] = Ntg1^1 G [01]
[012] = Nif1^1 G [01]
[010] = Ntz1 G [0]

[Oil] = Nig1 G [0]
[012] = N*f1 G [0]
Therefore, to, *i, *2, take [01] go back to if1, if1, if1 take [01] go back to [01].

Now, we consider the double cosets [010]; [012]; [010]; and [012].
Consider [010], the coset stabilizer of [010] is {e}, apply relation 6;

[010] = [0110] = [2002] = [202]
[010] = [0110] = [1221] = [121]

Hence, [010] = [202] = [121] which implied {(0,1,2); (0,2,1)} G N010N.
Recall relation 2: N*o*i*o = Nif

1tf1 = [010] = [101]

Conjugating [010] = [101] by {e; (0,1,2); (0,2,1)}
=> [010] = [202] = [121] = [101] = [212] = [020].
Hence, the numbers of single coset in double coset [010] is at most 2 with 6

different names each. In order to find another distinct cosets in [010] = [202] = [121] =
[101] = [212] = [020], conjugating the coset with six different names that is already know

to us by (0,1) then that implied [101] = [212] = [020] = [010] = [202] = [121]. Thus;
[010] C [010].

The orbits of [010] are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1},{2}. Taking a representative from each

orbit, we note,
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[oioo] = Mq ^21 e [oi]
[0101] = M^tg 1 G [61]
[0102] = Ntz 1fy1 G [01]
[0100] = NtQti G [01]
[0101] = Mit2 e [01]
[0102] = Nt2t0 6 [01]
Therefore, io? *1» t2 take [010] go back to [01] and t/ \ if1,

2take [010] go back to [01].

Consider [012], the coset stabilizer of [012] is {e}, apply relation 6;
[012] = [0112] = [1220] = [120]
[012] = [0112] = [2001] = [201]

Hence, [012] = [120] = [201] which implied {(0,1,2); (0,2,1)} G IV012M

By relation 6: Ntotit2 =

= [012] = [012]

Conjugating [012] = [012] by [e; (0,1,2); (0,2,1)}

=> [012] = [120] = [201] = [612] = [120] = [201].
Hence, the numbers of single coset in double coset [012] is at most 2 with 6

different names each. In order to find another distinct cosets in [012] = [120] = [201] =
[012] = [120] = [201], conjugating the coset with six different names that is already know

to us by (0,1) then that implied [102] = [021] = [210] = [102] = [021] = [216].
Thus; [612] C [012].

The orbits of [010] are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1}, {2}
Taking representative from each orbit:

[0120] = M^tfy G [61]
[0121] = Mq ^21 e [61]
[0122] = M^tg1 G [61]
[0120] = Mit2 G [01]
[0121] = M2t0 G [01]

[0122] = Mot! G [01]
Therefore, to> ti, t2 take [010] go back to [01] and iff1, tf1,

take [010] go back to [01].

Our double coset enumeration must be complete since the set of right coset is
close under right multiplication by the symmetric generators. Double coset enumer
ation shows that the index of TV = S3 in G is at most:
_JAL_ 1__ LA!__ I__ LAL_ |___LAL--1__ LAI = i_j_3-i_3-]_6_i_6_j_24-2 + 2-l-2
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=> |G| < 27|N| = 27 x 6 = 162.
We now want to prove |G[=162. Determine the action of the symmetric gener
ator x, y and t on 27 distinct cosets of N in G that we have found. Recall x ~ (0,1,2),
y

(1,2) andt ~ toPermutation Representation
Coset
® ~ (0,1,2) y ~ (1,2)
to
1N
1 N
1 N
2 Nt0
5 Nt?
2 Nt0
3 Nti
2 Nt0
4 Nt2
4 Nt2
3 Nt!
10 Ntito
3
Nti
12 Nt2io
4 Nt2
2 Nt0
5 Nt?
5 Nt?
1N
6 Nt?
7 Nt?
7 Nt?
23 Ntg xt2
6 Nt?
22 Ntg xti
5 Nt?
6 Nt?
7^'
11 Ntit2
9 Ntot2
8 Ntoti
24 Nioiito
8 Ntoti
25 Ntitoil
10 Ntito
9 Ntot2
13 Nt2ti
21 Ntotg1
12 Nt2t0
10 Ntito
11 Ntxt2
13 Ni2ix
12 Nt2to
26 Ntotit2
10 Ntitg
20 Ntot/1
12 Nt2to
8 Ntoti
11 Ntxt2
27 Ntoi2ti
13 Nt2ti
9 Ntot2
14 Nt?t? 17 Nt^tg1 15 Ntg ^2 1 9 Ntot2
15 Nig ^21 16 Nt?t? 14 Nt?t? 8 Ntoti
16 Nt^tg 1 19 Nt?t? 18 Nt?t? 6 Nt?
17 Ntf 1 18 Nt% xtg1 19 Ntj
11 Ntita
18 Ni£ xtg1 14 Nig lt7x 16 Nt?t? 7 Nta1
19 NtJ^tf1 15 Ntg ^21 17 Nt/1^1 13 Nt2ti
4 Nt2
20 Ntot/1
20 Ntot/1
21 Niota1
3 Nti
20 Ntot/1
21 Niota 1
21 Niota1
22 Nt^xti
22 Ntg xti
23 Ntg xi2
18 Nt^ig 1
22 Ntg xti
23 Nig xt2
23 Ntg xt2
16 Nt?t?
15 Ntg H2 1
24 Nioiito 24 Nioiito 25 Niitoti
14
Nt?t?
25 Niitoti
25 Niitoti
24 Nioiito
17 Nt?t?
26 Ntotit2 26 Ntoiit2 27 Ntoi2ii
27 Ntot2ti 27 Ntoi2ti 26 Nt0tit2 19 Nt^t/1

The action of N and the action of t(s is as follows: GxX—>X defined by

(g,x)—>gx, and f —> SXy where f is homomorphism. In this problem; we have,
f : 3*3 : S3 —► SX) where X = {N,Nto, ...,Ntot2ii}.

f(x) = (2,3,4)(5,6, 7)(8,11,12)(9,10,13)(14,17,18)(15,16,19).

/(y) = (3,4) (6,7) (8,9) (10,12)(11,13) (14,15)(16,18) (17,19) (20,21) (22,23) (24,25) (26,27).

/(to) = (1,2,5)(3,10,21)(4,12,20)(6,23,16)(7,22,18)(9,25,14) (11,26,17)(8,24,15)(13,27,19).
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/(ti) =

= (/(to)(/W) = (l,3,6)(2,8,20)(4,13,21)(5,22,14)(7,23,19)(9,27, 15)

(10,25,17)(11,24,16) (12,26,18).
/(t2) = /(tix) = (Z(ti)(/W) = (l,4,7)(2,9,21)(3,ll,20)(5,23,15)(6,22,17)(8,26,14)

(10,27,16)(12,24,19) (13,25,18).
Verify relation 1: *2*i*o*2*1*0*2*1*0 = 1

Verify relation 2: *i*o*i*o*i*o = 1
Verify relation 3: totf1 *0*f1 *o*f1 = 1
Verify relation 4: to*?1 to*?1 to*?1 — 1

Verify relation 5: *i£2*0*2*!*2*0*2*1 *2*0*2 = 1

Verify relation 6: *0*21 *0*21 = 1

Now, we want to show that | G |= 162.
The Homomorphism Image Of G

G = /(3*3 : S3) = </(x),/(y),/(to),/(ti),/(t2)>.
However;

/(t2)} G {/(a:),/(y),/(to)}.
=> G = /(3*3 : S3) = </M,/(!/),/(to)).
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If the addition relation hold in (/(a?), f(y), /(to)) then:

The addition relation, namely f (ti)/(t/1)/(to)/(t/1) must equal to an identity
Let fj. = /(toW2 X)/(to)/(f2 X) = x-

Thus the relation holds in G.
=> G is a homomorphism image of G.

Now, by the First Isomorphic Theorem \G/Kerf | = G.

=> |G| > iq.
It is easily verified that|G| = |(/(a?),/(y),/(to))| = 162.
=> |G| > 162.
But we have seen that |G[ < 162.
Hence; |G| = 162.
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Chapter 8

Construction of £2(11)
We consider the progenitor:
3*3 : S3 = ( x, y, t1x3 = y2 = (yx)2 = t3 = [t, y]>
where x ~ (0,1,2), y ~ (1,2), t ~ to

The following relation may used for the purpose of manual double coset enumeration:

1. [(0,1,2)to]6 = 1

2. [(O,l)to]5 = l
3. Mr1)5 = 1

4. Ko.i.wr1]5 = 1
5. [(0, l)t0t2]5 = 1
6. [(0, l)t0^1]3 = 1

We now perform the manual double coset enumeration of
3*3TS3

[(0, l)to]5 = 1 ’
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We use the relation 1, 2, and 6 to find the manual double coset enumeration.
Expanding relation 1: [(0,1,2)*o]6 = 1

[(0, l,2)to]6 = 1
*2*l*0*2*l*0

“

1

*2*1*0

=

*oX*FX*FX

Nt2tito =

wLh all elements in S3 we get:

Conjugating Nt2t]to =
(*2*i*o/e)

= (to ltili2 X)^ => t2hto =

*o 1*FX*21 =J>

(*2*i*o/0,1) = (*o X*FX*2 l)(0,1) => *2*0*1 =

Nt2tit0 = Mq 1tf1t21
Nt2toti = Nt^tg ft1

^21

(*2*l*o)^°’2^ — ft ft1*? 1)<°’2>

*0*1*2 = *2“ftftX => -^*0*1*2 =

Nt^t^tg1

(t^t^tz1)^

==> *1*2*0 = *0 lf2 ft' ==> IV*i*2*0 =

Mq ft ft1

(*2*1*o)(1,2) =

(*2*1*0/°’1,2> = (*o ftftft°’X’2) ==i> *0*2*1 = *f1*2 X*0 1 => ^*0*2*1 = Mf ftft 1
(*2*l*o)(°’2,1^ = (*0 X*rX*2 1)(°,2,1)

*1*0*2 = *2 ft 1*F1

-^*1*0*2 = Aft J*q

ft1

Expanding relation 2: [(0, l)*o]5 = 1
[(0, l)*o*i*o*i*o] = 1

(0,l)*o*i = *oftftX
NtOtl

- Nt^t^tg1

Conjugating Ntgti = N*q 1*F1*o 1 with all elements in S3 we get:

((0, l)*0*l)(e) = (*0 1*F1*0 X)(e) => (°> tyotl = tgH^tg1

M0*l =

Mq

1t^1tg 1

((0,l)*o*i)(o,1) = (*o 1t^1tg ft0’1) => (0, l)*i*o = t^tg 1*71 => Mi*o = M^ftft1
(tgh^tg ft0’2) => (1, 2)*2*1 =

((0, l)*o*ft0’2)

=

((0, l)*0*l)(l,2)

= (*0 1*F1*0 X)(1,2) =*

(0, 2)*0*2

*2 1*F1*2 1 => ^*2*1 =

= *0 X*2 X*0 1 =* ^*0*2 =

TV^ ftft1
Mq

ft ft1

((0, l)*o*ft0,1,2) = ft ftft ft0’1’2) => (!> 2)*1*2 = *FX*2 X*FX => ^*1*2 = Aftft 1*71

((0, lfttft0’2’1) = ft x*FX*o ft0,2,1) =» (0, 2)*2*o

Now;
(0, l)*0*i = *?ftftx =J> Wft1 ” Mo*i*o

(0, l)*i*o = *FX*o X*FX

N*Fx*o1 = Mi*o*i

(1, 2)*2*1 = *2 ftft1

^*2 X*FX = M2*l*2

(0, 2)*o*2

= *0 ft ft 1

^*0 X*2 1 = ^*0*2*0

(l,2)ti*2 = *FX*2 X*FX

^ftft1 = Mi*2*1

=

t^tg1^1 => M2*0 = Ma^o1*^1
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(0,2)*2*0 = *21io %1 ==J> Nt21tQ 1 = Nt2tot2
Expanding relation 6: [(0, l)*o*2 1]3 = 1

%*2 X1 = 1

[(0,

(0,l)*o*Tlfl = <2*0^2
Ntot21 *i

= Nt2t$1 *2

Conjugating Ntot2 x*i = Nt2to X*2 with all elements in S3 we get:
((0,1)*O*T= (*2*7 ^2)^ => (0,

= *2*7 ^2 => Nt0t2 x*i - Nt2tQ1t2
Nht^to

= A/’*2*71*2

=> Ntrt^t!

= 27*0*2 2*o

((0, ljto*^1*!)^’15 = (*2*T1*2)(0,1) => (0, 1)*1*2 X*1 = *2*^*2 =>
((O,!)^1*!)^ = (*2*E‘1*2)(0,2) =>

(1,2)*2*71*i

= *0*2

((0, l)*o*2 ^l/1,2) = (*2*7 1*2)^1,2^ => (0, 2)*o*f1*2 = *1*0 X*1 => ^*0*?1*2 =

77*1*7 ^1

((0, l)^*^1*!)^0’1’^ = (*2*7 1*2)^0’1’2^ =>

(1,2)*1*q1*2

N'*i*o1*2

= 77*0*7 **0

((0, l)*o*2 ^i/0,2,1) — (*2*7 1*2)^0,2,1^

(o, 2)*2*71*o = *1*2 X*1

A7*2*{'1*o

= TVii*^1*!

= *0*7^0 =>

Now;

(0, l)*0*2 L*1

= *2*0 T*2 =>

(0, 1)*T1*2*F1 = *2 J*0*2 1

77*q

1*2*71 =

Nt^tot^1

(0, 1)*1*2 X*0 = *2*7^2 => (0, l)*^1^*^1 - *2 X*l*2 1 => AT*71*2*o 1 — N*2 X*l*2 1
(l,2)*2*o1*l = *0*2 X*o =>

= t^tot^1

(0,

2)*o*71*2

= *1*0 T*i ==> (0,

2)*q1*i*7 1

(1,

2)*i*oX*2

= *o*7X*o => (1)

tyt^tot^1 = *0

(0, 2)*2*71*0 =

*1*2 X*1

Nt^toti1 =

AT*q1*2*T1

=> AT*71*2*71 =

Nt^tot^1

(1>2)*71*o*71 = *o1*2*71 =>

1*1*O1

-N*7x*o*2 1 = Nt^tit^1

(0, 2)*71*l*o 1 = *r1*2*?1

A/^1*!*^1 = ?7*71*2*r1

We start with the double coset representative word of length zero, 77e77 = AT; de

noted [*]. Next we consider the double cosets with word length one. N is transitive on
T = {*o,*i,*2} = {0,1,3} and therefore on their inverse T = {*7 \t2 \t2 x} = {0,1,2},

thus; NtQN = {Nt$\n e N} = {NtQ,Ntlt Nt2] = {770,771,772} denoted [0] and
/ViohV- {ATCV^InG 77} = {77*7\ 77*7*, 77*7*} = {770, ATI, A'2} denoted [0].
Now we determine for [0] and [0] to which coset Ntoti and Nt^ti belong for one ti from

each orbit of N° = 77° on T and T. Since N° = {n G 77|*g = *0} = (e, (1,2)), which
implies; N° = N® has orbits {0}, {1,2} on T , and {0}, {1,2} on T.
Next, we need to consider the double cosets [00], [01], [00], [01], [00], [01], [00], [01].
00 — 0

[00] = [0], so the generator to takes [0] back to single coset in [0].
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00 = 0 => [00] = [0], so the generator tg1 takes [0] back to single coset in [0].
00 = e = 00 ==> [00] = [*] = [00], so the generators tg1 and to takes [0] and [0] to a single

coset in [♦].
[01] = 7T0177 = {7701,7702,7710,1V12,7720,7721}, and coset stabilizer of 7701 given by

TV(01) = TV01 = {e}, thus; ?X01) has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1}, {2}. Hence, the num

ber of the single cosets in the double coset [01] is at most 6.
Taking representative from each orbit:

[010] = (0,1)01 € pl]

[Oil] = [01]
[012] = [210]

[oio] = (o, 1)010 g pro]
[011] = [0]
[012] = [012]

Therefore, {0} takes [01] go back to [01], {1} takes [01] go back to [01], {2} takes [01]

go to [210], {0} takes [01] go to plO], {1} takes [01] go back to [0], {2} takes [01] go to [012].
pl] = 770177 = {7701,7702,7710,7712, TV20, TV21}, and coset stabilizer of 7701 given by
7V(01) = TV01 = {e}, thus; 77(01) has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1},{2}. Hence, the num

ber of the single cosets in the double coset [01] is at most 6.
Taking representative from each orbit:

[010] = (0,1)010 G [010]
pll] = p]
[012] = pT2]

plO] = (0,1)01 G [01]
pll] = pl]

p!2] = [210]
Therefore, {Ojtakes [Ol] go back to [010], {1} takes [01] go back to [0], {2} takes pl] go
to [012], {0} takes [01] go back to [01], {1} takes pl] go back to pl], {2} takes [01] go

back to [210].
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[01] = NOTN = {NOl, N02, NIO, N12, N20, N21}, and coset stabilizer of N01 given by
N<0*) = N01 = {e}, thus; N<0^ has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1}, {2}. Hence, the num
ber of the single cosets in the double coset [OT] is at most 6.
Taking representative from each orbit:

[OTO] = (1,2)102 e [102]

[Oil] = [0]
[0T2] = (0,2)101 G [101]
[OTO] = (0,1)101 G [T01]
[OTT] = [0T]
[0T2] = [0T2]
Therefore, {0} takes [0T] go to [102], {1} takes [0T] go back to [0], {2} takes [0T] go to

[T01] ,{0} takes [0T] go to [T01], {1} takes [0T] go back to [01], {2} takes [0T] go to [0T2].
[01] = N01N = {N01, N02, N10, N12, N20, N21}, and coset stabilizer of N01 given by

Afto1) = A^1 = {e}, thus; N^1) has orbits {0}, {!}, {2}, {0}, {T}, {2}. Hence, the num
ber of the single cosets in the double coset [01] is at most 6.
Taking representative from each orbit:

[010] = (0, l)10T G [101]
011] = 01]
012] = 012]
010] =

(1,2)102 e [102]

[Oil] = [0]
[012] = (0, l)T0T G [TOT]

Therefore, {0} takes [01] go to [101], {1} takes [01] go back to [01], {2} takes [01] go to
[012] ,{0} takes [01] go to [T02], {T} takes [01] go back to [0], {2} takes [01] go to [TOT].

Next, we considering the double coset with a words length 3.
[012] = N012N = {N012, N102, N210, N021, N120, N210}, and coset stabilizer of N012

given by N<012) = N012 = {e}, thus; N^012) has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1}, {2}. Hence,
the number of the single cosets in the double coset [012] is at most 6.

Taking representative from each orbit:
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[0120] = [01]
[0121] = [012]

[0122] = [012]
[0120] = [012]
[0121] = [012]

[0122] = [01]
Therefore, {0} takes [012] go back to [01], {1} takes [012] go to [012], {2} takes [012] go
to [012], {0} takes [012] go to [012], {1} takes [012] go to [012], {2} takes [012] go to [01],
[012] = N012N = {N012, N102, N210, N021, N120, N201}, and coset stabilizer of N012

given by M01)2 = N012 = {e}, thus; Nl01)? has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1}, {2}. Hence,
the number of the single cosets in the double coset [012] is at most 6.

Taking representative from each orbit:

[0120] = [0120]
[0121] = [012]
[0122] = [01]
[0120] = [0120]
[0121] = [101]
[0122] = [012]
Therefore, {0} takes [012] go back to [0120], {1} takes [012] go back to [012], {2} takes
[012] go back to [01], {0} takes [012] go to [0120], {1} takes [012] go to [101], {2} takes
[012] go to [012].

[01] = N01N = {N01,N02, N10,N12, N20, N21}, and coset stabilizer of N01 given by
— jyo1 = {e}, thus; M51) has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1},{2}. Hence, the num
ber of the single cosets in the double coset [01] is at most 6.
Taking representative from each orbit:
[010] = (0,1)101 € [101]
[Oil] = [01]
[012] = [012]

plO] = (1,2)102 G [102]
[011] = [0]
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[512] = (0,1)101 6 [101]

Therefore, {0} takes [01] go to [151], {1} takes [01] go back to [01], {2} takes [01] go to
[012] ,{5} takes [51] go to [102], {1} takes [51] go back to [0], {2} takes [51] go to [10T].

Next, we considering the double coset with a words length 3.
[012] = A012A = {A012, A102, A210, A021, A120, A210}, and coset stabilizer of A012

given by A^012^ = TV012 = {e}, thus; A^012^ has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1}, {2}. Hence,
the number of the single cosets in the double coset [012] is at most 6.

Taking representative from each orbit:

[0120] = [01]
[0121] = [012]

[0122] = [012]
[0120] = [512]
[0121] = [512]
[0122] = [01]
Therefore, {0} takes [012] go back to [51], {1} takes [012] go to [012], {2} takes [012] go

to [012], {0} takes [012] go to [0l2], {1} takes [012] go to [012], {2} takes [012] go to [01].

[012] = A012A = {A012, A102, A210, A021, A120, A201}, and coset stabilizer of A012
given by M01)2 = TV012 = {e}, thus; N't01)2 has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1}, {2}. Hence,
the number of the single cosets in the double coset [012] is at most 6.

Taking representative from each orbit:

[0120] = [0120]

[0121] = [012]
[0122] = [01]
[0120] = [0120]
[0121] = [101]

[0122] = [012]
Therefore, {0} takes [012] go back to [0120], {1} takes [012] go back to [512], {2} takes
[012] go back to [01], {0} takes [012] go to [0120], {1} takes [012] go to [151], {2} takes

[012] go to [012],
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[012] = N012N = {N012, N102, N210, N021, N120, N201}, and coset stabilizer of N012

given by M01)2 = N012 = {e}, thus; M01)2 has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1}, {2}. Hence,
the number of the single cosets in the double coset [012] is at most 6.
Taking representative from each orbit:

[0120] = [0120]
[0121] = [OlO]
[0122] = [012]
[0120] = [0120]

[0121] = [012]
[0122] = [01]
Therefore, {0} takes [0l2] go back to [0120], {1} takes [012] go to [010], {2} takes [012]

go to [012], {0} takes [0T2] go to [0l20], {1} takes [0T2] go to [012], {2} takes [0l2] go
back to [01]
[010] = N010N = {NOW, N101, N212, N020, N121, N202}, and coset stabilizer of NOW
given by N(ox°> = N001 = {e}, thus; N^010) has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1}, {2}. Hence,

the number of the single cosets in the double coset [010] is at most 6.
Taking representative from each orbit:

[0100] = [01]

[0W1] = (0,1)101 € [010]

[0102] = [0TO]
[0100] = (0,2)120 e [012]
[OlOl] = [01]

[0102] = [012]
Therefore, {0} takes [010] go to [01], {1} takes [010] go to [010], {2} takes [010] go to
[012] ,{0} takes [0l0] go to [010], {1} takes [010] go back to [01], {2} takes [010] go to [0T2].
[010] = N010N = {NOW, NWl, N020, N121, N212, N202}, and coset stabilizer of N010
given by N^1®) = N^ = {e}, thus; N^1^ has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1}, {2}. Hence,

the number of the single cosets in the double coset [010] is at most 6.

Taking representative from each orbit:
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[0100] = pi]
[0101] = [0101]
[0102] = pl]
pioo] = pio]

plOT] = [0101]
pl02] = pl2]
Therefore, {0} takes plOl] go back to pl], {1} takes plOl] go to [0101], {2} takes [0101]

go back to pl] ,{0} takes plOl] go to [010], {1} takes [0101] go to plOl], {2} takes [0101]
go to [012].
[010] = 7701077 = {Ar010, 77020, 77101,77121, 7*202,77212}, and coset stabilizer of 7*010

given by 77<040) = 77040 = {e}, thus; 77^°^ has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1}, {2}. Hence,
the number of the single cosets in the double coset [010] is at most 6.
Taking representative from each orbit:

[0100] = [010]
[0101] = [0101]

[0102] = (1,2)102 6 [012]
[0100] = [01]

[0101] = [OlOT]
[0102] = [10]
Therefore, {0} takes [010] go to [OlO], {1} takes [010] go to [0101], {2} takes [010] go to
[012] ,{0} takes [010] go back to [01], {1} takes [010] go to [0101], {2} takes [010] go back
to [10].

pl2] = 7701277 = {7*012,77210,7*021,7*T02,77012,77120}, and coset stabilizer of 7*012

given by 7*512 = 7*(°12) = {e}, thus; 77°12 has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1}, {2}. Hence,
the number of the single cosets in the double coset pl 2] is at most 6.
Taking representative from each orbit:

pl20] = [012]

[0121] = [012]
[0122] = (0,2)101 G plO]
pl20] = pl20]
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[0121] = [012]
[0122] = [01]
Therefore, {0} takes [012] go to [012], {1} takes [012] go to [012], {2} takes [012] go to

[010], {0} takes [012] go to [0120], {1} takes [012] go to [012], {2} takes [012] go back to
[01].

[012] = A012A = {A012, A021, A120, A121, A201, A210}, and coset stabilizer of A012

given by A012 = A^0*2) = {e}, thus; A012 has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {!}, {2}. Hence,
the number of the single cosets in the double coset [012] is at most 6.

Taking representative from each orbit:

[0120] = [0120]
[0121] = (1,2)210 G [012]
[0122] = [01]

[0120] = [012]
[0121] = [012]
[0122] = [012]
Therefore, {0} takes [012] go to [0120], {1} takes [012] go to [012], {2} takes [012] go back
to [01], {0} takes [012] go to [012], {1} takes [012] go to [012], {2} takes [012] go to [012].

Next, we considering the double coset with a words length 4.
[0120] = A0120A = {A0120, A1021, A2102, A02l0, A1201, A2012}, and coset stabilizer
of A0120 given by A0120 = A^0120) = {e}, thus; AT0120 has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0},

{1}, {2}. Hence, the number of the single cosets in the double coset [0120] is at most 6.
Taking representative from each orbit:
[01200] = [0120] = [0021] = [021] e [012]
[01201] = (0,2)102 6 [102]
[01202] = [0101]
[01200] = [012]
[01201] = [0101]
[01202] = [201] € [012]

Therefore, {0} takes [0120] go back to [012], {1} takes [0120] go back to [012], {2} takes

[0120] go to [0101], {0} takes [0120] go back to [012], {1} takes [0120] go to [0101], {2}
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takes [0120] go back to [012].
[0101] = N0101N = {N0101, NIOlO, N2121, N0202, N1212, N2121}, and coset stabilizer

of N0101 given by N0101 = M0101) = {e}, thus; N0101 has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0},
{T}, {2}. Hence, the number of the single cosets in the double coset [0101] is at most 6.

Taking representative from each orbit:
[01010] = [1010] G [0101

[01011] = [101] G [OlO]

[01012] = [201] G [012]
[01010] = [101] G [010]

[01011] = [OTOl]
[01012] = [0120]

Therefore, {0} takes [0101] go to [0101], {1} takes [0101] go back to [010], {2} takes [0101]

go back to [012], {0} takes [0101] go back to [010], {1} takes [0101] go to [0101], {2} takes
[01010] go to [0120].

plOl] = N0101N = {NOIOT, NIOlO, N2121, N0202, N1212, N2121}, and coset stabilizer

of NO 101 given by N3101 = N^1^ — {e}, thus; N°101 has orbits {0}, {1}, {2}, {0},
{1}, {2}. Hence, the number of the single cosets in the double coset [0101] is at most 6.

Taking representative from each orbit:
pl010] = [1010] G [OTOl]
plOll] = pio]

[51012] = [0210] G [0120]
[01010] = [101] G [010]

plOll] = [0202] G [0101]
[01012] = [120] G [012
Therefore, {0} takes [0101] go to [0101], {1} takes [0101] go back to [010], {2} takes [0101]
go to [0120], {0} takes [0101] go back to [010], {1} takes [0101] go to [0101], {2} takes

pl 010] go back to [012].
0101 = 0202

0101 = 0202

1010 = 1212

1010 = 1212
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2020 = 2121

2020 = 2121

[0101] = N0101N = {N0101, NIO 10, N2020}, and coset stabilizer of NO 101 given by
jyoioi _ jy(oioi) _ {^(1,2)}, thus; N^1 has orbits {0}, {1, 2} on T, {0}, {1,2} on T.
Hence, the number of the single cosets in the double coset [0101] is at most 3.
Taking representative from each orbit:
[01010] = [1010] G [0101]

[01011] = [010T]
[01010] = [01010]
[01011] = [010]

Therefore, {0} takes [0101] go to [0101], {1, 2} takes [0101] go to [0101], {0} takes [0101]

go to [01010], {1,2} takes [0101] go to [010].

[0101] = N0101N = {N0100, N1010, N2020}, and coset stabilizer of N0101 given by
NoToT = N<oToT) = {e, (1,2)}, thus; NoToT has orbits {0}, {1, 2} on T, {0}, {1,2} on T.
Hence, the number of the single cosets in the double coset [0101] is at most 3.
Taking representative from each orbit:
[01010] = [01010]

[01011] = [010]

[01010] = [0101]
[01011] = [0101] G [0101]

Therefore, {0} takes [0101] go to [01010], {1, 2} take [0101] go back to [010], {0} takes

[0101] go to [0101], {1,2} take [0101] go to [0101],
Applying the relation 6:
0101 = 0(0,2)12 = 2012 = 0202 => S1BT = 0(0,2)12 = 0OT2 = 0202 => 0101 = 0202

Conjugating with all element in S3, then we will get:
0101 = 0202

0101 = 0202

1010 = 1212

1010 = 1212

2020 = 2121

2020 = 2121

[0101] = N0101N = {N0101, N1010, N2020}, and coset stabilizer of N0101 given by
yyOioi = jy(oioi) = {e? (i, 2)}, thus; NS1S1 has orbits {0}, {1, 2} on T, {0}, {1,2} on T.
Hence:, the number of the single cosets in the double coset [0101] is at most 3.
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Taking representative from each orbit:
[01010] = [1010] G [OTOl]
[01011] = [0101]

[01010] = [01010]
[01011] = [010]
Therefore, {0} take [0101] go to [0101], {1, 2} take [0101] go to [0101], {0} take [0101] go

to [01010], {1,2} take [01U1] go to [010].

[0101] = 7V0101N = {N0100, N1010,7V2020}, and coset stabilizer of N0101 given by
jyoToi = ^(olol) = {e)(i?2)}, thus; NoToT has orbits {0}, {1, 2} on T, {0}, {1,2} on T.
Hence, the number of the single cosets in the double coset [0101] is at most 3.
Taking representative from each orbit:
[01010] = [01010]
[01011] = [010]
[01010] = [0101]

[OlOTT] = [0101] G [0101]
Therefore, {0} take [OlOl] go to [01010], {1, 2} take [0101] go back to [010], {0} take

[0101] go to [0101], {1,2} take [0101] go to [0101].
Next, we considering the double coset with a words length 5:
By relation 2 and 6 then:
[01010] = 01010 = 01010 = 20202 = 20202 = TOIOT = 10101
Therefore, {0, 1 ,2} take [01010] go back to [0101], and {0,1,2} take [01010] go back to

[0101].
Our double coset enumeration must be complete since the set of right coset is close under
right multiplication by the symmetric generators. The Double coset enumeration shows
that the index of N 2* L2(ll) inGisatmost: |^+i7^+j^+p^+jj^+ij^+j7^rji
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|G|<110|N[ = 110x6 = 660
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In order to show |G| = 660, we consider G as a subgroup of Suo acting on 110 coset the
we have found, and labeled as follows:

Permutation Representation
x ~ (0,1,2) y - (1,2) *0
1 A
1A
2 AO
2 AO
3 Al
2 AO
5 AO
4 A2
3 Al
4 A2
10 AlO
4 A2
2 A0
3 Al
12 A20
6 Al
1 A
5 AO
5 AO
6 Al
7 A2
7 A2
28 AlO
7 N2
5 A0
6 Al
30 A20
11 A12
8 A01
9 A02
14 A01
9 A02
10 A10
8 A01
15 A02
13 A21
10 A10
12 A20
22 AlO
12 A20
11 A12
13 A21
41 A120
12 A20
10 AlO
8 A01
24 A20
9 A02
11 A12
13 A21
39 A210
17 A12
14 A01
15 A02
44 A010
15 A02
16 AlO
14 A01
46 A020
19 A2l
16 AlO
18 A20
6 Al
17 A12
19 A21
18 A20
54 AI20
18 A20
14 A01
16 AlO
7 A2
19 A2I 15 A02
17 A12
52 A210
23 A12
21 A02
20 A01
68 A010
21 A02 22 AlO
20 AO1
69 A020
22 A1U 25 A21
24 A20
3 Al
23 A12 24 A20
25 A21
73 A21
24 A20 20 A01
22 AlO
4 A2
25 A21
21 A02
23 A12
71 A121
29 A12
26 A01
27 A02
56 A010
27 A02 28 AlO
26 A01
59 A020
28 AlO 31 A21
30 A20
16 AlO
29 A12 30 A20
31 A21
84 A120
30 A20 26 A01
28 AlO
18 A20
31 A21
27 A02
29 A12
82 A210
32 A012 37 A120
36 A021 95 A2121
33 A102 35 A210
34 A201 55 A201
34 A201 32 A012
33 A102 51 A102
35 A210 36 A021
37 A120 13 A21
36 A021 33 A102
32 A012 96 A1212
37 A120 34 A201
35 A210 11 A12
Coset
1N
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38 7*012
39 7*210
40 7*201
41 7*120
42 7*021
43 7*102
44 7*010
45 7*101
46 7*020
47 7*202
48 7421
49 7*212
50 7*012
51 7*102
52 7*210
53 7*021
54 7*120
55 7*201
56 7*010
57 7*101
58 7*121
59 7*020
60 7*212
61 7*202
62 7*012
63 7*210
64 7*201
65 7*120
66 7*021
67 7*102
68 7*010
69 7*020
70 7*101
71 7*121
72 7/202
73 7*21
74 7*010
75 7*020
76 7*10T
77 7*121
78 7*202

41 7*120
42 7*021
38 7*012
40 7*201
43 7*102
39 7/210
48 7*121
49 7*212
45 7*101
44 7*010
47 7*202
46 7*020
54 7*120
52 7*210
52 7/210
55 7*201
51 7*102
50 7*012
58 7*121
60 7*212
61 7/202
57 7*101
59 7*020
56 7*010
65 7*120
66 7*021
62 7*012
64 7*201
67 7*102
63 7*210
71 7*121
70 7*101
73 7*21
72 7*202
68 7*010
69 7*020
77 7*121
76 7*101
79 7*212
78 7*202
74 7*010

42 7*021
41 7*120
43 7*102
39 7*210
38 7*012
40 7/201
46 7*020
47 7*202
44 7*010
45 7*101
49 7*212
48 7*121
53 7*021
55 7/201
54 7*120
52 7*210
50 7*012
51 7*102
59 7*020
61 7*202
60 7/212
56 7*010
58 7*121
57 7/101
66 7/02T
65 7*120
67 7*102
63 7*210
62 7*012
64 7*201
69 7/020
68 7*010
72 7*202
73 7*21
70 7*101
71 7*121
75 7*020
74 7*010
78 7*202
79 7*202
76 7*101

19 7*21
35 7*210
64 7*201
37 7*120
17 7*12
67 7/102
8 7*01
92 7*0101
9 7*02
93 7*0202
48 7*121
49 7*212
90 7*1201
60 7*212
38 7*012
42 7*021
89 7*2102
58 7*121
74 7/010
20 7*01
33 7*102
75 7*020
34 7*201
21 7*02
86 7*0120
25 7*21
81 7*102
23 7*12
87 7*0210
85 7*201
57 7*101
61 7*202
98 7*0101
63 7*210
99 7*0202
65 7*120
26 7*01
27 7*02
105 7/T2T2
31 7*21
106 7*2121
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79 A'212
80 NO 12
81 N102
82 N210
83 N021
84 N120
85 N201
86 N0120
87 N0210
88 N1021
89 N2102
90 N1201
91 N2012
92 N0101
93 N0202
94 N1010
95 N2121
96 NT212
97 N2020
98 N0101
99 N0202
100 N1010
101 N2121
102 N1212
103 N2020
104 N0101
105 N1212
106 N2121
107 NOIOT
108 N1212
109 N2121
110 NOIOIO

75 N020
84 N120
82 N210
83 N021
81 N102
85 N201
80 N012
90 N1201
88 N1021
89 N2102
87 N0210
91 N2012
86 N0120
96 N1212
94 NIOIO
95 N2121
93 N0202
97 N2020
92 N0101
102 N1212
100 NIOIO
101 N2121
99 N0202
103 N2020
98 N0101
105 N1212
106 N2121
104 N0101
108 N1212
109 N2121
107 NOIOT
110 NOIOIO

77 N121
83 N021
85 N201
84 N120
80 N012
82N210
81N102
87N0210
86N0120
91N2012
90N1201
89N2102
88N1021
93 N0202
92 A'0101
97 N2020
96 N1212
95 N2121
94N1010
99 N0202
98 NOlOl
103 N2020
102 N1212
101 N2121
100 NIOIO
104 NOlOl
106 N2121
105 N1212
107 NOlOl
109 N2121
108 N1212
110 NOIOIO

29 N12
66 N021
40 N201
77 N121
62 N012
79 N212
43 N102
83 N021
80 N012
32 N012
101 N2121
102 N1212
36 N021
100 NIOIO
103 N2020
76 N101
88 N1021
91 N2012
78 N202
108 N1212
109 N2121
45 N101
53 N021
50 N0l2
47 N202
107 NOlOl
94 NIOIO
97 N2020
110 NOIOIO
70 N101
72 N202
104 NOlOl

f(x) = (2,3,4)(5,6,7)(8,11,12)(9,10,13)(14,17,18)(15,16,19)

(20.23.24) (21,22,25) (26,29,30)(27,28,31) (32,37,34)(33,35,36)(38,41,40)
(39.42.43) (44,48,47)(45,49,46) (50,54,55) (51,52,53) (56,58,61)(57,60,59)
(62,65,64)(66,67,63)(68,71,72)(69,70,73)(74,77,78)(75,76,79)(80,84,85)
(81,82,83)
(86,

90,91)(87,88,89)(92,96,97)(93,94,95)(98,102,103)(99,100,101)

(104,105,106)(107,108,109),
f(y) = (3,4)(6,7)(8,9)(10,12) (11,13)(14,15) (16,18) (17,19)(20,21)

(22.24)

(23,25)(26,27)(28,30) (29,31)(32,36)(33,34)(35,37)(38,42)(39,41)

(40.43)

(44,46) (45,47) (48,49) (50,53) (51,55) (52,54) (56,59) (57,61) (58,60)

60
(62,66) (63,65)(64,67)(68,69)(70,72)(71,73)(74,75)(76,78)(77,79)(80,83)

(81,85)(82,84) (86,87)(88,91)(89,90)(92,93)(94,97)(95,96)(98,99)(100,103)
(101.102) (105,106)(108,109).
Addition with
f(tQ) = (1,2,5)(3,10,22) (4,12,24) (6,28,16)(7,30,18) (8,14,44)

(9,15,46) (11,41,37) (13,39,35) (17,54,42)(19,52,38)(20,68,57) (21,69,61)
(23,73,65)(25,71,63)(26,56,74)(27,59,75)(29,84,79)(31,82,77)(32,95,88)

(33,55,58)(34,51,60)(36,96,91) (40,64,81) (43,67,85)(45,92,100)(47,93,103)

(50.90.102) (70,98,108) (53,89,101) (62,86,83) (66,87,80)(76,105,94)(78,106,97)
(99,109,72) (104,107,110).
So it is imply:

/(ti) = /(to1) = /(to/w) = (1,3,6)(2,8,20)
(4,13,25)(5,26,14)(7,31,19)(9,42,36)(10,16,45)(ll, 17,48)

(12,40,34)(15,53,41)(18,55,43)(21,72,66)(22,70,56)(23,71,60)
(24,69,64)(27,83,78)(28,57,76)(29,58,77)(30,85,75)(32,52,59)

(33,97,86) (35,50,61) (37,93,89)(38,62,82)(39,63,80)(44,94,98)
(49,96,101) (51,87,99)(54,91,103)(65,90,81)(67,88,84)(68,100,107)

(73,102,109)(74,104,92)(79,106,95)(105,108,110).
/(*2) = M*) = /(ti/w) = (1,4,7)(2,9,21)(3,11,23)
(5,27,15) (6,29,17) (8,38,32) (10,43,33) (12,18,47) (13,19,49) (14,50,39)

(16,51,40)
(20,

70,62)(22,68,67)(24,72,59) (25,73,58) (26,80,76)(28,81,74)

(30,61,78) (31,60,79) (34,94,87) (35,92,90) (36,54,56) (37,53,57) (41,65,83)
(42,66,84) (46,97,99) (48,95,102) (52,88,100) (55,86,98) (63,89,85) (64,91,82)
(69,103,107) (71,101,108)(75,104,93) (77,105,96) (106,109,110).

It readily checks that the order of (z,y, t), a subgroup of a symmetric group Sno action

on the 110 right cosets of N in G, is 660. Visibly |ru| = 3 and ]t/| = 2, additionally |rry| = 2

and [x,y]2 = 1, hence {x,y} = S3. If we conjugate t by S3 we see that t has exactly 3
conjugates. We conclude that (a;,y, t) is a homomorphic image of the progenitor 3*3 : S3.
Thus if the original six relation hold in (x, y, t), then (xyy,t) is a homomorphic image of
G and this will give |G| > |(x,y,t}\ = 660.
Verify the relation (1) M1M2M0 = {e} = 1

Verify the relation (2) MitoMo = (0,1). By multiply the permutations listed above,
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totiiotiio = (2,3)(5,6)(8,10)(9, U)(12,13)(14,16)(15,17)(18,19)(20,22)(21,23)
(24,25)
(26,

28)(27,29)(30,31)(32,33)(34,35)(36,37)(38,43)(39,40)(41,42)(44,45)(46,48)

(47,49)(50,51)(52,55)(53,54)(56,57)(58,59)(60,61)(62,67)(63,64)(65,66)(68,70)(69,71)
(72,73)(74,76)(75,77)(78,79)(80,81)(82,85)(83,84)(86,88)(87,90)(89,91)(92,94)(93,96)

(95,97)(98,100)(99,102)(101,103)(104,105)(107,108)
J.*O *1 *0*1 *0
r0

= *1

/totltotltQ

C1

jintitotito
= *2
l2

= *0

So *o*i*o*i*o acts as the permutation (0,1).
Verify the relation (3) *o*i*i*o*i*i*o*i*i*o*i*i*o*i*i = {e} = 1

Verify the relation (4) *i*2*2*o*i*i*2*1*1 *i*2*2*o*i*i = (0,1,2). By multiply the permuta

tions listed above,

*l*2*2*0*l*l*2*l*l*l*2*2*0*l*l = (2,3,4)(5,6,7)
(8,11,12) (9,10,13)(14,17,18) (15,16,19) (20,23,24) (21,22,25) (26,29,30) (27,28,31)
(32,37,34) (33,35,36) (38,41,40) (39,42,43) (44,48,47) (45,49,46) (50,54,55) (51,52,53)

(56,58,61) (57,60,59) (62,65,64) (63,66,67) (68,71,72)(69,70,73)(74,77,78)(75,76,79)

(80,84,85) (81,82,83) (86,90,91) (87,88,89)(92,96,97)(93,94,95)(98,102,103) (99,100,101)
(104,105,106)(107,108,109)
j,*1*2*2*0*1*1*2*1*1*1*2*2*0*1*1

= *2

n
^*l*2*2*0*l*l*2*l*l*l*2*2*0*l*l —

acts as the permutation (0, 1, 2).

So,

Verify the relation (5) toi2tit2iot2tli2toi2 — (0,1). By multiply the permutations listed
above,

tot2tit2tot24it2toi2 = (2,3)(5,6)(8,10)(9,11) (12,13)(14,16)(15,17)
(18,19) (20,22)(21,23)(24,25) (26,28)(27,29) (30,31)(32,33) (34,35) (36,37)(38,43)
(41,42)(44,45)(46,48)(47,49)(50,51)(52,55)(53,54)(56,57)(58,59)(60,61)
(39,40)

(62,67)
(63,

64) (65,66) (68,70)(69,71)(72,73)(74,76)(75,77)(78,79)(80,81)(82,85)(83,84)

(86,88)(87,90) (89,91) (92,94)(93,96)(95,97) (98,100)(99,102) (101,103) (104,105) (107,108)
J. *0*2*1 *2*0*2*l *2*0*2
c0

= *1

£*0*2*l*2*0*2*l*2*0*2 _

j.*

0*2 *1 *2 *0*2 * 1 *2*0 *2

C2
So, *o*2*i*2*o*2*i*2*o*2 acts as the permutation (0,1).

= *2

Verify the relation (6) *o*2*2*i*2*2*o*2*2 = (0,1). By multiply the permutations listed

above,
*o*2*2*i*2*2*o*2*2 = (2,3)(5,6)(8,10)(9,11)(12,13)(14, 16) (15,17)

(18,19)(20,22)(21,23) (24,25) (26,28) (27,29) (30,31) (32,33) (34,35) (36,37)(38,43)

62
(39,40) (41,42) (44,45) (46,48) (47,49) (50,51) (52,55) (53,54) (56,57) (58,59) (60,61)

(63,64)
(62,67)

(65,66)(68,70)(69,71)(72,73)(74,76)(75,77)(78,79)(80,81)(82,85)(83,84)

(86,88)(87,90)(89,91)(92,94)(93,96)(95,97)(98,100)(99,102)(101,103)(104,105)(107, 108)
/tfl*2*2*1*2*2404242

/*O *2*2414242 4o*2 *2

= *0

4*0*2*2*l*242tot2*2

r2

= *2

So, *o*2*2*i*2*2*o*2*2 acts as the permutation (0,1).

Now, we want to show that | G |= £2(11).

The Homomorphism Image Of G
G = /(3*3 : S3) = (/(s), /(!/), /(to), /(ti), /(t2)>.

However;
{/(*i)>/(*2)} 6 {/(*»), /(2/)> /Go)}So it is imply that: G - /(3*3 : S3) = (/W,/(y),/(*o))-

If the addition relation hold in (/(z), /(y), /(*o)) then:
•*([(0>3lXo]°3=l) =

The addition relation, namely (0, l)/(*i)/(*21)/(*o)/(*2X) must equal to an identity

Let M = /(*o)/(*i)/(*o)/(*i)/(£o) = (2,3,4)(5,6,7)(8,11,12)(9,10,13)
(14,17,18)(15,16,19)(20,23,24) (21,22,25) (26,29,30) (27,28,31) (32,37,34) (33,35,36)
(38,41,40) (39,42,43) (44,48,47) (45,49,46) (50,54,55) (51,52,53)(56,58,61) (57,60,59)

(62,65,64) (63,66,67) (68,71,72) (69,70,73) (74,77,78) (75,76,79) (80,84,85)(81,82,83)
(86,90,91) (87,88,89) (92,96,97) (93,94,95) (98,102,103) (99,100,101) (104,105,106)
(107,108,109).
Then (0, l)/z = {e} = 1 Thus the relation holds in G.
G is a homomorphism image of G.

Now, by the First Isomorphic Theorem \G/Kerf\ = G,
=> |G| > |G|. It is easily verified that |G| = |(/(x),/(y),/(*o))| = 660.
=> |G| > 660

But we have seen that |G| < 660. Hence; |G| = 660.
Next, we need to show that G = [(0*1^5' is isomorphic to £2(11)-
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G=iO>-L2^
S3 ~ ft y), where x — (0,1,2) and y ~ (1,2).

We construct a homomorphism 0 from the progenitor 3*3 : S3 to L2 (11) be defining
<t>(x) = (J^) = (l,oo,10)(2,6,7)(3,8,0)(4,5,9)

M) = (^?) = (1,2)(3,5)(4,8)(6,10)(7,oo)(9,0)
Since the order of 0ft), 0(y), and 0ft 0(y) are 3, 2 and 2, respectively,

W= (0ft), 0ft)) = S3
We now let
^(to) = (j$) = (6,7,oo)(l,5,0)(2,3,9)(4,7,10)

It is readily verified that £2(11) — (0ft, 0(y), 0ft))
We now show that 0 preserves the operation of 3*3 : S3.
We find that ftft) ft = 3 and
0(t) = 0ft) = (6,8, oo)(l,5,0)(2,3,9)(4,7,10)
0(*i) = 0ft) = (1,5,2) (3,00,9)(4,6,8)(7,0,10)

0ft) = 0ft) = (1,2,3)(4,8,10) (5,7,0)(6,00,9)
and the N permutes the three images of to, by conjugation, as the group S3 given by
0ft : ftft), 0ft), 0ft) and

0(2/) : ftft), 0ft). Thus 0(3*3 : S3) = L2(ll).
Now the addition relation given by [(0, l)*o]5 = 1 # *o*i*o*i*o = (0,1) is satisfied in
£2(11), because 0(*o)0ft)0ft)0ft)0ft)) = (1,6)(2,12)(3,9)(4,11)(5,8)(7, 10) acts as

ftft), 0(*i))> by conjugation,on the images of the three symmetric generators. This

shows that £2(11) is an image of G Thus |G| > |L2(11) but 1^1 — 660 = £2(11); and so
the equality holds and G = L2(ll).

1

[01010]

Figure 8.1: The Cayley Diagram of ^(H) over 3*3 : S3
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Chapter 9

Construction of M12 : 2
We consider the progenitor:
2*4 : S4 = ( x, y, t|x4 = y2 = (yx)3 = t2 = [t, y] = [tx, y])

where x

(0,1,2,3), y ~ (2,3), t ~ to- The following relation may used for the purpose

of manual double coset enumeration:
1. [(0,1,2,3)t0]10 = I
2. [(O,l,2)to]n = 1
3. [(0,l)(2,3)to<r1J1O = l
4. [(0, l)i0]10 = 1
5. [(0, l)t0t2]12 = 1

We now perform the manual double coset enumeration of,

---- 2«4 : Si
u-[(o,i)t0p° = i

The relations 1, 2, and 3 is very helpful to find the manual double coset enumeration.
Expanding relation 1: [(0,1,2,3)to]10 = 1.
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Let x = (0,1,2,3) then [(0,1,2,3)t0]10 = 1 = [a?t0]10

Mo]10 =:
xIq xtQxtQxtQxtQxtQX tQxtQxtQ
„ 10 J.X9 iZ8 uZ7 J.X6 / Z5 iZ4 +Z3 J.X2J.X+

® Eq Iq Eq Eq Eq Eq Eq Eq IqIq

:

—

1

1

_

—= 1

(0,2)(1,3)titot3t2titot3t2Mo =:
(0,2)(l,3)tit0Wi =

1

to^l^2^3^O

A7MoM2L == 7V7oM2Mo
Expanding relation 2: [(0,1,2)to]11 = 1.
Let y ~ (0,1,2) then [(0,1,2)i0]11 = 1 = Mo]11

Mo]11 := 1
1

ytoytoytoytoytoytoytoytoytoytoyto :=

= 1

(0,2, l)tiM2MoMi M2Mo = 1
(0.2, 1)MoMi W2 =
= Ntotitztvti

Ntit]toMiM2

Expanding relation 3: [(0, l)to]10 — 1.

Let z = (0,1) then [(0,1)to]10 = 1 = Mo]10

Mo]10 = 1
Zt^ZtQZtQZtQZtQZtQZtQZtQZt^zt^

~

lCLz9 xZ8 /Z7 J.Z6 jZ5 J.Z4 jZ3 J.Z2 1Z±

z

R) c0 c0 c0 r0 c0 E0 EO c0E0

1
1

—

-1

titoMoMoMoMo — 1
MoMoL — WiMrio
AMM1W1 = AV0M0M0

Manual double coset enumeration
We note that; NeN — {Nen|n G N-} = {Nn|n G N} = {N}. Thus; NeN,

denoted by [*], contains one single coset. N is transitive on {0,1,2,3}, so it has a single
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orbit {0,1,2,3}. We takes a representative, say {0} from the orbit, and find to which the
double cosets Nto belong? Clearly; Nto G NtoN = [Nttf|n G N} = {Nto, Nti, Nt2, Nt3}.
Now consider the cosets stabilizer of

. The cosets stabilizer of Nto is equal

to the point stabilizer N°, given by:
jy(O) = jyO.
= (e, (2,3), (1,2,3)).
= {e, (2,3), (1,2), (1,3), (1,2,3), (1,3,2)}.
Then the number of the singles coset in the double coset NtoN is at most:

= 4.

The orbit of N^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0} and {1,2,3}. We takes a representative
from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntoto and Ntoti belong? However,
Ntoto = N G [*], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset NeN, and

three symmetric generators go to the next double coset Ntoti G [01].

Length 2.
1. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N^01\

7y(01) = {e, (2,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtotiN is at

mostmost.

=24-12
2 —
The orbit of N<01> on {0,1,2,3} are {2,3}, {0} and {1}. We take a representar

tives from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotito, NtotJi and NtotJ2
belong? However, Ntotiti = Nto G [0], then one symmetric generator goes back to the

double coset NtoN, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotito and two symmetric gener
ator go to NtotJ2.

Length 3.

1. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N(010\
jy(°10) =
3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtotJoN is
at most: j^Oio) | ~ "2" “ X2,
The orbit of N^010^ on {0,1,2,3} are {2,3}, {0} and {1}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitoto, Ntotitoti and
Ntotitot2 belong? However, Ntotitoto = Ntoti G [01], then one symmetric generator

goes back to the double coset NtotiN, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotitoti and
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two symmetric generator go to TVtotlto^2. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ?X012\

_/y(oi2) _
most:

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Ntot-faN is at

= T = 24The orbit of tX012) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a represen

tative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets NtQtit2t2y TViotits^o, Ntotit2ti
and Nt0tit2t3 belong? However, Ntotxt2t2 = Ntoti G [01], then one symmetric generator
goes back to the double coset NtytiN, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotit2to, one

symmetric generator goes to

and one symmetric generator goes to NtQtit2t3.

Length 4.

1. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N't0101).

7V(°ioi) = {e, (2,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtQtitotiN
is at most: |jy|oioi) | = ~2 ~
The orbit of TV^0101) on {0,1,2,3} are {2,3}, {0} and {1}. We take a represen

tative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets
Ntotitotih belong? However,

TViotiMi^o and

= Ntotito G [010], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset TViotitoiV, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotitotito
and two symmetric generators go to Ntotitot-fa'

2. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer M0102\

jV(oi°2) = (e), then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtQtitot2N is at
m0St:

“ T = 24The orbit of AX0102) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitot2t2,
NtQtitQt2ti and NtotitQt2t3 belong? However, lVtoii^oi2^2 = TVtotXo € [010], then one

symmetric generator goes back to the double coset NtotitoN, one symmetric generator

goes to Ntotitot2to^ one symmetric generator goes to NtotitQt2ti, and one symmetric
generator goes to NtotitQt2t3'
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3. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer M0120).

2^(0120) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*2*oA is at

most:

= ^ = 24.
The orbit of 7V<0120) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*o*o> Ntotitztoti,
A*o*i*2*o*2 and 7V*o*i*2*0*3 belong? However, W*o*i*2*o*o — A*o*i*2 € [012], then one
symmetric generator goes back to the double coset A*o*i*2A, one symmetric generator

goes to A*o*i*2*o*i, one symmetric generator goes to A+o*i *2*0*2 and one symmetric gen
erator goes to A£q*i*2*0*3-

4. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N't0121).
jy(oi2i) _ {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*2*oA is at
most: i-JffL)] = t = 24.
The orbit of 7V(°121) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets AT*o*i*2*i*o> A*o* 1*2*1 *1,
A*o*i*2*i*2 and A*o*i*2*i*3 belong? However, A*o*i*2*i*i = A*o*i*2 € [012], then one
symmetric generator goes back to the double coset A*o*i*2-A, one symmetric generator

goes to A*o*i*2*i*o, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i *2*1*2 and one symmetric gen
erator goes to A*o*i*2*i*3.
5. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0123\

yy(oi23) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*2*oA is at
most:

= T = 24’
The orbit of A^0123) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*3*o, A*o*i*2*3*i,

A*o*i*2*3*2 and A*o*i*2*3*3 belong? However, A**o*i*2*3*3 = A*o*i*2 € [012], then one
symmetric generator goes back to the double coset A*o*i*2A, one symmetric generator

goes to A*o*i*2*3*o, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*3*1 and one symmetric gen
erator goes tO A*o*1*2*3*2-

Length 5.
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1. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jy(°1010)

We know, *i*o*i*o*i = *o*i*o*i*o then AZ*i*o*i*o*i = AT*o*i*o*i*o//(oioio) _ |e? (g, i), 3), (0,1)(2,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double

coset A7*o*i*o*i*0^ is at most:
—T~
The orbit of A^0101^ on {0,1,2,3} are {2,3}, and {0,1}. We take a representa
tive from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets AT*o*i*o*i*o*o and AT*o*i*o*1*0*2?
However, W*o*i*o*i*o*o = Ntotitoti e [0101], then two symmetric generators go back to

the double coset AT*o* 1*0* 1

two symmetric generator go to N*o*i*o*i*o*2-

2. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ar(01012\
yy(oioi2) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset AT*o*i*o*i*2AT is
at most:

= 24.
The orbit of N't01012) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets W*o*i*o*i*2*o, Ar*o*i*o*i*2*i,
A^*o*i*o* 1*2*2 and AT*o*i*o*i*2*3 belong? However, ?7*o*i*o*i*2*2 = A^*o*i*o*i € [0101],
then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset AT*o*i*oAT, one symmetric

generator goes to AT*o*i*o*i*2*o, one symmetric generator goes to ?Z*o*i*o*i*2*i, and one
symmetric generator goes to AT*o*i*o*i*2*33. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM01020\
yy(oiO24) = {gj, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Ntotit^toN is

at most: |^(01020) j ” “ ~ 24.
The orbit of jv(01024) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre
sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A/*o*i*o*2*o*o, A/*o*i*o*2*o*i,

AT*o*i*o*2*o*2 and AZ*o*i*o*2*o*3 belong? However, AT*o*i*o*2*o*o = Ar*o*i*o*2 G [0102],
then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset Ntot 1*0*2^, one symmetric

generator goes to A7o*i*o*2*o*i, one symmetric generator goes to AT*o*i*q*2*o*2, and one
symmetric generator goes to W*o*i*o *2*0*3-

4. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A/^01021).

AT(oio21) —

at most:

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset AT*o*i*o*2*iAT is

= 24.
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The orbit of M01021J on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotito to toto, Ntotototototo,
Ntotototototo and AMMoMito belong? However, Ntotototototo = Ntotitoto G [0102],
then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset NtotototoN, one symmetric
generator goes to NtotJot2tito, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototo; and one

symmetric generator goes to Ntotitot2tito5. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N^01023\

yy(01023) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Ntoto toto to N is

at most: |jy<oio23) j ~ ~ = 24,
The orbit of M01023) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntot&fatato, Ntotototototo,
Ntotitot2t3t2 and Ntoto toto to to belong? However, Ntoto toto to to = Ntotitoto G [0102],

then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset Ntot]tot2N, one symmetric

generator goes to Ntotitot2t3to, one symmetric generator goes to NtotJot^ti^ and one
symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototo-

6. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ^y(01201).
yy(oi2oi) _
at most:

number of the single cosets in the double coset Ntotot2totoN is

^en
=

t

= 24-

The orbit of N^01241) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotototototo, Ntotototototoi
Ntotitototito and Ntotototototo belong? However, Ntotototototo = Ntotitoto G [0120],
then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset NtotototoN,

and we know, totototototo = (1> 0,2)titotototo then Ntotototototo = Ntitototoio G [01201]
one symmetric generator goes back to itself Ntotit2toti, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntotitototito, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototo7. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ar(01202).

yy(oi2O2)

^ben the number of the single cosets in the double coset Ntotit2totiN is

at most: [(01202)| = -p “ 24,
The orbit of jy(01202) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre
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sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*2*o*2*o, Mo*i*2*o*2*i>
TV*o*i*2*o*2*2 and Mo*i*2*o*2*3 belong? However, Mo*i*2*o*2*2 = Mo*i*o*2 G [0120],
then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset Mo*i*2*o^, one symmetric
generator goes to TV*o*i*2*o*2*o> one symmetric generator goes to IV*o*i*2*o*2*i, and one

symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*2*o*2*38. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM01203\
jy(01203) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Mo*i*2*o*3-W is
at most:

= T = 24
The orbit of ;y(01203) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Mo*i*2*o*3*o> Mq*i*2*o*3*i,
1V*o*i*2*o*3*2 and Mo*i£2*o*3*3 belong? However, 7V*o*i*2*o*3*3 = Mo*i*2*o G [0120],
then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset Ntgt^toN, one symmetric

generator goes to 7V*o*i*2*o*3*o> one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*2*o*3*i, and one
symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*2*o*3*29. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer M01210).
jy(oi2io) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Mo*i*2*i*o-N is

at most:

= t = 24The orbit of //(°121°) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Mo*i*2*i*o*o> Mo*i*2*i*o*i,

IV*o*i*2*i*o*2 and 7V*o*i*2*i*o*3 belong? However, TV*o*i*2*i*o*o = TV*o*i*o*2 G [0121],
then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset Mo*i*2*oIV, one symmetric
generator goes to Mo*i*2*i*o*i, one symmetric generator goes to W*o*i*2*i*o*2, and one
symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*2*i*o*3-10
*

10. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jv(01212),
yy(oi2i2) _

at most:

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Mq*i*2*i*2IV is

= T = 24
The orbit of 7y(01212) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Mo*i*2*i*2*o) Mo*i*2*i*2*i,

Mq*i*2*i*2*2 and Mo*i*2*i*2*3 belong? However, Mo*i*2*i*2*2 = Mo*i*o*2 G [0121],
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then, one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset N*o* 1*2*0TV, one symmetric

generator goes to TVt0*i*2*i*2*0i one symmetric generator goes to TVto*i*2*i*2*b and one

symmetric generator goes to TVi0tit2*i*2*3-

11. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01213).
jy(oi2i3) _
f.hen the nurnber of the single cosets in the double coset TVto*i*2*i*3TV is
at most: |^Joi2i3)j = “

24.

The orbit of A^01213) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TVio*i*2*i*3*Oi TV*o*i*2*i*3*i>
TVto*i*2*i*3*2 and TVto* 1*2*1 *3*3 belong? However, TV*o*i*2*i*3*3 = TVto*i*o*2 G [0121],
then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset TVto*i*2*oTV, one symmetric

generator goes to TViotit2*i*3*i, one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*2ii*3*2) and one

symmetric generator goes to TVto*i*2*i*3*o-

12. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01230).
We know, *o*i*2*3*o = (1,3)(2,0)ti*o*3*2*i then,
TViito*i*o*i = TVto*i*o*i*o TV<01213) = {e, (0,1)(2,3)}, then the number of the single cosets
in the double coset TVto*i*2*3*0TV is at most: 1^^213)] = v =

The orbit of M01230) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, and {2,3}. We take a represen

tative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TVto*i*2*3*o*o> TVio*i*2*3*o*2>
belong? However, TVto*i*2*3*o*o = TV*o*i*o*2 G [0123], then two symmetric generators go

back to the double coset TVfo*i*2*3TV, two symmetric generator go to TVtot1t2*3*o*213. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01231).
^(01231) _
number of the single cosets in the double coset TV*o*i*2*3*iTV is

at most:

= ^ = 24.
The orbit of TV^01231) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TVtotit2*3*i*o} TV*o*i*2*3*i*i,
TVto*i*2*3*i*2 and TVio*1*2*3*1*3 belong? However, TV*o*i*2*3*i*i = TV*o*i*2*3 G [0123],
then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset TVto*i*2*3TV, one symmetric
generator goes to TVio*i*2*3*i*o5 one symmetric generator goes to TVio*i*2*3*i*2> and one

symmetric generator goes to TVto*i*2*3*i*3-
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14. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer //(°1232).
^■(01232) _
then tQie number of the single cosets in the double coset NtoM2M2-N is
at most:

= T = 24The orbit of N<01232) on [0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets NMiM3Mo> NM1M3M1,
Ntotit2t3t2t2 and Ntotit2t3t2t3 belong? However, Ntotitztstztz = Ntotitzh € [0123],

then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset Ntotit^N, one symmetric

generator goes to Ntotitztztzto, one symmetric generator goes to NtQtit2t3t2tii and one
symmetric generator goes to Ntotit2t3t2t3.

Length 6.
1. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Nt0101°2L
We know, M0M0M2 = M1M1M2 then NM0M0M2 = NtQtitotitQt2. N^010102) =

{e, (0,1)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtQtitQtitQt2N is at
most: |^(dioio2)| = ~2 = 12.
The orbit of M0101) on {0,1,2,3} are {2}, {3}and {0,1}. We take a representa
tive from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitotitotzto, NtotitQtitot2t2

and NtoMoMoM3?
However, NtoMoMoM2 = NtoMoMo € [01010], then one symmetric generator goes

back to the double coset NtotitotitoN, two symmetric generator go to NioMoMoMo,
one symmetric generator goes to NtoMoMoM32. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N^010120L
N(oioi2o) „
t.ben ibe number of the single cosets in the double coset NMiMiMoAT

is at most: 1^7(010120)] “ = 24.
The orbit of N^010120) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets NM1M1M0M

NMlMiMoM NtQtitotit2tQt2 and NtotitQtit2tot3 belong? However, NtoMoM2Mo =
Ntotitotit2 G [01012], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
NtotiMi^AT, one symmetric generator goes to NtotiMiMo^i, one symmetric gener-
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ator goes to ATto^i^oti^ofe, and one symmetric generator goes to TVtotitoii^iots-

3. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer M010121\

^(010121) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Ntotitot^tiN

is at most: ^(dioLi)| = T = 24.

The orbit of M010121> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TViotito^l^Uioj

and

belong? However, Ntotitotitititi =

TVto^oU^ € [01012], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
NtotitQt-it2N, one symmetric generator goes to 7Vtotitotit2£iAh one symmetric gener

ator goes to NtQtitotit2tit2, and one symmetric generator goes toto NtQtitQtit2tit3-

4. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer

n(010123).

AT(oioi23) _ |ej, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtQtitQtititsN

is at most:
= T = 24'
The orbit of jy(010123) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets NMiMii2*3to,
NtotitQtit2t3t!, NtQtitotit2t3t2 and NtotMafyfats belong? However, Ntotitotit^ts =

TVtotiioUi2 G [01012], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
Ntotitotit2N> one symmetric generator goes to

one symmetric gener

ator goes to NtQt-[totit2t3ti^ and one symmetric generator goes to NtotitQtit2t3t2.

5. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Aft010201).
jy(010201) „ {e}} then the number of the single cosets in the double coset TVioiitoteMi-N

is at most: | j^foiosoij j = T = 24,
The orbit of ]V(010201) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets NtotitQfytotitQ,

NtoMotatoMb NtotitQt2tQtit2 and NtotitoMoMs belong? However, TVtoU^o^oUU =
NtQtitQtit2 G [01020], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
TVtotito^oT*, one symmetric generator goes to NtQtitQt2totito, one symmetric gener

ator goes to

and one symmetric generator goes to TVtotitoi2ioiii3-
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6. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yf010202).
yy(010202) =
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*o*2*o*2A

is at most: p^Uyy =

t

= 24-

The orbit of A^010202^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o* 1*0*2*0*2*o,

A*o*i*o*2*o*2*i, A*o*i*o*2*0*2*2 and A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3 belong? However, A*o*i*o*2*o*2*2 =
A*o*i*o*i*2 € [01020], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
A*o*i*o*2*oA, one symmetric generator goes to A*o* 1*0*2*0*2*o> one symmetric gener

ator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o*2*i ? and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o*2*37. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ari010203\
yy(0iO203) _
^hen ^he number of the single cosets in the double coset AT*o*i*o*2*o*3A

is at most:
= T = 24*
The orbit of M010203) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.

We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*2*o*3*o>

A*o*i*0*2*0*3*1, A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2 and A*0*!*o*2*o*3*3 belong? However, A*o*i*o*2*o*3*3 =
A*o*i*o*i*2
[01020], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
A*o*i*o*2*oA, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o*3*o, one symmetric gener

ator goes to W*o*i*o*2*o*3*i, and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i *0*2*0 *3*28. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer iv(010210),
yy(oio2io) _ {gj., then the number of the single cosets in the double coset AT*o*i*o*2*i*oA

is at most: [AXko)| = T = 24The orbit of M010210) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*2*i*o*o>
A*o*1*0*2*1*0*1, A*o*i*0*2*1*0*2 and AT*o*i*0*2* 1*0*3 belong? However, A*o* 1*0 *2* 1*0*0 =
A*o*i*o*2*o G [01021], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

A*o*i*o*2*iA, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*i*o*3, one symmetric gener

ator goes to A*o*i*o*2*i*o*i, and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*i*o*29. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^010212).

yy(oiO2i2) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*o*2*i*2A
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is at most: |JvTffl12)| =

= 24.

The orbit of 7y(°10212) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntot-Jot2tit2toi
Ntotitotztititi, Ntototototototo and Ntototototototo belong? However, NtQtjQt2tit2t2 =
Ntotitot2to G [01021], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
Ntotitot2tiN, one symmetric generator goes to NtotJotJJztz, one symmetric gener

ator goes to NtQtitot2tit2ti, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntotitot2tit2to.

10. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yyt010213).
yy(oiO2i3) _ {eJ} then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtotototototoN

is at most:
= T = 24*
The orbit of jyf010213) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototo,

Ntototototototo) Ntotitototototo and Ntototototototo belong? However, Ntototototototo =
Ntototototo G [01021], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

NtototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototo, one symmetric gener
ator goes to Ntototototototo; and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototo-

11. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jv(01023°),
yy(oi0230) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtotototototoN
is at most: ^(010230); — -p = 24.
The orbit of //(010230) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototo)

Ntototototototo) Ntototototototo and Ntototototototo belong? However, Ntototototototo =
Ntototototo G [01023], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
Nt0tit0t2toN, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototo) one symmetric gener

ator goes to Ntototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototo-

12. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ?v(010231).
We know, totototototo = (0,3)(1,2)(totit2tototo)^1,0’3,2^ then

Ntotototototo — (0) 1)(2,3)(totototototo) G Ntotototototoyy(oiO23i) _
then the nuinber of the single cosets in the double coset NtotototototoN
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is at most:
= t “ 24The orbit of 7\r(010231) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*0*2*3*i*o>
77*o*i*o*2*3*i*i, AT*o*i*o*2*3*i*2 and 77*0*i*0*2*3*1*3 belong? However, 77*o*i*0*2*3*1*1 =
Ntoti*0*2*3 G [01023], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*3-N\ and 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*o = 77*3*o*i*3*2 € [01203], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to 77*o*i *2*0*3

one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2) and

one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*313. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer

jy(oiO232) _

tv(010232)

qien the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*2-N

is at most:
= T = 24The orbit of 7V(°10232) on {q, 1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.

We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*0)

Nio*i*o*2*3*2*b AT*o*i*o*2*3*2*2 and 7V*o*i*o*2*3*2*3 belong? However, 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*2 =
77*o*i*o*2*3 C [01023], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
77*o*i*o*2*3?V, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*o5 one symmetric gener

ator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3-

14. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jV(012013).
^(012013) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*i*o?7

is at most:
= t = 24The orbit of Aft012013) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.

We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*o?
AT*o*i*2*o*i*o*i) N‘*o*i*2*o*i*o*2 and 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*3 belong? However, 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*o —
7V*o*i*2*o*i € [01201], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

77*0*1*2*0*177, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*0*1 *0*2, one symmetric gener
ator goes to 77*0*1*2*0*1*0*1? and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*3-

15. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 77(°12013).
77(012013) _

is at most:

then fjfrg number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*i*3?^

= r = 24’
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The orbit of A^012013) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A**o*i*2*o*i*3*o>
Mo*i*2*o*i*3*i, A**o*i*2*o*i*3*2 and A**o*i*2*o*i*3*3 belong? However, A**o*i*2*o*i*3*3 —
fV*o*i*2*o*i G [01201], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

W1W1M one symmetric generator goes to Aft*i*2*0*1*3*2, one symmetric gener

ator goes to Mo*i*2*o*i*3*i> an(i one symmetric generator goes to Ntot^tohtsto.
16. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A'(012020).
N(012020)

=

tben the number of the single cosets in the double coset Mo*i*2*o*2*oN

is at most: ^^0)1 = T = 24
The orbit of jy(012020) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets AT*o*i*2*o*2*o*o>
Ntoti*2*o*2*o*i, A/*o*i*2*o*2*o*2 and A**o*i*2*o*2*o*3 belong? However, 7V*o*i*2*o*2*o*o =

Ar*o*i*2*o*2 G [01202], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

Aft* 1 *2*0*2-Y, one symmetric generator goes to Aft*i*2*o*2*o*2> one symmetric gener
ator goes to Aft*i*2*o*2*o*b and one symmetric generator goes to AT*o*i*2*o*2*o*217. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^012021).

We know, *o*i*2*o*2*i = (*o*i*2*i*o*2/1,2’°) then
Mo*1*2*O*2*1
jy(oi2O2i) _

= Ml*2*0*2*l*0 G Aft*l*2*l*0*2-

then

number of the single cosets in the double coset AI*o*i*2*o*2*iAT

is at most:
= t = 24
The orbit of A^012021) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Aft*i*2*o*2*i*o,
Ar*o*i*2*o*2*i*i, AT*o*i*2*o*2*i*2 and Aft*i*2*o*2*i*3 belong? However, Aft*i*2*o*2*i*i =
Mo*i*2*o*2 G [01202], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

1V*q*i*2*o*2^, and Aft*i*2*o*2*i*o = Aft*2*o*2*i G [01201], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to A**o*i*2*o*iA', one symmetric generator goes to Aft*i*2*o*2*i*2, and

one symmetric generator goes to Aft *1^2*0*2*1*3-

18. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Art012023).
AT(012023) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Aft *1 *2*0*2*^
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is at most:

= ^ = 24.

The orbit of aA012023) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.

We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TVto*i*2*o*2*3*o>
TVt0*i*2*o*2*3*i, TVto*i*2*o*2*3*2 and TVto*i*2*o*2*3*3 belong? However, TVto*i*2*o*2*3*3 =
TVto*i*2*o*2 G [01202], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

TVt0*i *2*0*2 TV, one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*2*o*2*3*o> one symmetric gener
ator goes to TV*o*i*2*o*2*3*i> and one symmetric generator goes to TVto*i*2*o*2*3*2-

19. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ad012030),
Af(°i2030) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset TVto*i*2*o*3*oTV
is at most: 1Ar<^Uo>| = T = 24-

The orbit of N<012030> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.

We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*o>

TVto*i*2*o*3*o*b TVto*i*2*o*3*o*2 and TVto*i*2*o*3*o*3 belong? However, TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*o =
TV*o*i*2*o*3
[01203], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

TVto*i*2*o*3TV, one symmetric generator goes to TVto*i*2*o*3*o*3) one symmetric gener
ator goes to TVio*i*2*o*3*o*i> and one symmetric generator goes to TVto*i*2*0*3*0*220. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^012032).
^(012032) _
theil
numi;)er of the single cosets in the double coset TVfot1t2*o*3*2TV
is at most: 1^(012032)1' = “ = 24.
The orbit of A^012032) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.

We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TVto*i*2*o*3*2*O)
TVto*i*2*o*3*2*i, TVto* 1*2*0*3*2*2 and TVto*i*2*o*3*2*3 belong?
However, TVto*i*2*o*3*2*2 = TVto*i*2*0*3 G [01203], then one symmetric generator goes

back to the double coset TVto* 1*2*0*3TV» one symmetric generator goes to TVto*i*2to*3*2*3)
one symmetric generator goes to TVto*i*2*0*3*2*15 and one symmetric generator goes to
TVto*i*2*O*3*2*O-21
*

21. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer

at(012101\

AT(°121oi) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset TV*o*1*2*1*0*1 TV

is at most:

= r = 24
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The orbit of M012101) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets NMiMiMiM

NMiMiioMi, Ntotitztitotitz and
belong?
However, NtoM2MoMi = Ntotitzhto G [01210], then one symmetric generator goes
back to the double coset NtoM2Mo-N, one symmetric generator goes to NMiMiMiM

one symmetric generator goes to

and one symmetric generator goes to

NtQt]t2tltQt]to.

22. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N^01210^.
jy(oi2i03) _ {gj, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtotitztitotzN

is at most:
= T = 23
24*
The orbit of aM12103) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitztitot^to,
NtQtitztitohh and NtotMAtotsts belong?

However, NMi Ml *0*3*3 — Ntotit2t]to G [01210], then one symmetric generator goes

back to the double coset Nto*iMi*oN, one symmetric generator goes to

one symmetric generator goes to Nto*i*2*i*o*3*2, and one symmetric generator goes to
Ntotit2titQt3to.

23. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N<012120>.
//(012120) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Ntot^tit^toN
is at most: |jyTjnko)| = = 24.

The orbit of A^012120) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotit2tit2tQtQ,
NM1M1M0M NtQtit2tit2tQt2 and NMiMiMo*3 belong?
However, Ntotit2t]t2tQto = Ntotit2t]t2 G [01212], then one symmetric generator goes

back to the double coset NtQtit2tit2Ny one symmetric generator goes to NMiMiMo*3>
one symmetric generator goes to NtQtit2t\t2tQt2i and one symmetric generator goes to

NM1M1M0M
24. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jy(012121).

We know, M1M1M1 = *o*2*i*2*i*2 then N<012121) = {e, (1,2)}, then the number of the

single cosets in the double coset NtQtit2tit2tiN is at most:

= ^ = 12.
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The orbit of N’t012121) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1,2}, and {3}. We take a represen

tative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*q*i*2*i*2*i*q, A*o*i*2*o*2*i*i,
and A*o*i*2*o*2*i*3 belong? However, A*o*i*2*i*2*i*i = A*o*i*2*i*2 € [01212], then two
symmetric generators go back to the double coset A*o*i*2*i*2A, one symmetric generator
goes to A*o*i*2*i*2*1*o> and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*i*2*i*3.

25. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ar<012123\
(012123) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*2*i*2*3A

is at most: |jy(012123) | = y = 24.
The orbit of A^012123) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o* 1*2*1 *2*3*0,
A*o*i*2*i*2*3*i, A*o*i*2*i*2*3*2 and A*o*i*2*i*2*3*3 belong? However, A*o*i*2*i*2*3*3 =
A*o*i*2*i*2 € [01212], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

A*o*i*2*i*2 A, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*i*2*3*2, one symmetric gener
ator goes to A*o*i*2*i*2*3*o, and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*i*2*3*i-

26. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^012130).
^•(012130) =

{e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o* 1*2*1 *3*0 A

is at most:
= y = 24.
The orbit of A^012130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o* 1*2*1 *3*0*0,
A*o*i*2*i*3*o*i, A*o*i*2*i*3*o*2 and A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3 belong? However, A*o*i*2*i*3*o*o =
A*q*i*2*i*3 G [01213], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

A*o*i*2*i*3A, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*1*3*0*2, one symmetric gener
ator goes to A*o*i*2*i*3*0*3, and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*i*3*o*i.
27. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N'^012131\

yy(oi2i3i) =

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*2*i*3*iA

is at most: -|Jv((inLi)| = y = 24.
The orbit of A7^012131) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*i*3*i*o,

A*q*i*2*i*3*1*1, A*o*i*2*i*3*i*2 and A*q*i*2*i *3*1*3 belong? However, A*0*i*2*i*3*i*i =
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77*0*i*2*i*3 G [01213], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

77*0*i*2*i*3?7, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*2> one symmetric gener
ator goes to 77*q*i*2*i*3*i*3, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i *2*i *3*1*0 •

28. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 77(012132).
jy(oi2i32) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*3*2?7

is at most:
= 24.
The orbit of 77(012132) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*3*2*0)
77*o*i*2*i*3*2*b 77*0*1*2*1*3*2*2 and 77*o*i*2*i*3*2*3 belong? However, 77*o*i*2*i*3*2*2 =
77*o*i*2*i*3
[01213], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

77*o*i*2*i*3?7, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*3*2*l > one symmetric gener

ator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*3*2*3) and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*1*3*2*029. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jv(012302\
7V"(oi23O2) _
then ^he number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*o*2-N

is at most: ^(012302) | = T = 24.
The orbit of jy(°12302) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}.

We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*0*2*0)

77*o*i*2*3*o*2*i) 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*2 and 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*3 belong? However, ?7*o*i*2*3*o*2*2 =
77*o*i*2*3*o € [01230], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
77*o*i*2*3*o-N, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*i) one symmetric gener
ator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*3) and one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*0*2*030. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7V(012310).

jy(oi23io)

then f-he numbcr of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i *2*3*1 *077

is at most: ^(012310) | = “ = 24,
The orbit of 77<012310) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*o,
77*0*1*2*3*1*0*1, 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*2 and 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3 belong? However, 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*o =
77*o*i*2*3*i € [01231], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

77*o*i*2*3*i77, one symmetric generator goes to JV*o*i*2*3*i*o*i > one symmetric gener
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ator goes to Ntototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototo31. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a^012312\
yy(oi23i2) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtotototototoN

is at most: 1A^L>| = T = 24-

The orbit of AT<012312) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets NtotJ^tstitzto,

Ntototototototo, Ntototototototo and Ntototototototo belong? However, Ntot^tztihh =
Ntototototo G [01231], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
NtototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototo, one symmetric gener
ator goes to Ntototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototo32. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jy(°123i3).
yy(oi23i3) =

^en the number of the single cosets in the double coset Ntntit2t3tJ3N

is at most:
= T = 24*
The orbit of M012313) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototo,

Ntototototototo, Ntototototototo and Ntototototototo belong? However, Ntototototototo =

Ntototototo G [01231], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
NtototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototo, one symmetric gener
ator goes to Ntototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototo-

33. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ar(°12320),
yy(0i2320) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtotototototoN
is at most:
= T = 24The orbit of M012320> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototo,

Ntototototototo, Ntototototototo and Ntototototototo belong? However, Ntototototototo =

Ntototototo G [01232], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
NtototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototo, one symmetric gener
ator goes to Ntototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototo-
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34. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A*(°12321).

AT(012321) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Mo*i*2*3*2*iN

is at most:
~ = 24
The orbit of A/X012321) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Mo*i*2*3*2*i*o,
Mo*i*2*3*2*l*i) W*o*i*2*3*2*1*2 and Aft*i*2*3*2*i*3 belong? However, M0*i*2*3*2*i*i =
JV*o*i*2*3*2 G [01232], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

IV*o*i*2*3*2TV, one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*2*3*2*i*of one symmetric gener
ator goes to Mo*i*2*3*2*i*2) and one symmetric generator goes to Aft*i*2*3*2*i*3-

35. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A/^012323).
jy(oi2323) _
tbe number of the single cosets in the double coset Mo*i*2*3*2*3N
is at most; |Ar(^323)| = T = 24

The orbit of A^012323) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*2*3*2*3*o,

IV*o*i*2*3*2*3*i, M0*i*2*3*2*3*2 and M0*i*2*3*2*3*3 belong? However, Mo* 1*2*3*2*3*3 =
Mo*i*2*3*2 € [01232], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
Mo*i*2*3*2^> one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*2*3*2*3*o, one symmetric gener
ator goes to TV*o*i*2*3*2*3*2, and one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*2*3*2*3*i.

Length 7.
1. Now, we consider coset A^0101020).

We know, *o*i*0*1*0*2*0 = *1*0*1*o*i*2*o then Mo*i*o*i*o*2*o = Mi*o*i*o*i*2*o
€ Mo*i*o*i*2*o- However, *o*i*o*i*0*2*0 = *2*i*2*i*o*2 = (*o*i*o*i*2*o)^0,2) G *0*l*0*l*2*0Therefore, *o takes Mo*i*o*i*o*2 go to Mo*i*o*i*2*o2. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0101023\

We know, *o*i*o*i*o*2*3 = *1*0*1 *0*1 *2*3 then 2V<0101023) = {e, (0,1)}, then the number of
the single cosets in the double coset Mo*i*o*i*o*2*3TV is at most: j^(0^023^ = ^ = 12.

The orbit of A^0101023) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Mo*i*o*i*o*2*3*o>
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TV*o*i*0*1*0*2*3*25 and TV*oti*o*i*o*2*3*3 belong? However, TV*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*3 = TVto*i*o*i*o*2
G [010102], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*o*i*o*2TV,

one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*O5 and one symmetric generator goes to
TV*0*l*0*l*0*2*3*2-

3. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A/(°101201).
^■(0101201) _ {g}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset TVto*i*o*i*2*0*1 TV
is at most: 1^(0101201)| = ” 24,
The orbit of A/^0101201) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*O)
TVto*i*o*i*2*o*i*i) TVto*i*o*i*2*o*i*2 andTVto*i*o*i*2*o*i*3 belong? However, TVto*i*o*i*2*o*i*i
= TV*o*i*o*i*2*o € [010120], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
TVtotito*i*2*oTV, one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*0) one symmetric gen

erator goes to TVto*i*o*i*2*o*i*25 and one symmetric generator goes to TVto*i*o*1*2*0*1*3-

4. Now, we consider coset Aft0101202).

We know, *o*i*o*i*2*0*2 = *o*2*o*2*i*o*i then TVto*i*o*i*o*2*o = TVto*2*0*2*1*0*1
G TV*o*i*0*1 *2*o*2- However, *0*1*0*1*2*0*2 = *i*2*i*2*i*o = (*o*i*o*i*o*2)^0,1,2^ G
*o*i*o*i*o*2- Therefore, *2 takes TV*o*i*o*i*2*o go to TVtotito*i*o*25. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a^0101203\
yy (0101203) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset TVto*i*0*1 *2*0*3TV

is at most:
= t = 24The orbit of A^0101203) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TVto*i*o*i*2*o*3*O5
TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i5 TVto*i*o*i*2*o*3*2 and TV*oirio*i*2*o*3*3 belong? However, TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*3
= TVtotito*i*2*o 6 [010120], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

TV*o*i*o*i*2*oTV, one symmetric generator goes to TVto* 1*0*1 *2*0*3*o5 one symmetric gen
erator goes to TVto*i*o*i*2*o*3*2) and one symmetric generator goes to TVto*i*o*i*2*o*3*i-

6. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Af(°101210).
We know, *o*i*o*i*2*1*0 = (0,2, l)(to*i*2*i*o*i*o)^ 1,2,0^ then
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G Ntot^titotitojy(oioi2io) _ {ej, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Ntotitot^titoN
is at most: j^Sioyy = t = 24Ntotitotititito =

The orbit of

jv<0101210)

On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take

a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A**o*i*o*i*2*i*o*o>

AT*o*i*o*i*2*1*o*i, NtotitotjtvtMv and Ntotitot^tit^ belong? However,
= NtQtitotitzti G [010121], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

TV*o*i*o*i*2*i7*, and Xto*i*o*i*2*i*o*i = Ntit2tot2tit2 G [012101], then one symmetric

generator goes back to NtotitztitotiNt one symmetric generator goes to

and one symmetric generator goes to A*to*i*o*i*2*i*o*37. Now, we consider coset ^(0101212).
We know, totitQtit2tit2 = *i*2*o*2*o*i =

€ *o*i*2*i*2*o- Therefore, t2

takes Ntotitot^ti go toNtot^t^to8. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a*(0101213\
N(0101213) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A**o*i*o*it2tit3N

is at most: i^(ojoi2i3jJ = T = 24,
The orbit of jyC0101213) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets NtQtitQt^tihto^
NtotitQtit2tit3ti, NtotitQtit2tit3t2 and A**o*i*0*1*2*1*3*3 belong? However, NtotJot^tit3t3

= NtQtitot^ti G [010121], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
NtQtitQt^tiNy one symmetric generator goes to NtotitQtit2tit3tQ} one symmetric gen

erator goes to Ntotitotit2tit3t2} and one symmetric generator goes to Ntotitotit2txt3ti.
9. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A*(0101230).

We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*o = (O,2)(l,3)(*o*i*2*3*i*o*2/ 1,3’0,2> then
TV*q*i*o*1*2*3*O “ 7**2*3*1*0*3*2*1 G 7**otl*2*3*l*O*2*
^*(0101230) _ {gj, tjien tjie number of the single cosets in the double coset N*o*i*o*i *2*3*0^*

is at most: ^(0101230)| = ~ = 24.
The orbit of A*(°101230) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7*io*itotit2*3*o*Oi
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77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*i? 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*2 and 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3 belong? However, 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*o
= 77*o*i*o*i*2*i G [010123], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

77*o*i*o*i*2t3N, and 77*o*i*0*1*2*3*0*1 = 77*2*3*1*0*3*2 G [012310], then one symmetric
generator goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*i*o?V, one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*2,
and one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*3 •

10. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jv(0101231\
jV(oioi23i) _
then
number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*177

is at most. |^(oioi23i)| ~ = 24.
The orbit of 7y(°101231) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*o,
77*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*i) 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*2 and 77*0*i*o*i*2*3*i*3 belong? However, 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*l
= 77*o*i*o*i*2*3 G [010123], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

77*o*i*o*i*2*377, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*O) one symmetric gen
erator goes to 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*1*2, and one symmetric generator goes to 7V*o* 1*0* 1*2*3*1*3-

11. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jy(olol232)t
77(0101232) _ {ej, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*277
is at most:
= T = 24*
The orbit of //(0101232) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*0,

77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*1, 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*2 and 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*3 belong? However, 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*2
= 77*o*i*o*i*2*3 G [010123], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

77*o*i*o*i*2*377, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o, one symmetric gen

erator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*l, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*312. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yyt0102010).
We know, *0*1 *0*2*0* 1*0 = *1*2*1 *0*1 *2*1 = *2*0*2*1*2*0*2 then

7V(°i°2Oio) _

(q, 1,2), (0,2,1)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*o*i*o77 is at most: |yy(oio2oio)| = "3" =
The orbit of TvC0102010) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2}, and {3}. We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*1*0*2*0*1 *0*0, and
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Ntototototototot3 belong? However, Ntotitotototototo
= Ntotototototo G [010201], then three symmetric generators go back to the double coset
Ntotototototo-^, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo-

13. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7y(0102012).
We know, tototototototo = (tototototototo/1,2) then
Ntototototototo = Ntototototototo G NtototototototoN’t0102012) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Ntototototototo N

is at most: 1^(0102012)| “ T “ 241
The orbit of N^0102012) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitotototototo,
Ntotototototototo, Ntotototototototo and Ntotototototototo belong? However, Ntotitotototototo
= Ntotototototo G [010201], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

NtotototototoN, and Ntotototototototo = Ntotototototo G [021020], then one symmetric
generator goes back to NtototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo)
and one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo-

14. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM0102013\
yy(0i020i3) = {ep ^en ^g nuinber of the single cosets in the double coset NtototototototoN
is at most: ^(0102013) | = “ = 24,
The orbit of aM0102013) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitotototototo,

Ntotototototototo, Ntotototototototo and Ntotototototototo belong? However, Ntotototototototo
= Ntotototototo G [010201], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

NtotototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo, one symmetric gen
erator goes to Ntotototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntotitotototototo-

15. Now, we consider coset Ar(°102020).
We know, tototototototo = tototototototo then Ntototototototo = Ntototototototo
€ Ntototototototo- However, tototototototo = totototototo = (totototototo/0,1) G totototototo-

Therefore, to takes Ntotototototo go to Ntotototototo-
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16. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ari0102021\

We know, *o*i*o*2*o*2*i = (0,1,2)(*o*i*2*i*2*o*2) then

A*o*l*0*2*0*2*l = A*o*1*2*1 *2*0*2 G A*o*1*2*1*2*O*2jy(oio202i) _ {gj., then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*o*2*o*2*i A

is at most: |^(0102021) | = y = 24'
The orbit of 7y(°102021) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*o,

A*0*i*0*2*0*2*1*11 A*0*i*o*2*o*2*i*2 and A*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3 belong? However, A*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*i
s= A*o*i*o*2*o*2 £ [010202], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

A*o*i*o*2*o*2A, and A*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*2 = A*o*i*2*i*2*o S [012120], then one symmetric
generator goes back to A*o*i*2*i*2*oA, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o *2*1*0?
and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3-

17. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer AT<0102023).
^(0102023) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*q*i*o*2*o*2*3 A

is at most: ^(01^023) j = y = 24.
The orbit of a^0102023) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*o,

A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i > A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*2 and A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*3 belong? However, A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*3
= A*o*i*o*2*o*2 G [010202], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
A*o*i*o*2*o*2A, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*0*2*0*2*3*0? one symmetric gen
erator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i> and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*218. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ari0102030\
jy(0i02030) _ |e j, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*q*i*o*2*o*3*o A
is at most:

™ = 24.

The orbit of jV(0102030) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i *0*2*0 *3*0*0?

A*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i? A*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2 and A*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3 belong? However, A*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*o
= A*o*i*o*2*o*3 € [010203], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
A*o *i*o*2 *o*3 A, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3> one symmetric gen

erator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i? and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2-
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19. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aA0102031).
yy(oio203i) _
then
number of the single cosets in the double coset Mo *1*0*2 *0*3*177

is at most: |^(0102031) | = T = 21
*24
The orbit of A^0102031) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Mo*i*o*2*o*3*i*o,
Mo*i*o*2*o*3*i*b IV*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*2 and Mo*i*o*2*o*3*i*3 belong? However, Mo*i*o*2*o*3*i*i
= Mo*i*o*2*o*3 G [010203], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

Mo*i*o*2*o*377, one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*o*2*o*3*i*3, one symmetric gen
erator goes to Mo*i*o*2*o*3*i*o} and one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*o*2*o*3*i*220. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0102032).

^(0102032) _

then tbe number of the single cosets in the double coset Mo*i*o*2*o*3*277

is at most: 1^(0102032) | = "1" = 24
The orbit of A^0102032) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Mq*i*o*2*o *3*2*0,

Mo*i*o*2*o*3*2*i, Mo*i*o*2*o*3*2*2 and Mo*i*o*2*o*3*2*3 belong? However, Mo*i*o*2*o*3*2*2
= Mo*i*o*2*o*3 G [010203], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset
Mo*i*o*2*o*377, one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*o*2*o*3*2*3, one symmetric gen

erator goes to Mo*i*o*2*o*3*2*o, and one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*o*2*o*3*2*i21. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A/^0102101).

We know, *o*i*o*2*i*o*i = (0,1,2)(*o*i*2*o*2*3*o)^1,0’3’2) then

Mo*1*0*2*1*0*1 — M3*o*1*3*1*2*3 G Mo*1*O*2*2*3*Ojy(oio2ioi) = {e}5 then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Mo*i *0*2*1 *0*177
is at most: py^oi)! = T = 24-

The orbit of JV<0102101) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*0*2*1*0*1*0,
Mo*i*o*2*i*o*i*i, Mo*i*o*2*i*o*i*2 and Mo*i*o*2*i*0*1*3 belong? However, Mo*i*o*2*i*o*i*i
= 77*0*1*0*2*1*0 G [010210], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

Mo*i*o*2*i*oTV, and Mo*i*o*2*i*o*i*3 = Mo*i*2*o*2*3 G [012023], then one symmetric

generator goes back to Mo*i*2*o*2*377, one symmetric generator goes to Mq*i *0*2*1 *o*i*o,
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and one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*o*2*i*o*i*2-

22. Now, we consider coset A^0102102).

However, Mi*0*2*1 *0*2 = (1,2,0)(Mo*iMo*i = (1,2,0)(MiMoMo)(0,1) G NMi*oMi*oTherefore, *2 takes N*o*i*oMi*o*2 go to N*o*i*oMi*o23. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer n^0102103\

We know, Mi*oM1*o*3 = (2,O,3)(*o*iM3Mo*3)^0,2’3^ then

N*o*l *0*2*1 *0*3 = NMl*3*0*3*2*0 £ *V*0*l*2*3*2*0*3AT(oio21O3) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NMi*oMi*o*3 W

is at most: j^co 102103)] = T = 24.
The orbit of N(0102103> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take
a representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o*i*o*2*i*o*3*o>
Ntot 1*0*2*1*0*3*1, Wi *0*2*1 *0*3*2 and N*o*i *0*2*1 *0*3*3 belong? However, N*o*1*0*2* 1*0*3*3

= N*o*i*o*2*i*o

[010210], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset

N*o*i*o*2*i*oA^> and N*o*i *0*2*1 *0*3*0 = NM1M0M2 6 [012320], then one symmetric

generator goes back to NM1M3M0N, one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i *0*2*1 *0*3 *b
and one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*oMi*o*3*224. Now, we consider coset 77(0102121),

We know, *o*i*o*2*iMi = MiMo*i*o*i then
N*o*i*0*1 *0*2*0 = N*o*2*0*2* 1*0*1 G N*o*i *0*2*1 *2*1 •
However, *o*i*o*2*i*2*i = *iMoMo*i = (*o*i*2*i*2*i)^0,1,2^ 6 N*o*i*oMi*o- Therefore, *1
takes N*o*i*0*2*1 *2*1 go to NMiMiMi25. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 77(0102123),

We know, *0*1 *0*2 *1*2*3 = Mi *2*0* 1*0*3 then
77(0102123) _
(0,2)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
N*o*i *0*2*1 *2*3 Af is at most: 1^7(0102123)] = ~2~ = 12.
The orbit of 77(0102123) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2},{1} and {3}. We take a represen

tative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o*i*oMiM3*o> N*o*i*0*2*1 *2*3*1
and N*o*i*o*2*i*2*3*3 belong? However, N*o*i*oMi*2*3*3 = NM1M2M2 € [010212],
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then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset TVto ti *0*2 *1*2 TV, and two sym

metric generator go to Ntot1*0*2*1*2*3*05 and one symmetric generator goes to TVto*i*o*2*i*2*3*i •
26. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0102130).

We know, *o*i*o*2*i*3*o = (0, l)(2,3)(*o*i*2*i*3*o*2/0,1) then
TV*o*i*0*2*1*3*0 = N*i*0*2*0*3*1*2 G TVt0*i*2*1 *3*0*2-

^(0102130) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset N*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*V

is at most: |jy(oi 02130)] “ 24,
The orbit of TV<0102130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TVto*i*o*2*i*3*o*O5
TV*o*1*0*2*1*3*0*15 TVto*1*0*2*1*3*0*2 and Nto*i*o*2*i*3*o*3 belong?
However, N*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*o = N*o*i*o*2*i*3 G [010213], then one symmetric generator

goes back to the double coset TVto*i*o*2*i*3TV, and TV*o*i*0*2*1 *3*0*2 = TV*ito*2*o*3*i £
[012130], then one symmetric generator goes back to TVto*i*2*i*3*oTV, one symmetric gen
erator goes to Nto*i*o*2*l*3*o*ii and one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*o*2*1*3*o*327. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ^(0102131),

jy(oiO2i3i) _

then ^e number of the single cosets in the double coset TVto*i*o*2*i*3*iTV

is at most:
= T = 24The orbit of A^0102131) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Nto*i*o*2*i*3*i*o>
Nto*i*o*2*i*3*i*i> N*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2 and TV*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3 belong?

However, TVto*i*o*2*l*3*i*i ~ N*o*i*o*2*i*o € [010213], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset TVto*i*o*2*i*3TV, one symmetric generator goes to

N*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3i one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2> and one symmetric

generator goes to Nto*i*o*2*i*3*i*o28. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM0102132) .
jy(oio2i32) _ j, then ^e number of the single cosets in the double coset TVto* 1*0*2*1*3*2TV
is at most: jjy(oioJi32)|~ = *t* = 24.

The orbit of Af(°102132) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TVtotitot2t 1*3*2*05
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Ntotototototototo, Ntototototo to t2t2 and Ntotitotototototo belong?
However, Ntotototototototo = Ntotototototo G [010213], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset Ntotototototo-W, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntotototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotitotototototo, and one symmetric

generator goes to Ntotototototototo29. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM0102301\
yy(oiO23Oi) _
then f.}ie number of the single cosets in the double coset NtototototototoN
is at most:
= t = 24The orbit of jV^0102301) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitotototototo,
Ntotitotototototo, Ntotototototototo and Ntotototototototo belong?
However, Ntotototototototo = Ntotototototo € [010230], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtotototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to

Ntotototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo, and one symmetric
generator goes to Ntotototototototo30. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer M0102302).
We know, tototototototo = (0,3, iXtototototototo/0,1^2,3) then

Ntotitot2t3tot2 = Ntototototototo G Ntototototototoyy(0i02302) _
then ^g number of the single cosets in the double coset NtototototototoN
is at most: |^(0102302)| = 7F = 24,
The orbit of A/l0102302) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotototototototo,
Ntotototototototo, Ntotitotototototo and Ntotototototototo belong?
However, Ntotototototototo = Ntotototototo G [010230], then one symmetric generator
goes back to the double coset NtotototototoN, and Ntotitotototototo = Ntotototototo G

[012130], then one symmetric generator goes back to Ntoto totototo-Y, one symmetric gen
erator goes to Ntotototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo-

31. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer at(0102303\
yy(oiO23O3) _ £ep ^en ^g number of the single cosets in the double coset NtototototototoN
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is at most: jjy(oio23O3)|
1
24.
The orbit of A^0102303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets AT*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*o,
AT*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i, AT*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2 and AT*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*3 belong?
However, Ar*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*3 = AT*o*i*o*2*3*o G [010230], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset AT*o*i*o*2*3*oN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntoti*0*2*3*0*3*15 one symmetric generator goes to Ntotitotztotototz, and one symmetric

generator goes to AT*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*o32. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0102312).

]y(oiO23i2)

t^en the number of the single cosets in the double coset AT*o*i*o*2*3*i*27V

is at most:
= y = 24.
The orbit of yyt0102312) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets X*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o,
A^*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i, AT*0*i*0*2*3*i*2*2 and Ar*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3 belong?
However, AT*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*2 = A/*o*i*o*2*3*i G [010231], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset AT*o*i*o*2*3*i7V, one symmetric generator goes to

A7*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i, one symmetric generator goes to A/*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3, and one symmetric

generator goes to A/*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o33. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ;y(0102313).
jy(oio23i3) =

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Ar*o*i*o*2*3*i*3AT

is at most: 1^(0102313) | = T = 24.
The orbit of ./v(0102313) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets AZ*o*i*0*2*3*1*3*0,
AT*O*1 *0*2*3* 1*3*1, AT*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*2 and AZ*0*i*o*2*3*i*3*3 belong?

However, AT*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*3 = AT*o*i*o*2*3*i G [010231], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset AT*o*i *0*2*3 *i-N\ one symmetric generator goes to
A/*o*i*o*2*3*1*3*1, one symmetric generator goes to A/*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*2, and one symmetric

generator goes to N*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o-
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34. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N't0102320).

yy(0i02320) =

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*o*2*3*2*o-A

is at most: |yy(oi02320) | = y = 24.
The orbit of A^0102320) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*o?
A*q*i*o*2*3*2*o*i? A*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*2 and 2V*o*1*0*2*3*2*0*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*0*2*3*2*0*0 = AT*o*i*o*2*3*2 S [010232], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset A*o*i*o*2*3*2A, one symmetric generator goes to
A*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*i> one symmetric generator goes to AT*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*2? and one symmetric
generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*335. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0102321).
yy(oiO232i) _
t}ien
numfrer of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*o*2*3*2*iA

is at most:

= y = 24.

The orbit of Ar(0102321) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*0*2*3*2*1*0?

A*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*i? W*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2 and A*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*i = A*o*i*o*2*3*2 € [010232], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset A*o*i*o*2*3*2A, one symmetric generator goes to

A*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*O) one symmetric generator goes to AT*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2> and one symmetric

generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*336. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ari0102323\
AT(oio2323) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*o*2*3*2*3A
is at most: ^^323)1 = y = 24.
The orbit of N't0102323) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*o?
W*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*i? A*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2 and A*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*3 = A*o*i*o*2*3*2 £ [010232], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset AT*o*i*o*2*3*2A, one symmetric generator goes to

A*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*o? one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*0*2*3*2*3*2, and one symmetric

generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*i-
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37. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a*(0120101\

jy(oi20ioi) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset 7**o*i*2*o*i*o*i A*

is at most: |jy(oi2oioiy| = T = 24.
The orbit of A*<0120101) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7*to*i*2*o*i*o*i*o}
7**o*i*2*o*i*o*i*15 7^*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*2 and 7**o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3 belong?
However, 7*to*i*2*o*i*o*i*i = 7/to*i*2*o*i*o £ [012010], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 7*to*i*2*o*i*oN, one symmetric generator goes to

one symmetric generator goes to 7**o*i*2*o*i*o*i*2) and one symmetric
generator goes to 7**o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3-

38. [0120102] Same as 13
39. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ;y(0120103).
We know, *o*i*2*o*i*o*3 = *o*3*i*o*3*o*2 = *o*2*3*o*2*o*i then
jy(oi2OiO3) _
(i, 3,2), (1,2,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
7*to*1*2*0*1*0*3-^ 1® at most: 1^(0120103) | = "y = ®
The orbit of 7*(0120103) on {0,1,2,3} are {1,2,3}, and {0}. We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7**o*i*2*o*i*o*3*O5 and

7**o*i*2*0*1*0*3*3 belong? However, 7**o*i*2*o*i*0*3*3 = 7*to*i*o*2*i*o G [012010], then
three symmetric generators go back to the double coset 7*to*i*2*o*i*o7*, and one sym
metric generator goes to 7*to*i*2*o*i*o*3*o-

40. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A*(0120130).
^(0120130) __

^hen the number of the single cosets in the double coset 7*to*i*2*o*i*3*o7*

is at most: |^(0120130)] = T = 24The orbit of aM0120130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7*4o*i*2*0*1*3*0*05

7*^41^2*0*1*3*0*15 7**o*i*2*o*i*3*o*2 and 7**o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3 belong?
However, 7*to* 1*2*0* 1*3*0*0 = 7*4o*i*2*o*i*3 G [012013], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 7*4o*i*2*o*i*37*, one symmetric generator goes to
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77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*i> one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*2, and one symmetric

generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*341. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(0120131\

We know, *o*i*2*o*i*3*i = (1,3,2) (tQ^its^o^a^o^i)^1’2’0*3^ then
TV*o*1*2*O*1*3*1 = 7^*3*2*0*3*1*3*2 € 7V*O*1*2*O*3*O*1Ar(oi2oi3i) _
thgn the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*i77

is at most: | jy (0120131) | = T “ 24
The orbit of A/^0120131) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77to*i*2*o*i*3*i*O)
77*0*1*2*0*1*3*1*1, 77to*i*2*o*i*3*i*2 and 77to*1*2*o*i*3*i*3 belong?
However, 77to*i*2*o*i*3*i*i = 77*o*i*2*o*i*3 G [012013], then one symmetric generator

goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*i*377, and 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*i*2 = 77*3*2*o*3*i*3 G
[012030], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*2*o*3*o77, one symmetric gen
erator goes to 77*0*1*2*0*1*3*1*0, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*1*3-

42. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer AT(°120132\

We know, *o*i*2*o*i*3*2 = (l,2)(0,3)(*o*i*2*i*o*3*2)^1’2’0,3^ then
77*0*1*2*0*1*3*2 = 77*3*2*0*2*3*1*0 G Mq*1*2*1*0*3*2^(0120132) _
then {-he number of the single cosets in the double coset 77io*i*2*o*i*3*277

is at most: |jy(oi2oi32)| = y = 24.
The orbit of A^0120132) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77to*i*2*o*i*3*2*o,

77to*i*2*o*i*3*2*i, Mo*i*2*o*i*3*2*2 and TV*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*0*1*3*2*2 = 77*o*i*2*o*i*3 G [012013], then one symmetric generator

goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*i*377, and 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*o = M3*2*o*2*3*i G
[012103], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*o*377, one symmetric gen
erator goes to 7V*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*i, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*343. Now, we consider coset A7^0120201\

However, *o*i*2*o*2*o*i = *i*o*i*2*i*2 = (*o*i*o*2*o*2)^0,1^ G 77to*i*o*2*o*2- Therefore, *1
takes 77to*i*2*o*2*o*i go to 77*q*i*o*2*o*2-
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44. Now, we consider coset aM0120202\
However, *o*i*2*o*2*o*2 = *i*o*2*i*2*i = (*o*i*2*o*2*o)^0,1^ € TVto*i*2*o*2*O' Therefore, t2

takes TVtoti*2*o*2*o*2 go to TVto*it2*o*2*o45. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer AT(0120203\
jy(oi20203) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Ntot 1*2*0*2*0*3N

is at most: ^(0120203)j = 1* = 24‘
The orbit of A^0120203) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TVto*1 *2*0*2*0*3*o>
TV*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*b N*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*2 and Ntotit2*o*2*o*3*3 belong?
However, TVto*1*2*0*2*0*3*3 = TVto*i*2*o*2*o C [012020], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset TVto*it2*o*2*oIV, one symmetric generator goes to
Nio*i*2*o*2*o*3*i} one symmetric generator goes to Nio*i*2*o*2*o*3*2) and one symmetric

generator goes to N*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*o46. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer

at(0120212\

We know, *o*i*2*o*2*i*2 = (l,3)(2,4)(*o*i*2*3*i*2*i) then
Nt0*l*2*0*2*l*2 = N*o*l*2*3*l*2*l € N*0*l*2*3*l*2*l ■

Ar(oi2°212) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset TVto*1*2*0*2*1*2TV

is at most: | ^(0120212)] ” 24.
The orbit of jV^0120212) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TVto*i*2*o*2*i*2*O)
TV*o*i*2*o*2*i*2*b Nio*i*2*o*2*i*2*2 and TV*o*i*2*o*2*i*2*3 belong?
However, ATto* 1*2*0*2*1*2*2 — TVto*1*2*0*2*1 € [012021], then one symmetric generator

goes back to the double coset TVto*i*2*o*2*iTV, and TVto*i*2*o*2*i*2*i = TVto*i*2*3*i*2 G
[012312], then one symmetric generator goes back to TVto* 1*2*3*1*2TV, one symmetric gen
erator goes to TVto*i*2*o*2*i*2*O) and one symmetric generator goes to TVto*it2*o*2*i*2*3-

47. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jyf0120213) „
^(0120213) _
number of the single cosets in the double coset TVtotit2to*2*i*3TV
is at most: |jy (0120213)] = “ = 24,
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The orbit of A^0120213) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitotototototo,

Ntotototototototo > Ntotototototototo and Ntotototototototo belong?
However, Ntotototototototo = Ntotototototo € [012021], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtotototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntotototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo, and one symmetric

generator goes to Ntototototototo-

48. [0120230] Same as 21
49. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX0120231\

N(0120231) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Ntototototototo N

is at most: |(0120231)| = ~ = 24.
The orbit of Ai^0120231) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotototototototo,
Ntototototototo, Ntotototototototo and Ntototototototo belong?
However, Ntotototototototo = Ntotototototo G [012023], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtotototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntotototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo, and one symmetric
generator goes to Ntotitototototito-

50. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX0120232).
N(0120232) _
tjien
number of the single cosets in the double coset NtototototototoN

is at most: ^(0120232) | = ~ = 24.
The orbit of N<0120232> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototo,
Ntotototototototo, Ntotitotototototo and Ntotototototototo belong?

However, Ntotototototototo = Ntototototo G [012023], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtotototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to

Ntotototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototo, and one symmetric

generator goes to Ntotototototototo-
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51. [0120301] Same as 41
52. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 77(°i20302).
77(0120302) _
^hen the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*3*o*277

is at most: [^(0120302)[ = t = 24.
The orbit of 77(0120302) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*o,
N*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*i) ?V*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*2 and N*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*o*3*0*2*2 = N*o*i*2*o*3*o € [012030], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*3*oAL one symmetric generator goes to

N*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*3, one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*i, and one symmetric

generator goes to N*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*o-

53. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 77(°i20303).
77(0120303) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o* 1*2*0*3*0*3^7

is at most: | ^(0120303) | = T ~ 24r
The orbit of 77(0120303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*Oi

77*0*1*2*0*3*0*3*11 N*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*2 and 77*0*1*2*0*3*0*3*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*3 ~ 77to*i*2*o*3*o G [012030], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*0*i*2*0*3*0AT, one symmetric generator goes to
N*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*2i one symmetric generator goes to 77t0* 1*2*0*3*0*3*11 and one symmetric

generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*o54. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 77(0120320),
77(0120320) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset N*o*i*2*q*3*2*o77

is at most: [^(0120320) | = ~ = 24.
The orbit of M0120320) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*o>

77*0*1*2*0*3*2*0*11 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*0*2 and N*0*1*2*0*3*2*0*3 belong?
However, N*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*o = 77*o*i*2*o*3*2 G [012032], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*q*i*2*o*3*277, one symmetric generator goes to
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77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*2, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i> and one symmetric

generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*355. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer n(°120321).
^(0120321) _ {ethen the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i77

is at most: |^(0120321)| ~ 24.
The orbit of 7y(0120321) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*o>

77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*i) 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*2 and 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*i = 77*o*i*2*o*3*2 6 [012032], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*3*277, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*2, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*O) and one symmetric
generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*3.

56. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yyt0120323).

yy(oi2O323) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*377

is at most:
= T = 24The orbit of 7v(0120323) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*o>
77*0*1*2*0*3*2*3*1, 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*2 and 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*3 = 77*o*i*2*o*3*2 G [012032], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*3*277, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*0*3*2*3*2, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*o, and one symmetric
generator goes to 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*3*1-

57. [0121010] Same as 6
58. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7v(°121012).

We know, *o*i*2*i*o*i*2 = *0*2*1 *2*o*2*i then
^(0121012) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*2*i*o*i*277 is at most: ■

= 12.

The orbit of N<0121012) on {0,1,2,3} are {1,2},{0} and {3}. We take a repre
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sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i *2*1*0*1*2*01
A*o*i*2*i*o*i*2*2 and A*o*i*2*i*o*i*2*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*2* 1*0* 1*2*2 = A*o*i*2*i*o*i G [012101], then two symmetric generators go

back to the double coset A*o*i*2*i*o*i A, one symmetric generator go to A*o*i*2*i*o*i*2*o>
and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*i*o*i*2*359. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0121013).
^(0121013) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3A
is at most: |jv(o^q13)| = y = 24.

The orbit of A^0121013) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*o,
A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*i> A*o*i*2* 1*0*1*3*2 and A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*3 = A*o*i*2*i*o*i £ [012101], then one symmetric generar
tor goes back to the double coset A*o*i*2*i*o*iA, one symmetric generator goes to
A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2, one symmetric generator goes to A*q*i*2*i*o*i*3*o, and one symmetric

generator goes to A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*i.
60. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM0121030\

^(0121030) _ jgj, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*2*i*o*3*oA

is at most: [^(0121030)1 = y = 24.
The orbit of A<0121030) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*o>
A*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*b A*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*2 and A*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*o = A*o*i*2*i*o*3 G [012103], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset A*o*i*2*i*o*3A, one symmetric generator goes to

A*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*2» one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*3, and one symmetric
generator goes to A*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*i-

61. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0121031).
2y (0121031) = {gj, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*2*i *0*3*1 A
is at most: 1Jy(JiU3i)| = y = 24.
The orbit of aA0121031) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
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representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotototototototo,
Ntotototototototo, Ntotototototototo and Ntotitotototototo belong?

However, Ntotototototototo = Ntotototototo G [012103], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntotototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo, and one symmetric

generator goes to Ntotototototototo-

62. [0121032] Same as 42
63. Now, we consider coset aX0121201).
However, tototototototo = t2tototototo = (totototototo/0’2’1) G Ntotototototo- Therefore, to

takes Ntotototototo go to Ntotototototo64. [0121202] Same as 16
65. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yy^0121203).
yy(0i2i203) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtototototototoN

is at most: ^0!X| = y = 24.
The orbit of 7y(0121203) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotototototototo,
Ntotototototototo, Ntotototototototo and Ntototototototo belong?
However, Ntotototototototo = Ntotototototo G [012120], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntotototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo, and one symmetric

generator goes to Ntotototototototo-

66. Now, we consider coset /yf0121210).
However, to^i^2^i^2*ito = to toil tototo = (totototototo/0,1) G Ntotototototo- Therefore, to

takes Ntotototototo go to Ntotototototo67. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 2y(0121213).
We know, tototototototo — tototototototo then jyf0121213^ = {e, (1,2)}, then the number of
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the single cosets in the double coset 7**o*i*2*i*2*i*37* is at most: ^(0121213)1 = -y = 12.

The orbit of j\*(0121213) on {0,1,2,31 are {1,2}, {0} and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7*4o*i*2*i*2*i*3*O)

7*4o*i*2*i*2*i*3*2 and 7**o*i*2*i*2*i*3*3 belong?
However, 7*4o*i*2*i*2*i*3*3 = 7*4q4i t2 *1*2*1 G [012121], then one symmetric generator
goes back to the double coset 7**o*i*2*i*2*i7*, one symmetric generator goes to
7**o*i*2*i*2*i*3*O) and two symmetric generators go to 7**o*1*2*1*2*1*3*1-

68. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A*(0121230\

jy (0121230) _
tlien the number of the single cosets in the double coset 7**o*i*2*1 *2*3*0 A*
is at most: ^(0^30)1 = T = 24-

The orbit of A*(°121230) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7*4o*i*2*i*2*3*o*o,
7*toti*2*l*2*3*o*l) 7*4o*i*2*i*2*3*o*2 and 7*4o*i*2*i*2*3*o*3 belong?

However, lV*o*i*2*i*2*3*o*o = 7**o*i*2*i*2*3 G [012123], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 7**o*i*2*i*2*37*, one symmetric generator goes to
7**o* 1*2*1*2*3*o*2) one symmetric generator goes to 7**o*i*2*i*2*3*o*if and one symmetric

generator goes to 7**o*i*2*i*2*3*o*3-

69. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yv(0121231).
^(0121231)

the number of the single cosets in the double coset 7**o*i*2*i*2*3*i7*

is at most:
= T = 24The orbit of ]\*(0121231) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7**o*i*2*i*2*3*i*o>
7**o*i*2*i*2*3*i*i> 7**o*i*2*i*2*3*i*2 and 7**o*i*2*i*2*3*i*3 belong?
However, 7**o*i*2*i*2*3*i*i = 7**o*i*2*i*2*3 G [012123], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset 7**o*i*2*i*2*37*, one symmetric generator goes to
7**o*i*2*i*2*3*i*2) one symmetric generator goes to 7**o*i*2*i*2*3*i*O) and one symmetric
generator goes to 7**o*i*2*i*2*3*i*370. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer tv(°121232),

7*(0121232) _

the number of the single cosets in the double coset 7**o*i *2*1*2*3*27*
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is at most:
= y = 24
The orbit of jv(0121232> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o,
77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*1, 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*2 and 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*2 = 77*o*i*2*i*2*3 G [012123], then one symmetric generar

tor goes back to the double coset 7ft *1*2* 1*2*3 77, one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*l> one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o> and one symmetric

generator goes to Aft*i*2*i*2*3*2*371. [0121301] Same as 30
72. [0121302] Same as 26

73. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ]y(0121303).
jy(0121303) _
^en ^ie number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*3*0*377

is at most: 1^(0121303) | = y ~ 24
The orbit of jy^0121303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o,
77*0*1*2*1*3*0*3*1, 7T*q*1*2*1*3*0*3*2 and 77*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*3 belong?
However, 77to*i*2*i*3*o*3*3 = 77*o*i*2*i*3*o G [012130], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*3*o77, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*i> one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*3*0*3*0, and one symmetric

generator goes to 77to*i*2*i*3*o*3*274. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jyX0121310\
jy(oi2i3io)

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77to*i*2*i*3*i*o77

is at most:
= y = 24
The orbit of N't0121310) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*0*0,
77*0*1*2*1*3*1*0*1, 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2 and 77*o*i*2*i*3*1*o*3 belong?
However, 77to*i*2*i*3*i*o*o = 77*q*i*2*i*3*i € [012131], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*3*i77, one symmetric generator goes to
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77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*3, one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*0*2, and one symmetric
generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*i •
75. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Art0121312).

jy(oi2i3i2) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*q*i*2*i*3*i*277

is at most: ^(0121312) | = ~T “ 24.
The orbit of 77(°121312) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*o>
77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*1, 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*2 and 77*o*1*2*1*3*1*2*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*2 = 77*o*i*2*i*3*i G [012131], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*3*i77, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*3, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*o> and one symmetric

generator goes to 77*o* 1*2* 1*3*1*2*1 •
76. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(0121313\

jy(oi2i3i3) _

number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*3*1*377

is at most: 1Ar(0l1«l3i3)j = “ = 24The orbit of 7v(0121313) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*o,
77*0*1*2*1*3*1*3*1, 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*3*2 and 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*3 = 77*o*i*2*i*3*i G [012131], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*0*i*2*1 *3*177, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*1*3*1*3*2, one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*3*0, and one symmetric
generator goes to 77*0*i*2*i*3*i*3*i-

77. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer J7(012132°).
7V(oi2i32O) _
then ^ie number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*3*2*o77
is at most: | ^(0121320) | = "i” “ 24.
The orbit of tv(°12132°) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*3*2*o*o,
77*0*1*2*1*3*2*0*1, 77*0*1*2*1*3*2*0*2 and 77*o*i*2*i*3*2*o*3 belong?
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However, N*0*i*2*i*3*2*o*o = N*0*i*2*i*3*2 G [012132], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*2*i*3*2TV, one symmetric generator goes to

Nt0*1*2*1 *3*2*o*i> one symmetric generator goes to N*o* 1*2*1*3*2*0*35 and one symmetric

generator goes to N*o*i*2*i*3*2*o*278. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jv(°121321\

We know, *o*i*2*i*3*2*1 = *0*3*1 *o*3*o*2 = *o*2*3*o*2*o*i then
TV(0121321) = {e, (1,0,2), (1,2,0)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
N*O*1*2*1*3*2*1TV is at most:
JmLi) | = T = 8
The orbit of A/(0121321) on {0,1,2,3} are {1,2,0}, and {3}. We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets ^*0*1*2*1*3*2*1*05 and
TV*o*i*2*i*3*2*i*3 belong?
However, N*o*i*2*i*3*2*i*i = N*o*i*2*i*3*2 G [012132], then three symmetric genera

tors go back to the double coset N*o*i*2*i*3*2N, and one symmetric generator goes to

-N*o*1*2*1*3*2*1*3 •
79. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer *v(°121323\
We know, *o*i*2*i*3*2*3 = *0*2*1 *2*i*2*3 then *v(0121323) = {e, (1,3)}, then the number of
the single cosets in the double coset N*q*j*2*1*3t2t3N is at most: pyXisas)]' = T =

The orbit of jv(0121323) on {0,1,2,3} are {1,3},{0} and {2}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o* 1*2 *1*3 *2*3*0,
N*o*i*2*i*3*2*3*2 and TV*o* 1*2*1*3*2*3*3 belong?
However, N*o*i*2*i*3*2*3*3 = N*o*i*2*i*3*2
[012132], then one symmetric generator
goes back to the double coset N*o*i*2*i*3*2TV, two symmetric generator go to

N*q*i*2*i*3*2*3*o, and one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*2*i*3*2*3*i80. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer *v(0123020),
^(0123020) _ |e j, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset N*o*i*2*3*o*2*oTV

is at most: |^(0123020) | = ~ = 24.
The orbit of M0123020) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*o,
TV*o*1*2*3*0*2*0*15 N*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*2 and N*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*3 belong? '
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However, 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*o = 77*o*i*2*3*o*2 G [012302], then one symmetric generar
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o* 1*2*3*0*2one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*i) one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*3> and one symmetric

generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*281. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer n(0123021\

jy(0i2302i) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*i A

is at most: (0123021) | = ~ ” 24The orbit of A^0123021) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o,
N*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*i, 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*2 and N*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*3 belong?
However, 77*0*i*2*3*o*2*i*i = N*o*i*2*3*0*2 G [012302], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset N*o*i*2*3*o*2-N, one symmetric generator goes to
N*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o, one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*0*2*1*3, and one symmetric

generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*282. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0123023/
^(0123023) _ {g},
number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*377

is at most: 1^(0123023) ] “ T = 24.
The orbit of A^0123023-1 on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*3*o,
77*0*1*2*3*0*2*3*1, 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*3*2 and N*o*i*2*3*o*2*3*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*3*3 = N*o*i*2*3*o*2 € [012302], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*o*277, one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*2*3*o*2*3*O) one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*3*i, and one symmetric

generator goes toto 77*o* 1*2 *3*0*2 *3*283. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer at<0123101).

jy(oi23ioi) _

t.hen {-kg number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*0*1*2*3*1*0*1-^

is at most: |^-(oi23ioi>j = T = 24.
The orbit of a^0123101> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*o,
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Ntotototototototo, Ntotototototototo and Ntotitotototototo belong?
However, Ntotototototototo = Ntotototototo G [012310], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset NtotototototoN”, one symmetric generator goes to

Ntotototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo, and one symmetric

generator goes to Ntotototototototo84. [0123102] Same as 9
85. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX0123130\
yy(oi23i3O) _.

then

number of the single cosets in the double coset NtototototototoN

is at most: j^oi23i3oyj = ~p = 24.
The orbit of aX0123130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotototototototo,
Ntotototototototo, Ntotototototototo and Ntotototototototo belong?

However, Ntotototototototo = Ntotototototo G [012310], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtotototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntotototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo, and one symmetric

generator goes to Ntotototototototo86. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX0123121\
yy(oi23i2i) _ |e then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtototototototoN
is at most: ■[Ar7oj^J12i>| = T = 24-

The orbit of aX0123121) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotototototototo,
Ntotototototototo, Ntotototototototo and Ntotototototototo belong?
However, Nto to tototo to to to = Ntotototototo G [012312], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtotototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntotototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototototo, and one symmetric

generator goes to Ntotototototototo87. [0123121] Same as 46

Ill
88. Now, we consider coset AT(°123123\

However, *0*1*2*3*1*2*3 = (1,2)(*0*3*1 *2*3*1) = (1,2)(*0*i *2*3*1 *2/0,1? G A*o*i*o*2*i*2Therefore, *3 takes A*o* 1*2*3*1*12*3 go to itself A*o*i*2*3*i*289. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aA0123130) .
jy(oi23i3O) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*q*i*2*3*i*3*oA

is at most: (0123130)] — ~ ~ 24.
The orbit of at(012313°) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*o?
and A*o*l*2*3*l*3*O*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*o ~ A*o*i *2*3*1 *3 G [012313], then one symmetric genera
A*0*l*2*3*l*3*0*l, A*0*l*2*3*l*3*0*2

tor goes back to the double coset AT*o*i*2*3*i*3A, one symmetric generator goes to
A*o*i*2*3*1 *3*0*3, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*3*i*3*0*1, and one symmetric

generator goes to A*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*290. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer at(0123131\
jy(oi23i3i) _
t.hen the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*2*3*i*3*iA
is at most: jjy(oi23i3i)| = y = 24.
The orbit of A^0123131) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o* 1*2*3*1*3*1*0,
A*o*i*2*3*i*3*i*i, A*o*i*2*3*1 *3*1*2 and A*0*i*2*3*i*3*i*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*2*3*i*3*i*i = A*o*i*2*3*i*3 G [012313], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset A*o*i*2*3*i*3A, one symmetric generator goes to

A*o*i*2*3*i*3*i*3, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*3*1*3*1 *0, and one symmetric

generator goes to A*q*i*2*3*i*3*i*2.
91. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Af(0123132\

We know, *0*1*2*3*1*3*2 = (*o*i*2*3*2*1*3)^’2’3^ then
A*o*i*2*3*i*3*2 = A*o*3*2*i*3*2*l G A*o*l*2*3*2*l*3-

AT(0123132) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset A*o*i*2*3*i*3*2A

is at most:
= y = 24.
The orbit of M0123132) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {!}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
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representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*2*0)
7**o*1*2*3*1*3*2*1) 7**o*1*2*3*1 *3*2*2 and 7*40*i*2*3*l*3*2*3 belong?

However, 7740*i*2*3*i*3*2*2 = 7**o*i*2*3*i*3 G [012313], then one symmetric generator
goes back to the double coset 7**o*i*2*3*i*37*, and 7**o*i*2*3*i*3*2*i = 77*0*1*2*3*2*1 G

[012321], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*0*1*2*3*2*17/, one symmetric gen
erator goes to 7**o*i*2*3*i*3*2*O) and one symmetric generator goes to 7**o*i*2*3*1 *3*2*392. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jV^0123201).

yy(oi232oi) _

t}ien ^ie number of the single cosets in the double coset 7**o*i*2*3*2*o*i7*

is at most:
= T = 24The orbit of yyC0123201) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7*4o4i*2*3*2*o*i*o>
7*toti*2*3*2*o*i*i, 77*0*142*3*2*0*1*2 and 7/*o4i*2*3*2*o*i*3 belong?
However, 7Z4o*i*2*3*2*o*i*i = 7/*o*i*2*3*2*o G [012320], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*l*2*3*2*o7/, one symmetric generator goes to

7/*o*i*2*3*2*o*i*3) one symmetric generator goes to 7^*o*i*2*3*2*o*i*o> and one symmetric
generator goes to 7/*o*i*2*3*2*o*i*293. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0123202/
N (0123202) =: |e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset 7Z*o*i *2*3 *2*0*2 7T

is at most: ^(0123202) | ~ "T = 24.
The orbit of A^0123202) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*0)
77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1, 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*2 and 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*3 belong?
However, 7/4o*i*2*3*2*o*2*2 = 77*0*1*2*3*2*0 £ [012320], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 7/*o*i*2*3*2*o77, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*3) one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*0, and one symmetric
generator goes to 7/*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*i94. [0123203] Same as 23
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95. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer

yy(oi232io) _

tv(o12321°).

number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*2*i*o77

is at most: ^01^3210)1 = T = 24The orbit of M0123210> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o*i*2*3*2*i*o*o,
77*0*1*2*3*2*1*0*1, 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*0*2 and 77*o*i*2*3*2*i*o*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*3*2*i*o*o = 77*o*i*2*3*2*i G [012321], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*2*i77, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*3*2*1*0*3, one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*0*2, and one symmetric
generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*0*1-

96. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(0123212\
^■(0123212)
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*2*i*277
is at most:
= T = 24The orbit of 7V(°123212) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*0,
77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*1, 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*2 and 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*3 belong?

However, 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*2 = 77*o*i*2*3*2*i G [012321], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*2*i77, one symmetric generator goes to
77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*3, one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*0, and one symmetric
generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*1■
97. [0123213] Same as 88

98. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7V(0123230).
jy(0123230) _ |e j, ^hen the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*2*3*o77

is at most: | jy(0123230) | = “ = 24.
The orbit of 7y(°123230) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*3*2*3*0*0,
77*0*1*2*3*2*3*0*1, 77*0*1*2*3*2*3*0*2 and 77*0*1*2*3*2*3*0*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*3*2*3*o*o = 77*o*i*2*3*2*3 G [012323], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*0*1*2*3*2*377, one symmetric generator goes to
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Mo*i*2*3*2*3*o*3> one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*2*3*0*2, and one symmetric

generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*2*3*0*1•
99. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Af(°i23231).

^(0123231) _ -[ej, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset Mo*i*2*3*2*3*iTV
is at most: ^(0123231) | = y = 24
The orbit of A7^0123231^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*o,
77t0*i*2*3*2*3*i*i, 77*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*2 and 77*o*i *2*3*12*3*1 *3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*i = 77*o*i*2*3*2*3 G [012323], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*2*377, one symmetric generator goes to
77to*i*2*3*2*3*i*3, one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*2*3*1*2, and one symmetric
generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*o-

100. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7V(0123232).
We know, *o*i*2*1*3*2*3 = *0*1*3*2*3*12*3 then
py(oi23232)
(2,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

Wi*2* 1*3*2*377 is at most: |^y (0123232)1 ” y — 12The orbit of T/I0123232) on {0,1,2,3} are {2,3}, {0} and {1}.

We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*3*2*3*o,

Mo*i*2*i*3*2*3*l and Mo*i*2*i*3*2*3*3 belong?
However, 77*0*i*2*i*3*2*3*3 = 77*0*i*2*i*3*2 G [012323], then two symmetric generators go
back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*2*377, one symmetric generator goes to 77*oti*2*i*3*2*3*o,
and one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i *2*1*3*12*3*1.

Length 8.
1. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7^01010230\
We know, *o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o = (l,3)(2,0)(*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*2)^1,2^0’3^ then
77*0*1*0*1*0*2*3*0 = M3*2*3*l*0*3*2*l G 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*1*2jy(oioio23o) _
£hen ^ie nuniber of the single cosets in the double coset

7r*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o77 is at most: |jy(oioio23o)| = y — 24
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The orbit of aX01010230) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntototototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
However, Ntototototototototo = Ntotitototototo G [0101023], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, and Ntototototototototo = Ntototototototo
G [0101301], then one symmetric generator goes back to NtototototototoN, one symmetric

generator goes to Ntototototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototo2. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A/<01010232).

We know, totototototototo = totototototototo then
yy(oioio232) —
(q, jjp then f.}ie number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtotototototototoN is at most: pyfolffL32)| = ^ = 12.

The orbit of

at(01010232^

on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1},{2} and {3}. We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntototototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
However, Ntototototototototo = Ntototototototo G [0101023], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, two symmetric generator go to
Ntototototototototo, andone symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototo3. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yyl01012010).

We know, totototototototo = (1,2,0) (toto totototo toto/1,0,2)

= (l,O,2)(totototototototo/1,2,0) = (l»0,2)(toto totototototo/1’3’0’2), and aM01012010) = {e},
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset NtotototototototoN is at most:
.[7^(01012010)1
. M k = 241 = 24

The orbit of ]y(0101201°) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,

Ntotiiototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
However, Ntototototototototo = Ntototototototo G [0101023], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtotitototototoN, and Ntototototototototo = Ntototototototo
G [0102101], then one symmetric generator goes back to NtototototototoN ,

Ntototototototototo = Nt2totototototo G [0102012], then one symmetric generator goes
back to NtototototototoN.
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TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*o*3 = TV*2*3*1*0*3*0*2 € [0123130], then one symmetric generator goes

back to TV*o*i*2*3*i*3*oTV.

4. Now, we consider coset yy^01012012).
However, *o*i*o*i*2*o*i*2 = (1,3,2)(*i*2*0*1*0*2*0) = (1, 2)(*o*i*2*o*2*i*2/o,1‘2)
G N*o*i*2*o*2*i*2- Therefore, *2 takes TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*2 go to N*o*i*2*o*2*i*25. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM01012013).

We know, *o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3 = (lJ3,2)(*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*3)^ 1’2’3^ then
TV*0*l*0*l*2*0*l*3 = TV*q*2*0*3*1*3*2*1 G TV*o*i*O*2*3*2*l*3A/-(oioi2oi3) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

TV*q*i*o*i*2*o*i*3TV is at most: (01012013)] ~ T = 24,
The orbit of a/^01012013^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {I}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*o,
TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*i> TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*2 and TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*3 belong?
However, TV*q*i*o*1*2*0*1*3*3 = TV*o* 1*0*1 *2*0*1 G [0101201], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*iTV, and TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*i = TV*o*2*o*3*i*3*2
G [0102321], then one symmetric generator goes back to TV*o*i*o*2*3*2*iTV, one symmetric

generator goes to TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*2> and one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*o6. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a^01012030).
2y(oioi2O3O) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
TV*0*i*o*i*2*0*3*oTV is at most: ^XUo)] = t = 24The orbit of aM01012030) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*Oj
TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*1j TV*o* 1*0*1*2*0*3*0*2 and TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*3 belong?
However, TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*o = TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*3 € [0101203], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*o*l*2*o*3TV, one symmetric generator goes to
TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*2> one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i> and one sym

metric generator goes to TV*o*i*0*1*2*0*3*0*3•
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7. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0101203^.

We know, *o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i = (0,l)(2,3)(*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*2)^1’°') then

N*o*i*0*l*2*0*3*l = 77*1*0*1*2*1*3*0*2 € 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*1*2^(01012031) _ {gj, yien ylc number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*1-^ is at most: [^0^2031)1 = t “ 24.
The orbit of 77<01012031) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*o>
77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*1*1, 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*2 and 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*3 belong?

However, 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*i = 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3 € [0101203], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*0*377, and 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*2 = 77*o*2*o*3*i*3*2
G [0102031], then one symmetric generator goes back to N*o*i*o*2*o*3*i77, one symmetric

generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*o> and one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*38. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01012032/

We know, *o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2 = (*o*i*2*i*2*3*i*o/2’O,3> then

77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*2 = 77*3*1*0*1*0*2*1*3 € 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*1*0^(01012032) „
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
N*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*277 is at most:

= ^ = 24.

The orbit of aA01012032> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o,
77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*2*1, N*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*2 and 77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*2*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*2 = 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3 € [0101203], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3N, and 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*3 = 77*3*i*o*i*0*2*1

G [0102031], then one symmetric generator goes back to N*o*i*2*i*2*3*i?V, one symmetric

generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*39. Now, we consider coset N^01012102\

However, *o*i*o*i*2*i*o*2 — (1,0,2)(Mo*2*i*o*i*o) = (1,0, 2)(*o*i*2*o*i*o*i/0,1) €

77*0*1*2*0*2*1*2- Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*2 go to 77*o*i*2*o*1*0*1 •
10. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01012103).
^(01012103) = {e}} then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
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77*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3A7 is at most:
= T = 24The orbit of Ar(°1012103) on [0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*1*0*3*0,
77*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*i) 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*2 and 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*3 belong?
However, ?7*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*3 = T7*0*i*o*i*2*o*3 G [0101210], then one symmetric gener

ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i *2*0*3 AT, one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*2) one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o* 1*2*1 *0*3*b and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*o-

11. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer

tv(01012130).

jy(oioi2i3o) __ {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o77

is at most: (01012130)]
1 “ 24.
The orbit of 77<01012130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o*o,
77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o*i) 77*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*0*2 and 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o*3 belong?

However, 77*q*i*o*i*2*i*3*o*o = 77*q*i*o*i*2*i*3 G [0101213], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 7/*o*i*o*i*2*o*377, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o*2> one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o*i, and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o*3-12
*

12. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jV^01012131\
jy(oioi2i3i) =
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*1^ is at most: |^(01012131) | = T = 24‘
The orbit of A^01012131) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o,

77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*1) 77*q*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*2 and 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*i = 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3 G [0101213], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i *2*0*377, one symmetric generator goes to
77*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*1*2, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o, and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*3-
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13. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jyC01012132).
jy(oioi2i32) _ .[gj, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*1*0*1*2*1*3*2 77 is at most:
= ^ = 24.
The orbit of j\r(01°i2132) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*o>
77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*1) 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*2 and 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*3 belong?

However, 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*2 = 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3 G [0101213], then one symmetric gener

ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*0*377, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*l) one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*O) and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*3-

14. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jV(01012302).

^(01012302) _ {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*277 is at most: |jy(oioi23O2)| — “ — 24.
The orbit of 7V(01012302) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*o>
77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i) 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*2 and 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*3 belong?
However, 77*q*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*2 = 77*q*i*q*i*2*3*0 6 [0101230], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o77, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i> one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*o, and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*3-

15. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7y(01012303),
2V(oioi23O3) _ {gj, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*q*i*o*i*2*3*o*377 is at most: ^(01012303) | = — 24.
The orbit of M01012303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*o,
77*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*3*1,

77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*2 and 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*3 belong?

However, 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*3 = 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*0 G [0101230], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o77, one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*1) one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*o3 and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*2-
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16. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aA01012310\
We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*i*o = *2*3*2*3*o*i*3*2 then
yy(oioi23io) _
(q, 2)(1,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*oA is at most:
= y = 12The orbit of A/(01012310) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1} and {2,3}. We take a repre
sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitot^t^titoto^nd.
Atoti*o*i*2*3*i*o*2 belong?

However, A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*o*o = A*2*3 *2*3*0* 1*3 G [0101231], then two symmetric gen

erators go back to the double coset A*o*i*o*i*2*3*iA, two symmetric generator go to

A*o*1*O*1*2*3*1*O*117. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a/(01012312\
We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*i*2 = (1,3,0)(*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*o)^0,1^2,3^ then

A*q*i*o*1*2*3*1*2 = A*i*o*1*3*1*2*O*1 G A*o*1*0*2*0*3*1*0jy(oi°i23i2) _ {gj, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A*o*i*o*i*2*3*1*2A is at most:

= y = 24.

The orbit of Af(01012312) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o* 1*2*3*1*2*0?
A*o*1*O*1*2*3*1*2*1, A*o*1*O*1*2*3*1*2*2 and A*O*1*O*1*2*3*1*2*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*o*i *2*3*1 *2*2 = A*o*i *0*1*2 *3*1 G [0101231], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset A*o*i*o*i*2*3*iA, and A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*2*i = A*i*0*1*3*1*2*0
€ [0102031], then one symmetric generator goes back to A*o*i *0*2 *0*3*1 A, one symmetric

generator goes to A*o* 1*0*1*2*3* 1*2*0? and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*2*318. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a/(01012313\

jy(oioi23i3) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3A is at most: pyjn^Uayy = y = 24.
The orbit of A/(01012313) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o* 1*0* 1*2*3*1*3*0,
A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*i, A*q*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*2 and A*o*i*q*i*2*3*i*3*3 belong?
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However, Mo* 1*0*1 *2*3*1*3*3 = Mo*i*o*i*2*3*i G [0101231], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset Mo*i*o*i*2*3*i77, one symmetric generator goes to

Mo*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*l, one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*Oi and one sym
metric generator goes to Mo*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*2-

19. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7v(°1012320).

yy (01012320) _

f^en

number of the single cosets in the double coset

M0*i*o*i*2*3*2*o77 is at most: |Ar<olm232o>| = y = 24.

The orbit of Ty(010i2320) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*o,
Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*i> Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*2 and Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*3 belong?
However, Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*o — Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2 G [0101232], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2A’, one symmetric generator goes to

TV*o* 1*0* 1*2*3*2*0*1, one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*3, and one sym
metric generator goes to Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*220. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer at(01012321).

We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*2*i — (*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*o)^1’2,0,3^ then
Mo*1*O*1*2*3*2*1 = M3*2*3*0*2*l*0*3 G Mo*i*o*2*1*3*2*O7^(01012321) = {e}( then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
IV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*i-N is at most: 1^(01012321) | = y = 24.
The orbit of TyC01012321) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each'orbit, and find to which the double cosets Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*o>

TV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*i) Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*2 and Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*3 belong?
However, Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*1*1 = Mo*i*o*i *2*3*2 G [0101232], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset Mo*i*o*i*2*3*277, and Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*3 = M3*2*3*o*2*i*o
G [0102132], then one symmetric generator goes back to Mo*i*o*2*i*3*2^, one symmetric

generator goes to Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*o, and one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*221. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7y(°1012323).

We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3 = *3*i*3*i*2*o*2*o then
7^(01012323) _
(0^ 3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
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NtotototototototoN is at most: ]jy(oioi2323) |
2
X2>
The orbit of M01012323) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,3}, {1} and {2}. We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntotiiototototototo, and Ntototototototototo belong?
However, Ntototototototototo = Nt3tit3titototo G [0101232], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntototototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototo22. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01020103).

We know, totototototototo = totototototototo = totototototototo then
^(01020103) _ {£) (0,2,1), (0,1,2)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double

coset Ntotototototototo^ at most: |jy(oio2oio3)j '3” ®
The orbit of Ar(01020103) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2} and {3}. We take a repre
sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotiiototototototo, and

Ntotitototototot3t3 belong?
However, Ntototototototototo = NtJztJotifyti — Ntototototototo G [0102010], then one
symmetric generator goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN , three symmetric
generators go to Ntotitot2tototototo-

23. [01020120] Same as 3.
24. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01020123).
^(01020123) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtotototototototoN is at most: 17^(01020123)| = ” = 24.
The orbit of aX01020123) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitototototototo,
Ntototototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
However, Ntotiiototototototo = Ntototototototo G [0102012], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntototototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototo, and one sym

metric generator goes to Ntototototototototo-
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25. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a/(01020130\
We know, *o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o = (1,0,2)(*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*o)^’3’o) then

N*o*1*0*2*0*1*3*0 = N*i*3*2*1*0*1*2*1 £ TV*o*1*2*0*3*0*2*0(01020130) _ {e}> then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
N*o*i*0*2*o*1*3*oIV is at most: ^(ol^Lo)]' = T = 24‘

The orbit of jv(01020130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*o>

N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*b TV*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*2 and N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*3 belong?
However, N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*o = N*o*i*o*i*2*3*2 G [0102013], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset Ar*o*i*o*2*o*i*3TV, and N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*i = N*i*3*2*i*o*i*2
6 [0120302], then one symmetric generator goes back to AVo*i*2*o*3*o*2N, one symmetric

generator goes to N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*2> and one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*326. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a?'(01020131L
We know, *o*i*o*2*o*i*3*1 = (*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*2)^’3^2’0^ then

N*o*1*O*2*3*2*O*2then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*o* 1*0 *2 *0*1 *3*1 = TV*2*3*2*0*l*0*2*0 G

yy(0i020i3i) _

N*o*i*o*2*o*1*3*iTV is at most: |jy(oio2oi3i)| T = 24,
The orbit of Af(01020131) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*i*O)
N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*i*1) TV*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*i*2 and N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*i*3 belong?
However, N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*i*i = TV*o*i*o*2*o*i*3 G [0102013], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3TV, and N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*i*o = N*2*3*2*o*i*o*2
G [0102320], then one symmetric generator goes back to N*o*i*q*2*3*2*oTV, one symmetric

generator goes to N*o*i*0*2*0* 1*3*1*3, and one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*i*227. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jv(°1020132).

*0*l*0*2*0*l*3*2 = (1,2,0)(*o*1*0*2*0*3*2*3)(1’2’3J = (1, 2) (0, 3)(*o*1*O*2*1*O*3*2)(1’2,°’3J

jy(0i020i32) _ |e j, ^en

nuinber of the single cosets in the double coset N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*21V

is at most. 1^(01020132) | “ 24.
The orbit of aA01020132) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*q*i*o*2*o*i*3*2*o>
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77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*2*i, 77*0*1*0*2*0*1*3*2*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*2*3 belong?

However, 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*2*2 = 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3
6 [0102013], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3-^,

and 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*2*i = 77*o*2*o*3*o*i*3 G [0102032], then one symmetric generator goes

back to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*277, 7/*o*i*o*2*o*i *3*2*0

= 77*3*2*3*0*2*3*1 € [0102103], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*0*i*o*2*i*o*3-^
and one symmetric generator goes back to 77*0*i*o*2*o*i*3*2*3-

28. Now, we consider coset j'X01020210).

*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*0 = (1, 2, O)(*0*2*0*l*0*l*2) = (1, 2, 0)(*o*l*0*2*0*2*l/1,2) G 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*o go to 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i29. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7<01020213\
^(01020213) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*37^ is at most: |jy(oio202i3)| = ” = 24.
The orbit of A7(°1020213) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*o,
77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*1, 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*3 belong?

However, 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*3 = T7*o*i*o*2*o*2*1 G [0102021], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i77, one symmetric generator goes to
77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*1, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o* 1*0*2*0*2*1*3*0, and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*q*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*2-

30. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 2y(01020230\
jy(oi020230) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*077 is at most: 1^(01020230) | “ *1* = 24.
The orbit of /X01020230) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*0*0,
77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*0*1, 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*0*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*o*3 belong?

However, 77*0* 1*0*2*0*2*3*0*0 = 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3 G [0102023], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*377, one symmetric generator goes to
77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*0*1, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*1*o*2*o*2*3*o*3, and one sym
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metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*o*231. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ;y(0102023 D.

jy (oi 020231) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*q*i*o*2*o*2*3*i77 is at most. | ^(01020231)j t 24.
The orbit of 7y(01020231) On [0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*o,
77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*1*1, 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*1*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*i = 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3 G [0102023], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*377, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*O) one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*3) and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*232. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jvfoio20232),

^(01020232) _

^en the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*277 is at most: -^01^0232)1 = y = 24.
The orbit of M01020232) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*2*o,
77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*2*i) 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*2*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*2*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*2*2 = 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3 G [0102023], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*0*2*0*2*377, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*2*0; one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*2*3> and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*2*i33. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 27(01020301\
yy(0i02030i) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i77 is at most: py(0|^Loi)|

= y

= 24.

The orbit of A^01020301) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o,
77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*i) 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*0*1*3 belong?
However, 77*0*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*i = 77*0*i*o*2*o*2*3
€ [0102030], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset 77*o* 1*0*2*0*3*077,
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one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o, one symmetric generator goes to
Nto*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*3, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*2-

34. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Tyt01020302),
We know, *o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2 = (2,0, 3)(*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*3) then
N*o*1*0*2*0*3*0*2 = 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*0*3 € N*o*1*O*2*1*3*O*3^(01020302) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2A? is at most: |jy(olo203o2)| ~ ”

24.

The orbit of yy(01020302) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*o,
77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*1, 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*2 = 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o G [0102030], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o^, and 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*3 = 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o
G [0102130], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o-N, one symmetric
generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*0*3*o*2*1> and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*o-

35. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A?(01020303).
2^(01020303) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3^ is at most: jjyjsos)]

= T = 24-

The orbit of N<01020303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77tot1to*2*o*3*o*3*o>

N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*i, 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*3*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*3*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*3 = 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3 C [0102030], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o-N, one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*o, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*i, and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*236. [01020310] Same as 17.
37. [01020312] Same as 7.
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38. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer AZ(°1020313\
jy(oi0203i3) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

A^*q*i*o*2*o*3*i*3 A" is at most. 1^(01020313)j y 24.
The orbit of _/v(01020313> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*2*o*3*l*3*o,
A*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*i} A*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*2 and A*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*3 belong?

However, A*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*3 = A*o* 1*0*2 *0*3*1 € [0102031], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset A*o*i*o*2*o*3*iA, one symmetric generator goes to
A*o*i*0*2*0*3*i*3*o> one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*i, and one sym
metric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*2-

39. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ar(01020320\
We know, *o*i*o*2*o*3*2*o = *2*o*2*l*2*3*i*2 = *i*2*i*o*i*3*o*i then
7y(oiO2O32O) _
(0,2,1), (0,1,2)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double
coset A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*oA is at most: p^oi^Laoyj = y = 8

The orbit of Ar(01020320) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2} and {3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*o*o) and
A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*o*3 belong?

However, A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*o*o = A*2 *0*2*1 *2*3*1 = A*i*2*i*o*i*3*o G [0102032], then three
symmetric generators go back to the double coset A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2A, one symmetric gen
erator goes to A*o*1*o*2*O*3*2*O*340. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a^01020321).
jy(01020321) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*iA is at most:

= y = 24.

The orbit of A^01020321) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*o>
A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*1j A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*2 and A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*3 belong?

However, A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*i = A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2 G [0102032], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2A, one symmetric generator goes to

A*o*j*o*2*o*3*2*i*0) one symmetric generator goes to A*o* 1*0*2*0*3*2* 1*3, and one sym
metric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*2-
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41. [01020323] Same as 27.
42. [01021010] Same as 3.
43. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01021012).
We know, totototototototo = totototototototo then
yy(oi02ioi2)
(1,2)}, thus the number of the single cosets in the double coset

NtotitotototototoN is at most: |7y(oio2ioi2)| = "2” — 12.
The orbit of at(01021012) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1,2} and {3}. We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntototototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
Moreover, totototototototo = (1,0,2) (totototototototo/1,2) = (l,O,2)(totototototototo) G

[01210120].
However, Ntototototototototo = Ntototototototo G [0102032], then two symmetric genera

tors go back to the double coset NtototototototoN, Ntototototototototo = Ntototototototo G
[0121012] one symmetric generator goes to Ntotitototototo, and one symmetric generator
goes to Ntototototototototo44. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX°io21O3i) ,
yy(oi02i03i) _

f.}ien the number of the single cosets in the double coset

NtotototototototoN is at most.* [7^(01021031) | — ” — 24.
The orbit of AX01021031) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntoiitototototo^ito,
Ntototototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
However, Ntototototototototo = Ntototototototo G [0102103], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to

Ntototototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototo, and one sym
metric generator goes to Ntotiiototototototo45. [01021032] Same as 27.
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46. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer TyX01021230).
We know,

*o*i*o*2*i*2*3*o —

(2,0, l)(*o*i*2*3*o*2*3*2)^0,1^ then

7ft *1*0*2*1*2*3*0 = 7/*i*0*2*3*1*2*3*2 € 77*0*1*2*3*0*2*3*2-

//(01021230) = [e}5 then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
IV*o*1*0*2* 1*2*3*oA" is at most, 1^(01021230) j

24.
The orbit of aA01021230) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
y

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77to*i*0*2*1*2*3*0*0,
77to*i*o*2*l*2*3*o*b 77*0*1*0*2*1*2*3*0*2 and 77*0*i*o*2*i*2*3*o*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*0*2*1*2*3*0*0 = 77*o*i*o*2*i*2*3 G [0102123], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset Aft *1 *0*2*1 *2*377, and 77*o*i*o*2*i*2*3*o*2 = 77*i*0*2*3*0*2*3
6 [0123023], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*377, one symmetric
generator goes to

77*o*i*o*2*i*2*3*o*b

and one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*o*2*i*2*3*o*3•

47. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a*(01021231L
We know, *o*i*o*2*l*2*3*i = *2*1 *2*0*1 *0*3*1 then
yy(oiO2i23i) „

(q, 2)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

is at most, ^(01021231)| — y 12.
The orbit of a*(01021231) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2},{1} and {3}. We take a rep

77*o*i*o*2*i*2*3*i77

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o* 1*0 *2*1 *2 *3*1*0,

Mo*i*0*2*1 *2*3*1 *1 and 77to*i*o*2*i*2*3*i*3 belong?
Moreover, *o*i*o*2*i*2*3*i = (2,3,0)(*o*i*2*o*2*i*2*o/1,3)

=

(2,3,0)(*o*3*2*o*2*3*2*0)

G

[01202120].
However,

77*o*i*o*2*i*2*3*i*i = Mo*i*o*2*i*2*3 G

[0102123], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset 7ft*i*o*2*i*2*3W, 7V*o*i*o*2*i*2*3*i*o = 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*2 G
[0120212] two symmetric generator go to 77*o*i*2*i*o*i*2, and one symmetric generator

goes to 77to*i*o*2*i*2*3*i*348. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(01021301\

^(01021301) =

^be nuinber of the single cosets in the double coset

24.
The orbit of ;\501021301^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

77*q*i*0*2*1 *3*0*1-^

is at most: |(01021301) j — y —
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representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntoti to*2*1 *3*0*1 *0,
7V*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*b 7V*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*0*1*1 = 7V*o*i*o*2*i*3*o G [0102130], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*i*o*377, one symmetric generator goes to
77*oti*o*2*i*3*o*i*o> one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*3) and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*2-

49. [01021303] Same as 34.

50. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer _/v(01021310).
*0*l*0*2*l*3*l*0 = (l)3)0)(*0*l*2*3*l*2*0*2)(1’2’3’°i = (1, 2)(0, 3)(*o*1*O*2*3*O*2*1/1,2’3,O)
jy(oio2i3io) {gj, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*q*i*o*2*i*3*i*o77 is at most.’ [^(01021310) | “ — 24.
The orbit of 7y(01021310) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*i*0*2*1*3*1*0*0)
77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*1) 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*3 belong?
However, 77*0*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*o = 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*1 G [0102131], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*1*0*2*1*3*177, and 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*3 = Nt 1*2 *3 *0*2*3 *1

G [0123120], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*i*2*o77,

77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*0*2 = 77*1*2*1*3*1*0*3 G [0102302], then one symmetric generator goes
back to 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*277 and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i«
51. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer
7V(°io21312) =

jv<01021312)

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*277 is at most: |^(01021312)[ = ~ ” 24.
The orbit of TV^01021312) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*0)
77*q*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*1) 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*3 belong?

However, 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*2 = 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i G [0102131], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*i*o*377, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*O) one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*3) and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*o*i*0*2*1*3*1*2*1-
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52. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a^01021313).

2^(0102131.3) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
N*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3A is at most: j^(oio2i3i3)| 1 ~ 24>
The orbit of A/^01021313) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*l*3*i*3*o,

77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3*i, N"*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3*2 and N*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3*3 = -N*o*i *0*2*1 *3*1 6 [0102131], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*0*1*0*2*1*0*3-^, one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3*o, one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3*2, and one sym
metric generator goes to ?7*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3*i53. [01021320] Same as 20.

54. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer n(01021321\
2^(01021321) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*iN is at most:
= t = 24The orbit of N<01021321) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*0*2* 1*3*2*1*0,

N*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*i, 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*2*1*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*l*i “ 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i € [0102132], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i *0*2* 1*0*3 77, one symmetric generator goes to
77*0*1*0*2*1*3*2*1*0, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*2, and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*3-

55. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a^01021323) .
We know, *o*i*o*2*i*3*2*3 = *2*3*2*o*3*i*o*i then
2^(01021323) _ (q, 2)(1,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*0*2*1*3*2*3-^ is at most: )JV(0]^323)| = t = 12The orbit of n(01021323> on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2} and {1,3}. We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*3*o,
77*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*3*3and belong?
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Moreover, *o*i*o*2*i*3*2*3 = (*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*2/1,3,2,0) = *1 *3*0*1 *0*1*2*0 G [01202032].
However, W*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*3*3 = N*o*i*o*2*i*2*3 G [0102132], then two symmetric genera

tors go back to the double coset 77*o*i *0*2*1*3*277, 77*o* 1*0*2* 1*3 *2*3*0 = 77* 1*3*0* 1*0* 1*2 G
[0120203] two symmetric generator go to ?/*o*i*2*o*2*o*356. Now, we consider coset A7(O1O23O1O\

However, *o*i*o*2*3*o*i*o = (1,2,3)(*i*3*i*o*2*3*2) = (1,2,3)(*o*i*o*2*3*i*3)^1,3,2,0^
G 77*o*1*o*2*o*2*i- Therefore, *0 takes 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*1*0 go to Ntotitot^tshtz57. [01023012] Same as 1.
58. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(01023013).

yy(oio230i3) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
7^*o*i*o*2*3*O*i*377 is at most: |jv(q1mLi3)] = T = 24The orbit of aX01023013) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets ?/*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*3*o>
77*0*1*0*2*3*0*1*3*1, 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*3*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*3*3 belong?
However, Ntotitffatztotitztz = 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*i G [0102301], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*iT7, one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*3*o> °ne symmetric generator goes to 77*q*i*o*2*3*o*i*3*2, and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*3*i•
59. [01023021] Same as 50.

60. Now, we consider coset Aft01023023).

However, *0*1 *0*2*3*0*2*3 = (0,2,3)(*3*i*2*o*2*2*o) = (0,2,3)(*o*i*2*3*o*2*3)^3,0^

G 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i- Therefore, *3 takes 7T*o*i*o*2*3*0*2*3 go to 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*3-

61. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(01023030\
^(01023030) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
7^*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*o77 is at most: |JV(j^-030i| = y = 24.
The orbit of

at^01023030)

on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
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representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntotiiototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntotiiototototototo belong?
However, Ntototototototototo = Ntotitototototo G [0102303], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset NtotitototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntototototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototstoto, and one sym

metric generator goes to Ntototototototototo62. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX01023031\

We know, totototototototo = (l,3,2Xtotototototototo/0,2) then
Ntotitotototototo = Ntoti toil to tototo G Ntotototototototo-

yy(0i02303i) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

NtotototototototoN is at most:

|jv(0^L3i)|

=

t

= 24-

The orbit of aX01023031) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntototototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntotototot3totototo belong?

However, Ntototototototototo = Ntotitototototo G [0102303], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, and Ntototototototototo = Ntototototototo

G [0121320], then one symmetric generator goes back to NtototototototoN, one symmetric

generator goes to Ntototototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototstotototo63. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX01023032).

We know, totototototototo = (l^XO^Xtotototototototo/0,1^2,3) then
Ntotitotototototo = Ntotototototototo G Ntotototototototo-

yy(0i023032) __

theri the number of the single cosets in the double coset

NtototototstototoN is at most: [^■(qio23032)| = “p = 24.
The orbit of aX01023032) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,

Ntotitototototototo, Ntotiiototototototo and Ntotiiototototototo belong?
However, Ntotitototototototo = Ntototototstoto G [0102303], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, and Ntotitototototototo = Ntototototototo
G [0123023], then one symmetric generator goes back to NtoAtototototoN, one symmetric

generator goes to Ntototototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototo-
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64. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM01023120\
jy(oiO23i2O) _
number of the single cosets in the double coset

A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*oA is at most:

^(oimLzo)]

= y = 24.

The orbit of A^01023120) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o*o?

A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o*i) A*o* 1*0*2 *3*1 *2*0*2 and Mo*i*o*2*3*i *2*0*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*o*2*3*1 *2*0*0 = A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2 G [0102312], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2A, one symmetric generator goes to
A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o*b one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i *0*2*3 *1*2 *0*2 > and one sym

metric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o*3-

65. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer j\ri01023121\
We know, *o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i = (1,0,3)(*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*i)^0,1^2,3^ then

A*0*l*0*2*3*l*2*l = A*i*0*3*0*l*0*2*0 G A*o*i*2*l*O*l*3*l’
^(01023121) _
thGn fjie number of the single cosets in the double coset

A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i A is at most:

= y = 24.

The orbit of A^01023121) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*O;
A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*i, A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*2 and A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*i = A*o*i*o*2*3*o*3 G [0102312], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset A*o*i*q*2*3*o*3A, and A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*o = A*i *0*3 *0*1 *0*2
e [0121013], then one symmetric generator goes back to A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3A, one symmetric
generator goes to A*q*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*2, and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*3-

66. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ari01023123\
We know, *o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3 = (l,0,2)(*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*i)^1,2’0^ then

A*0*l*0*2*3*l*2*3 = A*i*2*0*l*0*3*0*2 G A*o*1*2*O*2*3*2*1^(01023123) _ {gj, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

A*q *1*0*2 *3 *1*2*3 A is at most: ^(01023123)] = y = 24.
The orbit of n(01023123> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*0*2*3*1*2*3*0>
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TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3*b TV*o*i*0*2*3*1*2*3*2 and TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3*3 belong?
However, TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3*3 = TV*0* 1*0*2*3*0*3 € [0102312], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*o*2*3*o*3TV, and N*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3*2 = TV*i*2*o*i*0*3*0
G [0120232], then one symmetric generator goes back to TV*o*i*2*o*2*3*2TV, one symmetric

generator goes to TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3*o) and one symmetric generator goes to iV*o*i*o*2*3*l*2*3*i67. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM01023130).

yy(oi023130) = {ej, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
TV*o* 1*0*2*3*1*3*0 TV is at most: |ArJ^3i3P)| = t = 24-

The orbit of a^01023130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*o»
TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*i> TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*2 and TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*3 belong?
However, TV*q*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*o = TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3 G [0102313], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3TV, one symmetric generator goes to
TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*1j one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*2, and one sym
metric generator goes to TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*368. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01023131).
Ty(01023131) _
then
number of the single cosets in the double coset

TVioti^taiitstiTV is at most:

= ^ = 24.

The orbit of A^01023131) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*0*2*3*1*3*1*05
TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*b TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*2 and TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*3 belong?
However, TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*i = TV*0*i*0*2*3*1*3 € [0102313], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*0*2*3* 1*3TV, one symmetric generator goes to
TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*O5 one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*2, and one sym

metric generator goes to TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*3-

69. Now, we consider coset AT(01023132\
However, *o*i*o*2*3*i*3*2 = (1,3,O)(*2*o*2*3*2*i*o) = (l)3,O](*o*i*o*2*3*o*i)^1’0’2’3^

G TV*o*i*o*2*3*o*i- Therefore, *2 takes TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*2 go to TV*q*i*o*2*3*o*i-
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70. Now, we consider coset 7v(°i°23201),
However, *o*i*o*2*3*2*0*1 = (1,2, 3)(*i*3*o*2*o*i*3) = (1,2, 3)(*o*i*2*3*2*o*i/1,3’0’2)

G Mo*i*2*3*2*o*i- Therefore, ti takes 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*i go to Aft*i*2*3*2*o*i71. [01023202] Same as 26.

72. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7v(01023203).
We know, *0*l*0*2*3*2*0*3 = (*0*1*2*0*2*1*3*1)^2,3,0^ = (*0*l*2*0*3*2*3*o)^2,3^
77(01023203) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

Mo*i*0*2*3*2*0*377 is at most:

= y = 24.

The orbit of A/(°1023203) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*0*3*0,
77*0*1*0*2*3*2*0*3*1, 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*0*3*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*0*3*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*0*3*3 = Mo*i*o*2*3*2*o G [0102320], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*o77, and 77*o*i*0*2*3*2*0*3*1 = 77*2*1*3*2*3*1*0
€ [0120213], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*3W,

77*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*3*o = Mo*i*3*o*2*3*2 6 [0120323], then one symmetric generator goes

back to 77to*i*2*o*3*2*377 and one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*3*273. Now, we consider coset A/(01023210\
However, *o*i*o*2*3*2*i*o = (1,0,3)(*2*i*o*i*2*3*2) = (l,2,3)(*o*i*2*i*o*3*o)t0,2^

6 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*o- Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*o go to 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*o-

74. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yyt01023212),

A7(oio232i2) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*277 is at most: jyyiSkrq = y = 24.
The orbit of 7v(01023212) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*o,

?7*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*l, 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*2 = Aft*i*o*2*3*2*i G [0102321], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77to*i*o*2*3*2*i77, one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*o, one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*i> and one sym-
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metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*375. [01023213] Same as 25.
76. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /^(o1023230).

77 (01023230) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*o77 is at most: |2y(oio23230)| — “ ~ 24.
The orbit of 7y(01023230) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*o*o}
77*q*i*o*2*3*2*3*o*1j 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*0*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*0*3 belong?

However, 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*o*o = 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3 G [0102323], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*377, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*o*2) one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*o*1) and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*o*377. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Aft01023231).

We know, *0*l*0*2*3*2*3*l = (*0*l*2*0*3*2*l*3)^2,3,0^ = (*0*l*2*l*2*3*0*3)^1’3,2,0^
2^(01023231) _
then
number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*i77 is at most: 1^(01023231)| T" 24.
The orbit of 7v(01023231) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*i*o>
77*q*i*o*2*3*2*3*i*1) 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*1*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*1*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*0*2*3*2*3*1*1 = 77*q*i*o*2*3*2*o G [0102323], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*0*2*3*2*077, and 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*i*o = 77*2*i*3*2*o*3*i
6 [0120321], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i77,
77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*i*2 = 77*1*3*0*3*0*2*1 G [0121230], then one symmetric generator goes

back to 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*077 and one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*i*378. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jV(01023232\

We know, *o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2 = *0*1 *0*3 *2 *3 *2 *3 then
jy(01023232) _
(0,1)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*277 is at most:

=

t

= 12-
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The orbit of A^01023232) on {0,1,2,3} are {2,3},{0} and {1}. We take a rep
resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2*o,
77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*2*1 and Ntot 1 *0*2*3*2*3*2*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2*2 = N*o*i*o*3*2*3*2 G [0102323], then two symmetric gener

ators go back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3-N> one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*2*01 and one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*2*179. Now, we consider coset n(01201010\

However, *o*i*2*o*i*0*1*0 = (*o*2*i*o*2*o*2) = (*o*i*2*o*i*o*i)^’2^ G N*q*i*2*o*i*o*i- There
fore, *0 takes 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*o go to 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i-

80. Now, we consider coset Ad01201012L
However, *0*1*2*o*i*0*1*2 = (1,0,2)(*o*2*i*o*2*o*2) = (1,0,2)(*o*i*o*i*2*i*o)^1,0^

G N*o*i*o*i*2*i*o- Therefore, *2 takes N*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*2 go to 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*o81. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N't01201013).

We know, *0*1 *2*0*1 *0*1 *3 = (*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*i)^1,0^2’3^ then
77*0*1*2*0*1*0*1*3 = N*i*0*3*1*2*3*2*0 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*3*1^(01201013)
number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*o*i*2*0*1 *0*1*3-^ I® at most: |jy(oi2oioi3)| “ 1” = 24The orbit of A^012^1013) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*o,
77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*i, N'*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*2 and N*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*o*i*o* 1*3*3 = N*o*i*o*2*3*o*3 <= [0120101], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*1*2*o*i*o*i77, and 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*o = 77*1*0*3*1*2*3*2

G [0120323], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*3-^, one symmetric

generator goes to N*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*2, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*i82. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01201030).

We know, *o*i*2*o*i*o*3*o = *0*2*3*o*2*o*i*o — *0*3*1 *o*3*o*2*o then
^(01201030) _ {e, (3,2,1), (3,1,2)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double
coset 77*0*1*2*0*1*0*3*0-^ is at most: |jV(Oi2olo3o>| = T = ®
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The orbit of aM01201030> on {o? 1,2,3} are {3,1,2} and {0}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Nto to to toto to to Mo and
Ntototototototototo belong?

However, Ntototototototototo = Ntototototototo = Ntototototototo G [0120103], then one
symmetric generator goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, three symmetric
generators go to Ntototototototototo-

83. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX01201301\
yy(oi20i3oi) _ {e}, ^hen ^he number of the single cosets in the double coset
Ntotototototototo Is at most: [7^(01201301) | = ” ~ 24.
The orbit of aX01201301) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntototototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
However,
= Ntototototototo G [0120130], then one symmetric gener

ator goes back to the double coset Ntototototototo-^, one symmetric generator goes to

Ntototototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototo, and one sym
metric generator goes to Ntototototototototo.

84. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 2y(°i20i302)
yy(0i20i302) _ {gj, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

NtotototototototoN” is at most: [^^[302) | = y = 24.
The orbit of aX01201302) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntotitototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntotitototototototo belong?
However, Ntototototototototo = Ntototototototo G [0120130], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset NtotitototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntototototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototo, and one sym
metric generator goes to Ntototototototototo.

85. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX01201303).
yy(oi20i303) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtotototototototoN is at most: 17^(01201303) | —

t

'— 24.
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The orbit of 7y(°1201303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*o,

7V*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*b 77*o*i*2*0*1 *3*0*3*2 and 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*3 belong?
However, N*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*3 = 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o G [0120130], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 7/*o*i*2*o*i*3*o77, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*1) one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*0) and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*q*1 *2*0*1 *3*0*3*2 •
86. Now, we consider coset j\r(01201310).
However, *o*i*2*o*i*3*1*0 = (1, 3,0)(*2*3*i*o*i*3*2) — (1,3,O)(*o*i*2*3*2*i*o/1,3,0,2)

G 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*0- Therefore, *o takes TV*o*i*2*o*i*3*i*o go to 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*087. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 77^°12013131.
2^(01201313) _
thejj the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*2*o*i*3*i*37^ is at most: 1^(01201313)] ~ ~ 24.
The orbit of jvt01201313) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o* 1*2*0*1*3*1*3*05
77*0*1*2*0*1*3*1*3*15 77*0*i*2*0*i*3*i*3*2 and 77*0*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*3 belong?

However, ?f*o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*3 = 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*i € [0120131], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*0*1*2*0*1*3*1-^, one symmetric generator goes to
77*0*1*2*0*1*3*1*3*15 one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*o, and one sym

metric generator goes to 7T*o*i*2*0*1*3*i*3*288. Now, we consider coset A7(O12O1321\

However, *o*i*2*o*i*3*2*i = (1,0,3)(*2*3*i*o*3*2*3) = (1,0, 3)(*o*i*2*3*i*o*i)^1,2,0,3^
G ?/*o*i*2*3*i*o*i- Therefore, *1 takes 7/*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*1 go to 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*i-

89. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer _/v(01201323).
We know, *o*i*2*o*i*3*2*3 = (1,3,2)(*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*3)^1’2,0,3^ then

77*q*i*2*0*1*3*2*3 = 77*3*2*0*2*1*2*3*1 G 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*0*32^(01201323) _
i-bg-Q ^he number of the single cosets in the double coset
7^*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*377 is at most:

= T = 24.
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The orbit of aA01201323) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*3*o?
Mo*i*2*o*i*3*2*3*i, Mo*i*2*0*1 *3*2*3*2 and W*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*3*3 belong?

However, W*o*i*2*0*1 *3*2*3*3 = A*o*i*o*2*3*o*3 G [0120132], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset Mo*i*2*o*i*o*iA, and Mo*i*2*o*i*3*2*3*i = M3*2*0*2*1*2*3

G [0121310], then one symmetric generator goes back to Mo*i*2*i*3*i*oA, one symmetric

generator goes to Mo*i*2*o*i*3*2*3*2j and one symmetric generator goes to Mq*i*2*o*i*3*2*3*o90. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01202030).

Af(o1202030) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*oA is at most: pytofflO3o)| = y = 24.
The orbit of A/<01202030) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*o*Oj
A*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*o*i, A*0*i*2*0*2*o*3*o*2 and A*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*o*3 belong?
However, Mo*i*2*o*2*o*3*o*o = Mo*i *2*0*2 *0*3 G [0120203], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset Mo*i*2*o*2*o*3-A, one symmetric generator goes to
A*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*o*1) one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i *12*0*2*0*3*0*3, and one sym

metric generator goes to Mo*i*2*o*2*o*3*o*2-

91. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ari01202031\
We know, *o*i*2*o*2*o*3*i = (*o*i*2*3*2*3*o*2)^’°)(2>3) then

A*o*1*2*O*2*O*3*1 = W*i*0*3*2*3*2*1*3 G A*o*1*2*3*2*3*O*2N(01202031) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*iA is at most: |Ar(XLi)| = y = 24.

The orbit of Af(01202031) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Mo*i*2*o*2*o*3*i*o>
A*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*i*1) A*o* 1*2*0*2*0*3*1*2 and A*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*i*3 belong?
However, Mo *i*2*o *2*0*3 *1*1 = Mo*i*2*0*2*0*3 G [0120203], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset Mo*i*2*o*2*o*3A, and Mo*i *12*0*2*0*3*1*3 = Nt 1 *o*3*2*3*2* 1
G [0123230], then one symmetric generator goes back to Mo*i*2*3*2*3*oA, one symmetric
generator goes to Mo*i*2*o*2*o*3*i*2, and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*i*o-
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92. [01202032] Same as 55.

93. [01202120] Same as 47.
94. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer n(01202123) .

We know, *o*i*2*o*2*i*2*3 = (1,0,2)(*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*i/0’1,2’3) then

TV*o*1*2*3*O*2*O*1^hen the number of the single cosets in the double coset

TVto*l*2*O*2*l*2*3 = TVtit2*3*0*l*3*l*2 G

^(01202123) _

TVto*i*2*o*2*i*2*3TV is at most: ^01^2123)] ~ T = 241
The orbit of a^01202123) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TVto*i*2*0*2*1*2*3*05
TV*0*i*2*0*2*l*2*3*ls TV*0*l*2*0*2*l*2*3*2 and TV*o*l*2*O*2*l*2*3*3 belong?

However, TVto*i*2*o*2*i*2*3*3 = TV*o*i*2*o*2*i*2 € [0120212], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*2*o*2*i*2TV, and TV*o*i*2*o*2*i*2*3*2 = TV*i*2*3*o*i*3*i

G [0123020], then one symmetric generator goes back to TV*o*i*2*3*o*2*oTV, one symmetric
generator goes to TV*o*i*2*0*2*1*2*3*15 and one symmetric generator goes to TV*q*i*2*o*2*i*2*3*095. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yyt01202130).

We know, *o*i*2*o*2*i*3*o = (1,0)(3,2)(*o*i*2*3*1 *2*0*3)^°’1^2,3^ then
TV*0*i*2*0*2*l*3*0 — TV*1 *0*3 *2*0*3* 1*2 G TV*o*i*2*3*i*2*o*3^(01202130) _
jjhen the number of the single cosets in the double coset

TV*o*1*2*o*2*i*3*oTV is at most:
= T = 24>
The orbit of 7\r(°1202130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*2*0*2*1*3*0*05
TVio*i*2*o*2*i*3*o*b TV*o* 1 *2*0*2* 1 *3*0*2 and TVto*i*2*o*2*i*3*o*3 belong?
However, TVto*i*2*o*2*i*3*o*o = TVtotii2to*2*i*3 G [0120213], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*2*o*2*i*3TV, and TVto*i*2*o*2*i*3*o*2 = TVti*o*3*2*o*3*i
G [0123120], then one symmetric generator goes back to TVto*i*2*3*i*2*oTV, one symmetric

generator goes to TVto* 1*2*0*2*1*3*0*15 and one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*o*296. [01202131] Same as 72.
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97. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jyl01202132).

We know, *o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2 = (1,3)(0, 2)(*o*i*2*3*2*o*i*3/1,0,3) then

77*0*1*2*0*2*1*3*2 = 77*3*0*2*1*2*3*0*1 G 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*1*3yy(oi202132) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*277 is at most. 1^(01202132)j — y 24.
The orbit of jyl01202132) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7ft*1*2*0*2*1*3*2*0,

77to*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*i, 77io*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*2 and 77*0*1*2*0*2*1*3*2*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*2 = 77to*i*2*o*2*i*3 G [0120213], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*0*1*2*0*2*1*377, and 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*1 = 77*3*0*2*1*2*3*0

G [0123201], then one symmetric generator goes back to 7ft* 1 *2*3*2*0*177, one symmetric

generator goes to 7ft*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*o, and one symmetric generator goes to 7ft*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*298. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ;y(01202310),

*0*l*2*0*2*3*l*0 = (l,3)(2,0)(*o*l*2*l*3*2*O*l)(1’2)C3,O) = (1, 0, 2) ft*l*2*l*3*l*2*3)(1’210)
yy(oi2O23io) _
then qie number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*o77 is at most: |jy(o 12023io)| = y — 24.
The orbit of aA01202310) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*0*0,
77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*0*1, 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*0*2 and 7ft*i*2*o*2*3*i*o*3 belong?
However, Mo*i*2*o*2*3*1*0*0 = 7ft*i*2*0*2*3*1 G [0120231], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i *2*0*2*3*177, and 77*o* 1*2 *0*2 *3 *1*0*2 = 77t3*2*i*2*o*i*3
G [0121320], then one symmetric generator goes back to 7ft*i*2*i*3*2*o7A 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*o*3

= 77*1*2*0*2*3*2*0 G [0121312], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*2?7
and one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*o*i99. Now, we consider coset A7(°1202312\

However, *o*i*2*o*2*3*i*2 = (l,3,2)(*i*3*2*o*3*2*o) = (1,3,2)(*o*i*2*3*i*2*3/1,3,0)

G 77t0*i*2*3*i*2*3- Therefore, *2 takes 77to*i*2*o*2*3*i*2 go to 77*o*i*2*3*i*2*3-

100. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(01202313\
yy(oi2O23i3) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
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77*o*i*2*o*2*3*1*377 is at most. 1^(01202313)| 1
24.
The orbit of 7y(01202313) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*3*0?
77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*3*1, 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*3*2 and 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*3*3 belong?

However, 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*3*3 = 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i G [0120231], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i77, one symmetric generator goes to
77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*3*1, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*3*o, and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*3*2-

101. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7y(°1202320).
jy(01202320) _ {ej} then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o* 1*2*0*2*3*2*077 is at most: ^(01202320) | = T — 24.
The orbit of 7V(01202320) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*o,
77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*0*1, 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*0*2 and 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*0*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*o = 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2 G [0120232], then one symmetric gener

ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*277, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*0*1, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*3, and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*0*2•

102. [01202321] Same as 66.

103. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 27(°1202323).
^(01202323) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*377 is at most: | jy (01202323) [ = ~ — 24.
The orbit of jy/oi202323) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*0,
77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*1, 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*2 and 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*3 = 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2 G [0120232], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*277, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*i, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*o> and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*q*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*2-
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104. [01203020] Same as 25.
105. Now, we consider coset aX01203021\
However, totototototototo = (2,0,3)(tototototototo) = (2,0,3)(tototototototo/2,3)

G Ntototototototo- Therefore, to takes Ntotototototototo go to itself Ntototototototo-

106. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /X01203023).
We know, totototototototo = (totototototototo/2,3) then

Ntotitotototototo — Ntotototototototo G Ntotototototototoyy(0i203023) _
^en
number of the single cosets in the double coset

NtotototototototoN is at most: ^(oJ^oloas)] =

t

= 24-

The orbit of /X01203023) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitotototototo,
Ntototototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
However, Ntototototototototo = Ntotitototototo G [0120302], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, and Ntototototototototo “ Ntotitototototo
€ [0123020], then one symmetric generator goes back to NtototototototoN, one symmetric

generator goes to Ntotitototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototo107. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX01203030\
We know, totototototototo = (l,3)(2,0)(totototototototo/0,1)(2,3) then

Ntotitotototototo = Ntotototototototo G Ntotototototototoyy(0i203030) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtotototototototoN is at most: p^oi&oyy = t = 24The orbit of aX01203030) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntototototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
However, Ntototototototototo = Ntototototototo G [0120303], then one symmetric genera^tor goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, and Ntotitototototototo = Ntototototototo
G [0123021], then one symmetric generator goes back to NtototototototoN, one symmetric

generator goes to Ntotitototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototo-
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108. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /X01203031) .
TV(01203031) =

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

TV*o*i*2*o *3*0*3*177 is at most*. |^(01203031 j | ” 24.
The orbit of A7<01203031> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*1*o,
TV*o*1*2*0*3*0*3*1*1> 77*0*1*2*0*3*0*3*1*2 and 77*0*1*2*0*3*0*3*1*3 belong?
However, TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*i*i = TV*q*i*2*o*3*o*3 G [0120303], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*3T7, one symmetric generator goes to
TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*i*3, one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*i*o, and one sym
metric generator goes to TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*i*2-

109. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01203032).
2V(01203032) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
TV*0*1*2*0*3*0*3*2 77 is at most: |jy(oi203032)| ~ ~ 24.
The orbit of A7(01203032) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o* 1*2*0*3*0*3*2*0,
TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*2*i) 77*0*1*2*0*3*0*3*2*2 and 77*0*1*2*0*3*0*3*2*3 belong?
However, TV*q*i*2*o*3*o*3*2*2 = TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*3 € [0120303], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*3TV, one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*2*3) one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*2*o> and one sym
metric generator goes to TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*2*i-

110. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(°120321°).
A7(oi203210) =
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
TV*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i77 is at most: yy JLio)| = T = 24’
The orbit of A7<°1203210) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i*o,
TV*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i*i, 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i*2 and TV*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i*3 belong?
However, TV*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*1*i = TV*o*i*2*o*3*2*o G [0120321], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*2*o*3*2*oTV, one symmetric generator goes to
TV*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i*3i one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i*o> and one sym
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metric generator goes to 77*o*i *2*0*3 Mo* 1*2-

111. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer M01203202).
We know, M1M0M2M2 = (1,2,3)(*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*2)^1,3,2^ then
77*0*1*2*0*3*2*0*2 = 77*0*3*1*2*3*2*0*1 € 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*0*2-

yy (01203202) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*2A^ is at most; (01203202)^ = ~ 24.
The orbit of _/y(01203202) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*2*o}
77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*2*b 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*0*2*2 and 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*0*2*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*0*2*2 = N*o*iMo*3*o*2 € [0120320], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*0*3*0*2 77, and 77*o* 1*2*0*3*2*0*2*1 = 77*0*3*1*2*3*2*0

G [0123130], then one symmetric generator goes back to N*o*i*2*3*i*3*o77, one symmetric
generator goes to jV*o*iMo*3*2*oMo, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*1*2*0*3*2*0*2*3-

112. Now, we consider coset N't01203203).
However, M1M0M2M3 = (2,3,O)(Mi*oM3*o*2) = (2,3,0)(*o*iMo*3Mo/2’°)
G N*o*1*2*0*3*2*0- Therefore, *3 takes 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*0*3 go to itself N*o* 1 *2*0*3Mo-

113. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer M01203210).

We know, M1M0M2M0 = (1,3)(0,2)(*o*iMi*2*3*o*i/1,3ho>2) then
77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*0 = 77*2*3*0*3*0*1*2*3 € 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*0*1-

(01203210) _

number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*o-/V is at most: |JV(ol^Lo)| = T = 24>

The orbit of /y(01203210) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o*iMo*3*2*i*o*o,
77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*0*1)

-N*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*o*2 and

77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*0*3

belong?

However, 77*o*1*2*0*3*2*1*0*0 = 77*o*i*2*0*3*2*1 £ [0120321], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset N*o*i*2*o*3*o*2-N, and 77*o* 1*12*0*3*2*1*0*3 = 77*2*3*o*3*o*i*2
G [0121230], then one symmetric generator goes back to N*o*i*2*i*2*3*oN', one symmetric
generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*o*i) and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*iMo*3Mi*o*2-
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114. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jy(°1203212),

jV (01203212) = {eJ.} then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*q*1*2*0*3*2*1*277 is at most: 12^(01263212) j —’ '1' 24.
The orbit of 2y(01203212) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*2*o,
77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*2*1, 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*2*2 and 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*2*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*0*3*2*1*2*2 = 77*o*i*2*0*3*2*1 G [0120321], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i77, one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*2*o*3*2*l*2*3, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*2*o> and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*2*i-

115. [01203213] Same as 45.
116. [01203230] Same as 72.
117. [01203231] Same as 81.

118. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ]V(01203232\

We know, *o*i*2*o*3*2*3*2 = (*o*i*2*3*i*3*i*o)^1,3,2’0^ then

77*0*1*2*0*3*2*3*2 = 77*1*3*0*2*3*2*3*1 G 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*1*0jy(0i203232) _
j-hg number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*277 is at most:
= 24.
The orbit of jV(01203232) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*2*o,

77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*2*i, 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*2*2 and 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*2*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*2*2 = 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3 G [0120323], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*3*o*277, and 77*o*i*2*0*3*2*3*2*1 = 77*1*3*0*2*3*2*3
G [0123131], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*1*3*177, one symmetric

generator goes to 77*o*1*2*0*3*2*3*2*1, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*2*2119. [01210120] Same as 43.
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120. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a/(01210123>.
We know, *o*i*2*i*o*l*2*3 = *o*2*i*2*o*2*i*3 then
yy(oi21oi23) _
(2,.l)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

A*o*i*2*i*o*i*2*3 A is at most. p^Qi2ioi23jj — t 42.
The orbit of Ar(01210123) on {0,1,2,3} are {2,1}, {0} and {3}. We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*i*o*i *2*3*0?
A*o*i*2*i*o*i*2*3*i, A*o*i*2*i*o*i*2*3*3and belong?
Moreover, *o*i*2*i*o*i*2*3 = (1,2,0)(*o*i*2*i*3*2*3*o/ 2,3> = *o*i*3*i*2*3*2*o G [01213230]
and *0*l*2*l*0*l*2*3 = (1,0, 2)(*q*i*2*3*2*1*2*3)^’^’3^ = *3*0*2*l*2*0*2*l G [01232123].
However, A*o*i*2*i*o*i*2*3*3 = A*o*i*2*i*o*i*2 G [0121012], then one symmetric generar

tor goes back to the double coset A*o*i*2*i*o*i*2A, and A*o*i*2*1 *0*1 *2*3*0 = A*o*i*3*i*2*3*2
G [0121323] one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*i*3*2*3. A*o*i*2*i*o*i*2*3*i =

A*o*i*2*i*0*1*2 G [0123212] two symmetric generator go to A*o*i*2*3*2*i*2.

121. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01210130).
^(01210130) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*oA is at most. |jy(oi2ioi30)| — y — 24.
The orbit of A^01210130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i *2* 1*0*1 *3*0*0?
A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*o*i> A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*o*2 and A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*o*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*o*o = A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3 G [0121013], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3A, one symmetric generator goes to
A*o* 1*2*1 *0*1 *3*0*3? one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*i *0*1*3 *0*2? and one sym

metric generator goes to A*o*i*2*i*o*i *3*0*1122. [01210131] Same as 65.
123. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ari01210132).
jy(oi2ioi32) _ (gj, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

A*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2A is at most:

= y = 24.
The orbit of A/f01210132^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*q*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*0?
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TV*o*i*2*1*0*1*3*2*15 Nto*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*2 and Nto*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*3 belong?

However, N*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*2 = N*o*i*2*i*o*i*3 € [0121013], then one symmetric gener

ator goes back to the double coset N*o*i*2*i*o*i*31V, one symmetric generator goes to
N*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*3, one symmetric generator goes to Nto*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*O5 and one sym

metric generator goes to TV4o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*i-

124. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ar(01210301L
We know, *o*i*2*i*o*3*o*i — *2*3*o*3*2*i*2*3 = *3*o*i*o*3*2*3*o = *i*2*3*2*i*o*i*2 then
yy(01210301) _
(q, 2)(1,3), (0,3,2,1), (0,1,2,3)}, then the number of the single cosets

in the double coset N*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*iTV is at most: i^oi^Loi)] = T “ ®
The orbit of M01210301) on {0,1,2,3} is {0,1,2,3} then

=

Nto*i*2*i*0*3*0 € [0121030], then four symmetric generators go back to the double coset

Nto*i*2*i*o*3*oTV
125. Now, we consider coset AZ(01210302).
*0*l*2*l*0*3*0*2 = (1)

3, 2)(42*1*2*0*3*0*1)

= (1;

3, 2)(*0*l*0*2*3*2*l)(0,2)

G N*o*l*O*2*3*2*l-

Therefore, *2 takes N4o*i*2*i*o*3*o*2 go to N*o*i*o*2*3*2*i-

126. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01210303).
We know, *o*i*2*i*o*3*o*3 = (*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*o)(1,3^2,0^ then
N*o* 1*2*1*0*3*0*3 = N*2*3*0*l*3*2*l*2 G Nto*l*2*3*l*O*3*O-

yy(oi2iO3O3) _

^.^en the number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*3N is at most: |yy(oi2io3O3)| = “ = 24*
The orbit of A/(01210303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Nio* 1 *2* 1*0*3*0*3*0,

TV*o4it2*i*o*3*o*3*i5 N*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*3*2 and N*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*3*3 belong?
However, TV4o*i*2*i*o*3*o*3*3 = TVto*i*2*o*3*2*3 € [0121030], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset N*o*i*2*o*3*o*2TV, and N*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*3*2 = N*2*3*o*i*3*2*i

e [0123103], then one symmetric generator goes back to AT*o*i *2*3*1 *0*3^, one symmetric

generator goes to N*o* 1*2* 1*0*3*0*3*05 and one symmetric generator goes to N4o*i*2*i*o*3*o*3*i-
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127. Now, we consider coset aX01210310) .
However,
= (1,0,2)(t3totototototo) — (1,0,2)(tototototototo/2’0’3)
G Ntototototototo- Therefore, to takes Ntotototototototo go to Ntototototototo-

128. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM01210312\
yy(oi2iO3i2) _
^hen the number of the single cosets in the double coset
Ntoto toto toto to to-Y is at most: |jy(oi2io3i2)| “ = 24.
The orbit of //to1210312) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntotitototototototo, Ntotitototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
However, Ntototototototototo = Ntototototototo G [0121031], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntototototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototo, and one sym
metric generator goes to Ntototototototototo-

129. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ?X01210313\
N(01210313) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtotototototototoN is at most: | jy(01210313)j ” — 24.
The orbit of aX01210313) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntotitototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
However, Ntototototototot3to = Ntototototototo G [0121031], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
Ntototototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotitototototototo, and one sym

metric generator goes to Ntototototototototo-

130. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX01212030).
^(01212030) = {gj, then
number of the single cosets in the double coset

Ntoto toto to toto to N is at most: 1^(01212030) | = -p = 24.
The orbit of aX01212030) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntotitototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
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However, 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*o*o = 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3 G [0121203], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3T7, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*0*2, one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*0*3, and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*0*1-

131. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yyt01212031).
We know, *o*i*2*i*2*o*3*i = (0,1)(2, 3)(*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*3)^1,0^2,3^ then
77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*1 = 77*1*0*3*2*1*3*0*2 G 77*0*1*2*3*0*2*1*3-

yy(oi2i2O3i) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*i77 is at most: 1^(01212031) j = y = 24.
The orbit of 77(01212031) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*i*o,
77to*i*2*i*2*o*3*i*i, 77fo*i*2*i*2*o*3*i*2 and 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*i*3 belong?
However, 77*o* 1*2*1 *2*0*3*1*1 = 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3 G [0121203], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset Tftii *2*0*3*0*277, and 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*1*2 = 77*1^0*3*2*1*3*0
G [0123021], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*i7A one symmetric

generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*1*0, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*i*3132. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jyt01212032).
^(01212032)
^hen the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*277 is at most: |^-(01212032)j ~ y = 24,
The orbit of ;y(01212032) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*2*o,
77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*1, 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*2 and 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*3 belong?

However, 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*2 = 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3 G [0121203], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*377, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*0, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*2*3, and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*1-

133. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jyt01212130).
We know, *o*i*2*i*2*i*3*o = *0*2*1 *2*1 *2*3*0 then

yy(01212130) _.

1)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
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77*o*i*2*i*2*i*3*o-^7 is at most. |jy(oi2i2i3o)| ~* 2
42,
The orbit of 7V"(o1212130) on {0,1,2,3} are {2, l},{0} and {3}. We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7T*o*i*2*i*2*1*3*0*0,
77*0*1*2*1*2*1*3*0*1 and 77*o*i*2*i*2*i*3*o*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*i*2*i*3*o*o = 77*0*2*i*2*i*2*3 G [0102323], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*0*i*2*i*2*i*377, one symmetric generator goes to

77*o*i*2*i*2*1*3*o*3, and two symmetric generators go to TV*o*i*2*i*2*i*3*o*i-

134. Now, we consider coset A7(01212131).
However, *o*i*2*i*2*l*3*i = (*0*3*2*3*2*1 *3) G 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*1-

Therefore, *1 takes 77*o*i*2*i*2*i*3*i go to itself ?/*o*i*2*i*2*3*i-

135. [01212301] Same as 113.
136. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(01212302\
77(01212302) = {e}} then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*2*1*2*3*0*2^ is at most: |jy(oi2i23O2)| = “ 24.
The orbit of A7(°1212302> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*1 *2*3*0*2*0,
77*0*1*2*1*2*3*0*2*1, 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*o*2*2 and 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*0*2*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*0*2*2 = 77*q*i*2*i*2*3*0
G [0121230], then one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*o77,

one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*0*2*0, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*1*2*3*0*2*3, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*0*2*1-

137. [01212303] Same as 45.

138. [01212310] Same as 8.
139. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX01212312).
We know, *o*i*2*i*2*3*i*2 = (*o*i*2*i*3*2*o*3)^1,3^2,0^ then

77*0*1*2*1*2*3*1*2 = 77*2*3*0*3*1*0*2*1 G 77*0*1*2*1*3*2*0*3-
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yy(oi2i23i2)

{ej, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*1*2*1*2*3*1*277 is at most: |jy(oi2i2312)j y 24.
The orbit of jy(o1212312) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntoti*2*1*2*3*1*2*0,
77*0*1*2*1*2*3*1*2*1, 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*1*2*2 and 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*1*2*3 belong?

However, 77*0*i*2*1 *2*3*1 *2*2 = 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3 G [0121231], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*3*o*277, and 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*1*2*1 = 77*2*3*0*3*1*0*2
G [0121320], then one symmetric generator goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*3*2*o77, one symmetric

generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*i*2*o, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*i*2*3-

140. Now, we consider coset _/y(°1212313) .
*o*i*2*i*2*3*i*3 = (*o*3*2*3*2*3*i) = (*o*i*2*i*2*i*3)*'1’3^ G 77*o*i*2*i*2*i*3- Therefore, *3

takes 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*1*3 go to itself 77*o*i*2*i*2*i*3141. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7\r(01212320),
//(01212320) _ {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o77 is at most: ^(01212320)1 = y = 24.
The orbit of jv<01212320> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {!}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*o>
77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*i> 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*0*2 and 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*0*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*1*2*3*2*0*0 = 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2 G [0121232], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*277, one symmetric generator goes to
77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*0*2, one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*0*3, and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*0*1-

142. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jy/oi242321).
We know, *o*i*2*i*2*3*2*i = (1,3,2)(*o*i*2*3*2*i*2*i/1,2,3) then
77*o*1*2*1*2*3*2*1 = 77*o*2*3*l*3*2*3*2 G 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*1^(01212321) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*177 is at most. |^(01212321)| — y — 24.
The orbit of //(°1212321) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*1*0,
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A*o*i*2*1*2*3*2*1*1, A*o*i*2*1*2*3*2*1*2 aild A*0*l*2*l*2*3*2*l*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*i*i = A*o*i*2*i*2*3*2 G [0121232], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset A*q*i*2*o*3*o*2A, and A*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*i*2 = A*o*2*3*i*3*2*3
G [0123212], then one symmetric generator goes back to A*o*i*2*3*2*i*2A, one symmetric

generator goes to Aio*i*2*i*2*3*2*i*o, and one symmetric generator goes to Aig* 1*2* 1*2*3*2*1*3•
143. Now, we consider coset

at(01212323\

*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*3 = (*o*2*3*l*3*i*2) = (*o*i*2*3*2*3*l)^’2’^ G A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i- Therefore, *3
takes A*()*l*2*l*2*3*2*3 go to

A*o*1*2*3*2*3*1-

144. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N't01213030).
^(01213030)
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A*O*l*2*l*3*O*3*oA is at most: ^(omaoaoj] = T = 24'

The orbit of Ari01213030) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o*o>
A*q*i*2*1*3*0*3*0*1, A*o*l*2*l*3*O*3*O*2 and A*o*l*2*l*3*0*3*0*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o*o = A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3 G [0121303], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3A, one symmetric generator goes to

A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o*2, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o*3> and one sym
metric generator goes to A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o*i-

145. Now, we consider coset Af(01213031\
However, *o*i*2*i*3*o*3*i = (2,3,0)(*o*2*3*i*3*i*2) = (2,3,0)(*o*i*2*i*3*o*3)^
G A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3- Therefore, *1 takes A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*i go to A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3.

146. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a/(°1213032\
A(01213032) _
^en the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*2A is at most:

= y = 24.

The orbit of aM01213032) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*2*o?

A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*2*1) A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*2*2 and A*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*2*3 belong?
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However, 77*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*2*2 = 77*o*i*2*i*3*o*3 G [0121303], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*3*o*3-N, one symmetric generator goes to
77*0*1*2*1*3*0*3*2*0, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o* 1*2*1*3*0*3*2*3? and one sym

metric generator goes to N*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*2*i-

147. [01213201] Same as 98.
148. [01213202] Same as 62.
149. [01213203] Same as 139.

150. Now, we consider coset

n(01213213>.

However, *o*i*2*i*3*2*i*3 = (1,2, 3)(*o*2*i*2*3*i*2) = (1,2, 3)(*o*i*2*i*3*2*i/2,1)
G N*o*i*2*1 *3*2*1- Therefore, *3 takes N*o*i*2*i*3*2*i*3 go to itself N*o*i *2*1 *3*2*1-

151. [01213230] Same as 120.
152. Now, we consider coset ;y(01213232).
However, *o*i*2*i*3*2*3*2 = (*o*2*i*3*l*3*i) = (*o*i*2*3*2*3*2)^2,1^ G 77*o*i*2*3*2*3*2- There

fore, *3 takes 77*0*1*2*1*3*2*3*2 go to N*o*1*2*3*2*3*2-

153. [01230201] Same as 94.
154. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yyt01230202).
7y(oi23O2O2) _ {eJ} then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*0*i*2*3*0*2*0*277 is at most: 12V(0^ko2)] = T = 24The orbit of N^01230202) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*2*o>
N*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*2*i, N*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*2*2 and 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*2*3 belong?

However, 77*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*2*2 = N*o*i *2*3*0 *2*0 G [0123020], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*0*1*2*3*0*2*0-^> one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*3*0*2*0*2*0) one symmetric generator goes to 77*q*i*2*3*o*2*o*2*3) and one sym
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metric generator goes to Ntoto toMoMoMi-

155. [01230203] Same as 106.

156. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX01230210\
N(01230210)
then ^1G number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtotoMstoMitoN is at most: |jy(o 12302io)| ~ ” = 24.
The orbit of aX01230210) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets NtotMMoMiMo,
Ntotit2t3tot2tototi) Ntotii2t3tot2iitot2 and Ntotot2MoMiM3 belong?
However, NMMMoMiMo = Ntotot2MoMi € [0123021], then one symmetric gener

ator goes back to the double coset Ntoto t2MoMlN, one symmetric generator goes to
NMMMoMMM one symmetric generator goes to Ntotot2MoMiM3, and one sym

metric generator goes to Ntotot2MoMiMi*

157. [01230212] Same as 107.
158. [01230213] Same as 131.
159. Now, we consider coset /X01230230).
However, M1M3M2M0 = (l,3,2)(toMoM2toto) = (l,3,2)(totit2totototo)^’3’2’0)
G Ntot^toMoto- Therefore, to takes Ntoto toMotoMo go to NtotoMiMoto-

160. [01230231] Same as 63.

161. [01230232] Same as 46.
162. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Aft01231010).

We know, MiMMitototo = toM3MotoMi then
yy(oi23ioio) _
(q, 1)(2,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtototoMiMitoN is at most:

= y = 12.

The orbit of aX01231010) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1} and {2,3}. We take a repre
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sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*1*o*i*o*o, and
77*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*o*2 belong?
However, 77*0*2*2*3*1*0*1*0*0 = 77*i*o*3*2*o*i*o G [0102323], then two symmetric gen

erators go back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*i77, two symmetric generator go to
7^*o*i*2*3*l*0*l*0*2-

163. Now, we consider coset A7(01231012\
However, *o*i*2*3*i*o*i*2 = (2,3,0)(*i*o*3*o*i*2*3) = (2,3, O)(*o*i*2*i*o*3*2/1,0^2,3)

€ 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*2- Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*2 go to ?7*o*i*2*i*o*3*2-

164. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX01231013\
jy(oi23ioi3) _
f-hgn ^he number of the single cosets in the double coset
7^*0*1*2*3*1*0*1*377 is at most: |Ar(Olmoi3)| = T = 24The orbit of A7(01231013) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*3*o,
77*0*1*2*3*1*0*1*3*1, 77*0*1*2*3*1*0*1*3*2 and 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*3*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*3*3 = 77*q*i*2*3*i*o*i G [0123101], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset ?7*o*i*2*3*i*o*i77, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*3*2, one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*i*2*3*1 *0*1 *3*0, and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*3*i-

165. [01231039] Same as 126.
166. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(01231031\
77(01231031) _
qIcn ^e number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i77 is at most: ljv(0^031)| =

= 24.

The orbit of ;\7(01231031) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N'*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i*o,
77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i*i, 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i*2 and 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*3*1*0*3*1*1 = 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3 G [0123103], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset ?7*o*i*2*3*i*o*377, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i*2, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i*o, and one sym
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metric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i*3167. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yy(01231032\

We know, *o*i*2*3*i*o*3*2 = (*o*i*2*3*2*3*o*i)^1,0’2^ then

77*q*i*2*3*1*0*3*2 = 77t2*0*l*3*l*3*2*0 G 77*0*1*2*3*2*3*0*1yy(oi23iO32) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*0*1*2*3*1*0*3*27' is at most: pyrmUnq = y = 24.

The orbit ofjy(01231032) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*2*o,
77*0*1*2*3*1*0*3*2*1, 77to*i*2*3*i*o*3*2*2 and 77*0*1*2*3*1*0*3*2*3 belong?
However, 77*0*i*2*3*1*0*3*2*2 = 77*0*1*2*3*1*0*3 G [0123103], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to the double coset 7ft* 1 *2*0*3 *0*2 77, and 77*0*1*2*3*1*0*3*2*0 = 77*2*0*1*3*1*3*2
G [0123230], then one symmetric generator goes back to T7*o*i*2*3*2*3*o77, one symmetric

generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*2*i, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*2*3-

168. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jv(01231201),
yy(0i23i20i) =

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*2*3*1*2*0*177 is at most:
= y = 24
The orbit of yyl01231201) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*i*2*o*i*o>
77*o*i*2*3*i*2*o*i*i, 77*0*1*2*3*1*2*0*1*2 and 77*o*i*2*3*i*2*o*i*3 belong?
However, 7ft*i*2*3*i*2*o*i*i = Ntotititstitito G [0123120], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*i*2*o77, one symmetric generator goes to
77fo*i*2*3*i*2*o*i*2, one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*1*2*0*1*0, and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*1*2*0*1*3-

169. [01231202] Same as 50.

170. [01231203] Same as 95.
171. [01231301] Same as 3.
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172. [01231302] Same as 111.

173. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^01231303).
yy(01231303) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
TV*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3TV is at most. jjy(oi23i3O3)| t 24.
The orbit of at(01231303> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3*o,
N*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3*i, N40*i*2*3*i*3*0*3*2 and N*O*1*2*3*1*3*O*3*3 belong?
However, N*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3*3 = N*0*i *2*3 *1*3*0 G [0123130], then one symmetric gener

ator goes back to the double coset N*o*i*2*3*i*3*oTV, one symmetric generator goes to
N4o*i*2*3*1*3*0*3*21 one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3*o, and one sym

metric generator goes to TV*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3*i-

174. [01231310] Same as 118.

175. Now, we consider coset A^(01231312L
However, *o*i*2*3*i*3*i*2 = (*o*2*i*2*3*2*3) = (*o*i*2*i*3*i*3)^1,2^ € N*o*i*2*i*3*i*3- There

fore, *2 takes N*o*l*2*3*l*3*l*2 go to AT*o*l*2*l*3*l*3-

176. Now, we consider coset Ari01231313).
However, *o*i*2*3*i*3*i*3 = (*o*2*i*2*3*2*3) = (*o*i*2*i*3*i*3)^’2^ € N*o*i*2*i*3*i*3■ There

fore, *3 takes N*o*l*2*3*l*3*l*3 gO to N*o*l*2*l*3*l*3177. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ari01231320).

We know, *o*i*2*3*i*3*2*o = *2*3*o*i*3*i*o*2 then
2y(oi23i32O) _
(o, 2)(1,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*o*i*2*3*i*3*2*oTV is at most:

|N(OimLo)|

=

t

= 121

The orbit of Af(01231320) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, and {1,3}. We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets ^*0*1*2*3*1*3*2*0*05

TV*o*i*2*3*i*3*2*o*i, and belong?
However, N*o*i*2*3*i*3*2*o*o = TV*o*i*3*2*3*2*3 € [0123132], then two symmetric genera
tors go back to the double coset 7V*o*i*2*3*i*3*2TV, and two symmetric generator go to
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77*0*1*2*3*1*3*2*0*1-

178. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7\r(01231323).

2^(01231323) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*2*3*1*3*2*377 is at most:

= 24.

The orbit of 7y(°1231323) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*2*3*0,
77*o*i*2*3*i*3*2*3*i> 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*2*3*2 and 77*o*i*2*3*i*3*2*3*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*2*3*3 = 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*2 G [0123132], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*i*3*277, one symmetric generator goes to
77*0*1*2*3*1*3*2*3*2, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*i*3*2*3*o, and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*2*3*1-

179. Now, we consider coset Art01232010).
However, *o*i*2*3*2*o*i*o = (1,3,0)(*2*o*2*3*i*3*2) = (1,3,0)(*o*i*o*2*3*2*o)^’0’2’^

G 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*o- Therefore, to takes 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*1*0 go to 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*o-

180. Now, we consider coset 7v(01232012).
However, *o*i*2*3*2*o*i*2 = (1,3, O)(*3*2*o*i*o*2*3) = (l,3,0)(*o*i*2*3*2*i*o)^’2’0’^
G 77*o*i*2*3*2*i*o- Therefore, *2 takes 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*1*2 go to 77*o*i*2*3*2*i*o-

181. [01232013] Same as 97.

182. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aT^01232020).
^(01232020) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*1*2*3*2*0*2*077 is at most: ^61-232020)1 = y = 24.
The orbit of A/C01232020) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*o*o,
77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*0*1, 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*0*2 and 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*0*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*0*0 = 77*q*i*2*3*2*0*2 G [0123202], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*2*o*277, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*o*2> one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*0*3, and one sym
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metric generator goes to N*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*o*i-

183. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Af(01232021).
yy(01232021) „

^^e number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1-^ is at most: )Ar(ol£Xm)| = ^ = 24.
The orbit of A/^01232021) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o* 1*2*3*2*0*2*1*0)

77*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*i*b 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*2 and 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*3 belong?
However, N*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*i*i = A*o*1*2*3*2*0*2 € [0123202], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset N*o*i*2*3*2*o*2-N', one symmetric generator goes to
N*o* 1*2*3 *2 *0*2* 1*2) one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*3) and one sym

metric generator goes to N*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*i*o184. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a^01232023).
jy(oi232023) _ {gj, ^hen the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*3^ is at most:
= T = 24The orbit of A^01232023) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*3*o>

77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*3*1) 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*3*2 and N*0*i*2*3*2*0*2*3*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*3*3 = N*o* 1*2*3*2*0*2 G [0123202], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*2*o*2?7, one symmetric generator goes to
77*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*3*2) one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*3*1, and one sym

metric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*3*o-

185. Now, we consider coset

n(01232101L

However, *o*i*2*3*2*1*0*1 = (2,0,3)(*2*3*i*o*i*2*3) = (2,0,3)(*o*i*2*3*2*o*i/1,2,0,3)

6 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*1- Therefore, *1 takes 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*0*1 go to 77*0*1*3*3*2*0*1-

186. Now, we consider coset A^01232102).
However, *0*l*2*3*2*l*0*2 = (2, 1, 3)(*2*l*3*l*2*0*l) = (2, l,3)(*o*i*2*i*o*3*i)(2’0,3^

G 77*0*1*2*1*0*3*1- Therefore, *2 takes 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*0*2 go to 77*o*i *2*1 *0*3*1-
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187. Now, we consider coset aX01232103\
However, totototototototo = (2,3,0) (tototototototo) = (2,3,0)(tototototototo)(1’0)(2,3)
G Ntotitototototo- Therefore, t3 takes Ntotitotototototo go to Ntototototototo-

188. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX01232120\
yy(01232120) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
Ntotototototototo-^ is at most: [7^(01232120)| “ 24.
The orbit of N't01232120) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,
Ntototototototototo, Ntototototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?

However, Ntototototototototo = Ntotitototototo G [0123212], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to

Ntotitotstototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntoto totstototototo, and one sym
metric generator goes to Ntototototototototo-

189. [01232121] Same as 142.

190. [01232123] Same as 120.
191. [01232301] Same as 167.
192. [01232302] Same as 91.

193. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX01232303\
yy(0i232303) _ {ej, then j-fog number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtotototototototoN is at most: ! ^(0^2303)1

= T = 24-

The orbit of aX01232303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototo,

Ntototototototototo, Ntotitototototototo and Ntototototototototo belong?
However, Ntot^t^tztohtz = Ntototototototo G [0123230], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset NtototototototoN, one symmetric generator goes to
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A*o*i*2*3*2*3*o*3*2, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*2*3*2*3*o*3*1i and one sym
metric generator goes to A*o*i*2*3*2*3*o*3*o-

194. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a/(01232310\
We know, *o*1*2*3*2*3*1*0 = *2*3 *0*1*0* 1*3*2 then
jy(oi2323io) _ {e, (q, 2)(1, 3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

A*q*i*2*3*2*3*i*o A is at most: |jy(Qi2323io)| ~ ~
The orbit of Ar(°1232310) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2} and {1,3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*o*o, and
A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*o*i belong?
However, A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*o*o = A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i G [0123231], then two symmetric gen
erators go back to the double coset A*o*i*2*3*2*3*iA, two symmetric generator go to
A*o*1*2*3*2*3*1*O*1 •

195. Now, we consider coset Art01232312).
However, *o*i*2*3*2*3*i*2 = (*o*3*i*3*i*2*i) = (*o*i*2*i*2*3*2/1,3,2) G A*0*i*2*i*2*3*2- There

fore, *2 takes A*q*i*2*3*2*3*1*2 go to A*o*1*2*1*2*3*2-

196. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer

at(01232313\

We know, *0*1 *2*3*2*3*1 *3 = (1,3,2)(*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*2)^1,0’2^ then
A*o*1*2*3*2*3*1*3 “ A*o*1*2*1*3*1*3*2 G A*o*1*2*1*3*1*3*2^■(01232313) = {e}} then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*3A is at most: (01232313)] = y — 24.
The orbit of A/^01232313) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*3*2*3*1*3*01

A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*3*i, A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*3*2 and A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*3*3 belong?
However, A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*3*3 = A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i 6 [0123231], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to the double coset A*0*i*2*3 *2*3*1 A, and A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*3*2 = A*2*o*i*3*1*3*2
6 [0121313], then one symmetric generator goes back to A*o*i*2*i*3*i*3A, one symmetric

generator goes to A*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*3*i, and one symmetric generator goes to A*q*i*2*3*2*3*i*3*o-
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197. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 77(01232320).
We know, *o*i*2*3*2*3*2*o = *o*i*3*2*3*2*3*o then
yy(oi23232O) _
ft 2) ft 3ft then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*2*3*2*3*2*o77 is at most: j^omLao)! = y = 12-

The orbit of ft01232320) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1} and {2,3}. We take a rep
resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o* 1*2*3*2*3*2*0*01
77*0*1*2*3*2*3*2*0*1, and 77*0*1*2*3*2*3*2*0*2 belong?
However, 77*0* 1*2*3*2*3*2*0*0 = 77*0*i*3*2*3*2*3 G [0123232], then one symmetric gener

ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*2*3*277, one symmetric generator goes to
77*0*1*2*3*2*3*2*0*1, and two symmetric generator go to 77*0*1*2*3*2*3*2*0*2-

198. Now, we consider coset A7(o1232321\
However, *o*i*2*3*2*3*2*1 = (*o*2*i*2*3*i*3) = (*o*i*2*i*3*2*3)G 77*0*1*2*1*3*2*3- There
fore, *1 takes 77*0*1*2*3*2*3*2*1 go to Mo*i*2*i *3*2*3-

199. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer at(01213101) .
yy(oi2i3ioi) _ {ft then
number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*i77 is at most: |jy(oi2i3ioi)| y = 2^The orbit of 7V(01213101) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77t0tit2*i*3*i*o*i*o,
77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*i*i, 77io*i*2*i*3*i*o*i*2 and 77*o*1*2*1*3*1 *o*i*3 belong?

However, 77*o*i*2*i*3*1 *0*1*1 = 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o G [0121310], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77to*i*2*i*3*1*077, one symmetric generator goes to

A7*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*i*2> one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*i*3, and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i *2* 1*3 *1*0*1 *o-

200. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7v(01213102).
yy(oi2i3iO2) _ {ft ^hen the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*q*i*2*i*3*i*o*277 is at most: ^(01213102)] = y =
The orbit of jv<01213102) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*0*2*0,
77to*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*i> 77to*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*2 and 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*3 belong?
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However, 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*2 = 77*0*i*2*1*3*1*0 G [0121310], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*oT7, one symmetric generator goes to
77*0*1*2*1*3*1*0*2*1, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*3, and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*o-

201. [01213103] Same as 89.
202. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /X01213120).
^■(01213120) _ {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*o77 is at most: |jy(oi2i3i2o)| = T “ 24.
The orbit of A7(01213120) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*0*0,
77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*0*1, 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*0*2 and 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*o*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*0*0 = 7^*o*i*2*i*3*i*2 G [0121312], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*277, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*0*1, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*0*3, and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*0*2-

203. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7v(01213121).
We know, *o*i*2*i*3*i*2*i = *0*3*1*3*2*3*1*3 = *o*2*3*2*i*2*3*2 then
^7(01213121) = [e, (3,2,1), (3,1,2)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double
coset W*o*i*2*1*3*1*2*17^ is at most: ^oi^Laiyj = t = 8
The orbit of A7(01213121) on {0,1,2,3} are {3,1,2} and {0}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*i*o and

77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*1*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*1*3*1 *2*1*1 = 77*0*3*1*3*2*3*1 = 77*0*2*3*2*1*2*3 G [0121312], then three
symmetric generators go back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*277, one symmetric gen
erator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*1*0-

204. [01213123] Same as 98.
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205. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 2y(°1213130\
/^(01213130)
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*o77 is at most: |jy(oi2i3i3O)[ ■ y — 24.
The orbit of n(01213130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*q*i*2*i*3*i*3*o*o,
77*0*1*2*1*3*1*3*0*1, 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*3*0*2 and 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*o*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*o*o = 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*3 G [0121313], then one symmetric gener
ator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*377, one symmetric generator goes to

77*0*1*2*1*3*1*3*0*1, one symmetric generator goes to J7*o*1*2*1*3*1*3*0*35 and one sym
metric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*o*2-

206. Now, we consider coset 77(01213131).
However, *q*i*2*i*3*i*3*i = (*o*2*i*3*2*3*2) = (*o*i*2*3*i*3*i)^1,2^ G 77*0*i*2*3*i*3*i- There

fore, *1 takes 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*3*1 go to 77*o*i*2*3*i*3*i207. [01213132] Same as 196.

Length 9.
1. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer n(010102302\
77(010102302) _
{.1^ (-be number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*277 is at most: ^0^2302) [' = y = 24.

The orbit of 7/(010102302) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*2*o,
77*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*2*i, 77*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*2*2 and 77*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*2*3 belong?
We know, *0*1*0*1*0*2*3*0*2 = (1,0,3)(*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*i)^1,0’3’2^

77*0*1*0*1*0*2*3*0*2 = 77*3*0*1*0*3*0*2*1*077*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*2*o = 77*3*0*1*0*3*0*2*1 G [01210132], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*277,
Moreover, 77*o*i*o* 1*0*2*3*0*2*2 — 77*o*i*o*i*0*2*3*0 G [01010230], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o77, one symmetric generator
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goes to TV*o*1*0*1*0*2*3*0*2*15 and one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*2*32. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a/J010102303).
^(010102303) = |ej5 qien the number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*V is at most: |yy(oioio2303)| = ~ = 24The orbit of Ar(010102303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*o>

N*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i, N*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2 and N*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*3 = (1,0)(2, 3)(*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*2*o)^1,3’0’^•
TV*q*i *0*1 *0*2*3 *0*3

= N*2*3*l*3*2*0*3*l*2-

N*o*i*o*i*0*2*3*0*3*2 =

TV*2*3*1*3*2*0*3*1

G

[01210312], then one symmetric generator

goes back to TV*o* 1*2*1*0*3*1*2TV.
We know, *0*l*0*l*0*2*3*0*3 = (*o*i*2*i*2*i*3*o*i)^1,0,3^
TV*o*1*0*1*0*2*3*0*3 = TV*3*o*2*O*2*O*l*3*O-

TV*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*o = TV*3*o*2*o*2*o*i*3 G

[01212130], then one symmetric generator

goes back to TV*o*i*2*i*2*i*3*oTV.
Moreover, TV*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*3 = TV*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o € [01010230], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*oTV, and one symmetric generar
tor goes to TV*0*1*0*i*0*2*3*o*3*3'
3. Now, we consider coset

A^010102320).

However, *0*l*0*l*0*2*3*2*0 = (1, 3, O)(*2*0*3*2*0*2*3*2) = (1, 3,0)(*o*l*2*3*l*3*2*3)^’°’2’^
6 TV*o* 1*2*3*1*3*2*3-

Therefore,

*o

takes

TV*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*2*o go to TV*0*i*2*3*i*3*2*3-

4. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A/^010102323).
We know, *0*l*0*l*0*2*3*2*3 = *l*0*l*0*l*2*3*2*3 ~ *3*0*3*0*3*2*l*2*l
= *3*l*3*l*3*2*0*2*0 “ *0*3*0*3*0*2*1*2*1 = *1*3*1 *3*1 *2*0*2*0 then

^(010102323) _ {e, (q, i), ((), 3), (1,3), (o, 3, i), (o, i, 3)}, then the number of the single
cosets in the double coset
TV*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*2*3TV is at most: -^7X02323)1

= t =4
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The orbit of 7y(°10102323) on {0,1,2,3} are {2}, and {0,1,3}. We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Niotototototototototo,
Ntotototototototototo, and belong?
However, Ntotitotototototototo = Ntotototototototo G [01010232], then three symmetric
generators go back to the double coset NtotototototototoN, and one symmetric generator
goes to Ntotototototototototo-

5. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX010120130).
We know, tototototototototo = to tototo to toto to to then
yy(oioi20i30) _ (q, 2)(1,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

Ntoto toto tototototoN is at most: |jy(oioi 20130 )j = "2" — ^2.
The orbit of aX010120130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, and {1,3}. We take a repre
sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotototototototototo, and
Ntotototototototstoto belong?
However, Niotototototototototo = Ntotototototototo G [01012013], then two symmetric gen
erators go back to the double coset NtotototototototoN, and two symmetric generator go
to Niotototototototototo-

6. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX010120132) .
A/'t010120132) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
Ntotitoto tototototoN is at most: 1^(010120132)| = ~ 24.
The orbit of aX010120132) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotototototototstoto,

Niotototototototototo, Ntototototototot3toto and Niotototototototototo belong?
We know, tototototototototo = (l,2)(0,3)(totiiototototototo)^ 1,2,0’3)-

Ntotototototototsto — Nt3totototototototoNtotitofitotototototo = Ntotototototototo G [01012103], then one symmetric generator
goes back to Ntotototototototo^■

We know, tototototototototo = (1,3,2)(totototototot3tot3/1,0,3)-

Ntotitototototototo = NtototototototstotoNiotototototototototo = Ntotototototototo G [01012132], then one symmetric generator
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goes back to

Ntoti *o*i*2*i*3*277.

Moreover, 77*o*i*o*i*2*0*1 *3*2*2 = J7*o*i*o*iMo*1*3 G [01012013], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*iMo*i*377, and one symmetric genera
tor goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*i7. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /y(010120301).

yy(010i2030i) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*iN is at most: [^(010120301) | T 24.
The orbit of yyC010120301) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i*0)
N*o*i*o*iMo*3*o*i*b 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i*2 and N*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*iMo*3*o*i = (1,3)(2, 0)(*o*i*o*iM3*iMo)(1,0’2,3>N*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i = 77*2*o *2 *0*3*1 *0*3 *2N*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*2 = 77*2*0*2*0*3*1*0*3 G [01012312], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*1*2^?.
We know, *o*i*0*1*2*0*3*0*1 = (1,0,3)(*o*iMo*3Mo*i*o/1,o’3>.
N*o*l *0*1 Mo *3*0*1 = 77*3*0*2*3*1*2*3*0*377*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*3 = 77*3*0*2*3*1*2*3*0 G [01203201], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*0*1-^•

Moreover, 77*o*i*o*iMo*3*o*i*i = N*o*i*o*iMo*3*o G [01012030], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*q*i*0*1*2*0*3*0 A7, and one symmetric genera

tor goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i*o8. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM010120302).
77(010120302)

_

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o* 1*0*1 *2*0*3*0*2A is at most: |^(010120302) | = ” = 24.
The orbit of A^010120302) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*iMo*3*o*2*0)
77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*0*2*1, 77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*0*2*2 and 77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*0*2*3 belong?
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However, A*o*i*o*1*2*o*3*o*2*2 = A*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o G [01012030], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*oA, one symmetric generator goes
to A*o*i *o*i*2*o*3 *0*2*1, one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*3, and one

symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*o9. Now, we consider coset 7y(010120303).

However, *0*l*0*l*2*0*3*0*3 = (*l*3*l*2*l*2*0*l) = (*O*1*O*2*O*2*3*o/1,3,°> G A*0*i*0*2*0*2*3*0Therefore, *3 takes A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*3 go to A*o*j *0*2*0 *2*3*0 •

10. Now, we consider coset Ari010120310\
However, *0*1 *o*i*2*0*3*1*0 — (1,2)(3,0)(*i*3*i*2*i*2*o*i) = (1,2)(3, 0)(*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o/2'°)
e A*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o- Therefore, *o takes A*o* 1*0*1 *2*0*3*1*0 go to A*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o-

11. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(010120313\
jy(oioi203is) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*3 A is at most. (010120313)] ” — 24.
The orbit of a^010120313) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o* 1*0*1 *2*0*3*1*3*0,
A*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*1*3*1, A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*3*2 and A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*3*3 belong?

We know, *o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*3 = (1,2,3)(*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*2)-

A*0*l*0*l*2*0*3*l*3 = A*0*l*0*l*2*l*3*l*2A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*3*2 = A*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i G [01012131], then one symmetric generator

goes back to A*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*iA.
Moreover, A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*3*3 = A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i G [01012031], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*iA, one symmetric generator
goes to A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*3*1) and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*i*3*o-

12. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a^010120320).
^(010120320) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A*q*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*oA is at most: (010120320)] = ~ 24.
The orbit of aM010120320) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
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representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*o,
7^*o*i*o*l*2*o*3*2*o*l, 77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*2*0*2 and 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*i*2*0*3*2*0 = (1,0)(2, 3)(*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*o)^110,2^
77*q*i*o*1*2*O*3*2*O “ 77*2*0*1*0*2*0*3*1*277*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*2 = 77*2*o*i*o*2*o*3*i € [01012131], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*277.
Moreover, 77*0*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*o = 7^*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2 G [01012032], then one symmetric

generator goes back to the double coset 7r*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*277, one symmetric generator
goes to W*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*b and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*313. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a^(010120321\
7/(010120321) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*q*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i77 is at most: 127(010120321) | = “ ~ 24.
The orbit of A7(°10120321) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*O)
77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*i> 77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*2 and 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*0*l*2*0*3*2*l = (*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*o*2)^’2’3^
7^*o*1*O*1*2*O*3*2*1 = 77*0*2*3*2*3*0*1*0*377*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*2 = 7/*o*2*3*2*3*0*1*0 € [01212030], then one symmetric generator
goes back to ?V*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*oA7.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*i = 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2 G [01012032], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*277, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*o, and one symmetric generator goes to 7^*o*1*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*214. Now, we consider coset A7(°1O121O3O\
However, *0*l*0*l*2*1*0*3*0 = (1, 0, 3)(*0*2*l*2*3*0*3*l) = (1,0,3)(*0*l*2*l*3*0*3*2)^’^
G 77*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*2- Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*o* 1*2*1 *0*3*0 go *0 ?/*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*2-

15. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(O1O121O31\
^■(010121031) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
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77*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*i77 is at most: |jy(010121031) | 1 — 19
*24
The orbit of jv<010121031) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*o,
77*0*1*0*1*2*1*0*3*1*1, 77*0*1*0*1*2*1*0*3*1*2 and JV*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*i = (1,2,0)(*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*3*i)^1,0^2’3^77*0*1*0*1*2*1*0*3*1 = 77*1*0*3*2*0*1*0*2*077*0*1*0*1*2*1*0*3*1*0 = 77ti*ot3i2*o*i*o*2 € [01231013], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77to*i*2*3*i*o*i*377.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*i = 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3 G [01012103], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*0*377, one symmetric generator
goes to 77*0*1*0*1*2*1*0*3*1*3, and one symmetric generator goes to ?7*o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*216. [010121032] Same as 6.

17. Now, we consider coset 77(010121031).

However, *o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*i = (1,3)(2, 0)(*3*o*2*o*i*i*o*2) = (1, 3)(2,0)(*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2/1,2>

G 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2- Therefore, *1 takes 77*o*i*0*1*2*1*0*3*1 go to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2-

18. Now, we consider coset 77(010121032).
However, *o*i*o*i*2*i*0*3*2 = *o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o-

Therefore, *2 takes 77t0*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*2 go to itself 77to*i*o*i*2*i*3*o-

19. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 77(010121303).

77(010121303) _ {ft f^en the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*q*i*q*i*2*i*3*o*377 is at most: |jy(oioi2i3O3)| = y = 24=The orbit of 77(010121303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*otito*i*2*i*3*o*3*o,
Mo*i*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*i, 77*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*0*3*2 and 77*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*0*3*3 belong? We know,
*0*l*0*l*2*l*3*0*3 = (1,2,3)(*o*1*2*1*2*O*3*2*1)(1,2,0^

77*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*0*3 “ 77ti*2*0*2*0*l*3*0*277*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*0*3*2 — 77*i*2*o*2*o*i*3*o G [01212032], then one symmetric generator
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goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*277.
We know, *0*l*0*l*2*l*3*0*3 = (1,3,0)(*o*i*2*i*2*3*o*2*i)^2’3^

77*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*0*3 = 77*0*1*3*1*3*2*0*3*177*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*0*3*3 = 77*0*1*3*1*3*2*0*3 G [01212302], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*o*277.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*3 = 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o G [01012130], then one symmetric

generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o7V, and one symmetric genera
tor goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o20. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jy/010121310).
77(010121310) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*i*2*1 *3*i*o77 is at most: | jy (010121316) | = y = 24.
The orbit of jv(010121310) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*o,
77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*i, 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2 and 77*0*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*3 belong? We know,
*0*l*0*l*2*l*3*1*0 = (2, 0, 3)(*0*i*0*2*0*3*0*l*2)(1’0’2)-

77*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*1*0 = 77*2*o*2*l*2*3*2*O*l77*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*1*0*1 = 77*2*o*2*i*2*3*2*o G [01020301], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i77.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*o = 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i G [01012131], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*1*3*177, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2* 1*3 *1*0*3, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*221. [0101211312] Same as 11.
22. Now, we consider coset tvC010*21313).
However, *0*l*0*l*2*l*3*l*3 = (*3*l*2*3*2*3*0*l) = (*0*l*2*0*2*0*3*l)^3’0^ G 77*o*1*2*o*2*o*3*i-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*3 go to 77*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*i23. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ;v'(010121320).

77(010121320) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*o77 is at most: ^(01^320) | = y = 24.
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The orbit of 7y(°10l21320) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Niotototototototototo,

Niotototototototototo, Ntototototototstototo and Ntotitotitotototototo belong?
However, Niotototototototototo — Ntotototototototo 6 [01012132], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset NtotototototototoN, one symmetric generator goes
to Ntotitotototototototo) one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototot3, and one

symmetric generator goes to Niotototototototototo24. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX010121321\
77(010121321) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

Ntoto toto totot3totoN is at most. | jy (010121321)j — “ 24.
The orbit of 7y(010121321) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototstototo,
Niotototototototototo) Ntotitotototototototo and Ntototototototstototo belong? We know,
totototo totit3toti = (1,3,0) (tototototototototo/2,0) •

Ntototototototototo = Nt2totototot3tot3toNtototototototstototo = Ntotototototototo G [01201323], then one symmetric generator

goes back to NtotototototstotoN.
We know, tototototototototo = (l,2,3)(totototototot3toto/1,2)-

Ntototototototototo = Ntototitototot3totoNiotototototototototo — Ntotototototototo G [01210130], then one symmetric generator
goes back to Ntoto toto totot3toN.
Moreover, Ntotitotototototototo = Ntotototototototo G [01012132], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset NtotototototototoN, and one symmetric genera

tor goes to Ntototototototstototo25. [010121323] Same as 6.

26. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7V(°10123020).
TV(010123020) _
^hen thg number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtotototototstototoN is at most: py(oSo2Bjy = t ~ 24The orbit of 7y(oloi23O2O) on {q, 2t 3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
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representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*o,
Ntotitotit2t3tot2tQti, N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*2 and

N*0*l*0*l*2*3*0*2*0*3

belong?

We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*o = (1,3, 0)(*o*i*o*2*o*i*o*3*o)^’°^3,2^
AT*o*1*O*1*2*3*O*2*O = TV*1*o*1*3*1*O*1*2*1■
N*0*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*i = TV*i*o*i*3*i*o*i*2 € [01020103], then one symmetric generator

goes back to AT*o*i*o*2*o*i*o*3/VMoreover, N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*o = N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2 G [01012302], then one symmetric

generator goes back to the double coset N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2TV, one symmetric generator

goes to N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*3, and one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*o*227. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer at(010123021).
2^(010123021) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*iTV is at most: |jy(oioi23O2i)| = ~ 24.
The orbit of A^010123021) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*O5
N*o*1*O*1*2*3*O*2*1*2 and N*o*1*O*1*2*3*O*2*1*3 belong?
However, N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*i = N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2 G [01012302], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset AT*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2TV, one symmetric generator goes
N*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*2*1*15

to N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o} one symmetric generator goes to

N*o *1*0*1*2*3*0*2*1*35

and one

symmetric generator goes to N*o* 1*0 *1*2 *3 *0*2* 1*228. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a^010123023).
2^(010123023) =

|ej, j-hen the number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*3TV

is at most: |JV(Q1^3023)| =

t

= 24.

The orbit of Af(010123023) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o* 1*0*1*2*3*0*2*3*05
N*O*1*O*1*2*3*O*2*3*15 N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*3*2 and N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*3*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*0*2*3 = (1,3)(2,0)(*o*i*2*o*i*o*3*o*i/1,2’3,0>N*0*l*0*l*2*3*0*2*3 = N*i*3*2*l*2*l*0*l*2-

N*i*3*2*i*2*i*o*i € [01201030], then one symmetric generator
goes back to N*o*i*2*o*i*o*3*oTV.
N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*3*2 =

Moreover, N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*3*3 = N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2 6 [01012302], then one symmetric
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generator goes back to the double coset 7?*o*i*o*i *2*3*0*27?, one symmetric generator
goes to 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*2*3*0} and one symmetric generator goes to 7?*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*3*i29. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jyt010123030).
We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*o = *2*i*2*i*o*3*2*3*2 then
jy(oioi23O3O) _

(0,2)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

7?*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*o7? is at most: |^y(010123030)]

~ ~2~ —

t2.

The orbit of a?(01012303°) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {1} and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*o*O}
77*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*3*0*1 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*3*0*3 and belong?
However, 7?*o* 1*0*1*2*3*0*3*0*0 = 7?*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3 G [01012303], then two symmetric

generators go back to the double coset T7*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*377,
We know, *0*l*0*l*2*3#0*3*0 = (*0*l*2*3*2*3*2*0*l)^’3’2,0^

77*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*3*0 = 77*1*3*0*2*0*2*0*1*3-

77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*o*3 = 7?*i*3*o*2*o*2*o*i G [01232320], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*2*3*2*o77, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*o*i30. Now, we consider coset a?(010123031) .
However, *o*i*o*i*2*3*0*3*1 = (l,0)(2,3)(*3*2*o*2*i*2*i*3) = (l,O)(2,3)(*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*o/1,2’0'3)

G 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*3*0- Therefore, *j takes 77*o*i*0*1*2*3*0*3*1 go to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*o31. Now, we consider coset A?(010123032).

However,

*0*l*0*l*2*3*0*3*2 = (*2*3*O*3*2*l*3*o) = (*0*l*2*l*0*l*3*2)^3,1^0,2^

G A?*o*1*2* 1*0*1*3*2- Therefore, *2 takes 7?*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*2 go to 7?*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2-

32. Now, we consider coset jy^010123101).
However, *0*l*0*l*2*3*l*0*l = (*0*2*0*3*2*l*0*2) = (*o*i*o*2*l*3*o*i)^3,1h°’2)
G 7?*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i• Therefore, *i takes 7?*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*o*i g° to 7?*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i-

33. [010123120] Same as 7.
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34. Now, we consider coset Ari010123123).
However, *o*i*o*i*2*3*i*2*3 = (1,3,2)(*o*3*o*2*i*3*2*i) = (l,3,2)(*0*i*o*2*3*i*2*3/3,1)

G A*o*i *0*2*3 *1*2*3- Therefore, *3 takes A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*2*3 go to A*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*335. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^010123130).
^(010123130) __
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*oA is at most: ^010^23130)1 = y = 24.

The orbit of aA010123130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*i*2*3*1 *3*0*0>
A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*i) A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*2 and A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*o = (1,3,2, )(*o*i*o*2*i*o*3*i*o/1,2,3,0)-

A*0*l*0*l*2*3*l*3*0 — A*i*2*1*3*2*1*0*2*1 •
N*o*i*o* 1*2*3*1*3*0*2 = A*i*2*i*3*2*i*o*2 G [01021031], then one symmetric generator

goes back to A*o*i*0*2*1 *0*3*1 A.
Moreover, A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*o = A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3 G [01012313], then one symmetric

generator goes back to the double coset A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3A, one symmetric generator

goes to A*o* 1*0*1 *2*3*1 *3*0*2, and one symmetric generator goes to A*o* 1*0*1 *2*3*1 *3*0*336. Now, we consider coset A^010123131).

However, *o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*l = (*3*1*2*3*2*3*0*3) = (*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*o/3’o>
G A*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*o- Therefore, *1 takes A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*i go to A*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*o37. Now, we consider coset A^010123132).

However, *o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*2 = (l,3,O)(*2*o*2*3*i*2*o*i) = (1)3,0)(*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*3)(1’0,2’^
G A*o* 1*0 *2 *3 *0*1 *3- Therefore, *2 takes A*o *1*0 *1*2 *3 *1*3 *2 go to A*0*1*0*2*3*0*1*3-

38. Now, we consider coset A^010123201).
However, *0*1 *0*1 *2*3*2*0*1 = (1,3, 0)(*3*2*3*i*o*i*3*o) = (1,3,0)(*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*3)^1,2^0’3^

G A*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*3- Therefore, *1 takes A*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*i go to A*o*i*o*2*3*2*o*3-
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39. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(010123202\
TV(010123202) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*0*1*2*3*2*0*2-77 is at most.

(010123202)]

T — 24.

The orbit of jyt010123202) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets
TV*q*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*1) TV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*2 and 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*3
We know, *0*1*0*1*2*3*2*0*2 = (1, 3, 2, )(*0*l*2*l*3*l*3*0*2)(1,0,2^

TV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*o,
belong?

TV*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*0*2 = 77*2*0*1*0*3*0*3*2*1TV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*i = 77*2*0*1*0*3*0*3*2 G

goes back to

[01213130], then one symmetric generator

TV*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*o77.

Moreover, TV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*2 = TV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o € [01012320], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*oT7, one symmetric generator

goes to TV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*o, and one symmetric generator goes to TV*q*i*o* 1*2*3*2*o*2*340. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(O1O1232O3\
^■(010123203) _ {gj,
number of the single cosets in the double coset

TV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*377 is at most: |jy(oioi232O3)| = t — 24.
The orbit of A7(010123203^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*0*3*0,
77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*0*3*1, 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*0*3*2 and TV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*3*3 belong?
We know, *0*i*0*l*2*3*2*0*3 = (*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*o*2)(1’2,0^
TV*o*l*o*l*2*3*2*O*3 ~ 77*1*2*1*0*1*0*3*1*0-

TV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*3*o = TV*i*2*i*o*i*o*3*i G [01020230], then one symmetric generator
goes back to ,TV*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*o77.

We know, *o*i*0*1*2*3*2*0*3 = (1,3, 2)(*o*i*o*2*i*o*3*i*2)(2’1,0^.
TV*o*1*O*1*2*3*2*O*3 = 77*2*0*2*1*0*2*3*0*1TV*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*3*i = TV*2*o*2*i*o*2*3*o G [01021031], then one symmetric generator

goes back to TV*o*i*o*2*i*o*3*iA7.
We know,

*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*3 =

(0,2,3)(*o*i*2*i*2*3*i*2*o/0,2’3)•

77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*0*3 = 77*2*1*3*1*3*0*1*3*277*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*0*3*2 = 77*2*1*3*1*3*0*1*3 G

goes back to TV*o*i*2*i*2*3*i*2T7.

[01212312], then one symmetric generator
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Moreover, 77to*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*3*3 = 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o G [01012320], then one
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o77.
41. Now, we consider coset

symmetric

77(010123210)-

However, *0*l*0*l*2*3*2*l*0 = (1, 0, 3)(*0*2*3*0*1*0*3*1) = (1,3,0)(*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*2)^1,2,3^
G

77*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*2-

Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*o go to 77*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*2-

42. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7^010123212\
jy(010123212) _

{ft then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*277 is at most: |JV(01^J32i2)| = y = 24.

The orbit of 77(010123212) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*0,
77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*1) 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*2

and 77*o*1*o*1*2*3*2*1*2*3 belong?

We know, *0*1*0*1*2*3*2*1*2 = (*0*l*2*l*3*l*2*0*2)^1’2,3^-

77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*1*2 = 77*0*2*3*2*1*2*3*0*3-

77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*3 — 77*0*2*3*2*1*2*3*0 G

[01213120], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*o77.

We know,

*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*2 = (1,3)(0,2)(*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*o)^1,0^

77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*1*2 = 77*1*0*1*2*1*2*3*0*1-

T7*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*2*i = 77ti*o*i*2*i*2*3*0 G

goes back to

[01020231], then one symmetric generator

A7*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i77.

Moreover, 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*2 = 77to*i*o*i*2*3*2*i G [01012321], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*i77, and one symmetric genera
tor goes to 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*043. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer M010123231),
We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3*i = *3*i*3*i*2*o*2*o*i then
77(010123231) _ ft ft 3ft then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3*i77 is at most. [^(010123231) | = y — 12.
The orbit of 77(010123231) On {0,1,2,3} are {0,3}, {1} and {2}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*o>
77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*3*1*1 77^0^1*0*1*2*3*2*3*1*2 and belong?
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However, 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*i = 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3 G [01012323], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*377,
We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3*i = (*o*i*2*i*2*1 *3*0*3)t1,3,2,0\

77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*3*1 = 77*1*3*0*3*0*3*2*1*277*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*2 = 77*1*3*0*3*0*3*2*1 G [01212130], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*2*i*3*o77, and two symmetric generator go to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*3-

44. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jytoioi23232)
We know, *0*l*0*l*2*3*2*3*2 = *0*l*0*l*3*2*3*2*3
= *2*l*2*l*0*3*0*3*0 = *3*l*3*l*0*2*0*2*0 = *2*1*2*1*3*0*3*0*3 = *3*l*3*l*2*0*2*0*2 then
77(010123232) _ {ej (2,3), (0,3), (0,2), (0,3,2), (0,2,3)}, then the number of the single
cosets in the double coset 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*3*2-^ is at most: [^010123232)1 = y = 4
The orbit of 7V"C010123232) on {0,1,2,3} are {1}, and {0,2,3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3*2*o,
77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*3*2*1, and belong?
However, 77*o* 1*0* 1*2*3*2*3*2*2 = ?7*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3 G [01012323], then three symmetric
generators go back to the double coset 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*3^, and one symmetric generator

goes to 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*3*2*145. [010201030] Same as 26.
46. Now, we consider coset 7v(010201230\
However, *o*i*o*2*o*i*2*3*o = (1,2,0)(*o*3*2*3*o*i*o*i) = (1,2,0)(*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*3)^1,3^
G 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*3- Therefore, *0 takes 77*0*i*0*2*0*1 *2*3*0 go to 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*347. Now, we consider coset 77(0i0201231).

However, *o*i*o*2*o*i*2*3*i = (1,2,0)(*o*3*2*3*i*o*i*o) = (1,2, 0)(*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o/1,3>

G 77*0*1*2*1*3*0*3*0- Therefore, *1 takes 77*0*i*o*2*o*i*2*3*1 g° to ?^*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o48. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7V(O1O2O1232).

77(010201232) _

^en the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*0*2*0*1*2*3*2^ is at most: ^(010^1232) | = y = 24.
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The orbit of 7y(010201232) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*0*i*2*3*2*0)
77*o*i*o*2*o*i*2*3*2*b N*o*i*o*2*o*i*2*3*2*2 and N*o*i*o*2*o*i*2*3*2*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*0*2*0*l*2*3*2 = (I) 2)(3, O)(*o*l*2*0*3*2*0*l*3)^°’3^-

77*0*1*0*2*0*1*2*3*2 = 77*3*1*2*3*0*2*3*1*077*0*1*0*2*0*1*2*3*2*0 = 77*3*i*2*3*o*2*3*i G [01203201], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i77.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*2*3*2*2 = 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*2*3 G [01020123], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*2*377, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*0*1*0*2*0*1*2*3*2*1, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*2*3*2*349. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a?(010201302L
^(010201302) _ {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*0*2*o*i*3*0*277 is at most: [^(010201302) | — “ = 24.

The orbit of Aft010201302) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*2*o,
77*0*1*0*2*0*1*3*0*2*1, N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*0*2*2 and N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*2*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*0*2*0*l*3*0*2 = (1,2,0)(*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*o*2) t1,3^•

77*0*1*0*2*0*1*3*0*2 = 77*0*3*0*2*0*2*1*2*077*0*1*0*2*0*1*3*0*2*0 = 77*0*3*0*2*0*2*1*2 6 [01020230], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*o77.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*2*2 = 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o G [01020130], then one symmetric

generator goes back to the double coset N*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o7?, one symmetric generator
goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*2*i> and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*2*3-

50. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a?(010201303L
77(010201303) =
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77io*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*377 is at most:

=

t

= 24-

The orbit of A^010201303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*3*o,
77*0*1*0*2*0*1*3*0*3*1) 77*0*1*0*2*0*1*3*0*3*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*3*3 belong?
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However, Ntototototototototsts = Ntotototototototo G [01020130], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset NtotototototototoN, one symmetric generator goes

to Ntotitotototototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototot3tot3to, and one
symmetric generator goes to Ntotototototo t3tot3to-

51. Now, we consider coset //to10201312),

However, toto totototo i3to to = (2,0,3)(t3tototototototo) = (2,0,3)(totototot3tot3t2/1,2’0’3)
G Ntotototo t3tot3to- Therefore, t2 takes NtQtJot2totit3tit2 go to Ntotototot3tot3to52. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX010201313\
yy(0i020i3i3)
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

Ntotototototototo t3N is at most: [^(010201313) | T ~ 24.
The orbit of aX010201313) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Niotototototototototo,
Ntoto totototo t3 to t3to, Nto to to to to to to to t3 to and Ntotototototototo t3 to belong?
We know, totototototot3toi3 = (tototot3tototototo/1,2’3)Ntotitot2totit3tit3 = Ntotot3totot3tototoNtotitotototit3tit3to = Ntotot3totot3toto € [01230210], then one symmetric generator

goes back to NtQtJ2t3tot2titoN.
Moreover, Ntotototototoi3tot3t3 = Ntoto totototot3 to G [01020131], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset Ntotototototot3toN, one symmetric generator
goes to Ntototototototstototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototstototo-

53. Now, we consider coset aX010201323).
However, tototototototototo = (2,0, l)(totot3tototototo) = (2,0, iXtototototstototo/1’2,3)

G Nto to toto i3 toto to- Therefore, t3 takes Ntotototototot3tot3 go to Ntotototot3toi3to-

54. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX010202130) .
yy(oi0202130) — {e}} then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

Ntotitototototit3toN is at most: -^1^02130)1 =
The orbit of

n(010202130)

t

= 24-

on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitotototototototo,
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77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*0*1) A"*0*l*0*2*0*2*l*3*0*2 and A"*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*0*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*o = (l,0)(2,3)(*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o*3)^1,0^2,3^
77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*0 = 77*1*0*1*3*2*0*3*1*27^*o* 1*0*2*0*2*1*3*0*2 = N*i*o*i*3*2*o*3*i G [01023120], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 7^*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*077.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*0*0 = 7^*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3 G [01020213], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 7^*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*377, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*o*i) and one symmetric generator goes to 77*q*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*o*355. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer tv(010202131\

(010202131) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

A'*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*iA7 is at most: |Jv(0J0^J2i3i)| = y = 24.

The orbit of A7(010202131) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7r*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*1*0,
Ntot1tot2tot2tit3tit2 and 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*1*3 belong?

However, 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*1*1 = 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3 G [01020213], then one symmetric gen

erator goes back to the double coset N*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*37r, one symmetric generator goes
to TV*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*i*O) one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*0*2*0*2*1*3*1*35 and one
symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*0*2*0*2*1 *3*1*256. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /X010202132).
jy(010202132) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*277 is at most: 1^(010202132) | = “ — 24.
The orbit of ;y(010202132) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets X*o* 1*0*2*0*2*1*3*2*05
77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*2*i) 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*2*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*2*3 belong?
However, 77*o* 1*0*2*0*2* 1*3*2*2 = 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3 G [01020213], then one symmetric gen

erator goes back to the double coset 7/*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*37r, one symmetric generator goes

to 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*2*05 on© symmetric generator goes to ?/*o*i*0*2*0*2*1*3*2*35 and one
symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*2*1 •
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57. Now, we consider coset A(°1020230x).
■However, *0*1*0*2*0*2*3*0*1 = (*3*0*3*0*2*3*1*3) = (*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o)^1,0’^

€ A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o- Therefore,

*1

takes

A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*o*i go to A*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o-

58. [0102023020] Same as 40.

59. Now, we consider coset A^010202303).
However,

*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*o*3 — *0*1 *2*3*2*3*2*0-

Therefore,

*3 takes A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*o*3

go

to A*o*i*2*3*2*3*2*o-

60. [010123212] Same as 42.

61. Now, we consider coset

at(010202312\

However, *0*l*0*2*0*2*3*l*2 = (2, 0, 3)(*0*l*0*2*0*3*l*3) = (2, 0,
G A*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3’ Therefore,

t2

3)(*q*i*o*2*O*3*1*3)

takes A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*2 go to A*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3-

62. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer at(010202313\
^(010202313) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*3A

is at most:

p^oiSnsyy = t

= 241

The orbit of A^(010202313) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets

A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*3*o>

A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*3*i? A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*3*2 and A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*3*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*0*2*0*2*3*l*3 = (1, 3, 2)(*0*l*0*2*3*2*3*l*3)^1,2’3,0^
A*0*l*0*2*0*2*3*l*3 = A*1*2*1*3*O*3*O*2*O-

A*i*2*i*3*o*3*o*2 € [01023231], then one symmetric generator
goes back to A*o*i *2*1*3 *1*2*0 A.
A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*3*o =

We know,

*0*l*0*2*0*2*3*l*3 = (*0*1*2*0*1*3*0*2*3)^’3,2^

A*0*i*0*2*0*2*3*l*3 = A*0*3*1*0*3*2*0*1*2.

A*o*3*1*0*3*2*0*1 G [01201302], then one symmetric generator
goes back to A*q*i*2*o*i*3*o*2A.
A*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*3*i =
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We know, *0*l*0*2*0*2*3*l*3 = (to*l*2*l*3*O*3*O*2)^1,2^

77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*1*3 = 77*0*2*1*2*3*0*3*0*177*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*1*3*1 = 77to*2*i*2*3*o*3*o G [01213030], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i *2*1 *3*0*3 *o77.
Moreover, 77*0*i*o*2*o*2*3*i*3*3 = 77t0*i*o*2*o*2*3*i G [01020231], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i77.
63. [010202320] Same as 49.

64. Now, we consider coset A7(°10202321).

However, *o*i*o*2*o*2*3*2*i = (1,2)(0,3)(*i*2*i*o*3*2*3*2) = (1,2)(0,3)(*o*i*o*2* 3*i*3*i)^’2,0^
G 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i- Therefore, *i takes 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*1*2 go to 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i-

65. Now, we consider coset x(010202323\
However, *0*l*0*2*0*2*3*2*3 “ *0*l*2*l*2*0*3*l-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*2*3 go to 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*166. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jy(°10203010),
77(010203010) __ {ft then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*q*i*q*2*o*3*o*i*o77 is at most: |^-(010203010)| ~ — 24
The orbit of A7(°1O2O3O1°) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*0*0,

77to*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*i, 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o = (1,3,2)(*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*i*2)^1,2^0,3^•
77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*0 — 77*3*2*1*2*0*2*3*2*177*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*i = 77*3*2*1*2*0*2*3*2 G [01213101], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77to*i*2*i*3*i*o*i77.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*o = 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i G [01020301], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset TVft* 1*0*2 *0*3 *0*177, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*0*2, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*3-
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67. [010203012] Same as 20.
68. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer TV^010203013).

yy(0i02030i3) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

TV*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*3TV is at most: ^(010203013)| ~ 24.
The orbit of Af(010203013> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*0*2*0*3*0* 1*3*0,
N*o*l*0*2*0*3*0*l*3*l> N*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*3*2 and N*0*l*0*2*0*3*0*l*3*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*3 = (1,0,2)(*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*o*i/0’2)•

N*o*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*3 = N*2*l*0*2*0*l*3*2*l •
N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*3*i = N*2*i*o*2*o*i*3*2 G [01202130], then one symmetric generator
goes back to TV*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*oTV.
Moreover, TV*o*i*o*2*0*3*0*1*3*3 = TV*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i G [01020301], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*iTV, one symmetric generator

goes to N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*3*2> and one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*3*o69. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a^010203020^.
TV(0i02°3020) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*oTV is at most:

^XmIsozo)]

= T = 24t

The orbit of A^010203020) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*o*o,
TV*q*i*o*2*O*3*O*2*O*1, TV*0*i*o*2*0*3*0*2*0*2 and TV*o*1*O*2*O*3*O*2*O*3 belong?
We know, *0*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*0 = (o, 3, 2)(*o*i*2*0*2*3*2*0*2/3’0^
TV*0*l*0*2*0*3*0*2*0 = TV*2*1*0*2*0*1*3*2*1TV*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*o*i = TV*2*i*o*2*o*1*3*2 G [01202320], then one symmetric generator
goes back to TV*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*oTV.

We know, *o*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*0 = (2,3, 0)(*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*3*2)^0,3’2^
TV*o*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*0 = TV*2*l*3*0*3*2*3*0*3'

TV*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*o*3 = TV*2*i*3*o*3*2*3*o E [01232023], then one symmetric generator
goes back to TV*o* 1*2*3*2*0*2*3TV.

Moreover, TV*o* 1*0*2*0*3*0*2*0*0 = TV*o* 1*0*2*0*3*0*2 € [01020302], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset TV*q*i*o*2*o*3*o*2TV, and one symmetric genera
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tor goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*o*i70. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yv(°10203021)
77(010203021) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
17*0*1 *0*2*0*3*0*2*1 77 is at most. |^(010203021) j — y

The orbit of

24.
1020302U on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*i*o,
77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*1*1, 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*1*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*i*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*2*o*3*0*2*1 = (2,1, 3)(*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3*2/1,2’3’°>77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*1 = 77*1*2*3*0*2*0*1*0*377*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*1*3 = 77*1*2*3*0*2*0*1*0 G [01231303], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*377.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*i*i = 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2 G [01020302], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*1*0*2*0*3*o*277, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*1*2, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*i*o71. Now, we consider coset ;y(010203030)

However, *o*i*o*2*0*3*0*3*0 = *0* 1*2*0*3*2*3*2Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*o go to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*3*2-

72. Now, we consider coset ;y(010203031).
However, *0*l*0*2*0*3*0*3*l = (*l*O*3*l*2*l*2*o) = (*0*l*2*0*3*0*3*l/1,0^2’3)

6 77*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*i- Therefore, *i takes 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*i go to 77*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*i.
73. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /7(010203032).
77(010203032) _

t-herl the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*277 is at most:

= y = 24.

The orbit of Aft010203032) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*1*0*2*0*3*0*3*2*0,
J7*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*2*i, 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*2*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*3*2*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*0*2*0*3*0*3*2 = (2, 3, O)(*o*l*2*0*2*0*3*2*3)^2,°^

77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*3*2 = 77*2*1*0*2*3*2*3*0*3-
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77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*2*3 = 77*2*i*o*2*3*2*3*o G [01203032], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*277.

Moreover, 77*0*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*2*2 = 7r*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3 G [01020303], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*377, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*3*2*1, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*2*o74. Now, we consider coset A^010203130).

However, *o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*i = (1, 2,3)(*o*i*o*3*o*2*i*2) = (1> 2, 3)(*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3)(1,0^2’3)
G 7?*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3- Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*o go to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*375. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^010203131).
TV (010203131) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*i7? is at most: j^(01020313i)j “ = 24.
The orbit of A/^010203131) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*i*o?
77*0*1*0*2*0*3*1*3*1*1) 7?*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*1*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*i*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*0*2*0*3*l*3*l = (2, 3, O)(*0*l*2*3*2*3*0*3*l/ 1,2,3)-

77*0*1*0*2*0*3*1*3*1 = 77*0*2*3*1*3*1*0*1*277*0*1*0*2*0*3*1*3*1*2 — 7?*o*2*3*i*3*i*o*i G [01232303], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*2*3*o*377.

Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*i*i = 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3 G [01020313], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*377, one symmetric generator
goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*i*3, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*i*o-

76. Now, we consider coset a^010203132>.

However, *o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*2 = (2,3, 0)*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i-

Therefore, *o takes 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*1*3*2 go to 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*i77. Now, we consider coset A^010203203).

However, *o*i*o*2*o*3*2*o*3 = (0,2, 3)(*2*i*2*o*2*3*o*2) = (0,2,3)(*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*o/2,0)
G 7?*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*o- Therefore, *3 takes 77*0*i*o*2*o*3*2*o*3 go to itself 77*q*i*o*2*o*3*2*o-
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78. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^010203210).
^(010203210) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
Atoti*o*2*o*3*2*i*o A is at most: 1^(010203210)]' — ~ = 24.
The orbit of a/(010203210> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*o*o,

A*o*i*O*2*O*3*2*l*O*b A*0*l*0*2*0*3*2*l*0*2 and A*O*i*o*2*O*3*2*1*O*3 belong?
We know, *o*1*0*2*0*3*2*1*0 — (1,3)(0,2)(io*i*o*2*i*2*3*o*i)^3,1^2’0^
A*0*l*0*2*0*3*2*l*0 = A*2*3*2*0*2*0*l*3*2A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*o*2 = A*2*3*2*o*2*o*i*3 G [01021230], then one symmetric generator
goes back to A*o*i*o*2*i*2*3*oA.
We know, to * 1*0*2 *0*3*2 *1*0 = (1,3,0)(io*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*3)^0’3,1’2^
Ato*l*O*2*O*3*2*l*O = At3*2*0*3*0*l*0*3*l-

Atotito*2*o*3*2*i*o*i = At3*2*o*3*o*l*o*3 G [01202320], then one symmetric generator
goes back to A*o* 1*2*0*2*3*2*0 A.
Moreover, A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*o*o = A*o*i*0*2*0*3*2*1 G [01020321], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset A*o* 1*0 *2 *0*3 *2*1 A, and one symmetric genera

tor goes tO A*o*l*0*2*0*3*2*l*0*279. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer at(010203212\
yy(0i02032i2)
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

At(jtito*2*o*3*2*i*2A is at most. 1^(010203212)] “ — 24.
The orbit of A^010203212) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ato*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*2*o>
A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*2*i, A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*2*2 and A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*2*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*0*2*0*3*2*l*2 = (1, 3, 0)(to*l*2*l*0*3*l*3*2)^1,2’°^

A*0*l*0*2*0*3*2*l*2 = Ati*2*0*2*l*3*2*3*0‘
Ato*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*2*o = A*it2*o*2*1 *3*2*3 G [01210313], then one symmetric generator
goes back to A*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3A.
Moreover, Ato*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*2*2 = Ato*i*o*2*o*3*2*l G [01020321], then one symmetric

generator goes back to the double coset Ato*i*o*2*o*3*2*iA, one symmetric generator
goes to Ato*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*2*3) and one symmetric generator goes to Ato*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*2*b
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80. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /y(010203213\
jy(010203213) _ {ft then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*0*1*0*2*0*3*2*1*3^ is at most: ^(010^3213)1 = y = 24.

The orbit of jv(010203213) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Mo*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*3*o>
TV*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i^3*i) 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*2*1*3*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*2*1*3*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*0*2*0*3*2*l*3 = (1, 3)(o, 2)(*0*1*2*0*1*3*0*2*1)^1,2,3^

77*0*1*0*2*0*3*2*1*3 = 77*0*2*3*0*2*1*0^3*2Mo* 1*0*2 *0*3 *2 *1*3 *2 = Mo*2*3*o*2*i*o*3 G [01201302], then one symmetric generator
goes back to Mo*i*2*o*i*3*o*277.
We know, *o*l*O*2*O*3*2*l*3 = (*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*i*2)(‘2’1’0^

Mo*l*0*2*0*3*2*l*3 = M2*o*l*2*l*2*3*oM-

Mo*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*3*i = 77*2*0*1*2*1*2*3*0 G [01202031], then one symmetric generator
goes back to Mo* 1 *2*0*2*0*3*177.

Moreover, Mo*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*3*3 = Mo*i*q*2*o*3*2*i G [01020321], then one symmetric

generator goes back to the double coset Mo* 1 *0*2*0*3*2*177, and one symmetric genera
tor goes to 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*2*1*3*081. Now, we consider coset A7(010210123\
However, *o*i*o*2*i*o*i*2*3 = (0,1, 2)(*3*o*3*i*2*i*2*i) = (0,1, 2)(*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2)^1,0’3’2^

G 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2- Therefore, *3 takes Mo*i*o*2*i*o*i*2*3 go to 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*282. [010210310] Same as 35.

83. [010210312] Same as 40.

84. Now, we consider coset jyt010210313).
However, *0*1 *0*2*1 *0*3*1 *3 = *o*i*o*2*i*0*3*1 ■
Therefore,

*3

takes Mq*i*o*2*i*o*3*i*3 go to

85. [010212301] Same as 78.

Moti*o*2*i*o*3*i-
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86. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer M010212303),
Ar(oiO2i23O3) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

Ntotitot2tit2t3tot3N is at most:

|yy(oio2i23O3)| — ”

24.

The orbit of aX010212303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntoti to toil toto toto to,

Ntotitototitot3tot3ti, Ntotitototitot3tot3to and Ntototototo to to to to *3 belong?
We know, totototoiitot3tot3 = (tototototototototo/3,2’0)N toto tototo tot3tot3 = Nt3totot3tot3tot3toNtotitotototototototo = Nt3totototot3toto G [01202030], then one symmetric generator

goes back to NtotototototototoN.
Moreover, Niotototototototototo = Ntotototototototo G [01021230], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset Ntotototototot3toN, one symmetric generator

goes to Ntototototototstototo) and one symmetric generator goes to Ntotoiotototot3tot3to87. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /X010212313\

We know, toto tototo tot3toi3 = toto tot3 to t3 tototo
= tototototototototo = t3tot3totototototo = toto toi3to^3toto to = tstotstotototototo then
yy(0i02i23i3) _ {ej (2,3), (0,3), (0,2), (0,3,2), (0,2,3)}, then the number of the single

cosets in the double coset
NtotototototototoisN is at most: [7^(010212313)| — "q" — 4
The orbit of a^010212313> on {0,1,2,3} are {1}, and {0,2,3}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitotototot3tot3t3)

Ntotitototitot3tot3ti) and belong?
However, Ntototototo to i3 to to to = Ntoto totototototo G [01021231], then three symmetric
generators go back to the double coset NtototototototstoN, and one symmetric generator

goes to Ntototototototstototo88. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 2v(°1O2i3Oio)>
N(010213010) _ {ej) tjien

number of the single cosets in the double coset

NtoiitototitstotitoN is at most:
= T = 24.
The orbit of aX010213010) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitotototototototo)
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77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*o*i, 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*o*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*o*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*o = (0,1)(2, 3)(*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*i*3)^1,3^
77*0*1*0*2*1*3*0*1*0 = 77*0*3*2*1*2*0*2*3*177*0*1*0*2*1*3*0*1*0*0 = 77*0*3*2*1*2*0*2*3 G [01232021], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*2*0*2*177.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*1*3*0*1*0*3 = 77*o*i*o*2*1*3*0*1 G [01021301], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i77, one symmetric generator
goes to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*o*2, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*o*i-

89. Now, we consider coset jyC010213012).

However, *o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*2 = (0,2)(1,3)(*3*2*o*2*o*i*o*3) = (0,2)(1, 3)(*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o)^1,2’0,3^

G 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o- Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*2 go to 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o90. Now, we consider coset jV(010213013).
However, *o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*3 = (1,0,2)(*i*2*i*2*o*3*2*i) = (1,0,2)(*o*i*o*i*2*3*l*o)^’2,0^

G J7*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*o- Therefore, *3 takes 77*0*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*3 go to 77*0*i*o*i*2*3*i*o-

91. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /7(010213101),
77(010213101) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*o*2*i*3*iio*i77 is at most: |jy(010213101)| — “ — 24.
The orbit of jV(°10213101) on [0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7V*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i*o>
77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*l*l, 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i*2 and 77*0*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*0*1*1 = 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o G [01021310], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o77, one symmetric generator goes
to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i*o, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i*3, and one

symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i*292. Now, we consider coset jv(°10213120).

However, *o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*o = (1,3,2)(*o*i*o*3*i*2*i*3)
= (1,3, 2)(*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2/2,3) G 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2- Therefore, *0 takes 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*0
gO tO 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2-
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93. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(010213121\
yy(oiO2i3i2i) _
^hcn the number of the single cosets in the double coset
7V*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*iTV is at most: j(010213121) [ = ” = 24.
The orbit of A7(°10213121) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*1*01
77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*1*1, 7?"*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*i*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*i*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*i = (1,2,3X*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*o*i)(1,3’2)-

77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*1 = 77*0*3*1*3*2*3*1*0*3•
77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*1*3 = 77*0*3*1*3*2*3*1*0 € [01213120], then one symmetric generator
goes back to X*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*o77.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*i*i = 77*0*i*0*2*i*3*i*2 G [01021312], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset ?7*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*277, one symmetric generator
goes to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*i*2> and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*i*o-

94. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ar^010213123\
jy(oio2i3i23) _
^^en the number of the single cosets in the double coset
7^*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*377 is at most:

= y = 24.

The orbit of aX010213123) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*3*o,
77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*3*1, 77*q*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*3*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*3*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*0*2*l*3*l*2*3 = (*0*l*0*2*3*l*2*l*3)^3’2^

7T*0*l*0*2*1*3*1*2*3 = 77*0*1*0*3*2*1*3*1*277*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*3*2 — 77*0*1*0*3*2*1*3*1 G [01023121], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i77.
Moreover, 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*3*3 = 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2 G [01021312], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset Z7*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*277, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*3*1, and one symmetric generator goes to 77o*1*0*2*1*3*1 *2*3*0•
95. Now, we consider coset A7(010213130\
However, *0*1 *0*2*1 *3* 1*3*0 = (*i*o*3*o*2*o*2*i) = (*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*o/1,OJ(2,3>
G 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*3*0- Therefore, *0 takes 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3*o go to 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*3*0-
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96. Now, we consider coset AT(°10213131\
However, *o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3*i = *o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3Therefore, *i takes TV*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3*i go to itself TV*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*397. Now, we consider coset yv!010213132).
However, *0*l*0*2*l*3*l*3*2 = (l,3,O)(*2*3*O*2*3*l*3*o) = (l,3,O)(*o*li2*O*l*3*O*2)^’3^2,0^

G TV*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*2- Therefore, t2 takes TV*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3*2 g° to TV*q*i*2*o*i*3*o*298. Now, we consider coset _/v(°10213210).

However, *o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*o = (1,0, 3)(*2*o*i*o*i*2*3*2) = (1,0,3)(*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*o/1,0’2)
e TV*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*o- Therefore, *o takes TV*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*o g° to TV*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*o99. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aA010213212\
^(010213212) _
^Ien
number of the single cosets in the double coset

TV*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*2TV is at most:

= y = 24.

The orbit of _/v(°10213212) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitot2tit3t2tit2to,
TV*q*i*0*2*i*3*2*i*2*i> TV*0*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*2*2 and N*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*1 *2*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*0*2*l*3*2*l*2 = (0, 1)(2, 3)(*o*l*2*O*2*l*2*3*o/ 1,2>TV*o*i*o*2*1*3*2*1*2 ~ N*q*2*1*0*1*2*1*3*0TV*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*2*o = N*o*2*i*o*i*2*1*3 £ [01202123], then one symmetric generator
goes back to TV*o*i*2*o*2*i*2*3TV.

Moreover, N*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*2*2 — TV*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i € [01021321], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset TV*o*1*0*2*1*3*2*1TV, one symmetric generator

goes to TV*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*2*1) and one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*2*3100. Now, we consider coset yyJ010213213).
However, *0*l*0*2*l*3*2*l*3 = *0*l*0*2*l*3*2*l-

Therefore, *3 takes TV*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*3 go to itself TV*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i-
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101. Now, we consider coset Aft010230130),
However, *06*0*26*0*16*0 = (1,2,3) (*1*3*1*3*0*26*2) = (1,2,3)(*o6666666/1,3’2<°)
e Mo*i*o*i*2*3*i*3- Therefore, *o takes M06666*066*0 go to Mo6*o*l*2666-

102. Now, we consider coset a^(010230131\
However, *0*1*0*266*166 = (1,0,2) (*1*0*2*1*2*06*2) = (1,0,2)(*06*2*0*2*16*2)

6 77*0*1*2*0*2*1*3*2- Therefore, *1 takes M06 *0*26*06 6*1 go to Mo* 1*2*0*266*2-

103. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(010230132\
N(010230132) _ {ft then
number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*3*277 is at most: 1^(010230132)) = y 24.
The orbit of A^010230132) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets M06*0*2*3*0*1 *3*2*0,

Mo*i*o*2*3*o*i*3*2*i, 7766*0*26*0666*2 and Mo*i*o*26*o*i6*26 belong?
We know, *06*066*0666 = (1,2)(0, 3)(*o6*2*o6*26*o*2/1,2,°)77*0*1*0*2*3*0*16*2 = 77*1*2*0*16*0*2*1*0'
77to*i*o*2*3*o*i*3*2*o =

77*i*2*o*i*3*o*2*i G [01203210], then one symmetric generator

goes back to Mo*i*2*o6*2*i*o77.

We know, 666*266*16*2 = (*0*1*266*066*2)^’^•
77^0*1*0*2*3*0*1*3*2 — Mo*2*3*O*2*l*O*3*2-

Mo*i*o*2*3*o*i6*2*i

= 77io*2*3*o*2*i*o6 G

[01203031], then one symmetric generator

goes back to Mo6*2*o6*o6677.
Moreover, Mo6 6*26*06 6*2*2 = Mo6*o*2*3*o66 G [01023013], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset M06 6*26*06677, and one symmetric genera

tor goes to 77*0*1*0*266*166*3'
104. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(O1O23O3O1\
(010230301) _ {ft £hen the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*o*i77 is at most: |yy(oio23O3oi)| = y = 24.
The orbit of A7(010230301) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets M06*0*26*06*06*0,
M0*i*0*26*06*06*1, M06*0*26*06*0*1 *2 and Mo6*o*2*3*o6*o66 belong?
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We know, *0*1*0*2*3*0*3*0*1 = (*0*l*2*l*0*3*0*3*l)^’3’2’0^
A*oZito*2*3*0*3*0*l =

Ntlt3tot3tit2tit2t3‘

Mo*i*o*2*3*o*3*0*1*3 = A*ii3to*3*i*2*i*2 €

[01210303], then one symmetric generator

goes back to A*o*i*2*i*o*3*o*3-A.
Moreover, A*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*o*i*i = Mo*i*0*2*3*0*3*0 6 [01023030], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset Mo*i*o*2*3*o*3*oA , one symmetric generator
goes to Wto*i*o*2*3*o*3*o*i*o? and one symmetric generator goes to A*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*o*i*2-

105. Now, we consider coset jy^010230302).
However, *o*l*0*2*3*0*3*0*2 = *0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3-

Therefore, t2 takes

Mo*i*o*2*3*o*3*o*2 go to A*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3-

106. Now, we consider coset yyt010230303).
However, *o*l*O*2*3*O*3*O*3 = *0*l*2*0*3*2*3*2-

Therefore,

t2

takes Mo *1 *0*2*3 *0*3 *0*3 go to

Ntotit2tot3t2t3t2.

107. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer
jy(0i02303i2) _

7y(010230312).

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

Mo*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*2-A

= 24.

is at most:

The orbit of jy^010230312> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitot2t3tot3tit2toy
A*o*l *0*2*3*0*3*1*2*15 Mo*l*O*2*3*O*3*l*2*2

and

M0*l*0*2*3*0*3*l*2*3

belong?

We know, *o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*2 = (2, 0, 3)(to*l*2*0*l*3*0*l*o)^3’0^
Ato*l*0*2*3*0*3*l*2 = M3*it2t3£]*o*3*l*3.

A*o* 1*0*2 *3*0 *3 *1*2 *3

= M3tit2*3*i*o*3*i G

[01201301], then one symmetric generator

goes back to Mo* 1*2 *0*1 *3 *0*1 A.

Moreover,

Ato*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*2*2 =

Ntotitot2t3tot3ti

G

[01023031], then one symmetric

generator goes back to the double coset Ato*i*o*2*3*o*3*iA, one symmetric generator
goes to

Mo*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*2*(b

and one symmetric generator goes to

Aio*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*2*i-
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108. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer tv^010230313),

jy (010230313) =

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

N*0*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*3Ar is at most: 1^(010230313) | ~ T = 24.
The orbit of N^010230313^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7?*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*3*O)
N*O*1*O*2*3*O*3*1*3*1) 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*1*3*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*1*3*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*1*3*3 = 77to*i*o*2*3*o*3*i G [01023031], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i77, one symmetric generator goes

to 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*3*O) one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*3*1) and one
symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*1*3*2-

109. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ;y(01023032
jy (010230321) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
N*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*i-7? is at most: [^(010230321) j = T = 24‘
The orbit of jv(010230321) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*1*0,
77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*i*i) 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*1*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*1*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*i = (1,0)(2,3)(*o*i*2*3*i*3*2*o*i)^’3^2’0^

77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*1 = 77*2*3*0*1*3*1*0*2*377*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*1*3 = 77*2*3*0*1*3*1*0*2 G [01231320], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*i*3*2*o77.
We know, *0*1 *0*2*3*0*3*2*1 = (*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*3*i)^1,2^
77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*1 — 77*0*2*1*0*3*0*1*3*277*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*i*2 — 77*o*2*i*o*3*o*i*3 G [01203023], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*37L

Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*i*i = N*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2 G [01023032], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*277, and one symmetric genera
tor goes to 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*1*1-

110. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jy (°10230323).
yy(0i0230323) _
, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
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77*0*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*377 is at most: py^owSoW] = y = 24.

The orbit of A7^010230323^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i *0*2*3 *0 *3 *2*3*0,
77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*3*1, 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*3*2 and 77*0*i*o*2*3*0*3*2*3*3 belong?

However, 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*3*3 = 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2 G [01023032], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*277, one symmetric generator goes

to 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*3*0, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*0*2*3*0*3*2*3*11 and one
symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*3*2-

111. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ^(010231201)t
N(010231201) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o*i77 is at most: (010231201)] = y 24.
The orbit of jy/010231201) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*q* 1*0*2*3*1 *2*0*1 *o,
77*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*0*1*1, 77*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*0*1*2 and 77*0*i*0*2*3*1*2*0*1*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o*i — (1,2)(0,3)(*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3*i)^1,2,3j77*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*0*1 = 77*0*2*3*1*2*1*0*1*277*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*0*i*2 = 77*0*2*3*1*2*1*0*1 G [01231303], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*0*3^7.
We know, *0*l*0*2*3*l*2*0*1 = (*o*i*2*3*2*i*2*o*i/1,0,2)77*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*0*1 = 77*2*0*1*3*1*0*1*2*077*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o*i*o = 77*2*0*1*3*1*0*1*2 G [01232120], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*2*i*2*oT7.
Moreover, 7^*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o*i*i = 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o G [01023120], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*o77, and one symmetric genera

tor goes to 77*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*0*1*3-

112. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jyt010231202).
A7(°i023i202) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*0*27^ is at most: |JV(0y^1202)] = y = 24.
The orbit of jyl010231202) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
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representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitotitst^totzto,
Niotototototototototo, Ntotototototototototo and Ntotitotototototototo belong?
We know, tototototototototo = (l,2)(O,3)(tototototii3tot3to/1,0’2’3)-

Ntototototstotototo = Nt3totot3tototototoNtoto totoi3tototototo = Ntatototototototo G [01201313], then one symmetric generator
goes back to Ntotitototot3tot3N.

Moreover, Ntotitotototototototo = Ntototototstototo G [01023120], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset NtotototototototoN, one symmetric generator

goes to Ntotototot3titototoi3> and one symmetric generator goes to Ntotototot3tototototo«
113. [010231203] Same as 54.
114. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM10231212).
N(°i0231212) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

NtotototoistototitoN is at most: | jy (010231212)j ~ “j* ■— 24.
The orbit of aX010231212) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitotototototototo)

Ntotitotototototototo, Ntototototstototototo and Ntotitotototototototo belong?
However, Ni0 to toto t3 to to to toto = Ntotototot3tototo G [01023121], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset NtototototstototoN, one symmetric generator goes
to Ntototototstototototo, one symmetric generator goes to Ntotitotototototototo, and one

symmetric generator goes to Niotototototototototo115. [010231213] Same as 94.

116. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /X010231230\
yy (010231230) = {e}; then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

Ntotitotot3titot3toN^ 1® at most: |jy(oio23i23o)| = ~ — 24.
The orbit of aX010231230) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototstototstoto,
Ntotototot3tototototo, Ntotototot3totot3toto and Ntotototot3totot3tot3 belong?
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We know, *o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3*o = (15 2)(0,3)(*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*o)^1,0’2’3^

77*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*3*0 = 77*3*0*1*0*3*2*0*2*377*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*3*0*3 = 77*3*0*1*0*3*2*0*2 G [01210313], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*377.
Moreover, 77*o*1*0*2*3*1*2*3*0*0 = 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3 G [01023120], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*377, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*3*0*2, and one symmetric generator goes to J7*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3*o*i117. Now, we consider coset Tvf010231231).
However, *0*l*0*2*3*l*2*3*l = (1, 3, 2)(*o*3*O*3*2*l*3*2)
= (1,3, 2)(*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*2/1,3) G 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*2- Therefore, *i takes 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3*i
go to 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*1*2118. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ^"(o10231301),
77(010231301) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*i77 is at most: i|Jy(O1^li3oi)| = y = 24.
The orbit of M010231301) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*0*2*3*1*3*0*1*0,
77*0*1*0*2*3*1*3*0*1*15 77*0*1*0*2*3*1*3*0*1*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*i*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*0*2*3*l*3*0*l = (1,0,3)(*o*i*2*3*i*3*2*3*o)^1,2,0’3^

77*0*1*0*2*3*1*3*0*1 = 77*3*2*0*1*2*1*0*1*377*0*1*0*2*3*1*3*0*1*3 = 77*3*2*0*1*2*1*0*1 G [01231323], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*i*3*2*377.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*i*i = 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o G [01023130], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o77, one .symmetric generator
goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*i*2) and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*i*o-

119. Now, we consider coset ;y(010231302)t

However, *o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*2 = (1,0,2)(*i*2*o*i*3*o*2*o)
= (1,0,2)(*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*2/1,2’o> G 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*2- Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*0*2
go to 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*2-
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120. Now, we consider coset a^010231303).
However, *o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*3 = (1,0)(3,2)(*o*3*2*i*2*o*2*o) = (l,0)(3,2)(io*i*2*3*2*o*2*o)^1’3^

6 TV*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*o- Therefore, t3 takes TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*3 go to TV*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*o-

121. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Ar(010231310\
2^(010231310) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
N*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*1*oTV is at most: jjy (010231316)] — y

24.
The orbit of Af(°10231310) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitot2t3tit3titoto,
TV*0*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*o*b TV*0*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*o*2 and TVto*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*o*3 belong?
We know, *0*1*0*2*3*1*3*1*0 = (1, 3, 2, 0)(*o*1*2*3*1*O*3*2*3)^1,3’2^

TV*o*l*0*2*3*1*3*1*0 = TV*o*3*1*2*3*O*2*1*2TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*o*2 = TV*o*3*i*2*3*o*2*1 € [01231032], then one symmetric generator
goes back to TV*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*2TV.
Moreover, TV*o*i*q*2*3*i*3*i*o*o = TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i £ [01023130], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*lTV, one symmetric generator

goes to TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*o*l> and one symmetric generator goes to TV*o*i*o*2*3*1*3*i*o*3122. Now, we consider coset Ar(°10231312\
However, *o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*2 = (1,3)(0, 2)(*i*2*i*o*i*o*3*o) = (1,3)(0, 2)(*o*i*o*2*o*2*3*2/1,2’°)

G TV*o*i*0*2*0*2*3*2- Therefore, t2 takes TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*2 go to TVio*i*o*2*o*2*3*2-

123. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a/(010231313\
TV(010231313) = {gf then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
TV*o* 1*0*2*3*1*3* 1*3TV is at most: |JV(XJ13i3)| = y = 24.

The orbit of TV(°10231313) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*3*o?
TV*o*i*0*2*3*1*3*1*3*11 TV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*3*2 and TV*q*i*q*2*3*i*3*i*3*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*3 = (*0*1*2*o*3*0*3*0*1/1,O^2,3J■

TV*o*1*O*2*3*1*3*1*3 = TV*i*o*3*1*2*1*2*1*OTV*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*3*o = TV*i*q*3*i*2*i*2*i G [01203030], then one symmetric generator

goes back to TV*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*oTV.
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We know, 6*1*0*26*16*16 = (*0*1*0*2*1*3*16*1) •
77*0*1*0*26*16*16 = 77*o*i*o*2*i6*i6*iATtot1*066*16*16*1 = 77to*i*o*2*i6*i6 G [01021313], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i677.
Moreover, 7ft*i*o66*16*i66 = 7ft*i*0*26*i6*i G [01023131], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*i6*i77, and one symmetric generar

tor goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i6*2-

124. Now, we consider coset A7(010232032\
However, *0*1*0*26*2*06*2 = (0,3,2)(*1*2*1*0*1*06*0) = (0,3,2) (6*1 *0*1*26*2*0) (1,2^3,0>

G Mo*i*o*i*26*2*o- Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*o66*2*o6*2 go to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*26125. Now, we consider coset /yt010232120).
However, *0*1*0*26*2*1*2*0 = (0,3,2) (*2*1*36*0*2*0*1) = (0,3,2)(6*1*2*0*3*06*1)(2,3,°)

G 77*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*i- Therefore, 6 takes 77*0*1*0*26*2*1*2*0 go to 776*1*26666*1*
126. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7y(010232121\
jy(oi0232i2i) _ {ft then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*0*2*3*2*16*177 is at most. ^(010232121) | y 24.
The orbit of yyt010232121) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*0*26*2*1*2*1*0,
77*0*1*0*26*2*1*2*1*1, W*o*i*o*26*2*i*2*i*2 and M06*066*2*1*2*16 belong?
We know, 6*1*0*26*2*1*2*1 = (2,1,0)(*o*i*26*i6*i*o*2/1,2!0>-

77*0*1*0*2*3*2*1*2*1 = 77*1*2*0*3*2*1*2*1*0•
Mo*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*l*o — 7^*1*266*2*1*2*1 G [01231010], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*26*i*o*i*oT7.

Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*i*i = 77*0*1666*2*1*2 G [01023212], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 776*1666*2*1*277, one symmetric generator

goes to ?7*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*i*2, and one symmetric generator goes to A7*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*i6127. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a7(010232123),
jy(oiO232i23) _ {ft then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
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77*0*1*0*2*3*2*1*2*377 is at most:

= y = 24.

The orbit of A7(010232123) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntot 1*0*2*3*2*1 *2*3*0,
77*0*1*0*2*3*2*1*2*3*11 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*1*2*3*2 and 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*1*2*3*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*3*3 = 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2 G [01023212], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2T7, one symmetric generator goes
to 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*1*2*3*0) one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*1*2*3*1? and one

symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*1*2*3*2-

128. Now, we consider coset ?X010232301\
However, *0*l*0*2*3*2*3*0*l = (l,2,3)(*l*3*0*2*3*0*l*3) = (l,2,3)(*o*i*2*3*i*2*o*i/1,3’2’°)

G 77*0*1*2*3*1*2*0*1- Therefore, *i takes 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*o*i go to 77*0*1*2*3*1*2*0*1-

129. Now, we consider coset jyt010232302).
However, *o*i*0*2*3*2*3*0*2 = (*o*i*3*o*3*o*2*o)
= (*o*l*2*o*2*o*3*o)^3,2^ 77*0*1*2*0*2*0*3*0-

Therefore, *2 takes 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*0*2 go to 77*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*o130. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer yyl010232303).
^(010232303) =
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*0*377 is at most: j^JJzaoa) | = y = 24.
The orbit of aX010232303) on {0,1,2, 3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*q*i*0*2*3*2*3*0*3*0)

77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*o*3*i? 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*0*3*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*o*3*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*0*2*3*2*3*0*3 = (2, 0, 3)(*o*l*2*3*2*0*2*0*3)^,2’°^
77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*0*3 = 77*3*1*0*2*0*3*0*3*277*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*0*3*2 = 77*3*1*0*2*0*3*0*3 G [01232020], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 7/*o* 1*2*3*2*0*2*0TA

Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*0*3*3 — 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*0 G [01023230], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*o77, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*0*3*0? and one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*0*3*1 ■
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131. Now, we consider coset jvt010232313).
However, *0*1*0*2*3*2*3*1*3 = *0*l*0*2*3*2*3*l-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*o*i*0*2*3*2*3*1*3 go to itself 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*i-

132. Now, we consider coset jy<0:i0232320\
However, *o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2*0 = (1,3, 2)(*i*2*i*3*2*i*2*3)
= (1, 3,2)(*0*l*0*2*l*0*l*2/1,2’3’°) G 77*0*1*0*2*1*0*1*2-

Therefore, *0 takes 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*2*0 go to 77*o*i*o*2*i*o*i*2133. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ;y(010232321),
We know, *o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2*i = *o*i*o*3*2*3*2*3*i then
yy (010232321) _
q 3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2*i77 is at most. 1^(010232321)j = y — 12.
The orbit of 77(°1023232x) on {0,1,2,3} are {2,3}, {0} and {1}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*1*0*2*3*2*3*2*1*05
77*q*i*o*2*3*2*3*2*1*1

77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*2*1*2 and belong?
However, 77*0*i*o*2*3*2*3*2*i*i = 77to*i*o*2*3*2*3*2 G [01023232], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*277,
We know, *0*l*0*2*3*2*3*2*l = (*0*l*2*l*2*0*3*0*3)^1,2’°^

77*0*1*0*2*3*2*3*2*1 = 77*1*2*0*2*1*0*3*1*377*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2*i*3 = 77*i*2*o*2*i*o*3*i G [01212130], then two symmetric generators go

back to 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*o77. and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2*1*0•

134. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 77(012010131).
77(012010131) _ {gj, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*i77 is at most. [27(012010131) | y 24.
The orbit of Aft012010131) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*i*o}
77*0*1*2*0*1*0*1*3*1*1, 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*i*2 and 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*i*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*i = (2,3,0)(*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*2)^77*0*1*2*0*1*0*1*3*1 = 77*0*1*3*0*1*2*0*2*3-
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77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*i*3 = 77*o*i*3*o*i*2*o*2 G [01201303], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*377.
We know, *0*l*2*0*l*0*l*3*l = (*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*3*i)^1,0’2,3^
77*0*1*2*0*1*0*1*3*1 = 77*2*0*3*2*3*1*0*1*077*0*1*2*0*1*0*1*3*1*0 = 7?*2*o*3*2*3*l*o*i G [01202313], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*377.

We know, *o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*i = (0,2)(1,3)(*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i*3)77*0*1*2*0*1*0*1*3*1 ” 77*0*3*1*2*3*0*2*3*2N*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*i*2 = 77*o*3*i*2*3*o*2*3 G [01231031], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i77.
Moreover, 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*i*i = 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3 G [01201013], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*i *0*1*377.

135. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Af(012010132\
yy(oi2oioi32) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
7?*o*i*2*o*i*O*l*3*27? is at most: [^(012010132)j ” 24.
The orbit of a^012010132) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7?*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*2*o,
77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*2*i> 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*2*2 and 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*2*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*2 = (0,1)(2,3)(*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*2)^0,2,3,1\

77*0*1*2*0*1*0*1*3*2 = 77*2*0*3*1*2*3*0*2*3?7*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*2*3 = 77*2*0*3*1*2*3*0*2 G [01230210], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 7?*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o77.
Moreover, 77*0*1*2*o*i*o*i*3*2*2 = 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3 G [01201013], then one symmetric

generator goes back to the double coset 77*0*1*2*0*1*0*1*3^, one symmetric generator

goes to Ntot 1*2*0*i*o*i*3*2*0, and one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*2*0*1 *0*1 *3*2*1136. [012010301] Same as 28.
137. [012013010] Same as 107.
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138. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Tvt0120130!2).
N(012013012) _ {gj,
the number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtotototototstototoN 1® at most: jyy (012013012)j — ~ = 24.
The orbit of /X012013012) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotototototstotototo,

Ntoto tototo t3toto toto, Niotototototototototo and Ntototototo tototo tot3 belong?
We know, totototototatototo = (tototot3tototototo/0,2’3)Ntotototototstototo = Ntototototototototo-

Ntotototototstotototo = Ntotototototototo G [01231201], then one symmetric generator
goes back to NtotototstotototoN.
Moreover, Ntotitotototototototo — Ntot^totJztoti G [01201301], then one symmetric

generator goes back to the double coset NtotototototstotoN, one symmetric generator

goes to Ntotitotototototototo, and one symmetric generator goes to Ntototototototototots139. Now, we consider coset jyC012013013).
However, tototototo*3toto^3 = (l,O,3)(t3totototoi3toto)
= (1,0,3)(tototot3totot3ti)(1,0’3) G Ntototot3totot3to-

Therefore, to takes Ntototototot3totot3 go to Ntotototototototo140. Now, we consider coset 7y(012013020),

However, totototototstototo = (1,3,2)(t2t3totot3tit3ti)
= (I,3,2)(fotitototot3tit3)to>3)(2>°) g Ntotitototit3tit3.
Therefore, to takes Ntototototototototo go to Ntototototo i3 to t3-

141. [012013021] Same as 80.
142. [012013023] Same as 62.
143. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX012013030\
yy(012013030) =: {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
Ntotitototit3tot3toN is at most: ^01^3030)1 = T = 24.
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The orbit of A^012013030) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o* 1*2*0*1*3*0*3*0*05
A*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*o*15 A£o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*o*2 and A*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*o*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*2*0*l*3*0*3*0 = (*0*l*2*3*0*2*0*2*l)^1’2,3^

A£o*2*3*1*O*3*O*3*2A*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*o*2 = A£o*2*3*i*o*3*o*3 G [01230202], then one symmetric generator
A*o*l*2*O*l*3*O*3*O —

goes back to A£o*i*2*3*o*2*o*2A.
Moreover, A*o*i*2*0*1 *3*0*3*0*0 = A£o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3 G [01201303], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset Mo* 1*2*0*1*3*0*3A, one symmetric generator

goes to Aio*i*2*0*1 *3*0*3*0*15 and one symmetric generator goes to Ato*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*o*3-

144. Now, we consider coset jv(012013031\

However, *o*1*2*0*1*3*0*3*1 = (2,3,0)(to*i*3*i*2*o*2*o)
= (2, 3,0)(*0*l*2*l*3*0*3*o/2,3) G Ato*l*2*l*3*O*3*OTherefore, ti takes A£q£i£2*o*i*3*o*3*i g° to Ato*1*2*1 *3*0*3*0•

145. [012013031] Same as 134.
146. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jyl012013130).

jy(012013130)

=

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

A*o*i*2*o*l*3*i.*3*oA is at most: | ^(012013130)j “ = 24,
The orbit of A<012013130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A£o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*o*o,
and A£o£i£2*o*i*3*i*3*o*3 belong?
However, A£p*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*o*o = A£o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3 G [01201313], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset A£o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3A, one symmetric generator goes
A£o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*o*b A£o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*o*2

to A*o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*o*15 one symmetric generator goes to A£o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*o*3, and one
symmetric generator goes to A£o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*o*2-

147, [012013131] Same as 112.
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148. Now, we consider coset A^012013132).

However, *06*26*16*16*2 — (1,0,3) (*26*1*0*1*2*16)
= (1,0,3) (66*26*2*0*2*1)^’^ G 77*0*1*26*2*0*2*1- Therefore, *2 takes 7766*2*0*1*3*16*2
gO to 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1-

149. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(012013230\
TV(012013230) = {ft then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
TV*q*i*2*o*i6*2*3*o77 is at most: 1^(012013230) | y 24.
The orbit of a7(°12013230) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o*i*2*o*i6*2*3*o*o>

TV*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*3*o*b 77*o*i*2*o*i666*o*2 and TV*o*i*2*o*i6*2*3*o*3 belong?
We know, *0*1*2*0*16*266 = (2,0,3) (66*26*26 *2*o*2/1’0,3)77*0*1*2*0*16*2*3*0 = 77*3*0*2*1*2*0*2*0*277*0*1*2*0*1*3*26*0*2 = 77*3*0*2*16*0*2*0 G [01232120], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*06*26*26 *2*o7A

Moreover, TV*o*i*2*0*16*26*0*0 — TV*o*i*2*0*16*26 G [01201323], then one symmetric
generator goes bank to the double coset TV*o6*2*o66*267A one symmetric generator
goes to TV*o*i*2*o*i6*2*3*o*l> and one symmetric generator goes to 776*1*26*16*2666 •

150. [012013232] Same as 24.

151. Now, we consider coset A^012020301),
However, *0*1*2*0*2*06*0*1 = (6*16*1*2*066) = (6666*2666)
Therefore, 6 takes TV*o6*2*0*2666*1 go to TV*o6*o6666*3-

G 776666*2666-

152. [012020302] Same as 86.
153. Now, we consider coset A7(012020303\

However, *0*1*2*0*2*0*3*06 = (*0*1*0*3*26*26) = (*0*1*0*26*26*0)^’^ G TV6*i6*2*3*2*3*o«
Therefore, *3 takes TV*o6*2*o*2*o*3*o6 go to 77*0*1*0*26*26*0-
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154. Now, we consider coset aX012020310X
However, *o*l*2*O*2*O*3*l*2 = (*3*l*3*l*2*l*0*l) = (*0*l*0*l*2*l*3*l)^°’3^ G 77*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*1Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*2*o*2*o*3*l*2 go to

77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i-

155. [012020312] Same as 80.
156. [012021230] Same as 99.

157. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 7y(012021231).
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

^■(012021231) __

77*o*i*2*o*2*i*2*3*i7^ is at most: |jy(oi2O2i23i)| = y — 24.

The orbit of j\r<012021231) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*2*3*i*o?
and ^"*0*1 *2*0*2*1*2*3*1*3 belong?
= (2,3, l)(*o*i*2*o*i*o*3*o*3)t2’0^-

77*0*1*2*0*2*1*2*3*1*1? 77*0*1*2*0*2*1*2*3*1*2

We know,

*0*l*2*0*2*l*2*3*l

77*0*1*2*0*2*1*2*3*1 = 77*2*1*0*1*2*1*3*2*3-

77*0*1*2*0*2*1*2*3*1*3 = 77*2*1*0*1*2*1*3*2 G

[01201030], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*3*o77.

We know, *o*i*2*o*2*i*2*3*1 ” (0,3)(1,2)(*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*o*3)^0,2,3^
77*0*1*2*0*2*1*2*3*1 = 77*2*1*3*1*0*1*3*2*0-

77*0*1*2*0*2*1*2*3*1*0 = 77*2*1*3*1*0*1*3*2 G

[01213120], then one symmetric generator

goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*o77.
Moreover, 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*2*3*i*i = 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*2*3 G [01202123], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*2*377, and one symmetric genera
tor goes to 77*0*1*2*0*2*1*2*3*1*2-

158. [012021301] Same as 68.
159. Now, we consider coset aX012021303X
However, *o*i*2*o*2*i*3*0*3 = (2,0,3) (*3*12*1*3*0*1*2*1)
= (2, 0, 3)(*0*l*2*0*3*2*l*2)(1’2^0,3> G 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*2-

Therefore,

*3

takes

?7*o*i*2*0*2*1*3*0*3

go to

77*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*2-
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160. Now, we consider coset jy(012021320).
However, *o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*o = (1> 0,2)(*i*o*1*2*3*1*0*3)
= (l,0,2)(*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*3)^1,0^ G 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*1*3- Therefore, *o takes 77*o*1*2*o*2*i*3*2*o

go to 77*q*i*o*2*3*O*1*3-

161. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jy^012021323).
17(012021323)

{ej} then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*377 is at most: [^(012021323) | ■ y = 24.
The orbit of /y(012021323) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {!}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 17*o*i*2*0*2*1*3*2*3*01
77*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*3*i) 77*0*1*2*0*2*1*3*2*3*2 and 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*3*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*3 = (2,1,3)(*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*i*3)^’2’0,3^77*0*1*2*0*2*l*3*2*3 = 77*3*2*0*2*1*2*3*2*177*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*3*i = 77*3*2*0*2*1*2*3*2 G [01213101], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*i77.

Moreover, 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*3*3 — 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2 G [01202132], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*277, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*0*1*2*0*2*1*3*2*3*0; and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*3*2162. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jy/012023101).
yy(oi2O23ioi) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A7*o*1*2*0*2*3*1*0*177 is at most. |jy (012023101) | y — 24.
The orbit of yy(012023101) On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*o*i*O)

77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*o*i*1) 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*o*i*2 and 77*q*i*2*o*2*3*i*o*i*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*0*1*1 = 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*o G [01202310], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*0TV, one symmetric generator goes
to 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*0*1*0, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*o*i*3) and one

symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*0*1*2-

163. Now, we consider coset /yC012023130).
However, *o*i*2*o*2*3*i*3*o = (1,3, 2)(*1*3*2*3*2*o*2*3)

212
= (1, 3, 2)(*o*1*2*1*2*3*2*1/1,3’°) £ TV*q*j*2*1*2*3*2*1•
Therefore,

*o takes TV*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*3*o go to TV*0*i*2*i*2*3*2*i-

164. [012023131] Same as 134.
165. Now, we consider coset _/v(012023132).
However, *0*l*2*0*2*3*l*3*2 = (1,0, 3)(*3*i*2*3*2*O*l*o)
= (l,0,3)(*o*l*2*O*2*3*l*3)^’°^ € TV*0*i*2*0*2*3*l*3-

Therefore, t2 takes

TV*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*3*2 go

to

TV*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*3-

166. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Aft012023201).
TV(012023201) _ {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
N*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*iTV is at most: ^((XLoiyi = y = 24.
The orbit of Af(°12023201) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets
N*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*i*1j TV*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*i*2 and TV*0*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*i*3
We know, *0*l*2*0*2*3*2*0*l = (*0*1*2*0*3*2*1*0*1/2’1,0>-

TV*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*i*o,
belong?

TV*0*l*2*0*2*3*2*0*l “ TV*2*O*1*2*3*1*0*2*0-

TV*2*o*i*2*3*1 *0*2
goes back to TV*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*oTV.
TV*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*l*o =

€

[01203210], then one symmetric generator

We know, *o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*i = (0,3)(l,2)(*Q*i*2*i*o*i*3*o*2)to,2’3>•

TV*q*i*2*0*2*3*2*0*1 = TV*2*l*3*l*2*l*0*2*3TV*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*1*3 = TV*2*i*3*i*2*i*o*2 € [01210130], then one symmetric generator
goes back to TV*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*oTV.
Moreover, TV*o*i*2*0*2*3*2*0*1*1 = TV*o*i *2*0 *2*3*2 *0 £ [01202320], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset TV*o*1*2*0*2*3*2*0TV, and one symmetric generar
tor goes to TV*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*i*2-

167. [012023202] Same as 69.
168. [012023203] Same as 78.
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169. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a?(012023230\
^(012023230) _ {e}> then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*o77 is at most: |Ar<01i^323dyj =

t

= 24-

The orbit of wt012023230) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7?*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*o*o,

N*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*o*i, 7?*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*o*2 and N*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*o*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*2*0*2*3*2*3*0 = (3, 1, 2)(*o*l*2*l*2*O*3*l*o)^°’3^
N*0*l*2*0*2*3*2*3*0 = 7?*3*i*2*l*2*3*0*l*377*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*0*3 = 77*3*i*2*i*2*3*o*i G [01212031], then one symmetric generator
goes back to N*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*i77.

Moreover, 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*o*o = 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3 G [01202323], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset N*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*377, one symmetric generator

goes to 7?*o* 1*2*0*2*3*2*3 *o*i, and one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*o*2170. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer

jy(oi2O2323i) _

tv(012023231).

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

7?*o* 1*2*0*2*3*2*3*17? is at most; 1^(012023231) | ~ = 24.
The orbit of jv<012023231) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 7?*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*i*o,
77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*1*1, 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*1*2 and 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*1*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*1*1 = 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3 G [01202323], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset N*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*377, one symmetric generator goes
to 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*1*0, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*i*i, and one
symmetric generator goes to 77io*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*i*3-

171. Now, we consider coset 7\r(012023232).

However, *o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*2 = *0*1 *0*2*3*0*3*0•
Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*2 go to itself 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*o172. Now, we consider coset /yC012030230).

However, *0*1*2*0*3*0*2*3*0 = (2,O,3)(*o*3*o*3*i*2*i*3)
= (2,0,3)(*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*1)(1’3’2^ G 7?*o*i*o*l*2*3*2*l-
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Therefore, to takes 7766*2*06*066*0 go to M06 *06*26*26173. [012030301] Same as 123.

174. Now, we consider coset _/V(012030302).
However, 66*2*06*06*0*2 = (1,3,0)(66*06*0*3*2*1)
= (1,3,O)(*o*i*o*2*o66*2)^1,3’2^ G 77*0*16*2*0*16*2.
Therefore, *2 takes 77*06*2*06*066*2 go to 77*o6*o*2*o66*2-

175. Now, we consider coset ]y(012030310\
However, 6*1*2*06*06*1*0 = (*1*0*166*2*1*2) = (*o6*o*2*o6*o6)(1,o^3,2)

€ 7^*0*1*0*26*36*3■ Therefore, *0 takes 7766*2666666 g° to 776*i6*2*o6*o*3-

176. [012030312] Same as 103.
177. Now, we consider coset

tv(012030313) .

However, 6*1*2*0666*16 = (2,3,0) (*366*0*2*06*0)
= (2, 3, O)(*o*i*o*2*3*2*l*2)^ 2’0,3^ G 77*0*16*2*3*2*1*2Therefore, *3 takes 776*16666*3*1*3 g° to T766666666178. Now, we consider coset a^(012030320\

However, *0*1*26666*2*0 = (6*16*26*2*0*2) = (6*1 *26*26*06)(2,3^
G 77*0*1*266666- Therefore, *0 takes 77i06*2*o6*o6*2*o go to 77*06*26*26*06-

179. Now, we consider coset A7(012030321).

However, 6*1*2*06*06*2*1 = (1,0,3) (6*26*1*26*0*2)
= (1, 0, 3)(66*266*266)(1’2,3) G 77*0*1*2*3*1*2*0*1Therefore, 6 takes 77*0* 16*06*0*3*2*1 go to TV666*3*i6*o*i«

180. [012030323] Same as 73.
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181. [012032010] Same as 7.
182. Now, we consider coset aX012032012\
However, totototototototito = (1,3,0) (M2M0M0M3)
= (l,3,O)(totitot3tot3tito)^’2)^0’3) G Ntotitotototototo-

Therefore, to takes Ntotototot3totototo g° to Ntoiitot3tot3tito183. [012032013] Same as 48.

184. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N't012032023).
We know, to^itoto^3totot2to = totitot3tot3tot3ti then
yy(0i2032023) _
(0,
3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

Ntotitoto tototototoN is at most: [7^(012032023)| t = ^2.
The orbit of A^012032023) on {0,1,2,3} are {2,3}, and {0,1} . We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotitotototototototo, and

Ntotitototototototo belong?
However, Ntotitotototototototo = Ntotototototototo G [01203202], then two symmetric gen
erators go back to the double coset Ntotitotot3tototoN, and two symmetric generator go

to the double coset Ntotitotototototototo-

185. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aM12032023).
yy(0i2032023) _ {e}, ^hen
number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtototototototototsN is at most: [7^(012032023)| = ~ = 24.
The orbit of AT<012032023) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotototot3tototot3to,
Ntotototototototototo, Ntotitotototototototo and Ntotitototototototsto belong?
We know, totitototototototo = (0,2)(1,S^totitototitototito/0,1^2,3)-

Ntotitotot3tototot3 = Nti totit3toti tototoNtotitotototototototo = Niitotit3totitoto G [01030120], then one symmetric generator
goes back to NtotitotototototiN.

Moreover, Ntotitototototototo = Ntotitotototototo G [01203202], then one symmetric

generator goes back to the double coset NtotitotototototoN, one symmetric generator
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goes to A£o£i£2*o*3*2*o*2*3*i> and one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*2*o*3*2*o*2*3*o-

186. [012032023] Same as 166.

187. [012032102] Same as 103.
188. Now, we consider coset AT (°12032120\
However, *o*i*2*o*3*2*i*2*o = (1,O,3)(£3£2*i*3*i*2*o*3)
~ (l,0,3)(*o*l*2*O*2*l*3*o)^’2^0’^ G A*o*1*2*O*2*1*3*OTherefore, *o takes Mq£i£2*o*3*2*i*2*o go to Aio*i*2*o*2*i*3*o-

189. Now, we consider coset N(°1203212
However, *o*i*2*o*3*2*i*2*i = (lt 2,O)(*3*2ii*3*i*2*o*3)
=
G A£o*1*O*2*3*1*3*O’
Therefore, ti takes A*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*2*i go to Mo*i*o*2*3*i*3*o-

190. Now, we consider coset

at(°12032123\

However, *o*i*2*o*3*2*i*2*3 = (1,3,2)(*3£2*o*i*2*3*2*i)
= (1,3, 2)(£o*l*2*3*l*O*l*3)(1,2,O,3> G A*0*l*2*3*l*0*l*3-

Therefore, i3 takes Mo*i*2*o*3*2*i*2*3 go to A*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*3191. Now, we consider coset Ar(012032320\
However, *0*l*2*0*3*2*3*2*0 = *0*1*0*2*0*3*0*3-

Therefore, to takes Mo*i*2*o*3*2*3*2*o go to itself Mo*i*o*2*o*3*o*3192. Now, we consider coset

at(012032323\

However, *0*1*2*0*3*2*3*2*3 = *0*l*0*2*3*0*3*0Therefore, *o takes Mo*i*2*o*3*2*3*2*3 go to itself A*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*o-

193. [012101301] Same as 24.
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194. [012101302] Same as 166.
195. [012101303] Same as 57.

196. [012101320] Same as 12.
197. [012101321] Same as 1.
198. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A/(°12101323).
yy(oi2ioi323) = (ft then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*2*1*0*1*3*2*377 is at most:

= y = 24.

The orbit of A7(012101323) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets TV*o6*2*i *06*3*2*3*0,
77*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*3*i) 77*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*3*2 and 77*0*1*2*1*0*1*3*2*3*3 belong?
However, 77*0*1*2*1*0*1*3*2*3*3 = 77*o6*2*i*o6*3*2 G [01210132], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*277, one symmetric generator goes
to 77*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*3*O) one symmetric generator goes to 7766*2*1*0*1*3*2*3*1, and one

symmetric generator goes to 77*o6*2*i*o*i*3*2*3*2199. Now, we consider coset yyt012103030).
However, *0*1*26*0*3*0*3*0 = (2,3,0) (*0*3*0*2*0*3*26)

= (2,3,0) (*06*0*2*06*2*3)

G 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*2*3-

Therefore, *3 takes Mo6*2*i*o*3*o*3*o go to 77*o6*o*2*o6*2*3-

200. [012103031] Same as 2.

201. [012103120] Same as 116.
202. Now, we consider coset yv(012103121).
However, *06*2*1*0*3*1*2*1 = (2,0,3) (*3*2*3*26*0*3*0)
= (2,0,3) (*0*1*06*2*3*0*3)t1’2^3’0) G 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3Therefore, 6 takes 77*06*26*0*3*1*26 go to Aft 6*06*2*3*0*3-
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203. Now, we consider coset aX012103123).
However, *o*i*2*i*o*3*i*2*3 = (1,0,2)(*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*2)

= (1, 0, 2)(*o*1*2*1*O*3*1*2/1,0)

G 77*0*1*2*1*0*3*1*2-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*2*3 go to 77o*i*2*i*o*3*i*2-

204. [012103130] Same as 79.

205. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX012103131).
^■(012103131) _ {e}, ^en the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i77 is at most: (012103131)] = T 24.
The orbit of aX01210313X On {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i*o,
and 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i*3 belong?
However, 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i*i = 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3 G [01210313], then one symmetric gen

77*0*1*2*1*0*3*1*3*1*1, 77*0*1*2*1*0*3*1*3*1*2

erator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*377, one symmetric generator goes
to 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i*o, one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i*i> and one
symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i*3-

206. [012103132] Same as 79.

207. Now, we consider coset aX012120301) ,
However, *o*i*2*i*2*o*3*o*i = (l,2,3)(*i*2*i*o*2*3*o*2)
= (1,2,.3)(*o*1*O*2*1*3*2*1)^’2’°? G 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*2*1Therefore, *1 takes 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*o*i go to
208. [012120302] Same as 13.

209. [012120303] Same as 133.
210. [012120310] Same as 169.

77*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i-
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211. Now, we consider coset AT(012120313\
However, *0*1*2*1*2*0*3*1*3 = (l,2)(0,3)(*o*l*O*2*O*2*3*2) G 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*3*2Therefore, *3 takes 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*1*3 go to 77*o*i*q*2*o*2*3*2-

212. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /y(012120320)
yy(012120320) _

then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*2*o77 is at most: p^%o32o)| = T = 24-

The orbit of yy^012120320) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*0*0,

77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*2*o*i, 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*0*2 and 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*0*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*2*i*2*o*3*2*o = (1,2,3)(*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*i)^2,:l^

77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*0 = 77*0*2*1*2*3*2*0*1*277*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*0*2 = 77*0*2*1*2*3*2*0*1 G [01213102], then one symmetric generator
goes back to 77*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*277.
Moreover, 77*o* 1*2*1*2*0*3*2*0*0 = 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*2 G [01212032], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*2*0*3*277, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*0*1, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*2*o*3213. [012120321] Same as 19.
214. Now, we consider coset yv(012120323).
However, *o*i*2*i*2*o*3*2*3 = (1,2, 3)(*i*o*3*2*i*o*2*i)
= (l,2,3)(*0*l*2*3*l*0*3*l)^ 1,0^2,3^ G 77*0*1*2*3*1*0*3*1Therefore, *3 takes 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*3 go to 77*o*i*2*3*1 *0*3* 1-

215. [012121301] Same as 2.

216. [012121303] Same as 43.
217. Now, we consider coset jy(°12123020).
However, *o*i*2*i*2*3*0*2*0 = (*2*3*0*3*0*1 *0*2)
= (*O*l*2*l*2*3*2*o)^1,3^2,0^ G 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*0-
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Therefore, to takes TV*o*i*2*i*2*3*o*2*o go to TV*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o218. [012123021] Same as 19.

219. Now, we consider coset
However, *0*l*2*l*2*3*0*2*3 = (1,

= (1, 3, 2) (tot 1*2*1*3*1*O*2)(2,0,3)

az(012123023\

3, 2)(*3*i*o*1*2*1*3*o)
G TV*o*1*2*1*3*1*O*2-

Therefore, t3 takes TV*o*i*2*i*2*3*o*2*3 go to TV*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2-

220. [012123120] Same as 40.
221. Now, we consider coset Ai^012123123).

However, *0*i*2*1 *2*3*1 *2*3 = (1,3, 2)(*0*2*3*i*2*i*3*i)
= (1,3,2)(*o*i*2*3*1*3*2*3)^1,2’3^ G N*o*1*2*3*1*3*2*3-

Therefore,

*3

takes TV*o*i*2*i*2*3*i*2*3 go to

TV*o*i*2*3*1 *3*2*3-

222. Now, we consider coset A^012123201),
However, *o*1*2*1*2*3*2*O*1

= (1,

2)(0, 3)(*2*3*2*l*3*0*2*3)

= (l,2)(3,0)(*o*l*0*2*l*3*O*l)(1’3,°’2) G N*o*l*O*2*l*3*O*l-

Therefore, *i takes TV*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*i go to Ntotitotztitstcti.
223. Now, we consider coset //(°12123202\

However,

*0*l*2*l*2*3*2*0*2 =

(*2*3*O*3*O*1*2*o)

= (*0*l*2*l*2*3*O*2)^1,3^0,2^

€ N*o*i*2*i*2*3*o*2- Therefore, *2 takes TV*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*2 go to TV*o*i*2*i*2*3*o*2-

224. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a^(012123203\
yy(oi2i232O3) _
, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
N*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*3TV is at most: ^(oiaSaaoa) | = y = 24.

The orbit of Ari012123203> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets N*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*3*o,
N*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*3*i,

TV*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*3*2

and TV*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*3*3 belong?
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However, 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*3*3 = N‘*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o G [01212320], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o7?, one symmetric generator goes

to N*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*3*O) one symmetric generator goes to N*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*3*i> and one
symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*0*3*2-

225. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer T\r(012123210).
We know, *o*i*2*i*2*3*2*i*o — *i*o*3*o*3*2*3*o*i then
^(012123210) _
(q, i)(2, 3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
7?*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*i*o77 is at most:

= ^ = 12.

The orbit of n(012123210> on {0,1,2,3} are {2,3}, and {0,1} . We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*i*o*o, and
77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*1*0*2 belong?

However, N*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*i*o*o — 77*q*i*2*i*2*3*2*i G [0121231], then two symmetric gen
erators go back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*i77, and two symmetric generator go
to the double coset N*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*i*o*2-

226. Now, we consider coset yyl012123213) ,
However, *o*i*2*i*2*3*2*i*3 = (1,0, 2)(*3*o*2*3*2*i*o*i)
= (l,0)2)(*o*l*2*0*2*3*l*3)^1’0’^ G 7?*0*i*2*0*2*3*1*3Therefore, *3 takes N*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*i*3 go to 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*3-

227. Now, we consider coset A?t°12130301\
However, *o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o*i = (2,3, 0)(*o*i*3*o*i*2*o*2)
= (2, 3, O)(*o*l*2*0*l*3*0*3)(2’3) G N*o* 1*2*0*1*3*0*3-

Therefore, *i takes 77*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o*i go to 7Z*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3228. [012130302] Same as 62.
229. Now, we consider coset Ad012130303\

However, *o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o*3 = (2,3,0)(*o*3*o*2*o*3*o*i)
= (2, 3, 0)(*o*l*O*2*O*l*2*3)(1,3) G 7?*0*i*0*2*0*1*2*3Therefore, *3 takes 77*q*i*2*i*3*o*3*o*3 go to 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*2*3-
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230. Now, we consider coset 77(012130320).

However, toto toto t3tot3 toto = (2,3,0) (totototototototo)
= (2,3,0) (totototototototo/1,2) G Ntotototototototo-

Therefore, to takes Ntototototototototo go to Ntotototototototo231. Now, we consider coset 7\r(012130321).

However, tototototototstoto = (l,0,2)(totototitotototo)
= (1,0,2)(totototototototo/1’3’0,2) G NtotototototototoTherefore, ti takes Ntotitototototototo go to Ntotototototototo.

232. Now, we consider coset 7v(012130323).
However, totototo t3tot3tot3 = (1,0,3)(totot3tot3tototo)
= (l,O,3)(totitot3tot3tot3/ 1,0,3,2) G Ntototot3tot3tot3.

Therefore, t3 takes Ntotitotot3tot3tot3 go to Ntotototototatoto-

233. Now, we consider coset 7v(°12130323).
However, totototototototots = (tototototototots) = (totototototototo/3,2)
G Ntotototototototo- Therefore, t3 takes Ntototototstototots go to Ntotototstotototo-

234. [012302021] Same as 143.
235. Now, we consider coset 7y(012132023),
However, totototit3tototot3 = (totot3tot3tot3to) = (totototototototo/3,2)

G Ntotototototototo- Therefore, t3 takes Ntototototototototo go to Ntoto totstotototo236. [012302101] Same as 52.

237. [012302102] Same as 135.

238. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer 77(012302103)
We know, tototototototototo ~ t3tototot3totot3to = toistototototototo then
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jy(0i2302i03) _ {6j (o, 3,1), (0,1,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double

coset A*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*3 A is at most: 1^012302103)1 = y = 8
The orbit of A^012302103) on {0,1,2,3} are {2}, and {0,1,2} . We take a repre
sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*3*3> and
A*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*3*2 belong?
However, A*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*3*3 = A*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o 6 [01230210], then three symmetric
generators go back to the double coset A*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*oA, and two symmetric generator

go to the double coset A*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*3*2-

239. [012310102] Same as 126.
240. Now, we consider coset a/(°121310130\
However, *o*i*2*3*i*o*i*3*o = (l,O,3)(*2*3*i*2*o*i*3*i)
= (1,0, 3)(*0*l*2*0*3*2*l*2/1,3,0’2) G A*o*1*2*O*3*2*1*2-

Therefore, *o takes A*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*3*o go to A*o* 1*2*0*3*2*1*2 •
241. [012310131] Same as 15.

242. Now, we consider coset Af(0121310132).
However, *o*i*2*3*i*o*i*3*2 = (1,0, 3)(*3*i*2*o*i*3*i*o)
= (1, 0, 3)(*0*l*2*3*l*0*l*3/3’0) G A*o*1*2*3*1*O*1*3Therefore, *2 takes A*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*3*2 go to A*o*i*2*3*i*o*i*3243. Now, we consider coset at(°121310310\

However, *o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i*o = (1,3, 0)(*i*3*2*i*3*o*i*3)
= (1,3, 0)(*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*i)(1,3’°) G A*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*i•
Therefore, *0 takes Af 0*1 *2*3*1*0*3*1 *0 go to A*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*i244. Now, we consider coset at(°121310312\

However, *o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i*2 = (2,3,0)(* 1*0*3*0*3*1*2*3)
= (2, 3,0)(*o*l*2*l*2*O*3*2/1,0^2’3) G A*o*l*2*l*2*O*3*2Therefore, *2 takes A*o*i*2*3*i*o*3*i*2 go to A*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*2-
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245. [012310313] Same as 134.
246. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer /yf012310321).
We know, 6*1*26*1*06*2*1 = 6*0*2*1*06*1*2*0 = *16*2*0*3*1*0*2*3 then
^(012310321) _ ft (0,3,1), (0,1,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double

coset 776*1*2*3*166*2*177 is at most:

=y=8

The orbit of ,/\7(012310321) on {0,1,2,3} are {2}, and {0,1,2} . We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*3*1*06*2*1*1, and
77*0*1*26*1*06*2*1*2 belong?

However, 776*1*2*3*1*0*3*2*1*1 = 776*166*166*2 G [01231032], then three symmetric
generators go back to the double coset 776*166*166677, and one symmetric generator

goes to the double coset TV’6*i6*3*i*o*3*2*i*2247. [02310323] Same as 121.

248. Now, we consider coset Art012312010).
However, 6*1*26*1*2*0*1*0 = (1,3,O)(*2*o66*i*3*i6)
= (l,3,0)(6*16*2*3*266)(1’0’2’3^ G 776*16*2*3*2*3*0■

Therefore, 6 takes 776*166*1*2*0*16 go to 776666*3666-

249. [012312012] Same as 138.

250. Now, we consider coset 7V(°12312013\
However, 6*1*26*1*2*0*16 = (2,0,3)(66*i*o*2*o*2*i)
= (2,O,3)(6*i*26*3*o6*2)^1’3’2^ G 776*166666*2•

Therefore, 6 takes 776*166*1*2*0*16 go to 77*o*1*266*o*3*2251. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jyt012313030).
jV'(oi23i3O3o) = {ft then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

776*166*1666677 is at most: |Ar(01^303o)| = y = 24.

The orbit of A^012313030) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
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representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*0*3*0*0,
77*q*i*2*3*1*3*0*3*0*11 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*0*3*0*2 and 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*0*3*0*3 belong?

However, 7\7*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3*o*o = 77*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3 € [01231303], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset 7^*0*1*2*3*1*3*0*377, one symmetric generator goes

to 77*o*!*2*3*1*3*0*3*o*3, one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*0*3*0*1, and one
symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*0*3*0*2-

252. [012313031] Same as 111.
253 . [012313032] Same as 70.

254. [012313301] Same as 109.
255. [012313230] Same as 118.
256. Now, we consider coset t\X012313231X

However, *o*i*2*3*i*3*2*3*i = (1,2, 3)(*i*3*i*3*i*o*2*o)
= (l,2,3)(tOiltotlW3i2)(1’3’2’O) e W4otlt0titot2t3t2Therefore, *1 takes 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*2*3*1 go to 77*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*2257. Now, we consider coset aX012313232),

However, *0*1 *2*3*1 *3*2*3*2 = (1,2,3)(*o*3*i*3*i*2*3*i)
= (l,2,3)(*0*l*2*l*2*3*l*2)^ 1,3’2^ € 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*1*2Therefore, *2 takes 77*0*1*2*3*1*3*2*3*2 go to 77*o*i*2*i*2*3*i*2.

258. Now, we consider coset A7(012320201).
However, *o*i*2*3*2*o*2*o*i = (1,2)(0, 3)(*o*3*o*2*i*3*i*o)
= (I,2)(0,3)(totltot2t3tli3io)(1’3) 6 WltoWlW

Therefore, *1 takes 77*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*o*i go to 77*o*i*0*2*3*1*3*0•

259. Now, we consider coset A7(012320202).
However, *0*l*2*3*2*0*2*0*2 = (*0*l*3*2*0*3*0*3)
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= (*0*l*2*3*0*2*0*2)^2’3^ G 77*0*1*2*3*0*2*0*2Therefore, *2 takes 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*0*2 go to 77*0*i*2*3*0*2*0*2•

260. [012320203] Same as 130.

261. Now, we consider coset 77(012320210\
However, *0*1 *2*3*2*0*2* 1*0 = (1,3,2)(*3*2*o*3*2*i*2*i)
= (l,3,2)(*0*l*2*0*l*3*l*3)tl’2’°’3j G 77*0*1*2*0*1*3*1*3Therefore, *0 takes 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*0 go to 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3-

262. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer at(012320212\
yy(0i23202i2)
then qie number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*277 is at most: [^(012320212) | = y = 24.
The orbit of /y(0123202i2) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*2*0,
77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*2*1, 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*2*2 and 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*2*3 belong?
We know, *0*l*2*3*2*0*2*l*2 = (1,3,2)(*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*i*o)^3,1,o\

77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*2 = 77*3*0*2*0*1*0*3*0*377*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*2*3 = 773*q*2*o*i*o*3*o G [01213101], then one symmetric generator goes
back to 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*0*177.

Moreover, 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*2*2 = 77*q*i*2*3*2*o*2*i G [01232021], then one symmetric
generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*i77, one symmetric generator

goes to 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*2*1, and one symmetric generator goes to 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*2*0263. [0123201213] Same as 88.

264. [012320230] Same as 185.
265. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer Art012320231).

77(012320231) = {e}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*3*177 is at most: jAr(01^J0231)) = = 24,
The orbit of

n(012320231)

on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
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representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Mo*1*2*3*2*0*26*1*0,

Mo*i*2*3*2*o*2*3*i*i, 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*26*1*2 and Mo*i*2*3*2*0*26*16 belong?
However, Mo*i*2*3*2*o*26*i*i — 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*3 G [01232023], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset Mo*i*2*3*2*o*2*37^, one symmetric generator goes
to 77/0*1*26*2*0*26*1*3, one symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*26*2*0*26*1*0, and one

symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*26*2*o66*i*2266. [012320232] Same as 69.
267. [012321201] Same as 111.
268. [012321202] Same as 149.

269. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(012321203\
^(012321203) _ {ft then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*q*i*26*2*i*2*o677 is at most: 1^(012321203) | = y = ^4.
The orbit of jv(012321203) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a
representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*0*1*26*2*1*2*06*0,
77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*06*1, 77*0*1*26*2*1*2*0*3*2 and 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*06*3 belong?
However, Mo*i*26*2*1 *2*066 = Mo*i*26*2*1*2*0 G [01232120], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset Mo*i*2*3*2*i*2*o7^, one symmetric generator goes

to Mo*i*26*2*1*2*06*1) one symmetric generator goes to Mo* 1*26*2*1*2*06*0, and one

symmetric generator goes to Mo*i*2*3*2*l*2*o6*2270. Now, we consider coset A7(012323030\

However, *0*1*26*26*06*0 = (*0*16*0*2*0*26) = (*o*i*2*o*3*o*3*2)^2,3^ G Mo*i6*o*3*o6*2Therefore, *0 takes 77*0*1/2*3*26*06*0 go to Mo*i*2*06*06*2271. [012323031] Same as 75.
272. Now, we consider coset A7(012323032).

However, *0*1*26*26*06*2 — (1,3,2) (*1*3*06*2*1*2*0)
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= (I,3,2)(totototot3tot3to/1,3,2’0) G Ntotototot3tot3to.
Therefore, t2 takes Ntotototstotototsto go to NtotoMiMototo-

273. Now, we consider coset aX012323101L
However, MitototototiMi — (2,3,0) (Ntotitototototo)
— (2,3,0)(totitotot3tototi)^1,2^3’0) G Ntotototot3tototo-

Therefore, ii takes Ntotototototatototo go to Ntototototstototo-

274. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX012323130\
yy(oi2323i30) _
^g number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtotitotototgtitstoAT is at most:

™ = 24.

The orbit of aX012323130) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntotototstotatotatoto,
Ntotit2t3tot3tit3toti, Ntototot3tot3tot3toto and Nto11 tototot3tot3toto belong?
However, Nto to to tototo to t3 toto ~ Ntotot2t3t2t3tot3 G [01232313], then one symmetric gen
erator goes back to the double coset NtotototstotototsN, one symmetric generator goes
to Ntotototototototstoto, one symmetric generator goes to Ntototot3tot3tot3tot3, and one

symmetric generator goes to Ntotitototot3tit3toto-

275. Now, we consider coset Af(012323131).
However, tototot3tot3tit3ti = (1,3,2)(totit3tot3t2toto)
= (1,3,2)(tototot3tot3tot3/2’3) G Ntototot3t2t3tot3.
Therefore, to takes Ntototototototototo go to Ntototot3tot3tot3.

276. Now, we consider coset aX012323202L
However, toto toto to t3 tototo = (totototototatoto)
= (totototototot3to)^3’2) G Ntototototototato-

Therefore, t2 takes Nto to toto tot3 toto to go to Nto to to to to to t3 to-

277. [012323201] Same as 29.
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278. [012131010] Same as 262.
279. [012121012] Same as 66.
280. [012131013] Same as 161.
281. Now, we consider coset AT(012131020\
However, *0*l*2*l*3*l*0*2*0 = (17 3, 0) (*2*l*i3*;l*;3*0*;2*;3)
= (1, 3, O)(*0*l*2*l*2*3*0*2)^2,3’°^ G W*o*l*2*l*2*3*O*2Therefore, to takes W*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*o go to A*o*i*2*i*2*3*o*2-

282 . [012131021] Same as 212.

283. Now, we consider coset Art012131023).
However, *o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*3 = (1,2)(3,0)(*i*3*i*3*2*3*o*i)
= (1,2)(3, 0)(*o*1*0*1*2*1*3*o)^’3’°^ G A*q*i*o*1*2*1*3*O-

Therefore, *3 takes A*o*i*2*i*3*i *0*2*3 go to A*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*o284. [012131201] Same as 93.

285. [012131202] Same as 42.
286. [012131203] Same as 157.
287. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer a/(012131210\

We know, *o*i*2*i*3*i*2*i*o = *0*2*3*2*1*2*3*2*0 = *o*3*i*3*2*3*i*3*o then
jy(oi2i3i2io) _
(2,3,1), (2,1,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double

coset A*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*i*oA is at most:

=T=8

The orbit of A^012131210) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, and {3,1,2}. We take a repre

sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A*o*i*2*1 *3*1*2*1*0*05 and
A*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*i*o*i belong?
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However, N*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*i*o*o = N*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*i G

[01213121], then one symmetric gen

erator goes back to the double coset N*o*ii2*i*3*i*2*iN, and three symmetric generators

go to the double coset N*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*i*o*i-

288. Now, we consider coset N12131301).
However, *o*i*2*i*3*i*3*o*i = (*i*o*i*3*o*2*i*2) = (*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3)^’0)(3’2)

G N*o*i*o*2*i *3*1*3- Therefore, *i takes

N*o*i*2*i*3*i*3*o*i

go to

N*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*3-

289. [012131302] Same as 39.
290. Now, we consider coset aT(012131303\
*0*1 *2*1 *3*1*3*0*3 = (l,O)(3,2)(*2*3*2*3*l*O*2*o) =
G

N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3-

(1, 2)(3, O)(*o*l*0*l*2*3*0*3)(1,3,0,2)

Therefore, t3 takes Nto*i*2*i*3*i*3*o*3 go to

N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3-

291. [012030231] Same as 109.

Length 10.
1. Now, we consider coset 2V(0101023021).
However, *o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*2*i = (0,1)(2,
= (0, 1)(2, 3)(*o*l*O*l*2*l*3*2*o)C2,O,3) G

3)(*3*i*3*i*o*i*2*o*3)
N*o*1*O*1*2*1*3*2*O-

Therefore, *i takes Nto*i*o*i*o *2*3 *0*2*1 go to N*o* 1*0*1 *2* 1*3*2*0-

2. Now, we consider coset A^0101023023).
However, *o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*2*3 = (2,0,3)(*3*i*3*i*2*o*3*2*o)

= (2,0,3)(totltoJlt2t3iot2t3)(0'3) e
Therefore, *3 takes N*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*2*3 go to Nt0*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*3-

3. Now, we consider coset TV10102303
However, *o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i = (0,1)(2,3)(*o*3*2*o*2*i*2*i*3)
= (0, 1)(2, 3)(*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*l/1,3) G N*o*l*2*O*2*3*2*3*lTherefore, *i takes TV*o*i*o*i*0*2*3*0*2*3 go to Nto*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*i-
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4. Now, we consider coset a?(0101201301\

However, *o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*i = (1,0, 2)(*i*o*2*o*2*3*2*i*3)
= (1,0,2)(*o*i*2*1*2*3*2*O*3)^° ’^ G N*o*1*2*1*2*3*2*O*3Therefore, *i takes N*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*i go to N*o*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*35.

Now, we consider coset a^0101201321).
However, *o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*i = (1,3,2)(*i*o*2*o*2*3*2*i*3)
= (1,3,2)(*o*1*O*2*3*1*3*1*3)^’^ G N*o*1*O*2*3*1*3*1*3-

Therefore, *1 takes N*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*i go to N*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*3.

7. Now, we consider coset A^0101203020).
However, *o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*o = (2, 0,3)(*2*i*2*i*3*o*2*3*2)
= (2, 0, 3)(*O*1*O*1*2*3*O*2* o/2,3’°) G N*o*1*0*1*2*3*0*2*0Therefore, to takes N*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*o g° to N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*o8. Now, we consider coset A?<0101203021).
However, *o*l*O*l*2*O*3*O*2*l = *0*l*0*l*2*0*3*0*2 G N*0*l*0*l*2*0*3*0*2-

Therefore, *1 takes N*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*i go back to itself N*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*2
9. Now, we consider coset a^0101203023\
However, *0*l*0*l*2*0*3*0*2*3 = *0*1*0*1*2*0*3*0*2 G N*o*1*0*1*2*0*3*0*2Therefore, *3 takes N*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*2*3 go back to itself N*o* 1*0 *1*2 *0*3 *0*2-

10. Now, we consider coset A/^0101203201).
However, *o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*1 = (0,1, 3)(*i*2*i*o*i*o*2*3*2)
= (O,l,3)(*o*l*o*2*o*2*l*3*l)(1’2’^ G N*o*1*O*2*O*2*1*3*1Therefore, *i takes N*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*i go to N*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*i-

11. Now, we consider coset Af(0101203203L
However, *o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*3 = (0,2, 3)(*2*i*2*i*o*2*3*o*2)
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= (O,2,3)(*o*l*0*l*2*0*3*2*o)^ G 77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*2*0-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*3 go to 77*0*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o12. Now, we consider coset ;y(0101203210).

However, *o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*o — (1,3) (2,0) (43*0*2*0*2*3*1*2*3)
= (1, 3)(2, O)(*o*l*2*l*2*0*3*2*o/1’0,3) 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*0-

Therefore, *0 takes 77o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*o go to 7/*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*2*o13. Now, we consider coset A7(0101203212),

However, *o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i* 2 = (l,3,2)(*o*2*o*i*2*3*2*i*2)
= (1, 3, 2)(*0*l*0*2*l*3*l*2*3)( 1,2) G 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*3Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i*2 go to N*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*314. Now, we consider coset Art0101210312),

However, *o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*2 = (l,0)(3,2)(*o*3*i*3*i* 2*i*3*o)
= (1, 0)(3, 2)(*o*i*2*1*2*3*2*1*o/1’3’2) G 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*1*0-

Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*1*0* 1*2*1*0*3*1*2 go to 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*1*015. Now, we consider coset A7(0101213103).
However, *o*i*0*1 *2*1 *3*1 *0*3 = (*i*2*i*3*i*3*2*o*2)
= (*0*l*0*2*0*2*l*3*l)^1’2’3,0^ G 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*1-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*3 go to 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*i-

16. Now, we consider coset A7(0101213120X
However, *o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*o = (O,3)(l,2)(*0*2*o*i*o*i*2*3*i)
= (0, 3)(l,2)(*0*l*0*2*0*2*l*3*2)^’2^ G 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*2-

Therefore, *0 takes 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*o go to 7r*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*217. Now, we consider coset A7^O1O1213121X
However, *o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*i = (1,3)(0,2)(*3*i*2*o*2*i*2*3*o)
= (1, 3)(0, 2)(*0*i*2*3*2*i*2*0*3/3’°) G 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*0*3-

Therefore, *i takes 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*2*i go to 77*0*1*2*3*2*1*2*0*3-
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18. Now, we consider coset jy^0101213201).

However, *0*l*0*l*2*l*3*2*0*l = (1, 2)(0, 3)(*2*l*2*l*2*3*0*2*3)
= (1, 2)(0, 3)(*0*l*0*l*0*2*3*0*2/2,3’0) G 77*0*1*0*1*0*2*3*0*2Therefore, *i takes 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*o*i go to 77*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*2-

19. Now, we consider coset jy(0101210313\
However, *o*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3 = (2,0, 3)(*o*2*o*i*o*i*2*3*0)
= (2, 0, 3)(*o*l*o*2*o*2*l*3*o/1,2) G 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*0-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*o*1*0* 1*2*1*0*3*1*3 go to 77*o*1*0*2*0*2*1*3*020. Now, we consider coset ;\r(0101213030),

However, *0*l*0*l*2*l*3*0*3*0 = (*3*l*2*3*2*0*l*3*l)
= (*0*l*2*0*2*3*l*0*l)^°’3^ G 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*0*1Therefore, *o takes 77*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*0*3*0 go to 77*q*1*2*0*2*3*1*o*i21. Now, we consider coset jy^0101213202),
However, *o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*o*2 = (1,3)(0, 2)(*i*2*i*o*i*3*o*2*o)
= (1, 3)(0, 2)(*o*i*o*2*O*3*2*1*2/1,2’°) G 77*o*i*o*2*O*3*2*1*2-

Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*o* 1*2*1 *3*2*0*2 go to 77*o*1*0*2*0*3*2*1*222. Now, we consider coset Ah0101213203).
However, *o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*o*3 ~ (2,3,O)(*i*2*i*o*i*3*o*2*o)
= (2,3, O)(*o*l*2*o*l*3*o*l*2)^’3,0^ G 77*0*1*2*0*1*3*0*1*2-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*o*3 go to 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*i*2-

23. Now, we consider coset yy'(0101213213\
However, *0*l*0*l*2*l*3*2*0*3 = (1, 2, 3)(*o*2*O*2*1*2*3*1*2)
= (1,2, 3)(*o*1*2*O*1*3*O*1*2)(1,2) G 77*o*i*o*i*2*1*3*2*1-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*o*1*0*1*2*1*3*2*1*3 go to 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*i-
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24. Now, we consider coset aM0101230202\

However, 6*16*1*266*266 = (2,0,3)(6*i*2*3*26*2*3*i)

= (2, 0, 3) (*0*1*26*26*26*1) G 77*0*1*2*3*2*0*2*3*1 ■
Therefore, t2 takes Mo*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*0*2 go to 77*0*1*26*2*0*26*125. Now, we consider coset jyf0101230203).
However, *0*1*0*1*26*0*2*06 = (2,3,0) (6*1*3*1*06*266)
= (2,3,0)(*0*1*0*1*2*06*0*2)(2,°’3) G 77*o*i*o*i*2*o6*o*2-

Therefore, *3 takes Mo*i 6*1 *266*266 go to Mo *16*1*266 6 *226. Now, we consider coset tv(°101230212)

However, *0*1*0*1*26*0*2*1*2 = (0,1)(2,3)(6*2*o*i*2*i6*i6)
= (0,1)(2,3)(6*1*26*16*06*0)(1,2’0’3> G 77/0*1*26*16*06*0-

Therefore, t2 takes Mo *16*1*26*0*2*1*2 go to Mo *1*26 *1666627. Now, we consider coset A7(0101230213\

However, *0*1*0*1*266*2*16 = (2,0,3)(666*i*o*i*3*2*o)
= (2,0,3)(6*i6*2*o*2*i6*o)(1’3’2^ G Mo*l*O*2*O*2*16*OTherefore, *3 takes 776*16*1*266*2*16 go to 776*16*26*2*1*3*0■ 28. Now, we consider coset A7(°101230230\
However, 6*16*1*26*0*266 = (2,0,3)(*3*i*3*i6*266*2)
- (2,0,3)(6*i6*i6*266*2)t0,3) G Mo*i6*i*o*266*2.

Therefore, 6 takes Mo*i6*i*266*266 go to Mo*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*2-

29. Now, we consider coset /yt0101230231).
However, 6*16*1*266*26*1 = (1,0,2)(*i*366*i*2*3*26)
= (1,0,2) (66*2*1 *06*1*3*1) (0’3) G M0*i*2*i66*1*3*1-

Therefore, *i takes 77*0*1*0*1*26*0*26*1 go to Mo*i*2*i6*3*i*3*i30. Now, we consider coset A7(°101231303\

However, 6*16*1*26*1666 = (0, l)(2,3)(6*i6*2*i*26*2*o)
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= (0, l)(2,3)(*o*l*2*3*l*3*O*3*o)^ G A*o*1*2*3*1*3*O*3*OTherefore, *3 takes *V*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3 go to *V*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3*o-

31. Now, we consider coset Art0101232020).
However, *o*l*0*l*2*3*2*0*2*0 = (*2*l*2*0*3*l*3*2*l)
= (*0*1*0*2*3*1*3*0*1)^2,0^ G A*o*l*O*2*3*l*3*O*l-

Therefore, *0 takes A*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*o go to A*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*o*i32. Now, we consider coset at(0101232023).

However, *0*l*0*l*2*3*2*0*2*3 = (1,0,2)(*3*o*1*O*3*0*2*1*2)
= (l,0,2)(*0*i*2*l*O*l*3*2*3)^1,0,3’^ G A*o*1*2*1*O*1*3*2*3Therefore, *3 takes A*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*3 go to A*o* 1*2* 1*0* 1*3*2 *3-

33. Now, we consider coset Aft0101232120).
However, *0*l*0*l*2*3*2*l*2*0 = (l,3,0)(*3*2*3*O*2*l*3*2*3)
= (l,3,0)(*o*l*0*2*l*3*0*l*o)^’2’0’3^ G A*0*1*0*2*1*3*0*1*0-

Therefore, *0 takes A*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*2*o go to A*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*o34. Now, we consider coset A/(0101232313\

However, *o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*3 = (1,3, 0)(*3*2*3*i*o*3*o*i*o)
= (1, 3, O)(*o*l*0*2*3*0*3*2*3)(1,2’0,3) G A*0*i*0*2*3*0*3*2*3-

Therefore, *3 takes A*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3*i*3 go to W*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*335. Now, we consider coset A^0101232321).

However, *0*l*0*l*2*3*2*3*2*l = (*0*l*0*2*l*2*3*l*3)
= *0*l*0*2*l*2*3*l*3 G A*o*l*0*2*1 *2*3*1*3-

Therefore, *1 takes A*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3*2*i go to A*o*i*o*2*i*2*3*i*3-

36. Now, we consider coset yy(0102012321).
However, *0*l*0*2*0*l*2*3*2*l = (1, 2, O)(*o*2*0*3*0*3*2*l*2)
= (l,2,0)(*o*l*0*2*0*2*l*3*l)^ 1,2’3^ G A*0*l*0*2*0*2*l*3*l-

Therefore, *1 takes A*o*i*o*2*o*i*2*3*2*i go to Ar*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*i•
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37. Now, we consider coset aX0102012323L

However, totitotototitotototo = (1,2,0)(totototitototototo)
= (1,2, OXtotitotototitotito/1,0,2) G NtotitotototitotitoTherefore, to takes Ntotitotototitotototo go to Ntotitotototitotito38. Now, we consider coset ?X0102013021).

However, totitotototitotototi = (1,0X2,3Xtotitototitotototo)
= (l,0)(2,3)(totitototitotototo)(o’3) G Ntotitototitotototo-

Therefore, ti takes Ntotitotototitotototi go to Ntotitototitotototo39. Now, we consider coset aM0102013023) .
However, totitotototitotototo = (totitotototitototo)

= totitotototitototo G NtotitotototitototoTherefore, t3 takes Ntotitotototitotototo go to itself Ntotitotototitototo40. Now, we consider coset aX0102013030).

However, totitotototitotototo = (2,0,3)(totototitotototito)
= (2,0,3)(totitototototototo)^1’0’2) G NtotitototototototoTherefore, io takes Ntotitotototitotototo go to Ntotitototototototo-

41. Now, we consider coset N^°10201303
However, totitotototitotototi = (1,3,O)(totitototototitoto)

= (1,3,OXto tototo to to to toto/0,3) G NtototototototototoTherefore, ti takes Ntotitotototitotototi go to Ntototototototototo42. Now, we consider coset aX0102013130\
However, totitotototitotitoto = (1,2)(0,3Xtototototototototo)
= (1,2X0,3X*oto tototototototo/1’2’0,3) G Ntototototototototo-

Therefore, to takes Ntotototototitotitoto go to Ntotitototitotitoto-
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43. Now, we consider coset jyt0102013131).

However, *o*i*o*2*o*i*3*i*3*i = (1,2,0)(t3to*i*3*i*2*o*3*o)
= (l,2,O)(to*l*2*O*2*3*l*O*l)^’0,3’^ e TVt0*it2*0*2*3*l*0*l•
Therefore, ti takes TVto*1*0*2*o*i*3*1*3*1 go to TVto *i*2*o *2*3 *i*o*b
44. Now, we consider coset Ari0102021301).
However, *o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*o*i = (1,0, 3)(*o*2*o*2*3*i*0*3*2)
= (l)0,3)(*0*l*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)^1’2’3^ € Nfo*l*0*l*2*3*0*2*l-

Therefore, ti takes TV*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*o*i g° to TVto* 1*0*1 *2*3*0*2*1-

45. Now, we consider coset Ari0102021303).
However, *0*l*0*2*0*2*l*3*0*3 = (1, 3, O)(*o*2*0*2*l*2*0*3*2)
= (l,0,3)(*o*l*O*l*2*l*O*3*l)^’2^ G TVt0*l*0*l*2*l*0*3*b

Therefore, t3 takes TVto*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*o*3 go to TVto* 1*0 *1*2 *1*0*3 *1-

46. Now, we consider coset a/(0102021310\

However, *o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*i*o = (2,3,0)(*2*o*2*o*i*2*3*i*2)
= (2,3,0)(*o*lto*l*2*O*3*2*o)^’0,2^ G TVto*l*O*l*2*O*3*2*OTherefore, *o takes TVto*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*i*o g° to TVto*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*o-

47. Now, we consider coset a/J0102021312) .
However, to*l*O*2*O*2*l*3*l*2 = (*3*0*3*0*l*0*2*0*3)
= (to*l*o*l*2*l*3*l*o)^’0,3’2^ G TVto*l*O*l*2*l*3*l*O-

Therefore, i2 takes TVtotito*2*o*2*i*3*i*2 go to TVto*1*0*1*2*1*3*1*048. Now, we consider coset Ari0102021313).

However, *o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*i*3 = (l,3,0)(to*3*o*i*o*3*i*2*i)
= (1, 3, O)(*o*l*0*2*0*l*2*3*2/1,3’2) G TVt0*i*0*2*0*l*2*3*2Therefore, *3 takes TVto*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*i*3 go to TVto*i*o*2*o*i*2*3*2-

49. Now, we consider coset A/(0102021320).

However, *o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*2*o = (1,3,0) (*0*12*0*2*1*0*3*2*3)
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=

e

77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*1*3-

Therefore, *o takes 77o* 1*0*2*0*2* 1*3*2*0 go to 77*o*i*0*1*2*0*3*1*3-

50. Now, we consider coset A7(0102021323).

However, *0*l*0*2*0*2*l*3*2*3 = (1, 2, O)(*o*3*2*0*3*0*3*l*2)

= (1,2,0)(*0*1*2*0*1*0*1*3* 2)^1,3^ €

77*0*1*2*0*1*0*1*3*2-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*2*3 go to 77*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*2-

51. Now, we consider coset aX0102030130).

However, *o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*3*o = (1,0,3)(*2*o*2*o*3*2*i*2*3)
= (1,0,3)(*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*0*2)^’0’2’3^ G 77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*0*2-

Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*3*o go to 77*o*i*0*1*2*0*3*0*2-

52. Now, we consider coset

77(0102030132).

However, *o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*3*2 = (1,0)(2,3)(*3*0*3*12*3*1*2*0*3)
= (1, 0)(2, 3)(*o*l*o*2*o*3*2*l*o/110’3) G 7^*0*l*0*2*0*3*2*l*0-

Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*3*2 go to 77o* 1 *0*2*0 *3*2* i*o-

53. Now, we consider coset jyl0102030201).

However, *o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*o*i = (1,0,

= (1,0,3)(*o*1*O*2*0*1*3*O*3)(1’2’O)

3)(*i*2*i*o*i*2*3*i*3)

G 77*0*1*0*2*0*1*3*0*3-

Therefore, *1 takes 77*o*i*0*2*0*3*0*12*0*1 go to 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*3-

54. Now, we consider coset aX0102030210) .

However, *o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*i*o = (1,3,2)(*3*i*2*0*2*o*i*o*3)
= (1,3,2)(iotii2t3t2i3iii3io)(3'o) 6

Ntotititatititltsto.

Therefore, *1 takes 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*i*o go to 77*0*1*2*3*2*3*1*3*0-

55. Now, we consider coset A7(0102030212),
However, *o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*i*2 ~ (1,0)(3,

2)(*3*o*i*o*i*3*2*i*3)

= (l,O)(3,2)(*o*l*2*l*2*O*3*2*o)^1,0’3’2^ G 77*0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*0Therefore, *i takes 77*o*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*1*2 go to 77*o*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*o-
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56. Now, we consider coset /y(0102030320),
However, *0*16*26666*26 = (*0*1*06*2*3*2*0*2)
= (6*16*26*2666)^ € Mo*i*o*26*26*o6-

Therefore, 6 takes 7X76*1666666*26 go to 77*0*i*0*26*2*3*0*3-

57. Now; we consider coset 7\r(°102030321).
However, *0*1*0*2*06*06*2*1 = (1,3,0) (66*0*26*16*1*2)
= (1,3,O)(6*i-*26*i6*26*o)(3’1^0’^ G 77*0*166*16*266-

Therefore, *1 takes 776*16*266666*1 go to 77*o*i66*i6*26*o58. Now, we consider coset A7(0102031310\
However, 6*16*266*16*16 = (3,2,0)(*i6*2*i6*2*i66)
= (3,2, O)(6*i*2*o6*2*i*26)^0,1^ G 776*166*3*2*166.

Therefore, 6 takes 776*16666*16*16 go to 776*166*3*2*16659. Now, we consider coset A7(0102031313\
However, 6*16*266*16*16 = (1,2,0)(6*o*i6*i6*o66)
= (1,2,0) (6*i6*o66*i*o*i)(1’°’2’3) g Mo*i6666*i6*iTherefore, *3 takes 77*0*16666*16*16 go to 77*0*1*26*26*16*1 •

60. Now, we consider coset ?7(°102032102)_
However, 6*16666*2*166 = (1,3,O)(6*1666*1666)
= (1,3, O)(6*i*26*2*i*2*o6/0’3) G 77*06*2*3*2*1*266•
Therefore, *2 takes T76666666666 go to 77*0*1*266*1*26661. Now, we consider coset A7(°102032121).

However, 6*16*2*06*2*16*1 = (1,3)(2,O)(6666*166*16)
= (1,3)(2,O)(6*i6*i*2*i6*2*o/1,0,2) G 760*16*1*2*16*26Therefore, *i takes 77*o*i6666*2*i*2*i go to 77*0*16*16*1666-
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62. Now, we consider coset M0102032130\
However, *o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*3*o = (1,3,O)(*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*o*3)
= (1, 3, O)(*0*l*0*2*3*0*3*2*3/1,2,0) G 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*3-

Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*3*o go to 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*363. Now, we consider coset ;y(0102123031\
However, *o*i*0*2*1*2*3*0*3*1 = (1,3)(2,0)(*3*i*3*2*3*i*o*3*2)
= (1,3)(2, 0)(*o*1*O*2*O*1*3*O*2/3’°) G 77*0*1*0*2*0*1*3*0*2-

Therefore, *1 takes 77*0*i*0*2*1 *2*3*0*3*1 go to 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*264. Now, we consider coset Ar(0102123032).
However, *o*1*O*2*1*2*3*O*3*2 = (2,3,0)(*0*l*3*0*2*3*0*3*o)
= (2, 3, O)(*o*l*2*0*3*2*0*2*o)^3,2^ G 77*0*1*2*0*3*2*0*2*0-

Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*o*2*i*2*3*o*3*2 go to 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*2*o-

65. Now, we consider coset AT(010212331\
However, *0*l*0*2*l*2*3*l*3*l = (*0*l*0*l*2*3*2*3*2)

= *0*l*0*l*2*3*2*3*2 G 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*3*2Therefore, *1 takes 77*0*1*0*2*1*2*3*1*3*1 go to 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*3*2-

66. Now, we consider coset ;v(0102130l02\
However, *0*1 *0*2*1 *3*o*i*o*2 = (2,0,3)(*12*3*2*3*1*0*1*3*1)
= (2, 0, 3)(*0*l*0*l*2*3*2*l*2/ 1,3’0,2) G 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*1*2Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*o*2 go to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*i*2-

67. Now, we consider coset 7V(0102130103),
However, *o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*o*3 = (1,2,3)(*i*3*i*0*2*3*2*3*i)
= (1,2,3)(*o*1*O*2*3*1*3*1*o)(1’3’0’2^ G 77*o*1*o*2*3*1*3*1*OTherefore, *3 takes 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*o*i*o*3 go to 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*o68. Now, we consider coset jv(0102131010\

However, *o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i*o = (1,0, 2)(*i*2*o*i*2*3*2*3*i)
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= (1, 0, 2)(to^lt2^otli3il^3io)^1’2,0^ G 77*0*1*2*0*1*3*1*3*0Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i*o go to Nto*1*2*0 *1*3*1 *3 *o-

69. Now, we consider coset jvf01®2131012),

However, *0*l*0*2*l*3*l*0*l*2 = (2, 0, 3)(*2*O*2*l*3*2*3*2*o)
= (2, 0, 3)(*0*l*0*2*3*0*3*0*l/1,0'2) G 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*0*1Therefore, t2 takes 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i*2 go to 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*o*i70. Now, we consider coset a?(0102131013>.
However, *o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i*3 = (2,0, 3)(*2*i*o*3*i*3*2*3*o)
= (2, 0, 3)(*o*1*2*3*1*3*O*3*o/0,2) G N*0*i*2*3*1*3*0*3*0-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i*3 go to 77*o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3*o71. Now, we consider coset a?(0102131210\

However, *o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*i*o = (1,3, 2)(*3*i*o*i*2*i*o*i*3)
= (1, 3, 2)(*o*1*2*1*3*1*2*1* o/0,3’2) G 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*1*0Therefore, *0 takes 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*i*o go to 77*0*1*2*1*3*1*2*1*072. Now, we consider coset a?(0102131212\

However, *o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*i*2 — (1,0, 2)(ti*2*o*i*o*3*o*3*i)
= (1,O,2)(*o*1*2*O*2*3*2*3*o)^0’1,2^ G 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*0Therefore, *2 takes N*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*i*2 go to 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*073. Now, we consider coset aM0102131231).

However, *o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*3*i = (1,3,2)(*o*2*o*2*i*o*3*i*2)
= (1, 3, 2)(*0*l*0*l*2*0*3*2*l)^1,2^ G 77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*2*1Therefore, *i takes 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*3*i go to 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i-

74. Now, we consider coset Aft0102132121).
However, *0*l*0*2*l*3*2*l*2*l = (1, 0, 2)(*i*2*0*l*0*3*0*3*2)
= (1, 0, 2)(*0*l*2*0*2*3*2*3*l/ 1,2’°) G 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*1Therefore, *1 takes 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*2*i go to 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*i-
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75. Now, we consider coset 7v(°102303010\
However, *o*i*0*2*3*0*3*o*i*o = (l,0,3)(*i*2*i*o*2*3*2*i*2)
= (1,0,3)(*o*i*o*2*1*3*1*0*1)^1,2,0^ G A*o*1*O*2*1*3*1*O*1-

Therefore, *0 takes Mo*i *0*2*3 *o*3*o*i*o go to A*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i76. Now, we consider coset Af(0102303012).

However, *0*1 *0*2*3*0*3*0*1 *2 = (1,0,3)(*2*3*i*o*i*2*i*3*i)
= (l,O,3)(*o*l*2*3*2*O*2*l*2)^1,3’0,2^ G A*0*i*2*3*2*0*2*1*2.

Therefore, *2 takes Aio*i*o*2*3*o*3*o*i*2 go to A*o*i*2*3*2*o*2*i*277. Now, we consider coset aM0102303230) .
However, *o*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*3*0 — (2,3,0)(i3*2*3*2*i*o*i*o*2)
= (2, 3, 0)(*o*l*O*l*2*3*2*3*l)^1,2^0,3^ G A*0*l*0*l*2*3*2*3*l-

Therefore, *0 takes A*o* 1*0*2*3*0*3*2*3*0 go to A*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*3*i-

78. Now, we consider coset

at(0102303231\

However, *0*l*0*2*3*0*3*2*3*l = (1, 2, 3)(*3*o*3*2*l*2*O*2*o)
= (2,3, l)(*0*l*0*2*3*2*l*2*l)^1,0’3^ G Mq*i*0*2*3*2*1*2*1 •
Therefore, *i takes W*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*3*i go to A*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*i79. Now, we consider coset Ad0102303232).

However, to*l*0*2*3*0*3*2*3*2 = (0, 2, 3)(*2*0*2*l*2*3*l*0*3)
= (2,3, 1)(*0*1*0*2*0*3*2*1*3/ 1,0,2) G A*0*1*0*2*0*3*2*1*3-

Therefore, t2 takes A*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*3*2 go to A*o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*380. Now, we consider coset A^010231202
However, *0*1 *0*2*3*1*2*0*2*1 = (*2*o*i*o*i*3*i*2* 3)
= (*0*l*2*l*2*3*2*0*3)^1,0,2^ G A*0*l*2*l*2*3*2*0*3.

Therefore, *i takes Mq*i *0*2*3 *1*2 *0*2*1 go to A*o *1*2* 1*2 *3 *2*0 *3-
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81. Now, we consider coset jy"(oi023i2023)
However, totototototo totototo = (1,3,2)(titotototototototo)
= (1,3,2)(totitototofitototi)(1’0^3’2^ G A'totitotototototo-

Therefore, to takes Niotototototototototo go to Ntototototototototo82. Now, we consider coset aX0102312302\

However, totitotototitotototo = (1,0,2) (tototototototototo)
= (ljO^Xtototototototototo/1’2^3,0) G NtototototototototoTherefore, i2 takes Niotototototototototo go to Ntototototototototo83. Now, we consider coset N(°10231301
However, totototototitototito = (2,0,3)(totototot3totototo)
= (2,0,3)(tototototototototo/2’3,0) G Ntototototototototo-

Therefore, to takes Ntotitotototototototo go to Ntototototototot3to84. Now, we consider coset /X0102313012).

However, totototototitototito = (tototototototototo)
= (tototototototototo/2,0) G NtototototototototoTherefore, t2 takes Ntotitotototototototo go to Ntototototototototo-

85. Now, we consider coset A/toiO23131^1).

However, totototototototototo = (1,3,0)(tototototototototo)
= (1,3, OXtototototototototo/2,3,1,0) G NtototototototototoTherefore, to takes Niotototototototototo go to Ntotitototototototo86. Now, we consider coset aX0102313103\

However, totototototototototo = (1,0,2)(titotototototototo)
= (l,O,2)(totototototitot3to)(1’2’0) G NtototototototototoTherefore, t3 takes Ntotitotototototototo go to Ntotitotototitototo87. Now, we consider coset aX0102321230\
However, to to to to to to to to to to = (1,2,0) (totitotototitototo)
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= (1, 2, 0)(*0*1*2*1*0*1666)(3,2’°) 6 Mo*l*2*l*O*16*2*3-

Therefore, *0 takes 77*0*1*0*26*2*1*26*0 go to 77*0*1*2*1*0*16*26 ■

88. Now, we consider coset yyt0102321232).

However, *0*1*0*26*2*1*26*2 = (1,2,0)(*26*i*o*i*3*i*2*o)
= (1,2,0) (6*1*26*2*1*2*06)(1,3,°’2) € 77*0*1*26*2*1*2*06•

Therefore, *2 takes 77*0*1*0*26*2*1*26*2 go to 77*0*1*26*2*1*2*06-

89. Now, we consider coset A7(0102323030\

However, 6*1*0*26*26*06*0 = (*0*1*06*0*2*0*26)
= (*0*1*0*2*0666*2)(3’2) G 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*3*2-

Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*0*26*26*06*0 g° to 7^*0*1*0*2*06*06*2-

90. Now, we consider coset A7(0102323031\

However, *0*1*0*26*26*06*1 = (1,3,2)(*3*2*3*i*o*2*i*o6)
= (1, 3, 2) (*0*16*26*1*26*0)(■L,2)(3’°) G 77*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*3*0-

Therefore, *i takes 77*0*1*0*26*26*06*1 go to 77*0*1*0*26*1*26*0-

91. Now, we consider coset x(0120101320\

However, *0*1*2*0*1*0*16*2*0 = (1,3,0) (*26*1*26*0*26*1)

= (l,3,0)(*o*l*2*0*l*3*0*l*2)(1’3’0’2^ G 77*0*1*2*0*16*0*1*2Therefore, *0 takes 77*0*i*2*0*1*0*16*2*0 go to 77*0*i*2*o*i6*o*l*2-

92. Now, we consider coset /y(0120101321L

However, *0*1*2*0*1*0*16*2*1 = (2,3,0)(*06*0*2*0*26*1*2)
= (2,3,0) (*0*1*0*2*0*2*16*2)G 77*0*1*0*2*0*2*16*2-

Therefore, *i takes Mo*i*2*0*1 *0*16*2*1 go to Mo *1*0*2 *0*2 *16 *2-

93. Now, we consider coset /yt0120130121).

However, *0*1*2*0*16*0*1*2*1 = (2,3,1) (*3*0*3*0*2*0*1*26)
= (2,3, l)(*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*o)(1’0,3) G ?7*o*i*o*i*2*16*2*0-

Therefore, *i takes 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*i*2*i go to

Mq*i*o*i*2*i*3*2*o-
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94. Now, we consider coset jy^0120130123).
However, *0*l*2*0*l*3*0*l*2*3 = (2,3, l)(*3*2*O*3*2*3*2*l*o)
= (2,3, l)(*0*l*2*0*l*0*l*3*2)^1,2’°’3^ e Nto*l*2*0*l*0*l*3*2-

Therefore, t3 takes N*0*i*2*o*i*3*o*1*2*3 go to N*o*i*2*o*i*o*i*3*295. Now, we consider coset N^°120130301),

However, *o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*o*i = (0,2, 1)(*i*o*i*3*2*o*3*o*3)
= (0,2, l)(*0*l*0*2*3*l*2*l*2)^1’°^2’3^ G Nto*l*O*2*3*l*2*l*2-

Therefore, ti takes N*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*o*i go to N*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*296. Now, we consider coset jy^0120130303).

However, *0*l*2*0*l*3*0*3*0*3 = (*0*l*2*l*0*3*l*3*l)
— *o*i*2*l*O*3*l*3*l N*o*l*2*l*O*3*l*3*l •
Therefore, *3 takes Nto*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*o*3‘go to Nto*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i-

97. Now, we consider coset yyl0120131301).
However, *o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*o*i = (1,3)(2,0)(ti*2*i*o*i*2*3*2*3)
= (1,3)(2, O)(*o*l*0*2*0*l*3*l*3)tl’2,0) € N*0*l*0*2*0*l*3*l*3Therefore, *i takes Nto*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*o*i go to Nto*i*o*2*o*i*3*i*3-

98. Now, we consider coset jyt0120131302).
However, *o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*o*2 = (l,2,O)(*2*o*2ti*o*3*o*2*o)
= (l,2,O)(io*l*O*2*l*3*l*O*l/1,0’2) G Nt0*l*0*2*l*3*l*0*l-

Therefore, *2 takes TV*o*i*2*o*i*3*i*3*o*2 go to N*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*1-

99. Now, we consider coset jy(0120132303).
However, *o*i*2*0*1*3*2*3*o*3 = (1,3,2)(t2t3t2to*2*i*2*i*o)
= (l,3,2)(to*l*0*2*0*3*0*3*2)^ 1,3^0’2^ € Ntoti*o*2*O*3*O*3*2-

Therefore, t3 takes lVto*i*2*o*i*3*2*3*o*3 go to N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*3*2-
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100. Now, we consider coset

at(0120212312^ .

However, *0*l*2*0*2*l*2*3*l*2 = (0, 3, 2)(*i*o*l*3*2*O*3*l*3)
= (0,3, 2)(*o*l*O*2*3*l*2*O*2)^’^^3’2^ G 77*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*0*2Therefore, *2 takes 77*0*1*2*0*2*1*2*3*1*2 go to 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*0*2•

101. Now, we consider coset /y(0120213232\

However, *0*l*2*0*2*l*3*2*3*2 = (1,0,2)(*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*3*o)
= (l,0,2)(*o*l*2*l*0*3*l*3*l)^1,0^ G 77*0*1*2*1*0*3*1*3*1Therefore, *2 takes 77*0*1*2*0*2*1*3*2*3*2 go to 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i-

102. Now, we consider coset jv(0120231010\
However, *o*i*2*o*2*3*i*o*i*o = (1,3,2)(*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*o*2)
= (1,3, 2)(*0*l*0*2*0*3*l*3*l) (1’2’3,O) G 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*1*3*1-

Therefore, *0 takes 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*i*o*i*o go to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*i-

103. Now, we consider coset 77120231012).
However, *0*i*2*0*2*3*l*0*l*2 = (1, 3, 2)(*i*2*1*3*1*2*O*2*o)
= (1, 3, 2)(*0*l*0*2*0*l*3*l*3)^1,2’3,0^ G 77*0*1*0*2*0*1*3*1*3-

Therefore, *2 takes 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*0*1*2 go to 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*i*3104. Now, we consider coset jv(0120231013\
However, *o*l*2*0*2*3*l*0*l*3 = (*3*l*3*l*2*l*O*3*o)
= (*0*l*0*l*2*l*3*0*3)^3,0^ G 77*0*1*0*1*2*1*3*0*3-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*1*0*1*3 go to 77*o*1*0*1*2*1*3*0*3-

105. Now, we consider coset

at(0120232301\

However, *o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*o*i = (1,2,0)(*2*o*2*i*o*3*o*i*o)
= (1, 2, O)(*o*l*o*2*l*3*l*2*l)^1,0,2^ G 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*1-

Therefore, *i takes 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*0*1 go to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*i-

106. Now, we consider coset /yt0120232302).
However, *o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*o*2 = (3,2,0)(*3*1*2*3*2*0*2*0*3)
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= (3, 2,O)(*o*l*2*O*2*3*2*3*o/°’3> G 7T*o*1*2*O*2*3*2*3*O-

Therefore, t2 takes 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*o*2 go to 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*0-

107. Now, we consider coset 7X0120232310).
However, *o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*i*o = (1,2, 0)(*2*o*2*i*o*3*i*o*i)

=

G 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*2*1*2-

Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*3*i*o go to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*2-

108. Now, we consider coset A7(°120232312).
However, to*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*1*2 = (3,2, 0)(*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*2*0)
= (3,2,O)(*o*l*O*2*3*O*3*l*2)^’2’0^ € 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*1*2-

Therefore, t2 takes 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*1*2 go to 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*2-

109. Now, we consider coset 77^°120232313).
However, *o*i*2*0*2*3*2*3*1*3 = (l,2)(3,0)(*o*3*o*3*o*2*i*o*i)
= (l,2)(3,O)(*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*3) (1,3^ G 77*o*1*o*1*o*2*3*O*3-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*1*3 go to 77*o*i*o*i*o*2*3*o*3-

110. Now, we consider coset A7(0120320202\
However, *o*i*2*o*3*2*o*2*o*2 = (1,2,0) (*1*0*1*12*0*2*3*1*3)
= (1, 2,0)(*0*1*0*2*1*2*3*0*3/ 1,0) G 77*0*1*0*2*1*2*3*0*3Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*2*o*2 go to 77*o*i*o*2*i*2*3*o*3-

111. Now, we consider coset 7X0120320231).
However, *o*i*2*o*3*2*o*2*3*i = (1,2,3)(*i*o*i*2*i*3*o*3*o)
= (l,2,3)(*0*l*0*2*0*3*l*3*l)(1,0) G 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*1*3*1Therefore, *i takes 77*o*i*2*o*3*2*o*2*3*i go to 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*i*3*i-

112. Now, we consider coset aX01201013230).
However, *o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*3*o = (l,2,3)(*i*2*i*2*3*o*3*i*3)
= (l,2,3)(*0*l*0*l*2*3*2*0*2)^ 1’2’3’0^ G 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*2*0*2Therefore, *0 takes 77*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*3*o go to 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*2*o*2-
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113. Now, we consider coset a?(01201013231L
However, *o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*3*i = (0,3, 2)(*3*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*o)
= (O,3,2)(*o*l*2*l*O*l*3*2*3)^ G 77*q*i*2*1*0*1*3*2*3-

Therefore, *i takes N*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*3*i go to ?7*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*3-

114. Now, we consider coset 77^°1201013232).
However, *o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*3*2 = (1,2,3)(*2*i*2*3*o*3*i*3*o)
= (1,2,3)(*o*i*o*2*3*2*1*2*3)^2’3,0^ G N*o*1*O*2*3*2*1*2*3Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*2*i*o*i*3*2*3*2 go to 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*3-

115. Now, we consider coset a?(0121031310).
However, *o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i*o = (0,3, 2)(*2*o*2*o*3*i*2*3*i)
= (0, 3, 2)(*otl*0*l*2*3*0*2*3)( 1,0’2’3> G 77*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*2*3Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i*o go to N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*3-

116. Now, we consider coset a/^0121031312).
However, *0*l*2*l*0*3*l*3*l*2 = (1, 0, 2)(*i*0*2*l*2*0*3*2*3)
= (1)0,2)(*o*1*2*0*2*1*3*2*3)(1’°5 G 77*0*i*2*0*2*l*3*2*3-

Therefore, *2 takes 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i*2 go to 77*o*i*2*0*2*1*3*2*3117. Now, we consider coset Af(0121031313).
However, *o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i*3 = *0*1 *2*0*1 *3*0*3*0

= *0*l*2*0*l*3*0*3*0 G 77*0*1*2*0*1*3*0*3*0-

Therefore, *3 takes 77*o*i*2*i*o*3*i*3*i*3 go to 77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*o-

118. Now, we consider coset A^0121232030).
However, *o*l*2*l*2*3*2*0*3*0 = (2,0,3)(*2*3*2*3*l*2*3*0*2)
= (2, 0, 3)(*o*l*o*l*2*o*l*3*o)^1,3,0’2^ G 77*0*1*0*1*2*0*1*3*0-

Therefore, *o takes 77*0*1*2*1*2*3*2*0*3*0 g° to 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*o-
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119. Now, we consider coset a/(0121232031\
However, *0*l*2*l*2*3*2*0*3*l = (1, O,3)(tit2*l*3*0*l*0*2*3)
= (1,0,3)(*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*1*2/1,2’3’0> G Ai0*l*0*2*3*0*3*l*2-

Therefore, ti takes Ato*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*3*i go to Ato*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*2-

120. Now, we consider coset A/^0121232032).
However, *0*l*2*l*2*3*2*0*3*2 = (*l*2*l*O*3*2*O*l*o)
= (*0*l*0*2*3*l*2*0*2)^ ’2,0^ G A£o*l*O*2*3*l*2*0*2Therefore, t2 takes Ato*i*2*i*2*3*2*o*3*2 go to Ato*i*o*2*3*i*2*o*2-

121. Now, we consider coset Ari0121232102).
However, *0*l*2*l*2*3*2*l*0*2 = (*l*3*l*3*2*3*l*0*3)
= (*0*l*0*l*2*l*0*3*l)^1,3’0^ G A*0*l*0*l*2*l*0*3*l-

Therefore, t2 takes A*o*1*2* 1*2*3*2* 1*0*2 go to Aio*i*o*i*2*i*o*3*i122. Now, we consider coset aA0123130301\
However, *0*l*2*3*l*3*0*3*0*l = (0, 1)(2, 3)(*2*3*2*3*l*0*2*l*3)
= (0, l)(2,3)(*o*l*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)^1,3’0’2^ G At()*l*0*l*2*3*0*2*lTherefore, *1 takes Ato*i *2*3*1 *3*o*3*o*i go to Ato*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i-

123. Now, we consider coset aT(0123130302\
However, *o*i*2*3*i*3*o*3*o*2 = (0,1)(2,3)(to*i*o*i*3*2*i*2*o)
= (0, l)(2,3)(*o*l*O*l*2*3*l*3*o)^ G A£()*l*0*l*2*3*l*3*0Therefore, *2 takes Mo*i*2*3*i*3*o*3*o*2 go to A*o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*o-

124. Now, we consider coset aA0123130303) .
However, *o*i*2*3*1 *3*0*3*0*3 = (0,3,2)(t2*i*2*o*i*3*i*2*i)
= (0, 3, 2)(£o*i*o*2*1*3*1*O*1/°,2> G At0*l*0*2*l*3*l*0*l ■
Therefore, t3 takes Aio*1*2*3*1*3*0*3*0*3 go to Ato*i*o*2*i*3*i*o*i-

125. Now, we consider coset A/^0123202120).
However, *0*l*2*3*2*0*2*l*2*0 = (l,3,2)(t3*2*3*0*l*3*l*3*2)
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= (1,3,2) (toto tototototototo/1,2’0,3) G NtototototototototoTherefore, to takes Niotototototototototo go to NtotJot-Jstotztoti.

126. Now, we consider coset aM0123202310\
However, totototototototototo = (2,0,3)(tototototototototo)
= (2,0,3) (tototototototototo/2,3) G Ntototototototototo-

Therefore, to takes Ntotitotototototototo go to Ntototototototototo.

127. Now, we consider coset aX0123202312\
However, totototototototototo = (2,3,0)(tototototototototo)

= (2,3,0) (tototototototototo) G Ntototototototototo-

Therefore, to takes Ntotitotototototototo go to Ntototototototototo-

128. Now, we consider coset M0123202313).
However, totototototototototo — (2,3,0)(totitotototitototo)
= (2,3,O)(tototototototototo/2’0’3) G NtototototototototoTherefore, to takes Niotototototototototo go to Ntototototototototo-

129. Now, we consider coset ?X0123212030\
However, totitotototitotototo = (2,3,0) (tototototototototo)
= (2,3,0) (tototototototototo/1,2,0’3) G NtototototototototoTherefore, to takes Niotototototototototo go to Ntototototototototo-

130. Now, we consider coset aX0123212031\
However, totitotototitotototo = (2,3, l)(tototototototototo)
= (2,3,1) (tototototototototo/0,3) G NtototototototototoTherefore, to takes Ntotitotototototototo go to Ntototototototototo-

131. Now, we consider coset Ar(0123212032).
However, totitotototitotototo = (3,0,1) (tototototototototo)
= (3,0, 1) (totototototototo to/0,3) G Ntototototototototo-

Therefore, t2 takes Niotototototototototo go to Ntototototototototo-
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132. Now, we consider coset A7(0123231301).
However, *0*1*26*26*16*0*1 = (3,0,1) (*3*1*3*26*1*06*0)
= (3,0,1) (6*1*0*2*0*16*06)(°’3) G Mo*i*o*2*o*i6*o*3Therefore, *1 takes 77*0*1*26*2*3*1*3*0*1 go to 7ft *1*0*2*0*1*3*06-

133. Now, we consider coset A7(0123231302\
However, 6*1*26*26*16*0*2 = (3,2, 1)(*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o6)
= (3,2,1) (*0*1*0*2*06*0*16)<0,1) G 77*o*i*o*2*o6*o*i6-

Therefore, *2 takes 77*0*1*2*3*2*3*1*3*0*2 go to 77*o*i*o*2*o6*o*i6-

134. Now, we consider coset A7(0123231303\
However, *0*1*26*26*16*06 ~ (l,2,0)(*3* 1*3*26*06*2*1)
= (l,2,0)(*0*l*O*2*O*3*O*2*l/0,3) G 77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*1-

Therefore, *3 takes 7ft *i*26*26*16*06 go to Aft *1*0*2*06*0*2*1-

135. Now, we consider coset aA0121312101).
However, *0*1*2*16*1*2*1*0*1 = (1,0,3)(*i*3*i*26*o6*26)
= (l,O,3)(*o*l*O*2*16*l*2*l)^0,1’3^ G 77*0*1*0*2*16*1*2*1Therefore, *2 takes 7ft*i*2*16*1*2*1 *0*1 go to 7ft*i*0*2*16*1*2*1-

136. Now, we consider coset Af(°102303120\
However, *0*1*0*26*06*1*2*0 = (2,3,0)(*3*o*i*o*i*2*i6*2)
= (2,3,0)(*o*i*2*i*26*2*o6)(1’°’3’2) G 77*o*i*2*i*26*2*o6-

Therefore, *0 takes 77*o*i*o*26*o6*i*2*o go to 77*0*16*1*26*2*06-

137. Now, we consider coset aA0102303121).
However, 6*1*0*26*06*16*1 = (1,3, 2)(*2*o*i*2*i*3*i6*o)
= (1, 3, 2) (*0*1*26*26*26*1) (1’0,2^ G 77*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*3*1Therefore, *1 takes 7^*0*1*0*26*06*1*2*1 go to 7ft*1*2*0*26*26*1-
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138. Now, we consider coset /y(0102303131\
However, *o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*3*i = (1,0)(3,2)(*o*i*o*3*2*o*2*i*2)

= (1, 0)(3, 2)(*0*l*0*2*3*0*3*l*3)(3*2)

G

Ntotitot2t3tQt3t]t3.

Therefore, *i takes 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*3*i go to 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*1*3-

139. Now, we consider coset

at(0102303130\

However, *0*l*0*2*3*0*3*l*3*0 = (*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*1*3)
= *0*l*0*2*3*0*3*l*3 G 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*1*3-

Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*3*2 go back to itself 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*3-

140. Now, we consider coset Ar(0102312120\
However, *o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*2*o = (1,0,3)(*i*o*3*i*o*2*i*2*i)

= (1, 0, 3)(*o*l*2*otl*3*0*3*o/0,1^3’2)

G 77*0*1*2*0*1*3*0*3*0-

Therefore, *o takes 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*2*o go to

141. Now, we consider coset

77*o*i*2*o*i*3*o*3*o-

at(0102312121).

However, *O*1*O*2*3*1*2*1*2*1 = (*0*l*0*3*2*l*3*l*3)
= (*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*1*2)(3’2) G 77*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*1*2-

Therefore, *1 takes

77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*2*i

142. Now, we consider coset

go to 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*2-

at(0102312123\

However, *0*l*0*2*3*l*2*l*2*3 = (*0*l*0*3*2*3*l*3*l)

— (*0*l*0*2*3*2*l*2*l/3,2) G 77*0*1*0*2*3*2*1*2*1-

Therefore,

*3 takes 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*2*3

go to

77*0*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*i-

143. Now, we consider coset yyX0102313132).
However, *o*i*o*2*3*i*3*i*3*2 = (l,3,2)(*0*2*0*2*1 *0*2*3*1)

= (l,3,2)(*0*i*0*l*2*0*l*3*2)^ 1,2^ G

77*0*1*0*1*2*0*1*3*2-

Therefore, *2 takes 77*0*1*0*2*3*1*3*1*3*2 go to

77*o*i*o*i*2*o*i*3*2-

144. Now, we consider coset AT(0102321212\
However, *0*l*0*2*3*l*2*l*2*2 = (*0*l*0*3*2*l*3*l*3)
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= (*0*l*0*2*3*l*2*l*2)^3,2^ G Nto*l*O*2*3*l*2*l*2Therefore, t2 takes N*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*2*2 go to N*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*i*2-

145. Now, we consider coset

at(0102321213\

However, *0*1*0*2*3*2*1*2*1*3 = (2,3,0)(*i*3*i*2*o*i*o*2*o)
= (2, 3, O)(*o*i*o*2*3*0*3*2*3)(1,3’0) Nto*l*0*2*3*0*3*2*3Therefore, *3 takes Nto*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*i*3 go to Ntoti*o*2*3*o*3*2*3146. Now, we consider coset /v(°121203201).
However, *0*1*2*1*2*0*3*2*0*1 = (1, 2)(3, 0)(*i*3*l*3*2*l*0*2*3)
= (l,2)(3,0)(*0*l*0*l*2*0*3*2*l)^1,3,0^ € Nio*l*O*l*2*O*3*2*b

Therefore, *i takes JV*o*1*2* 1*2*0*3*2*0*1 go to N*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*2*i-

147. Now, we consider coset a^(°121203203\

However, *0*1 *2*1*2*0*3*2*0*3 = (1,2)(3, 0)(*i*2*i*3*i*o*i*3*2)
= (1,2)(3, O)(*o*l*0*2*0*3*0*2*l/1,2,3,0) G N*o*1*0*2*0*3*0*2*1Therefore, t2 takes N*o*i*2*i*2*o*3*2*o*3 go to N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*2*i-

148. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0101023232).
jy (0101023232) _
then
number of the single cosets in the double coset
Nto*i*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2*V is at most: 1^(0101023232) | = 24 =
The orbit of ^(°101023232) On {0,1,2,3} is {0,1,2,3}. Taking representatives

from the orbit, and find to which the double cosets Nto*i*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2*2 belong?
However, Nto* 1*0 *1*0*2 *3 *2 *3 *2 *2 = Nto*i*0*1 *0*2*3*2*3 G [010102323], then four symmet
ric generators go back to the double coset Nto*i*o*i*o*2*3*2*3N.

149. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A7(0101203010L
yy(0101203010) _
^ien tbe number of the single cosets in the double coset
Nt0*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i*oTV is at most: 1^(0101203010)| = ™ = 24.

The orbit of a^0101203010) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Nto*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i*o*o,

Nto*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i*o*i, Nt0*i*0*1 *2*0*3*o*i*o*2 and Nto* 1*0*1*2*0*3*0*1 *0*3 belong?
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We know, *o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i*o ~ (1,0, 2)(*0*l*2*0*l*3*2*3*0*l)•
77*0^1^0*l*2*0*3*0*l*0 = 77*0*1*2*0*1*3*2*3*0*1-

77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*0*1*0*1 = 77*0*1*2*0*1*3*2*3*0 G

tor goes back to

[012013230], then one symmetric genera

77*o*i*2*o*i*3*2*3*o77.

We know, *0*l*0*l*2*0*3*0*l*0 — (1,3,0)(*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*3*o/°’2,1X
77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*0*1*0 — 77*2*0*1*2*1*0*3*1*3*277*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i*o*2 — 77*0*1*2*0*2*1*3*2*3 G

[012021323], then one symmetric genera

tor goes back to 77*o*i*2*o*2*i*3*2*377-

We know, *o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i*o = (2,3,0)(*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*3*2)(1’2’3j77*0*1*0*1*2*0*3*0*1*0 = 77*0*2*0*3*1*0*1*2*1*377*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i*o*3 =? 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*3 G

tor goes back to

[010230323], then one symmetric genera

W*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*3^”-

Moreover, 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i*o*o = 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*o*i £ [010120301], then one symmet
ric generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*o*3*0*177.

150. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX0101230210).
^(0101230210) _
then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
77*o*1*0*1 *2*3*0*2*i*o77 is at most: |JV(0Ji2lo2io)| = y = 24.

The orbit of aX0101230210) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*o,
77*o*1*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*i, 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*2 and 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*3 belong?
We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o = (1,3,0)(*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*3*2/0’3,2,1>•
77*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*2*1*0 = 77*3*0*3*1*3*0*2*3*2*1.

77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*i = 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*3 £ [010201303], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to 77*o*i*o*2*o*i*3*o*377.
We know, *0*l*0*l*2*3*0*2*l*0 = (*0*1*2*0*2*3*2*0*1*2)^0,2,3^

77*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*2*1*0 = 77*2*1*3*2*3*0*3*2*1*3-

77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*3 = 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*i G [012023201], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to 77*o*i*2*o*2*3*2*o*i7^.

We know,

*0*l*0*l*2*3*0*2*l*0 = (1,3)(2,0)(*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*3*o/0,2,3X

77*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*2*1*0 = 77*2*1*2*3*0*2*0*1*0*277*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*2 — 7T*o*i*0*2*3*0*3*1*3 G

[010230323], then one symmetric genera
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tor goes back to N*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*i*37?.
Moreover, N*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*o = 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i G [010123021], then one symmet

ric generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*2*i7V.
151. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ;y(0102030103).
jy(0102030103) _
^hen the number of the single cosets in the double coset
N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*377 is at most; j(0102030103)| = T = 24.
The orbit of a?(0102030103> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A?*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*3*o,

7?*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*3*i, N*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*3*2 and 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*3*3 belong? We
know, *o*1*o*2*O*3*O*1*O*3 — (1,2,3)(*o*1*O*2*3*1*2*3*O*1)^ 0’3’2,1^
77 *0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*0*3 = 77*3*0*3*1*2*0*1*2*3*077*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*0*3*0 = 77*0*1*0*2*3*1*2*3*0 G [010231230], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to 77*o*i*o*2*3*i*2*3*o77.
We know, *o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*3 = (0,2)(*o*i*o*2*i*3*i*2*3*o/0’2^1,3)N*0*l*0*2*0*3*0*l*0*3 = 77*2*3*i*o*3*i*3*o*l* 2.

77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*0*3*2 = 77*0*1*0*2*1*3*1*2*3 G [010213123], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to 77*o*i*o*2*i*3*1*2*377.
We know, *o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*3 = (1,0,2)(*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*i*o/0,1,2’3)-

77*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*0*3 = 77*1*2*1*3*O*1*O*3*2*177*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*0*3*2 = 77*0*1*0*2*3*0*3*2*1 G [010230321], then one symmetric genera
tor goes back to 77*o*i*o*2*3*o*3*2*i77.
Moreover, 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*3*3 = 77*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o G [010203010], then one symmet
ric generator goes back to the double coset 77*o*i *0*2 *0*3 *0*1*0 77.

152. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer

n<0101213102\

We know, *o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2 ~ *3*2*3*2*i*2*o*2*3*i then
^■(0101213102) _ (2; 1)(0,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2A7 is at most: pvCOyj^Lio2)| =

t

= 12-

The orbit of tv<01C>1213102) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,3}, and {1,2} . We take a rep
resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*o>
and 77*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*i belong?
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We know, *o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2 = (1,2)(0,3)(io*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*2*i)^ 1,3,0’2^

Ato*l*O*l*2*l*3*l*O*2 = A*2*3*2*l*2*l*3*0*l*3-

A*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i *0*2*3

= A*0*1 *0*2*0*2* 1*3*2 G

[010202132],

then two

symmetric

genera

tors go back to A£o*i*o*2*o*2*i*3*2A.

However,

A*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o*2*2 =

A*o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*o

G

[010121310], then two symmet

ric generators go back to the double coset A£o*i*o*i*2*i*3*i*oA.
153. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer

at(°101230301\

We know, *o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*o*i = *2*i*2*i*o*3*2*3*2*i then
^■(0101230301) _ {e,

(0,2)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset

A£O*1*O*1*2*3*O*3*O*1A is

at most: |JV(O1(iSO3oi)| = y = 12.

The orbit of A(°1012303°i) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {1}, and {3} . We take a

representative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Afo* 1*0*1*2*3*0*3*0*1*01
A*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*3*0*1*11 and A£o* 1*0 *1*2 *3 *0*3 *0*1 *3 belong?
We know, *0*1*0*1*2*3*0*3*0*1 = (1, 2)(0, 3)(£o*l*0*2*3*0*l*3*2*3)^2,°’3^

A£3*i*3£q£2*3*1*2*0*2A£o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*o*i*2 = A*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*3 G [01023013], then two symmetric generators
go back to A*o*i*o*2*3*o*i*3A.
A*0*l*0*l*2*3*0*3*0*l =

We know,

*0*1*0*1*2*3*0*3*0*1 = (*O*l*O*2*3*2*3*2*l*o)(°’3^

A*o*1*O*1*2*3*O*3*O*1 = A£3£i*3*2*0*2*0*2*l*3A*o*i*o*i*2*3*o*3*o*i*3 = A£q£i£o£2*3*2*3*2*i G [01023013], then one symmetric generator
goes back to A*o*i*o*2*3*2*3*2*iA.
However,

A£o*i*o*l*2*3*o*3*o*l*l = A£o*i*o*l*2*3*o*3*o G

[010123030], then one symmetric

generator goes back to the double coset A£o* 1*0*1 *2*3*0 *3*0 A.

154. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A/(°102132123).
We know, *o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*2*3 = *i*o*i*3*o*2*3*o*3*2 then

A(0102132123) — {e, (0, 1)(2,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
A£o*i*o*2*i*3*2*i*2*3A

is at most: p^oiSaiosyj = y = 12.

The orbit of AT(°102132123) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, and {2,3} . We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets A£q£i*0*2*1 *3*2*1*2*3*01
and

A*o*i*o*2*i*3*2*l*2*3*2

belong?
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We know, *0*1*0*2*16*2*1*26 — (1,3)(0, 2)(£o£i*o*2*3*2*i*26*i/1,0^3’2)77*0*1*0*2*16*2*1*2*3 = 77*1*0*1*3*2*3*0*3*2*177*0*16*2*16*2*1*2*3*1 = 77*0*1*0*26*2*1*2*3 G [010232123], then two symmetric genera
tors go back to 77*o*i*o*2*3*2*i*2*377.

However, 77*0*16*2*1*3*2*1*2*3*2 = 7ft*i*o*2*i6*2*i*2 G [010213212], then two symmet
ric generators go back to the double coset 77*0*1*0*2*16*2*1*277.
155. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer A^0101231302).
*0*1*0*1*26*16*0*2 ~ titotitoist&totvtits “ *26*26*1*06*0*2*1 = 6*26*2*0*1*2*16*0 then
jy(0101231302) _ ft ft 1)(2,3), (0,2,3,1), (0,3,1,2)}, then the number of the single cosets
in the double coset 77to* 1*0*1 *26*16*0*277 is at most:
=y=0
The orbit of A7(0101231302) on {0,1,2,3} is {0,1,2,3}. We take a representative

from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77*o*i*o*i *2*3*166*2*2)
However, 7ft*i*o*i*26*i*3*o6*2 — 77to*i*o*i*26*i6*0 G [010123030], then four symmet
ric generators go back to the double coset 77£o*i*o*i*2*3*i*3*o77.

156. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer N(0102030102)_
We know, £0*1*0*2*06*0*1*0*2 = *06*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1 = *0*2*06*0*1*0*2*0*3 then
N(0102030102) _ ft ft x), (3,1,2)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double

coset Mo£i6£2*o6*o*i*o67r is at most, j ^(0102030102)j — y — 8
The orbit of A7(0102030102) on {0,1,2,3} are {3,1,2} and {0}. We take a repre
sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets 77£o*i*o*2*o6*o*i*o*2*2 and

77£o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*2*o belong?
However, 77£o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*2*2 = 77£o£i£o*2*o*3*o*i*o G [010203010], then three symmet
ric generators go back to the double coset 77£o*i*o*2*o6*o*i*o77, one symmetric generator

goes to Mo*1*O*2*O*3*O*1*O*2*O157. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer M0102032123\
We know, £0*1*0*2*06*2*1*26 = *06*0*1*0*2*16*1*2 = *0*2*06*0*16*26*1 then
jy(0i02032i23) _ ft ft 2, ft ft 2)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double

coset 77£o*i*o*2*o*3*2*i*2*377 is at most. 1^(0102032123) |
8
The orbit of at(0102032123) on {0,1,2,3} are {3,1,2} and {0}. We take a repre
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sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntoti totototo toil to to to and
Ntototototototototototo belong?
However, Ntototototototototototo = Ntototototototototo G [010203212], then three symmet
ric generators go back to the double coset Ntoto to to tototototoN.

Moreover, Ntototototototototototo ~ Niotototototototototo one symmetric generator goes

back to itself Ntototototototototototo-

158. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer aX0102312013\
We know, totototototototototo = totototototototototo = totototototototototo then
27(0102312013) =
o, 1), (3,1 j 0)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double

coset NtotototototototototoN is at most: ^(0102312013)1 = t = 8
The orbit of N(°102312013) on {0,1,2,3} are {3,1,0} and {2}. We take a repre
sentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototototo and
Ntototototototototototo belong?

However, Ntototototototototototo = Ntototototototototo G [010231201], then three symmet
ric generators go back to the double coset Ntototototototototo-^.
Moreover, Ntototototototototototo = Ntototototototototo one symmetric generator goes

back to Nototototototototo-

159. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jv’t0120131303).
We know, tototototot3totototo = tototo to to to to toil to then
N(0102030102) _ {e, ((J,
3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
NtotototototototototoN is at most: jjy(0102030102)j = "2" =
The orbit of jv(0120131303) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, and {2,3} . We take a rep

resentative from each orbit, and find to which the double cosets Ntototototototototototo,
and Ntototototototototototo belong?

We know, totototototototototo = (1,0) (2,3) (toto totototototototo )•
Ntoto totototototototo = N’totototototototototo-

Ntototototototototototo = Ntototototototototo G [012320212], then two symmetric genera
tors go back to Ntototototototototo-Y.
However, Ntototototototototototo = Ntot^totit^tJoto e [010123030], then two symmet
ric generators go back to the double coset NtototototototototoN.
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160. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer jv'(0123021032\ We know,
*0*l*2*3*0*2*l*0*3*2 = *2*0*l*3*2*l*0*2*3*l = *l*2*0*3*l*0*2*l*3*0 = *3*0*2*l*3*2*0*3*l*2
= *3*2*l*0*3*l*2*3*0*l = *0*2*3*l*0*3*2*0*l*3 ~ *2*3*0*l*2*0*3*2*l*0 = *l*3*2*0*l*2*3*l*0*2
= *3*l*0*2*3*0*l*3*2*0 = *l*0*3*2*l*3*0*l*2*3 = *2*l*3*0*2*3*l*2*0*3 = *0*3*l*2*0*l*3*0*2*l

then W<0102030102) = {e, (0,1)(2,3), (0,3)(1,2), (0,3)(2,1), (1,2,3), (1,3,2), (0,2,3), (0,3,2)

, (0,2,1), (0,1,2), (0,3,1), (0,1,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double

coset 17*0*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*3*21V is at most: |jy(oio^3Pio2)| = n = 2The orbit of jy^0123021032) on {0,1,2,3} is {0,1,2,3} . We take a representative
from each orbit, and find to which the double coset 17*0*1*2*3*0*2*1*0*3*2*2 belong?

However, 17*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*3*2*2 = 17*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*3 € [012302103], then four symmet
ric generators go back to the double coset 17*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*o*317.

Length 11
1. Now, we consider the cosets stabilizer ]y(01020301020\ We know,
*3*2*3*l*3*0*3*2*3*l*3 = *l*3*l*2*l*0*l*3*l*2*l = *l*0*l*3*l*2*l*0*l*3*l = *3*0*3*2*3*1*3*0*3*2*3 =

*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*0*2*0 = *l*2*l*0*l*3*l*2*l*0*l = *2*3*2*0*2*l*2*3*2*0*2 = *2*0*2*1*2*3*2*0*2*1*2 =
*3*l*3*0*3*2*3*l*3*0*3 = *0*2*0*3*0*l*0*2*0*3*0 = *0*3*0*1*0*2*0*3*0*1*0 = *2*l*2*3*2*0*2*l*2*3*2

then M°1020301°2°) = {e, (0,1)(2,3), (0,3)(1,2), (0,3)(2,1), (1,2,3), (1,3,2), (0,2,3), (0,3,2),

(0,2,1), (0,1,2), (0,3,1), (0,1,3)}, then the number of the single cosets in the double coset
17*o*i*o*2*0*3*0*1 *0*2*0TV is at most: ■[jv(oJ^Lio2)| = n = 2

The orbit of M01020301020) on {0,1,2,3} is {0,1,2,3} . We take a representative
from each orbit, and find to which the double coset 17*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*2*o belong?

However, 17*o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*2*o*o = 17o*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*2 € [0102030102], then four sym
metric generators go back to the double coset 17q*i*o*2*o*3*o*i*o*21V.

Our double coset enumeration must be complete since the set of right coset is
close under right multiplication by the symmetric generators.
The double coset enumeration shows that the index of 17 = L12 : 2 in G is at most:
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= 7920.

=> |G| < 7920|N| = 7920 x 24 = 190080.

In order to show |G| = 7920, we consider G as a subgroup of S7920 acting on
7920 coset the we have found, and labeled as follows: (by magma). We find /(x), /(y)

and /(*o) (by magma).
It readily checks that the order of (a?,y,i), a subgroup of a symmetric group

S7920 action on the 7920 right cosets of N in G, is 190080. Visibly |rc| = 4 and |y| = 2,
additionally |icy| = 3 and [x,y]2 = 2, hence (x,y) = S4. If we conjugate t by S4 we see

that t has exactly 4 conjugates. We conclude that (x,y,t) is a homomorphic image of
the progenitor 2*4 : £4.
Thus; if the original five relations hold in (x, y, t), then (x, y, t) is a homomorphic

image of G and this will give |G| > |(x,y,i)| = 190080.
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The Homomorphism Image Of G
G = f(2ri : Si) = (/(B),/(y),/(to),/(ti)J(t2),/(t3)).

However;

{/(*1), /(*2), /(*s)} G {/(x),/(y),/(4o)}.
So it is imply that: G — /(2*4 : S4) = (/(x), /(y), /(to)}-

If the addition relation hold in (/(x),/(y),/(*o)) then:

The addition relation, namely [(0,1,2,3)*o]10 — 1 hold in (f(x), f(y)t/(to))

if (0,2)(l,3)/(ii)/(*o)/(*3)/(*2)/(*i)/(*o)/(*3)/(*2)/(*i)/(*o) must equal to an identity.
By magma we know (0,2)(1,3)/(ti)/(to)/(t3)/(t2)/(ti)/(to)/(t3)/(t2)/(ti)/(to) is equal
to an identity.
Thus the relation holds in G.
=> G is a homomorphism image of G.

Now, the First Isomorphic Theorem |G/Aer/| = G.
=> |G| > |G|. It is easily verified that G — </(x),/(y), /(*o)) = 190080.

|G| > 190080.

But we have seen above |G| < 190080.
Hence; |G| = 190080.
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